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Deliberately designed 
® ! 
For one 
valve 
(6 ohms) 

"COSMOS " PLUG - IN TYPE 
STRIP INDUCTANCE COILS. 

(Patent applied for.) 

Constructed on an entirely new principle, these coils 
are wound with strip of special design, composed of 
a number of copper wires embedded side by side in 
prepared paper. The coils have extremely low self - 
capacity and small high -frequency resistance. They 
are provided with plug and socket to fit standard 
coil holders. 
MADE IN SEVEN INDUCTANCE VALUES. 

4/6, 4'9, 5'-, 6/-, 6'6, 71- 8/9. 

"COSMOS" High Frequency Inter 
Valve Vario -Transformer. 

(Patent applied for.) 

Tuned on the Variometer principle. Has primary 
and secondary windings ON BOTH the fixed and 
moving bobbins. Uniformly high efficiency and 
amplification are obtained over the whole broad- 
casting waveband. 

18/6 

I / i / 
- - -- ----- .. - - 

COSMOS" RADIO COM- 
PONENTS are obtainable from 
ail wireless retailers. Demand 
"Cosmos " Components by name. 
It you have any difficulty, write 
to our works giving name and 
address of your usual dealer. 

"COSMOS" FILAMENT RHEOSTAT 
made in two standard patterns constructed with phos- 
phor -bronze contact arm ensurng reliable contact. 
Resistance is carried on a porcelain former absolutely 
unaffected by heat. 
Supplied complete with terminals, screws. dials and 
knobs, suitable for back of panel or face of board. 

Face of Board ed. extra. 
For z or 3 

valves 
(2.75 ohms) 

4/- 

/ 

/ 
/ / 

/ 
/ 

/ " COSMOS " L. F. TRANSFORMER 

N miig 

: nn -:._ ; 
1I ys- ,/. 

\\ 

is specially designed for utmost clarity of reproduction, 
Of solid construction and high efficiency, it is free from 
noise and will safely stand the high voltage and heavy 
loading used for power amplifiers. 

Telephone Transformer. 
Ratio 1 to4. Ratio I to 9. In Box. Unmounted. 

15/- 15/- 22/6 12/6 

" COSMOS" VARIOMETER 
AND VARIO -COUPLER. 
Wound on best quality miocarta tubing having high 
insu'ation and low dielectric loss. Supplied with ter- 
minals, dial knob, pointer and fixing screws. VARIO - 
METER for tuning aerial circuits over wave lengths of 
30o to fioo metres. With .0002 mfd. in parallel it is 
suitable for tuning anode circuits over similar wave- 
lengths. V ARI O -COU PLE R is suitable for wave-leneths up 
to ,,000 metres. 

/ ̀COSMOS" FIXED CON- 
DENSER and GRID LEAK. / The condenser, as shown, is enclosed in a moulded 

ebonite case with external terminals. It is built up 
of plates of copper foil separated by selected mica 
dielectric rigidly fixed in position. 
Condensers only with Leak " clips, 0003 mfd. 2/6 

Condensers only, without " Leak " clips, various 
capacities .. 1/9 to 216 each 

Grid Leak. a, z or 3 Megohms, 1/- 

JTROPOLITT 
ylekers 

ELECTRICAL CO_ LTD 

Head Office and Works : - Trafford Park, MANCHESTER. 
London Showrooms : - - 232-233, High Holborn, W.C.1. 

8/r 

A copy of the " Cosmos " Cata- 
logueand Handbook (D.S.71 17/I) 
post free for 2d. stamps. 
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TWELVE months ago. the first issue of 
MODERN WIRELESS appeared on the 
bookstalls. Was such a magazine 

really wanted ? Would it appeal to the 
public ?. What was the circulation likely to 
be ? These were a few of . the questions 
which exercised the minds of the proprietors. 
The emphatically affirmative 

, answer of the 
public soon set aside all doubts, and the first 
issue of 20,000 copies disappeared in a few 
hours. The actual number of copies sold was so 
great that after a few months the publishers 
issued what few magazines can .give-a certified. 
net sales certificate showing an average net sale 
of over ioo,000 copies a month. The three- 
fold ideal of MODERN WIRELESS-to give the 
right articles by the right authors in the right 
way-has animated us from: the beginning. 
We believed that the public wanted a magazine 
such as MODERN WIRELESS, and we knew that 
if we gave them such a magazine we could 
count upon wide support. In fact, such was 
the value given in the early issues of MODERN 
WIRELESS, that many people thought that it 
could not possibly be - maintained. The 
answer will be found on looking back over 
the first twelve issues-not only has the 
value been maintained, but it has been 
increased. 

Of course, there have been criticisms. We 
invite and welcome them. No magazine can 
succeed if it - adopts an attitude of false 
superiority and ignores the wishes of its 
public and the changing conditions of the 
times. Because we have been bold enough 
to state frankly the names of the various 
component parts used by our authors 
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(information of great help to readers), we have 
sometimes been accused of using our editorial 
pages for advertising purposes. We take 
this opportunity of stating bluntly that our 
editorial pages are not, never have been, 
and never will be for sale. Advertisers who 
take space in our pages do so because they 
know they reach the right people. We 
accept no advertising which is conditional upon 
mention of a firm in the editorial pages, nor 
shall we ever do so. 

In another part of this issue will be found a 
Questionnaire in which once more we ask th 
opinion of our readers on a number of special 
points. Some months ago when we published 
a similar form the thousands returned to u.; 
by our readers were of immense help in 
improving the magazine. Since that time we 
have added a very large number of new 
readers to our circle, and these in particular 
we ask to fill in the form and return it to 
this office. 

The contents of the present issue will, we 
hope, prove of exceptional interest, articles 
on theory, practice and of general interest 
being published. 

We have not forgotten that thousands of 
broadcast listeners are beginning to take a 
wider interest in radio matters, and we think 
that they will find much to help_ the. m in our 
pages. The more advanced experimenter, 
too, is well catered for, both in circuits and 
in experimental data. In closing these notes, 
we would take the opportunity of assuring 
our readers that no effort will be spared to 
make the coming issues even better than those 
of the past. 

2.92 
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O 

g Heard 7,300 Miles Away 
O O 

ó STRIKING ACHIEVEMENT OF CHICAGO STATION o 
o o 
O Those readers who ha;e difficulty in hearing Aberdeen in London will envy the operator in O 
O Samoa who recently heard WJAZ over 7,000 miles away, O 
O O 

ÓO0000000000e0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
All records were broken the other 

day when the Zenith -Edgewater 
Beach Station WJAZ was heard 
fully 7,300 miles away-almost 
half -way around the earth. At 
midnight, Central Standard Time, 

. each Wednesday, Station WJAZ 
changes to its experimental call 
9xx for the purpose of broadcasting 
messages and news to Dr. Donald 
B. MacMillan and his exploration 
party aboard the Bowdoin, now 
frozen in within 11 degrees of the 
North Pole. Wednesday night 
they call " MacMillan Night." . 

On Thursday morning at 1.45 a.m. 
the regular programme was being 
put on for Dr. MacMillan and his 

crew, and E. F. McDonald, Jr., 
of the Zenith -Edgewater Beach 
Station and President of the 
National Association of Broad- 
casters, was delivering the many 
messages to them from their friends 
and relatives, together with the 
news of vital interest to the ex- 
plorers, who, on previous expedi- 
tions, have been entirely shut off 
from news of the outside world. At 
this time, way down in Samoa, 
12 degrees south of the Equator, 
Operator Roberts of the Naval 
Station VMG was listening for news 
from the world abroad when he 
picked up Station WJAZ and sent 
the following message to the 

n 
O 

Director of Naval Communications 
at Washington D.C., who, in turn, 
forwarded it to the station. 

" Please inform Zenith -Edge- 
water Beach Hotel Radio Station 
that Chicago messages and music 
to MacMillan, North Pole, were 
received by me at 7.45 Samoa 
Time, December 19th. 

" ROBERTS." 
It is of considerable interest to 

note that a message intended for 
Donald MacMillan, now within 
11 degrees of the North Pole, should 
be heard by Mr. Roberts in Samoa, 
12 degrees south of the Equator 
in the Western part of the Pacific 
Ocean. 

The studio at WJAZ (Zenith -Edgewater Beach Station). This .station has been heard off Samoa. 
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THE FINISHED RECEIVER 

Preliminary Remarks 
THE receiver described in the 

following pages is not only 
an extremely efficient one, 

but possesses some unique features 
which will commend the set to 
experimenter and broadcast con- 
structor alike. The following are 
some of the advantages of the 
receiver. 

i. It is simple and cheap to 
make. 

2. It may be used for all wave- 
lengths. 

3. It may be used for the recep- 
tion of wireless telephony, spark 
signals or continuous wave signals. 

4. It is designed for use with 
bright or dull emitter valves with- 
out the necessity of any altera- 
tions. 

5. When dull emitter valves are 
used, the filament and high-tension 
batteries may be accommodated 
inside the box. 

7 he " All -Wave 
Receiver 

9,9 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., Editor 

6. A special method of prevent- 
ing undesirable self -oscillation is 
incorporated. - 

7. Tuned anode coupling may be 
used for any wavelength. 

8. Resistance coupling may be 
used to couple the first and second 
valves when long -wave signals are 
to be received. 

9. The set may be used as a 
single valve, two -valve or three - 
valve receiver, and may be adapted 
to half a dozen different circuits 
without altering the internal 
wiring. 

io. Circuits using an aperiodic 
reaction coil may be employed with 
the set. 

rr. The reaction coil may be 
reversed without alteration of the 
permanent wiring. 

12. Provision is made for con- 
stant aerial tuning, ensuring fool- 
proof operation of the set. 

13. External terminals are pro - 

294 

vided so that external high-tension 
and filament batteries may be 
used. 

14. The underneath side of the 
panel and wiring may be inspected 
at any time in a few seconds. 

Principal Circuits Used 
The set is a three -valve receiver, 

and although single -valve and two - 
valve circuits of various sorts may 
be used with the set, yet it is 
essentially intended as a three - 
valve receiver. 

Three principal circuits may be 
used, and in each case the constant 
aerial tuning system may be 
employed. 

Fig. 2 shows the circuit for 
general use. It will be seen that 
the aerial circuit contains a plug-in 
coil L which for, broadcast pur- 
poses may be a No. 50 coil. A 
variable condenser C, of 0.0005 µF 
capacity is connected in parallel 
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0000000000000000900000000000000000000 
In this article full constructional 

El details are given of a three -valve 0 
set which may be used for Ó 

broadcasting, spark signals, or El 

ElC.W.signals of all wave -lengths. 

EIDDEIDEUEICIDOEIDEIDEIDEIEIDEICIDEICIDDODEIDEIDEIDEICI 

with L1, while the condenser C2 is 

fixed and has a capacity of o.000i 
µF. The explanation of the constant 
aerial tuning system is given else- 
where. When long waves are to 
be received, it. is preferable to con- 
nect the aerial as -shown -in the dotted 
lines, instead of to the top of the 
condenser C2. This more ordinary 
connection may be used; of course, 
for the reception of broadcasting 
or shorter wavelengths. 

The filament rheostats R1, R2 
and R3 are of the compressed 
carbon type. This type of rheostat 
is used because it is suitable for use 
eitherwith dull emitters or bright 
filament valves. By using these 
rheostats the valves may be mixed, 
or either type used at will. Arrow- 
heads are shown passing through 
the resistances to indicate a per- 
fectly smooth continuous varia- 

tion. In the anode circuit of -the 
first valve is the inductance L2, 
which will be a No. 5o plug-in coil 
for broadcast purposes. A No, 75 
coil may, with advantage, be used 
both in the place of L1 and L2 
when the broadcasting station has 
a wavelength over 400 metres. 

An unusual feature is the use of 
a ioo,000 ohm variable resistance 
connected across the circuit L2 C3. 
This resistance is for the purpose of 
preventing self -oscillation of the 
first valve, and it may also be used 
for obtaining a fine adjustment of 
reaction without having to move 
the -coils relatively to each other. 
This idea is of great value, and may 
be adapted to numerous other types 
of circuits. The anode of the first 
valve is connected through the 
grid condenser C4 of 'ò.0003 µF 
capacity, to the grid of the second 

valve. Across the grid and fila- 
ment of this valve is a gridleak R5 
of 2 megohms value ; a variable 
gridleak may be used if desired. 
In the anode circuit of the second 
valve is the primary T1 of the step- 
up intervalve transformer T1 T2, 
the secondary of which is connected 
across the grid and filament of the 
third valve. In the anode circuit 
of this valve we have the telephones 
T, which may be replaced by a 
loud -speaker, shunted by a con- 
denser C5 of 0.002 µF capacity. 
A 6 -volt accumulator B1 is used, 
but a 4 -volt accumulator or three 
large dry cells may be used if dull 
emitters are employed. The bat- 
tery B2 has a voltage of about 
72 bolts. 

Operation of the First Circuit 
The operation of this circuit is 

very simple. The first valve acts 
as a high -frequency amplifier, the 
tuned anode circuit. L2 C3 being 
tuned to the same wavelength as 
the aerial . circuit. The Ioo,000 
ohms resistance R4 has its value 
varied in order to obtain the best 
adjustment which will prevent the 
first valve from oscillating, as it will 
tend to do. 

The second valve ants as a 
detector in the usual wày-, and the 
third valve acts as a low -frequency 
amplifier. 

Fig. 1.-A view of the receiver with coils and valves removed. 
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This 

Fig. 2.-A circuit for general use. 

circuit is recommended for 
the reception of all broadcasting, 
continuous wave signals and even 
signals on long wavelengths. In 
the latter case, however, the aerial 
should be connected as shown in 
the dotted line. 

The Second Circuit Explained 
The second circuit is illustrated 

in Fig. 3, and the three -valve set 
may be arranged to conform to 
this circuit in about g seconds with- 
out altering the internal wiring in 
any way. 

in. Fig. 3 the ordinary parallel 
tuning condenser is employed, and 
the first valve acts as a high - 
frequency amplifier as before, but 
this time the stablising zoo,000 ohm 
resistance R, is used as an anode 
resistance for coupling the first and 
second valve, acts as a detector, 
and the third as a low -frequency 
amplifier, as before. 

This circuit involves only one 
control-namely, the variable con- 
denser C1. The circuit may be 
used for the reception of broad- 
casting, and good loud -speaker 
results are obtainable with it. It 
is, however, to be particularly 
recommended for receiving such 
,Lations as Paris, when using either 
spark or telephony. On the shorter 

wavelengths, such as those on which 
broadcasting takes place, the first 
valve is not very efficient as an 
amplifier. On these wavelengths 
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Fig. 3, contains in addition a 
reaction coil L2, which is included 
in the -anode circuit of the second 
valve, in series with the primary 
T1 of the step-up intervalve trans- 
former T1 T2. The reaction coil 
L, is coupled to L1, and introduces 
reaction into the aerial circuit, 
thereby greatly increasing the 
signal strength. 

Although the circuit may bs 
used an short wavelengths, yet its 
particular usefulness is in the 
reception of longer waves, -spark 
and telephony `signals. It - may 
be used -'for the reception of, con- 
tinuous waves, but the results 
obtainable are not as loud as those 
in the case of Fig. 2. 

Reversing the Reaction Coil 
The reaction coil L2 in Fig. 2 

and Fig. 4 may be reversed by 

Fig. 3.-A resistance coupled circuit. 

the constant aerial tuning method 
may be adopted, in which case the 
fixed aerial condenser is brought 
into the circuit. 

When operating this receiver the 
anode resistance R, should be 
adjusted. 

The Third Circuit Explained 
The third circuit, which is essen- 

tially the same arrangement as 

Fig. 4. --The Fig. 3 circuit used with reaction. 

means of two small rubber -covered 
leads on the top of the panel. Foul. 
terminals are provided, and by 
simply crossing over the leads it i3 
possible to reverse the reaction 
coil. This is a great boon, and 
enables all kinds of plug-in coils to 
be tried. The constructor will try 
reversing his reaction coil when he 
first operates his set, although he 
w ill probably obtain quite good 
results whichever way round the 
reaction coil is joined when the two 
inductances are separated. ' 

Construction of the Set 
Fig. r illustrates the completed 

receiver. It will be seen that it 
is made with a wooden box, the 
different components being 
mounted on the wooden panel, 
which, however', may be replaced 
by an ebonite panel without much 
increased cost, because the ter- 
minals and valve holders are so 
fixed to the wood that direct 
contact with the wood is avoided. 
In the case of a terminal, little 
ebonite bushes are provided ; these 
may readily be purchased. 
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It will be noticed that there are 
three terminals at the back of the 
panel. These three terminals are 
for alternative aerial connections 
and for the earth connections. The 
terminals at the extreme right of 
Fig. i are for the high-tension 
battery and for the low-tension 
battery ; the two terminals in 
front,- to the right, are for the 
telephone receivers, or loud- 
speaker. The terminals on the left 
are switching terminals, and by 
means of short, rubber covered 
leads, it is possible to obtain a 
variety of circuits, including Figs. 
2, 3 and 4, as well as enabling us 
to reverse the reaction coil. 

Fig. 5.-Scale drawing of top of panel. 

The Top of the Panel 
The different components may 

be best explained by reference to 
Fig. 5, which is a scale drawing of 
the top of the panel. 

When the aerial is connected to 
the terminal A1, and the earth to 
the terminal E, constant aerial 
tuning is employed, an explanation 
of which will be found elsewhere. 
When the aerial is connected to the 
terminal A2, the variable condenser 
C1 is connected in paralled with 
the inductance L1. 

The knob R, is a 50,000 to 
ioo,000 ohm resistance, and is 
used either as a damping device to 
prevent undesirable self -oscillation 

or else as the anode resistance of 
a resistance -coupled receiver. The 
knob R, is the variable gridleak 
which is always connected across 
the grid and filament of the second 
valve. The handles R1, R2 and 
R, control Microstat or Lissenstat 
filament resistances. These types 
of resistances depend upon the 
compression of carbon, and they 
are excellent for use with either 
dull emitter or ordinary valves of 
all kinds. These appear to be the 
only two types on the market at 
present which will serve for both 
types of valves. 

The coil -holders shown in the 
illustration are of Igranic manu - 

Fig. 6.-View of the underside of panel, showing wiring. 
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facture, but any other type might 
be employed. The terminals T, 
and T6, and the terminals T1 and 
T3 secure the stands for the coil 
holders, and ebonite bushes are 
employed to prevent contact with 
the wood. The coil -holder L2 
has an extension handle which 
enables this coil to be moved up 
and down. The other coil holder 
remains fixed, or may be moved 
round only with some stiffness. 
If very loose coupling is desired, 
this coil -holder may be moved 
away from the other one, but 
ordinarily it would take up a 
vertical position. 

The valve -holders V1, V, and V, 
are of a type manufactured by the 

Bowyer -Lowe Company. A i -in. 
diameter hole is made in the wood 
by means of a brace and bit, and 
these valve -holders may then be 
fitted into the hole. Other types 
of flange valve -holders may be on 
the market, but have not come 
to our notice. 

Underneath the Panel 
Fig. 6 is the underneath view of 

the panel which, as stated before, 
is made of wood, but could be 
made of ebonite, in which latter 
case there would be no need for 
special valve -holders, or bushes 
for the terminals. The wood, of 
course, should be perfectly dry. 
No insulating bushes are provided 
for the different variable resistances, 
or variable condensers. 

Fig. 7 is a detailed wiring dia- 
gram of the underneath of the panel. 
This wiring is accomplished with 
No. i6 gauge bare tin copper wire, 
which is soldered to the different 
terminals. This is undoubtedly 
the best method of wiring a 

set of this description, but the 
constructor can use his own 
discretion. 

The different terminals have been 
given the same letters as those in 
Fig. 5. The circles, of course, 
around each terminal indicate the 
ebonite bushes. The terminals 
IP, IS, OS and OP, are those on 
the step-up intervalve transformer 
T1 T2, the choice of which is left 
to the discretion of the constructor. 
In a straightforward circuit of this 
description, the type of components 
used is not of vital importance. 
The position of the terminals of 
the transformer will depend upon 
the make used, but this should 
not confuse the constructor be - 

Fig, 7,-Detailed Wiring Dia4rºm, 

cause the terminals are marked 
in Fig. 7.. 

The variable condensers C1 and 
C2 are of the ordinary type com- 
monly used, and here again the 
connections to the condensers 
should not cause any difficulty. 
In each case a connection is made 
to the moving plates, and another 
connection to the fixed plates. 

The terminals R5 are those of the 
variable gridleak, whereas the ter- 
minals marked R4 are those of the 
variable roo,000 ohm resistance. 
The circles R1, R2 and R, are the 
underneath portions of the Micro- 
stats or Lissenstats; each has 
two lugs or terminals to which 
wires are connected. 

The condenser C2in Fig. 7 has 
a capacity of o.000I µF ; the 
condensers C1 and C3 have a 
maximum capacity of 0.0005 µF, 
while C4, which is preferably a 
type 600 A Dubilier condenser, 
stands vertically, and has a value 
of 0.0003 µF, being a grid con- 
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denser. The condenser C5, which 
is connected across the phone 
terminals, has a value of 0.002 F. 

Another view of the Wiring 
Fig. 8 shows another view of the 

wiring. Actually, in the set de- 
scribed, the wiring was done with 
square wire, which is stiffer than 
the ordinary round wire. Fig. 8 
will give an indication of how the 
different wires are arranged. Fig. 7 
not only indicates the connections 
to make, but also shows very closely 
how the wires are actually placed, 
although this is not a very impor- 
tant matter if the wires are kept 
as far as possible away from each 
other. In Fig. 7 slight changes of 

the position of the wires have bee_1 
necessary to ensure that each 
connection is clear. A true photo- 
graph of the bottom of the pancl 
would not indicate where all the 
connections go to, because some 
of the wires are closer to the panel 
than others, and in the photograph 
some would appear directly above 
others, and confusion would arise. 

The Box Container 
Fig. 9 shows the box on which 

the top panel is placed. This box, 
it will be seen, has four pins, S,, 
S2, S, and S4, each of which fits 
into a hole in the wooden panel. 
Two hooks, H1 and H2i engaging 
with a couple of eyelets, screwed 
into the sides of the wooden panel. 
By this arrangement, which, it 
will be remembered, was introduced 
by Mr. Harris into his " All -Con- 
cert Receiver," enables the under- 
neath of the panel to be inspected 
at any time by simply loosening 
the catches and lifting the panel 
off the box. 
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The pins are merely screws, the 
heads of which have been cut off 
with a hack saw, or filed off. The 
panel is first placed in position on 
top of the box, and then the four 
screws are screwed through the 
panel into the box, and the heads 
of the screws are then cut or filed 
off. The exact position of the 
pins, of course, is not important. 

The right-hand side of the box, 
looking at Fig. r, has four holes 
drilled through it, with four ter- 
minal bushes fitted to the holes 
(without the terminals, of course) ; 

these four holes are shown in 
dotted lines in Fig. 9. 

The box, in the set actually 
being described, is made deep 
enough to contain two sets of 
batteries ; one set is the high- 
tension battery, which has a value 
of about 75 volts, and the other 

used, and the other extremities 
of these wires are joined on to the 
terminals on the top of the wooden 
panel. An accumulator should 
never be put inside the box, 
because the fumes will corrode the 
wire, connections, etc. 

Many constructors, no doubt, 
will prefer to leave the batteries 
outside the box, in which case the 
box could be considerably shallower, 
(say 4 j in. deep). 
Wiring the Circuit for Broadcast 

Reception 
Looking again at Fig. 5, and 

also Fig. i, instructions are now 
necessary as to the connections 
and purpose of the various terminals 
T2, T4, T1, Ts, T5, Ts, T11, T7, Ts 
and T9. 

Fig. ro will help the experi- 
menter to understand the -purpose 
of the different terminals. The 

battery is a dry battery. The 
valves used in the set described 
were . o.o6 type, and the high- 
tension battery was placed in one 
portion of the box, and the L.T. 
battery, consisting of three bell 
batteries joined in series, was 
contained in a right-hand com- 
partment. Two separating pieces 
of wood were screwed into the box, 
as illustrated in dotted lines in 
Fig. 9. The two sets of batteries 
are covered over with a sheet of 

waxed paper, or cardboard. Two 
leads from the high-tension battery 
go through two of the holes B at 
the end of the box, and the two 
leads from the L.T. battery go 

through the other two. Flexible 
rubber -covered wires are perferably 
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L2 ; ordinarily T5 is connected 
to Ts, and Te is connected to T, 
these connections are illustrated 
in Fig. i. The terminals T9 and 
T11 are important, and the con- 
nections necessary vary with the 
type of circuit employed. 

Wiring up for Fig. 2 Circuit 
The circuit given in Fig. 2 is the 

one recommended for reception of 
broadcasting. The aerial is con- 
nected to the terminal A, of Fig. 5, 
and the earth to the terminal E. 
A No. 5o plug-in coil is fitted into 
the fixed socket L1 of Fig. 5, and a 
similar sized coil in the movable 
socket L9 of the same figure. The 
terminals T, and T, are connected, 
and also the terminals T, and T, 
are joined by a rubber -covered wire. 
The terminal T9 is joined to T7, 

and T5 is joined to T9. The 
terminal T9 is also joined to T so 

Fig. 8.-Another view of the wiring. 

terminals T1 T2 and T9. T, 
are to enable us to reverse the grid 
coil of the first valve, in other 
words to reverse the aerial induct- 
ance L1. By this means we can 
reverse the reaction between L2 

and L1. We will assume that the 
usual connection is for T3 to be 
connected to T2, and for T3 to be 
connected to T4. To reverse the 
reaction, and so test if better 
results are obtained, the terminal 
T1 is connected to T4, while T9 is 

connected to T3. 'All these con- 
nections are made with little rubber - 
covered wires having spade, fishtail 
shaped lugs on the ends. These 
wires are shown plainly in Fig. r. 

The terminals T9 T, and T5 T9 

also enable us to reverse the coil 

that the variable condenser C, is 
brought to shunt the inductance 
L2. The terminal T11 is joined to 
terminal T7 to complete the anode 
circuit of the second valve. 

We are now working with the 
circuit of Fig. 2, the resistance R4 
being adjusted so that the maxi- 
mum resistance is just in, i.e., 
that the resistance of R4 is about 
100,000 ohms. 

Separating the two coils as widely 
apart as possible, tune in on the 
condensers C1 and C3, and broad- 
casting should be readily obtained. 
If the first valve oscillates too 
easily, the resistance R4 should be 
reduced by turning the little knob, 
R4, in a clockwise direction. 

(Continued on page 4054) 
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Tact 
IN case any readers should feel 

impelled to send warm greet- 
ings on the auspicious occasion 

of the first birthday of MODERN 
WIRELESS, may I point out that 
it is not tactful to wish a publisher 
many happy " returns." 

A Birthday 
" This," said the Editor, " is to 

be our birthday number. What 
are you going to do for it ? Don't 
you think it is about time that 
you invented a new circuit ? Some- 
thing quite out of the ordinary, I 
mean. We've had dozens of valve 
circuits, but no one seems to have 
done much with the crystal. See 
what you can do in that way." 
When I had left the august presence 
it occurred to me that he had not 
mentioned whether he was address- 
ing me in the capacity of a serious 
contributor or merely as the writer 
of these notes upon the less academic 
side of wireless. Anyhow, I re- 
solved to do my best, and after 
many sleepless nights and an 
enormous outlay upon experimental 
apparatus I beg to present to 
readers my new duohyperanacata- 
reflexoregenerative crystal circuit, 
whose advent will sound the death - 
knell of valves, bright, dull or 
medium, and will bring the crystal 
once and for all into its own. 

The Circuit 
Many circuits have already macle 

a noise in the wireless world ; 

in fact you can hear them making 
it on almost any night when you 
tune in a broadcasting station. 
Many have created a stir that lasted 
for a few brief weeks. But every 
new circuit so far produced has 

been found upon careful investiga- 
tion to have been invented by 
someone else at least ten years 
previously. This circuit is put 
forward with no extravagant claims. 
I will merely say of it that it 
is the best, most efficient, the 
simplest to use, and that it has 
all others licked into the proverbial 
cocked hat. With this modest 
beginning let me describe it briefly. 

A reference to Fig. r will show 
the principle upon which it works. 
The upper or hypo-tential end of 
the A.T.I. (Li) is connected directly 
to the brush of the ululator or 
receiving felix. This joint should 
not be soldered, otherwise howling 
may be anticipated. One whisker 
of the felix makes contact with a 
crystal mounted in the usual cup. 
Any crystal will do at a pinch 
but I strongly recommend the use 
of an especially sensitive one such 
as blowmetite, wattàfrite or dyna- 
mite. From the crystal a lead 
runs to the telephones, which should 
have a resistance of at least 50,000 
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ohms, and thence wanders back 
to the lower end of the aerial 
tuning inductance and mother 
earth. As the receiving felix is 
liable to be a little uncertain in its 
actions a stabilising saucer (S) 
should be provided. The saucer 
should be charged with a solution 
readily obtainable at any dairy. 
The length of time that the charge 
will last will depend upon the self 
capacity of the felix. If desired 
the milk may be condensed, in 
which case the condenser CZ must 
be provided. A few drops of 
alcohol added to the solution will 
convert it into an electrotyte. If 
this is done the condenser C., will 
not be required, as the felix will 
do this by itself. In close prox- 
imity to the dorsal regions of the 
felix is the back coupling coil L. 
which is connected as shown to 
the reaction coil L3. In shunt 
with the latter is a variable con- 
denser marked C3 ; a C, condenser 
will answer admirably for the 
purpose. 

Fig. 1.-The duohyperanacatareflexoregenerative crystal circuit. 
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The Action of the Circuit 
The circuit is delightfully simple 

to use. The first process is to 
find a thoroughly sensitive whisker. 
This is done by the process of 
trial and error. The correct 
whisker, usually the third from the 
left, will be recognised at once 
when found through its being 
necessary to recharge the stabilising 
saucer in order to prevent the 
felix from going off the deep end. 
The characteristic curve of a sen- 
sitive whisker is given in Fig. 2. 

This having been done the two 
tuned condensers C1 and C3 are 
actuated respectively with the right 
and left hands, the other hand 
applying gentle friction to the 
spine of the felix. As soon as 
signals -are picked up the friction 
is increased until crackling noises 
are heard and sparks are seen to 
fly from the felix. To ensure 
ready sparking it is as well to wear 
an ebonite glove, constructional 
details of which are given elsewhere 
in this magazine under the heading 
Practical Notes. Care must he 
taken not to overdo the friction 
or the felix will manifest in time 
a deeply rooted dislike for wireless 
work. 

The Way in Which It Works 
A little explanation of the theory 

of the circuit may well be given, 
chiefly for the benefit of those 
experimenters who wish to add 
further to their stock of those 
long words which come in very 
handy at times for squashing the 
over -importunate beginner. The 
aerial is tuned to the frequency 
of incoming oscillations by means 
of the oscillatory circuit L1, C1 
Oscillations are impressed upon 
the felix, after passing through 
which they are rectified by the 
whisker -crystal combination. At 
the same time the swinging motion 
of the ebonite -gloved hand upon 
the back of the felix generates 
electricstatic currents which are 
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modulated by the oscillations 
passing through the felix. Hence 
synchronous surges of current are 
induced in the closed circuit formed 
by L1 and L3 and tuned by C3. 
These transfer energy back to 
L1 thus reinforcing the incoming 
oscillations with which the ind uced 
currents are in phase. 

It will be seen that minute 
currents impressed upon the felix 
control the very much larger 
currents of the back -coupled reac- 
tion circuit. These in turn build 
up incoming oscillations so that 
a true duohyperanacatareflexore- 
generative effect is obtained. 

Actual Results 
When the circuit was tested 

for the first time in the office of 
MODERN WIRELESS, music from 
2L0 no less than half a mile away 
was so powerful that the loud 
speaker was buckled, three window 
panes were blown out and the 
entire staff suffered from partial 
deafness for a week. At the urgent 
requests of other tenants in 
Devereux Court further experi- 
ments were conducted in the 
country. On a very poor aerial 
the strains of a pipe band trans- 
mitted from Glasgow 400 miles 
away were so terrific that the 
inhabitants of the whole street 
turned out believing that a High- 
land regiment was marching 
through. Unfortunately, in the 
course of the experiment the 
charge in the stabilising saucer 
was curdled and the sensitive 
whisker was fused, with the result 
that the felix projected itself 
through the window and was 
last seen travelling almost at the 
speed of light over neighbouring 
roofs. 

As it Was desired , to obtain 
independently opinions of merit 
of the circuit a set was made up 
and sent to Professor M. A. Blow 
for his report._ The first com- 
munication from him was sent 
to me obviously in error, for it 
contained an account of his latest 
invention, a self -rocking cradle 
with three speeds forward and 
reverse arid a silencer. Later how- 
ever I heard from him, arid the 
report he sent me was most grati- 
fying. " I have duly tested your 
wonderful set," he writes ; " I can, 
honestly say that I believe that 
much will be heard of it. I have 
already heard from my landlord, 
who has sent me notice to quit. 
I believe that you have solved 
the problem of wireless for the 
masses. Give them your duohy- 
peranacatareflexoregenerative set 
and they will want no other. I 
am at present in correspondence 
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with the Eugenics Society with 
a view to evolving a self -exciting 
auto -stable felix." 

A New Theory in Construction 
I have always felt that our 

wireless sets are constructed upon 
rather crude lines and that we do 
not pay nearly sufficient attention 
to the comfort and welfare of 
electrons which do so much for 
us. As Acting Deputy Beadle of 
the Society for the Prevention of 
Illtreatment of Electrons I take 
this opportunity of bringing home 
to all wireless men the way in 
which electrons have suffered and 
of indicating some means whereby 
they may fare better in the future. 
The most serious cases of thought- 
lessness occur when a junction 
is made between two leads as 
shown in Fig. 3, so that one branch 
leads to the thingamejig and the 
other to the whatyoumaycallit. 
Electrons, those willing little ser- 
vants always ready to do our 
bidding, rush at top speed down 

Fig. 3.-Kindness to electrons. 

the main wire until they come to the 
junction. And what then ? Not 
knowing which way to turn they 
stop for a moment and scratch 
their heads. Most of them eventu- 
ally decide to go to the left, and 
with them all is well. But the 
others, well intentioned but lacking 
guidance, turn to the right. Rush- 
ing along. for all that they are 
worth they run their noses hard 
against a blocking condenser and 
quite naturally set up a how 1. 

What is required, I feel, is some 
means of . making it perfectly 
plain to the poor things which 
way they should go. For this 
reason I and all the members 
of the Society have mounted at 
each junction upon our sets little 
ivorine tablets shaped like sign- 
posts, which serve to give the 
right direction as well as to warn 
them of the consequences should 
they obstinately persist in taking 
the wrong turning. Something, of 
the sort is also required in those 
wires which may be carrying two 
sets of currents. Here a little 
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notice, " Keep to the left," backed 
perhaps by another, " Safety first, 
don't push," will work wonders. 
Little acts of thoughtfulness such 
as these make all the difference to 
the quality of one's reception. 

A Cry for Help 
Any serious student- of wireless 

must of course read the American 
radio papers in order to keep 
not merely up to date but even 
a year or two ahead. - Being a 
fairly good- linguist I can under- 
stand the language pretty wellon 
the whole, though . not having 
attended a course of phonetics I 
cannot claim to speak it in anything 
like the correct accent except at 
such times- as I am afflicted with a 
cold in - my nose.. My difficulty is 
that though I have amassed quite 
a respectable vocabulary I -am 
frequently held up bÿ words of 
obscure meaning. So far: I. have 
been unable to obtain a good 
American dictionary Which will 
automatically keep itself up to 
date. Can "any reader in this 
country or on the far side of the 
Herring Pond recommend one ? 

At present I am seriously troubled 
over the word " dope," which 
appears to mean anything you like 
or nothing at all. Previously I 
have thought that the record for 
range of signification was held by 
the German word Zug, which 
covers everything from a railway 
train to a printing press. But 
dope seems to have it beat to a 
frazzle. Under a circuit diagram 
in one paper I find the caption 
" Complete dope about this in 
the text." Here it seems to mean 
information. In another's account 
of the construction of a wireless 
set in a tooth -paste tube by a 
twelve year old lad from Sloshville, 
Pa., I read " Some act like wireless 
was difficult. Clever little Jimmy 
got it all doped out right off the 
bat." Well, now, I ask you, is 
this kind of thing fair to the 
earnest student who urgently 
desires to read, mark and under- 
stand ? What we seem to need 
is an international wireless language 
to make things easy. French of 
course is quite simple, for they 
have obligingly adopted many of 
our own words. Even one who is 
moderately endowed with a gift 
of tongues would, I imagine, be 
able to translate " La self-induc- 
tion." But Germany, as one would 
expect, has made no attempt to 
make the path easy. What can 
you do with a people which calls 
a valve a " verstärker " ? 

THE LISTENER -IN. 

óc 
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Permanently Set Perikon 
Detectors. 

F. or more permanently set 
Perikon Detectors may be 
easily constructed as shown 

in the accompanying illustration. 
Cut off in the first instance a suit- 
able length of ebonite tubing of 
. in. external diameter. Slightly 
warm one end of the tube and 
force in a 4 B.A. terminal nut by 
hammering lightly. The object of 

NUT CRYSTALS 

.... NNI1Wes.." 
1.1.,W -, 

EBONITE TUBE 

CLIPS 

Nur 

Constructional details. 
warming the tube is to allow 
expansion while driving in the nut. 
When the tube cools it contracts 
and consequently grips the nut 
firmly. From the other end of the 
tube drop in two crystals of a 
suitable size (one piece of Bornite 
and one piece of Zincite). Nov 
perform a similar operation to the 
open end of the tube by sinking 
a further nut. On shaking the 
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tube the crystals should be found 
to move freely inside. 

Next insert a terminal into each 
of the nuts, and this completes the 
construction of the Detector itself. - 

The final operation is to make two 
brass, clips, as shown, into which 
we slip the two terminals. We 
have now to adjust the Detector. 
This is done by connecting it to the 
receiver and tightening up one of 
the terminals until a suitable 
pressure is brought to bear on the 
two crystals inside the tube. If 
the crystals when in this position 
are not found to give satisfactory 
signals, release the terminal and 
shake the crystals into a different 
position and tighten again. Once 
the most favourable spot has been 
found, no further manipulation 
will be necessary. These very useful 
little Detectors may be kept on 
hand for purposes of quick adjust- 
ment when others fail. 

A further example may be made 
on similar lines with Zincite and 
Molybdenite. 

H. B. 

NOISES. 

Our picture shows the interior of the studios at the London station during 
the recent successful performance of the "melodrama in a coal mine." 
It will be remembered that numerous "'stage effects " were a feature of 
the production. Strange, yet effective, noises were produced with rolling 
shot, buckets, wind machines and the like, all adding to the realism. 
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From SENATORE MARCONI. 

To the Editor of MODERN 'WIRELESS. 

All best wishes for every success in your 
new undertaking. 

I am, etc., 

Strand, W.C.2. 

Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S., whose message appears 
on this page. 

MODERN WIRELESS 

A recent portrait of Senatore Marconi. 

From Professor J. A. FLEMING, F.R.S., 
Inventor of the Valve. 

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS. 

SIR,-I have pleasure in congratulating 
heartily MODERN WIRELESS On the success of 
its first year of issue. It has combined 
admirably the publication of sound con- 

structional articles for the guidance of the 
radio amateur with the issue of more highly 
technical articles for the benefit of advanced 
readers. The wonderful progress in the 
amateur reception of American broadcasting 
shows that we are not nearly at the end of the 
achievements obtainable by intelligent students 
of the radio art, or of the intense interest and 
amusement, as well as scientific education, 
which can be derived from the amateur 
study of wireless telephony. The assistance of 

competent well -edited wireless magazines is an 
essential element in this progress, and I wish 
MODERN WIRELESS all possible prosperity in 
its second and future years of issue. 

I am, etc., 

(University Professor of Electrical 
London, W.C.2. Engineering). 
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Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. 

From Mr. E. H. SHAUGHNESSY, 
Chief Engineer of the General Post Office. 

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS, 

SIR,-I have watched with interest the 
monthly issues of MODERN WIRELESS and con- 
gratulate you on completing a year of success- 
ful production of material both interesting 
and instructive to the amateur radio en- 
thusiasts. I wish you every success for the 
future and hope you will be able to maintain 
the high standard of your magazine which 
fills a very useful place in radio literature. 

Yours sincerely, 

General Post Office, 
London, E.C.i. 

From CAPTAIN F. LORING, 
Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, 

General Post Office. 
To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS. 

SIR,-I thought when I saw the first number 
Of MODERN WIRELESS that it was a periodical 
with a future, and I am glad to have an oppor- 
tunity of congratulating you and your staff 
on your enterprise and industry. 

I feel sure that MODERN WIRELESS and its 
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Frern Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S, 

To tee Editor of MODERN WIRELESS. 

SIR,-I should like to congratulate Mr. 
Scott -Taggart on his paper, in which I have 
several times seen interesting articles. The 
great amount of interest in the subject, both - 
in Britain and America, must lead to advances 
in technique, and has already had the effect 
of making apparatus cheaper and more 
accessible, as well as more efficient, than could 
have been accomplished in any other way. 

I am, etc., 

Lake, Salisbury. 

companion paper WIRELESS WEEKLY must 
have a large circulation amongst the inexpert 
as well as the expert. In this connection I 
wish that all who address themselves more 
particularly to the inexperienced laid more 
stress to the limitations and difficulties which 
arise in the shape of interference from the 
common use of the ether by all. 

The professional radiotelegraphist with 
accumulative experience and training behind 
him is obliged to spend many pounds on th 
equipment of his receiving station and still 
constantly meets with difficulties. The in- 
expert, whether experimenter or broadcast 
receiver, spends as many shillings and not 
infrequently cries aloud to heaven when he 
finds that he does not get his little bit of 
ether all to himself. 

No doubt education in wireless is what is 
required, and the difficulty of this is increased 
by the remarkable accessibility and appeal of 
the art to the general public. If flying had 
been equally accessible what a lot of crashes 
there would have been, though in the circum- 
stances I fear the complaints would have 
been few. 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) F. LORING. 

General Post Office, 

E.C.I. 
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The " shore -end" of a submarine cable being laid in a trench. 

Wireless and 
HOW 

AT first thought it might 
appear that wireless was 
such an opponent of the 

submarine cable that they could 
not work in harmony. 

But a little consideration will 
show that wireless has features that 
make it of the very greatest im- 
portance to the upkeep of the 
submarine cable. 

From the time a submarine cable 
is laid it is subject to wear and tear. 
Although every precaution may be 
taken in plotting out the route for a 
new cable, at some part of its length 
it will cross some ridge of submarine 
rock on which its own weight will 
gradually cause wear. In the 
course of time a fault will develop 
and it becomes necessary to locate 
the trouble and repair it. Each 
cable company has a certain number 
of specially equipped steamers con- 
tinually in readiness to undertake 
such repairs. The engineers by care- 
ful electrical measurement deter- 
mine the distance at which the 

The cable ship is seen lying off shore. 

Submarine Cable Companies 
THEY HELP ONE ANOTHER 

fault is located. The captain of the 
cable steamer is told of this distance 
and ordered out to commence 
repairs. 

Before the days of wireless, once 
the steamer had left port there was 
no means of communicating with 
her until she had arrived at the 
scene of the damage, grappled for 
the cable, picked it up and cut in, 
when she would, of course, be in 
telegraphic communication. 

In the interval far more impor- 
tant trouble might have developed 
in another part of the same cable 
or in one of the other cables, and it 
might be necessary to cancel the 
original orders and send the steamer 
to deal with this more serious 
matter first. 

This is the first manner in which 
the cable companies have really 
come to rely on wireless, as they 
are now well able to move their 
steamers about to meet the situa- 
tions that arise from time to 
time. 
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A further benefit which they are 
likely to appreciate soon will be the 
help that directional wireless will 
give their steamers in picking up 
the cable. 

A submarine cable is obviously a 
most expensive apparatus, with its 
many protective coverings, and if 
the cable is picked up in the wrong 
position and tapped, the cable must 
be left in just as good condition as 
new before releasing it. 

Therefore, the navigation of a 
cable steamer in the open sea must 
be more exact than that of any 
other kind of vessel if the cable is to 
be located at the right spot and 
repaired with the minimum of delay. 

Yet in many parts of the world 
where such repairs are being carried 
out the skies may be covered with 
clouds for days and nights on end, 
thus preventing astronomical obser- 
vations. Or a tropical sun may 
distort the horizon in such a 
manner as to make accurate obser- 
vations impossible. Very careful 
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triangulation by directional wireless 
will enable an excellent fix to be 
made notwithstanding these con- 
ditions. 

When a new cable is being laid 
the navigation is even more im- 
portant than at other times. If 
the cable -laying steamer leaves the 
desired course at any point, through 
lack of observations, not only is 
there a loss of money through the 
additional cable laid, but in addition 
it may cause great delay in locating 
the cable at some future date for 
urgent repairs. 

Therefore, the advent of wireless 
has in many ways been of great 
value to the submarine cable. 

000000000000000000 
D 

0 The British MarineD 
El 

Wireless Service 

1200000000000000000 
contemplating " wireless " 

as a profession, would-be 
candidates, parents or guar- 

dians should very carefully examine 
the prospectuses of the various 
" Telegraph Training Colleges " and 
thoroughly investigate for them- 
selves the possibilities of engage- 
ments when " training " is at an 
end. 

At present the total number of 
British ships licensed to carry a 
wireless installation is approxi- 
mately 3,388, while the approxi- 
mate surplus of operators over 
actual requirements was 2,898. 

Before securing a position as a 
Marine Wireless operator, all candi- 
dates must pass the P.M.G.'s 
examination and secure his certifi- 
cate of efficiency. At the present 
time the number of unemployed 
persons holding the P.M.G.'s Ist 
Class Certificate in wireless tele- 
graphy approximates to .1, Boo. 

Wireless operators' pay and con- 
ditions of employment are governed 
by an agreement between employers 
and the Association of Wireless and 
Cable Telegraphists, particulars of 
which may be had from the Asso- 
ciation of Wireless and Cable 
Telegraphists at the undermen- 
tioned address. 

The commencing salary for a 
fully qualified Marine Wireless 
operator at present is £7 12s. 6d. 
per month, while the maximum 
salary after nine years' service is 

i8 17s. 6d. per month. In addi- 
tion, and where applicable, there 
are small allowances, such as 
" Foreign and Extended Voyage 
AIlowance," " Shore Allowance," 

In Charge Allowance," " Tanker 
Allowance," etc: Full, complete, 

authentic, and up-to-date informa- 
tion regarding all aspects of the 
Marine Wireless profession may be 
had free of charge from the Associa- 

tion of Wireless and Cable Tele- 
graphists, Lennox House, Norfolk 
Street, Strand, London, W.C.z, at 
any time. c ° 

° Readers' Views ° 

distant, is nicely audible on loud 
speaker, but on Saturday and 
Sunday nights last 2 LO was picked 
up quite clearly, using 8,000 ohm. 
'phones. This is by far the best I 
have ever had from any crystal set 
and I feel more elated over this 
performance than in picking up 
American stations on a two -valve 
dual. 

I might mention I have free 
essential high aerial required, the 
end pointing to London and a good 
earth a few feet away. 

This is only one of the good things 
taken from your publications, and 
you can count me a regular sub- 
scriber as from No. I of each, 
as I find they contain just the in- 
formation and news to suit me and 
are up to date.-Yours faithfully, 

W. D. C. 
Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, 

January 7, 1924. 

To the Editcr of MODERN WIRELESS. 
DEAR SIR,-I thought it might 

interest you to know that on Satur- 
day, the 5th of January, I received 
American transmission from the 
Westinghouse Electric Co. at Pitts- 
burg. I heard several musical 
items from 11.40 p.m. until 
12.35 a.m., when there was a 
lecture on Radio. At 12.45 a.m. 
more musical items followed ; at 
about 2 a.m. they called Metro- 
politan -Vickers and said that the 
next items would be relayed to 
them. At 2.25 I closed down. 
The transmissions on the whole 
were very good, but occasionally 
atmospherics were bad. The set 
is a three -valve set as described in 
September issue of MODERN WIRE- 
LESS by Mr. P. Harris. You may 
use this as you wish. 

Yours, etc., 
C. E. A. 

Wandsworth, S. W.1 S. 
7.1.24. 
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Letters on All Subjects El Letters 
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To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS. To the Editcrof MODERN WIRELESS. 

DEAR SIR,-I thought it might DEAR SIR,-In the January issue, 
be of interest to you to know of my a contributor gave his way of 
experience with " The Really Loud making artificial galena crystals. I 
Crystal Set " described in December am nót quite of his opinion, for, 
issue of the MODERN WIRELESS. since 1912, I have always made all 
Birmingham station, four miles my crystals myself, giving the 

recipe to my friends, who have 
adopted it ever since. This is 
the way to proceed : Take 
an equal quantity both of lead -dust 
and sulphur (about a thimbleful), 
mix the two ingredients together 
on a piece of paper so as to produce 
a mixture of uniform grey -yellow 
colour. Introduce the whole of 
this mixture into a glass probe. 
Heat it over the gas or simply over 
the flame of an ordinary fire until 
it turns red, taking great care that 
the glass does not break. Let it 
cool on a marble slab, after whieh 
your crystal will be ready. Now 
break off some pieces and test 
them. Crystals made after this 
simple method give excellent results 
and are even more satisfactory 
than natural " galena."-A. 

To he Ed ikr of MODERN Wi REEF SS: 
DEAR SIR, -I read with some 

interest the article by Mr. Cowper 
in the December issue of your paper, 
on " Some American Valve Cir- 
cuits," as similar circuits have 
been in use here for amateur phone 
reception for some time. Also at 
four miles from 2 LO, that station 
can be easily picked up on an earth 
lead alone, at fair small loud- 
speaker strength, on an exactly 
similar circuit to the one which 
you call the " Albright " circuit. 
It is on the question of the designa- 
tion of that circuit that I would 
crave your ear. As far back as 
1919, the circuit in exactly the 
same form as described in your 
,article (complete with choke coil 
in the H.T. lead) was in fairly 
common use in the Navy, and 
now that the Admiralty Handbook 

The "Albright" 0 
Circuit. 
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is on sale to the public, you will, if 
you refer to it, see that it is fully 
dealt with there. I cannot give 
the Navy views on the circuit in 
full, but an analysis of the circuit 
may help your readers. Without 
the choke in the shunt H. T. lead, 
the circuit has long been also 
known in U.S.A. as the " Colpitts 

Fig. 1. 

scillator." It makes an extrem ely 
efficient transmitter and is a sure 
fine oscillator on almost any wave- 
length from roo metres up, if care 
is used in instrument design and 
correct values of inductance and 
capacity, and proper aerial used. 

As to the circuit analysis, it is 
shortly as follows : FIG. I is 
our old friend the Armstrong 
regenerative single circuit sure 
howl receiver, so anathemised by 
Capt. Eckersley, and rightly so. 

Fig. 2. 

As a reaction receiver for C. W 
use it is, of course, so familiar to 
your readers that I need not dwell 
on it. It can equally well be re- 
written as in FIG. 2, if the reaction 
coil is transposed to the other end 
of the A.T.I. Incorporating the 
reaction coil into the tuned circuit 

Fig. 3. 

MODERN WIRELES 

will make of this a so - called 
" Hartley " circuit much heralded 
as American, but also now passed 
over long ago in Navy use. If we 
supply the H.T. and phone leads 
through a choke, and take the 
plate lead off at point D direct to 
the reaction coil as in FIG. 3, we 
have still the same circuit as FIG. 2, 
but with the H.T. supply in shunt. 
If point B, instead of being con- 
nected direct to the middle of the 
common A.T.I. and reaction coil 

Fig. 4. 

(ABC) in FIG. 3, is shunted potentio- 
meter wise across A C by the two 
capacities X and Y, the effect of 
the circuit in FIG. 4 will remain 
the same as in the circuit shown 
in FIG. 3, except that we have 
transferred the aerial to the other 
end of the A.T.I. reversing the 
phase of the oscillations only. Re- 
write FIG. 4 as FIG. 5, which is 
exactly the same circuit re -drawn. 
It will now be seen that if X the 
series condenser to the A.T.I. is 

Fig. 5. 

small, B is nearer C in effect and 
the reaction component of coil 
AC is small and it will be difficult 
to get oscillations unless condenser 
Y is lessened also. As capacity Y 
is Usually the natural capacity 
of the aerial to earth (working on 
the principle that the less the 
capacity and the more the induct- 
ance in the tuned circuit, the 
stiffer and more selective it is) 
Y will usually be fixed and hence 
condenser X should not be used to 
form the main tuning element. 
Thus AC must be variable and is 
at best a variometer. Rewrite 
FIG. 5 as FIG. 6, and we have 
what you call the Albright Circuit. 
Readers using the circuit will do 

well to remember that aerial earth 
capacity must be small, all stray 
capacities must be eliminated, and 
the HT bridging condenser, if used 
to carry the audio frequency make 
up current, must be on the HT 
side of the choke coil. If these 
items are carefully carried out 
the series condenser may be made 
very small. Hence ATI vario - 
meter will be big and the circuit 

000$ 

stiff and selective. The series con- 
denser being small, the potentials 
across it will be large, and large 
variations will be applied across 
grid and filament, which are, of 
course, a sine qua non for efficient 
use of the value as a detector. 
With a 5o duolateral coil and a 
ioo turn variometer in series as 
the ATI a Baty variable condenser 
in series with it, the series con- 
denser (X) may be as small as 
.000i and 2L0 still come in very 
strong here, using a German EVN 
valve. The circuit will even then 
oscillate, but only if about loo 
volts are applied to the plate and 
the filament current carefully 
adjusted. 

Honour, sir, to whom honour is 
due. Leaving out the Navy, the 
Albright circuit is at best a Col- 
pitts oscillator circuit and is at 
least three years old (see the 192o 
Admiralty Handbook on W.T.). 

Yours faithfully, 
A. F. C. B. 

48, Lavender Gardens, S.W. 
p. S.-As a transmitter LT+ 

and LT- are of course reversed, 
thus putting a negative bias on the 
grid and the grid' Leak. The series 
condenser is adjusted to exactly 
balance all capacity from the 
plate to filament, including of 
course the natural capacity of the 
aerial. The circuit is then tuned 
by adjusting the ATI final adjust- 
ment of the series condenser, being 
then made to get maximum radia- 
tion. If the series condenser is 
lessened in that adjustment, the 
ATI is then slightly increased to 
bring the transmitter back on the 
pre -determined wavelength. It 
can be used for choke control, but 
I think grid control would be 
difficult. You should have your 
readers thanks for recalling to th;ir 
notice a very good circuit for all- 
round. use. 

30 
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Front of set, showing clips. 

AMONGST the many thousands 
of amateurs in this country, 
there are several hundreds 

who are real experimenters at 
heart, but who, for various reasons, 
have not so far launched out. If 
you are of this number, I hope the 
present article may incite you to 
make your maiden voyage. 

You have, perhaps, a cabinet 
set, either bought or home -con- 
structed, and after several weeks 
or months of use you feel that to a 
certain extent you have gauged 
its possibilities ; and now you are 
sighing for fresh worlds to conquer. 
Or perhaps you have gained a 
local reputation as one who knows 
something about wireless. A be- 
ginner comes along to ask advice, 
but he cannot afford a 3 or 4 valve 
set such as yours ; he can only 
rise to one valve and a crystal. 
Surely, it is very much more satis- 
factory if you can give him, at a 
moment's notice, a practical de- 
monstration of the possibilities of 
the r -valve -crystal combination. 
Furthermore, there is no one cir- 
cuit which is equally suitable for 
every purpose. The popular 

1 

ó A Semi- 
El Permanent 0 

ó " Quick -Change "E 

O 

D 
D 

O 

tuned -anode H.F., detector, L.F. 
combination is probably still the 
best all -purposes circuit ; but if 
you are only a few miles from the 
nearest broadcasting station, 3 
valves is a sheer waste of " tubes " 
and current; better results, at 
least as far as purity of tone is 
concerned, can be obtained from 
one valve and a crystal. Do you 
want to receive the long -wave 
Continental and American stations, 
you will find that resistance - 
capacity H.F. will give you 
greater ease of tuning and some- 
times louder signals. 

Now there may be one or two 
difficulties with which you are 
faced. Your apparatus has to be 
packed away every night; there- 
fore it would only be a nuisance 
constantly wiring and unwiring a 
whole number of components ; 

you are troubled about loose con- 
nections and loss of efficiency ; 

while the length of time taken in 
wiring up a new circuit gives rise 
to difficulty in comparing results. 

For some months I have been 
engaged on these problems, and 
the solution ' at which I have 

0- 0_ 0-023_ 
AExTH.T- H.T.- H.T L.T : L.T. -7 PHONES= + +_ - } _ - } 

- 

-51---=__' BASE=B OARO='= 

22" 

Terminal arrangements and baseboard dimensions. 
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arrived, though by no means a 
final one, will, I hope, be of in- 
terest to other experimenters. 

The following are some of the 
results obtainable from the set 
about to be described : 

r. Any component can be re- 
moved from the set, and another 
substituted, in less than ten 
seconds. 

2. The whole set can be packed 
in a suit case, removed to another 
room or house, and then be un- 
packed, set up, and be working in 
less time than is usually required 
for an ordinary cabinet set. 

3. The change from any one 
circuit to any other circuit can be 
accomplished in a period of time 

A valve panel. 
varying between two seconds and 
two minutes. Actually, during a 
recent afternoon's transmission 
(one hour) from Birmingham-my 
station being in London-I tried 
no fewer than 12 different circuits, 
and gave each a 3 or 4 minutes' 
run, for the purpose of comparing 
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o With this set you o 

o can change from u 

one arrangement o 

0 of parts to another o 
O o 
o and from one cir- o 

o cuit to another in a 9 
D 
o minimum of time. o oO o 
results. The following extract 
from my log may give some idea 
of the flexibility of the set : " 5.30 
p.m. 2L0 Children's Hour ; valve, 
crystal, dual amplification ; 2 

loud speakers. 6.18 p.m. Eiffel 
Tower ; 2 valves, crystal, dual 
amplification ; 2 L.S. ; 2 seconds 
to change circuit. 6.32 p.m. 
Bournemouth ; 3 valves, reaction 
on tuned anode, 2 L.S. ; II min- 
utes to change. 6.45 p.m. Bor- 
deaux and Simbeek ; 2 valves, 
H.F., Det., resistance capacity, 
reaction on A.T.I. ; phones ; 25 
seconds. 6.55 p.m. 2L0 ; 1 valve, 
crystal, 3 L.S. ; 35 seconds. 11.30 

Wiring of valve panel - underside. 

p.m., 3 valves, 2 H.F. (1st tuned 
anode, 2nd tuned transformer), 1 

Det. ; listen for America ; W.G.1. 
at intervals till 3 a.m. ; from 3.3o 
to 3.55 uninterrupted programme." 

The quick change and efficient 
connection are both accomplished 
by means of the Clix terminal. 
Incidentally, the purchase of these 
Clix terminals was the only large 
item in my account of expenses ; 

MODERN WIRELESS 

Rear of set. 

practically the whole of the set was 
made up from spare parts, scrap 
ebonite, a scrapped set, and the 
junk box. Without the Clix, a 
large number of switches would 
have had to be purchased in order 
to obtain anything like the same 
flexibility ; and, once they have 
been bought, the terminals can be 
put to so many uses that they 
fully justify their adoption. 

Ebonite was only used where 
necessary, some of the components 
being mounted on wooden panels 
with the terminals alone insulated 
with Clix bushes. fin. walnut 
was used throughout, except for 
the baseboard. Panels, both of 
ebonite and of wood, were made of 
uniform length of 41 in., the 
width being suited to the in- 
dividual component. They were 
mounted on two battens each, 1 } 
in. wide (length same as width of 
panel) ; but in the case of the 
polar condenser panels this did 
not give sufficient depth, and these 
were therefore mounted on battens 
2 in. wide. 

The baseboard was the first 
thing to be made, and this was cut 
to fit inside an ordinary large 
suit -case. Next, the individual 
components were mounted on it, 
and one or two different circuits 
wired . up roughly in order to 
find the best average arrangement. 
When this had been settled, clips 
were fitted, and the compo- 
nents fastened down to the 
baseboard. The wiring was the 
next thing to receive attention. 
Really stout . lighting flex or power 
flex was found to be the bed, 
its stiffness making it easy to 
keep the wiring well spaced. 
Every lead was made as short 
as possible, although several leads 
have to be long in order that 

300 

they may reach to other terminals 
in other circuits. Various circuits 
were first worked out on paper 
and then tried out on the set. 
Letters and numbers were gradually 
added to the theoretical diagram, 
panels, wiring, and list of instruc- 
tions, so as to speed up the process 
of changing over. Excerpts from 
this list of instructions are given 
at the end of this article. 

I think that the illustrations of 
the various components will give 
all the information needed for 
mounting and wiring. As stated 
before, a uniform length of 41 in. 
and a uniform thickness of in. 
were adopted for the panels. The 
various widths are : Valve panel, 
2-i in. ; grid leak and condenser 
panel, 21 in. ; crystal detector 
panel, I-176- in. ; polar condenser 
panel (wood), 3,a in. ; transformer 
panel (wood), according to type of 
transformer used. The two -coil 
holder is a polar with the bottom 
taken off and with clips fitted ; it 
is also fitted with a small D.P.D.T. 
switch for reversing reaction, 
though this switch is really un- 
necessary when Clix terminals are 
used. 

It will be noticed that the 
positions of the terminals in the 
theoretical diagram do not cor- 
respond with the positions on the 
panels in most cases ; to have 
made them correspond would have 
rendered the- theoretical diagram 
too complicated. But on the 
component panels the terminals 
have been carefully numbered, 
where necessary, to correspond 
with the theoretical diagram and 
the list of instructions ; so that 
the èxperimenter should find no 
difficulty in wiring up and changing 
over, if he adopts the same system 
of lettering and numbering. 
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Theoretical diagram referred to in this article. 

Now as to the clips. After con- 
sidering and rejecting various 
ideas, I came to the conclusion 
that these clips offered the best 
solution, the chief consideration 
being that the components can be 
removed from the baseboard and 
placed on an ordinary table with - 

Coil -holder mounting. 

out any fear of inflicting damage 
through scratches. They were 
made out of scrap parts of 
old single -pole and double -pole 
switches of a very common pat- 
tern ; small nails were soldered in 
place of the bolts, and were filed 
down to the length of é in. These 
clips can, of course, be cut out of 
scrap sheet copper, and will be 
found to grip the components 
quite firmly. 

The one expensive item is the 
number of Clix terminals used : 

about 7 dozen complete Clix (in- 
cludes insulator and costs 4d.), 
and another 3f dozen Clix plus 
locknuts (3d.). A good plan is to 
keep different colours of insulators 
for different purposes as far as 
possible. On the set described all 
L.T. + leads were given red 
Clix ; L.T.-, black ; grid circuit 
of first valve, yellow ; plate cir- 
cuit of first valve, green ; grid 
circuit of valves z and 3, white ; 

and plate circuits of valves z and 
3, blue. 

A few notes.-In practice I dis- 
pense with the aerial terminal on 
the baseboard, and connect he 
aerial wire direct to 4. 

Try plugging Q into 14, rG and 
17 in turn, to determine which 
position gives best results. 

When both transformers are 
functioning, as in circuits ST loo, 
ST r5r, etc., try the effect of 

310 

transferring U to V, and W to 21. 
thus putting a grid bias of 3 volts 
additional on the grid of V3. 
(Different voltages between V and 
W should also be tried.) 

List of Instructions for Various 
Circuits 

The circuit shown in the 
theoretical diagram and in the 
photograph of the set is the ST roo, 
with A.T.C. in parallel (o should be 
disconnected from 13 whenever 
valve V2 is not functioning). To 
avoid taking up too much space 

Connecting wire. 

Base of coil -holder. 
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Front and rear of condenser unit. 

with diagrams, the circuits below 
are all given numbers : the reader 
is referred to Mr. J. Scott Taggart's 
two books, " Practical Valve 
Circuits " and " More Practical 
Valve Circuits," for the theoretical 
diagrams. 

IST CHANGE.-Try A.T.C. in 
series with bigger coil in A.T.T.; 
keeping H and I connected together, 
disconnect them from 5 ; transfer 
E and F together from 4 to 5. 

2ND CHANGE.-ST Ioo to ST 74. 
This is a one -valve crystal, dual - 
amplification circuit ; probably the 
best circuit for local broadcasting. 
Disconnect L from io, transfer R 
from 18 to 22. V crystal in use. 

3RD CHANGE.-ST 150. A two - 
valve, dual -amplification circuit ; 

o connected to 13 ; disconnect 
L from Io, N from II ; transfer 
M from TT to 14, T from 20 to II, 
X from 23 to I, S from 19 to 14. 
(Also try the effect of transferring 
A to H.T. +; this should be tried in 
the next three circuits.) V,, V2 in 
use. 

4TH CHANGE.-ST 100 to ST75. 
This will be found to be a very 
efficient circuit for the reception 
of distant telephony ; it is a form 
of the ST 15o circuit, but with 
separate reaction on the tuned 
anode coil. Instructions same as 
for ST 150, plus the following : 

Transfer G and H from 6 and 7 to 
Z and Z', plug A.T.I. in this coil 
plug ; transfer o from 13 to 7, 
P from 13 to 6 ; reaction coil 
plugged into fixed coil. V,, V1 in 
use. 

5TH CHANGE.-ST Too to ST 151. 
"This is a three -valve form of 
ST Igo." o connected to 13, dis- 
connect L from To, N' from TT ; 

transfer M from II to 14, S' from 
23 to 14, R from 18 to 23 ; plug 
in fresh wire YY' from T T to 18. 

V,, V1, V3. 
6TH CHANGE.-A three -valve 

form of ST 75. Same instructions 
as for ST 151, plus special instruc- 
tions for ST 75. 

7TH ,CHANGE.-ST ioo to ST 45 
This is the popular tuned anode 

Grid leak and condenser unit ("front and back). 

jII 

H.F., Det., L.F. circuit. Dis- 
connect A from I, L from io ; 
transfer J from 9 to 8, N from 12 
to 14, St from 23 to HT+, Gand H 
from 6 and 7' to Z and Z fòr 
A.T.I. coil, R from i8 to i9 ; 

YY' plugged in 6 and 18 ; reaction 
coil plugged into fixed coil. VI, 
V2, V3. 

8TH CHANGE.-ST Ioo to ST 44, 
This is a similar circuit to ST 45, 
except that reaction is used on the 
aerial coil. Instructioñs same as 
for ST 45, with ' the following 
differences : o from 13 to 3, YYi 
plugged in 2 and 18, tuned anode 
coil in separate coil plug, and 
reaction coil plugged into moving 
coil. VI, V2, V3. 

9TH CHANGE.-The following 
circuit, for which I cannot find a 
number, is one I have mentioned 
above, and gives good results on 
long wavelengths. It is a three - 
valve, resistance -capacity circuit. 
Instructions as for ST 44, except 
that now B and M' are disconnected 

Clip details. 

from T and I', and reconnected to 
the two terminals of the Too,000 
ohm resistance, which is, of course, 
disconnected altogether from the 
rest of the circuit. 

IOTH CHANGE.-ST ioo to ST I. 
This will give some idea of the 
flexibility of the set. ST T is the 
simplest form of crystal circuit. 
Disconnect L from Io, N from 12, 
P from 13, X and S' from 23 ; 

transfer J from 9 to 8, E' from io 
to 12, o' from 15 to 23, T from zo 
to earth. Crystal only. 

The space allotted to me has 
probably already been exceeded ; 

if enough people are interested in 
this set, I may be allowed to publish 
further circuits possible with these 
components. A .00i condenser 
should be substituted for the .0005 
between T and r' for the longer 
wavelengths. 

READ "WIRELESS WEEKLY" 

FOR ALL NEW CIRCUITS. 
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V 

The circuit of the Grebe C.R, 13 receiver. 

THE study of high frequency 
amplification is full of 
interest and a great deal 

remains to be done before we can 
reach that stage of efficiency which 
characterises low frequency ampli,i- 
cation of the present day. A year 
or two ago when the " Dutch 
concert " was about the only 
telephony available to the ex- 
perimenter, the resistance -capacity 
method of coupling high frequency 
valves enjoyed a great popularity. 
It was simple, easy to handle, 
inexpensive and on a wavelength 
of r,000 metres or more quite 
reasonably efficient. With the 
introduction of broadcasting on 
wave lengths between 30o and 500 
metres the resistance capacity 
method was abandoned for the 
stray capacities in a set and in 
particular the capacity between 

the grid and plate of the valve 
(always of importance on any 
wavelength) played such a large 
part on the shorter waves that the 
resistance method lost all of its 
virtues. 

For short wavelengths work 
both the tuned anode and the tuned 
transformer method have enjoyed 
a great popularity, for in both of 
these methods the valves capacity 
is far less detrimental. Every 
student of the theory of amplifica- 
tion knows that if we tune both 
the plate and the grid circuits of a 
valve the inter -electrode capacity 
will act as a coupling and if con- 
ditions are favourable will hand 
back from the plate to the grid 
circuit sufficient energy to maintain 
the set in oscillation. If the grid 
and plate circuits of a receiver 
tuned to say r,000 metres are 
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brought into resonance with one 
another, the handing back of 
energy through the electrode 
capacity will not be sufficient to 
maintain the set in oscillation and 
we must introduce some other form 
of coupling if we are to get full 
benefit of reaction up to oscillation 
point. Provided we arrange our 
wiring carefully (this implies that 
the disposition of the parts in 
the receiver is such that the 
wiring is short and the leads 
in the grid and plate circuits not 
too close together) we shall be 
able to avoid self -oscillation on 
wavelengths much shorter than 
r,000 metres. If again we use 
valves of special construction 
(valves of the V 24, Q, OX, Ora 13, 

etc., type) in which the usual 
capacity between the leads of the 
valve where they pass through the 

An experimental receiver made to try out the loose coupled H.F. coupling. 
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e In this article practical 

e details are given of a 
eO- 

p. neglected method of high e 

0 
frequency coupling which ó 

0 gives excellent results. 0 
O O 

00000000000000000 
" pinch " and the capacity pins 
and 4 -pin sockets is done away 
with, we can get quite favourable 
results on still shorter waves. 

American experimenters (other 
than the broadcast listeners who 
are concerned with amplification 
on wavelengths similar to our own 
broadcast wavelengths) do most 
of their work round about zoo 
metres, and a study of their 
arrangements and circuits show that 
radio -frequency amplification is 
scarcely ever used in their relay 
work. Many of their writers go 
as far as to say that on 20o metres 
and below, a well designed detector 
valve with reaction gives quite as 
good results as when a stage of 
radio -frequency amplification is 
placed in front. It must be borne 
in mind that the valves used by the 
American experimenters on the 
whole oscillate much more readily 
than those we use here. The 
standard American regenerative 
circuit almost universally used by 
members of the American Radio 
Relay League consists of a grid 
circuit tuned either with a vario - 

A modification of the Grebe circuit which gives good results. 
meter was found unnecessary. 

meter or a variable condenser, 
and a variometer tuned plate 
circuit. When the plate circuit 
is brought into exact resonance with 
the grid circuit (this is almost 
invariably loosely coupled to the 
aerial) the set will oscillate freely. 
Reaction is controlled by de -tuning 
the plate circuit slightly and when 
one has become accustomed to 
handling such a circuit "it is quite 
easy to get a very critical adjust- 
ment of reaction by careful manipu- 
lation of the two dials. 

In this country the two most 
popular methods of arranging radio 
frequency amplification are by 
means of the tuned anode and the 
tuned transformer. In the latter 
case the transformer is almost 
invariably very tightly coupled. 
If we think for a moment we shall 
see that our tuned anode method 
is practically the same as the 
American regenerative receiver, 
plus the arrangement by which the 
second Valve. is tapped across the 
tuned anode. If then the anode 
and the grid circuit are accurately 
tuned to one another and if the 

The potentio- 

grid circuit is loosely coupled to the 
aerial such a circuit wilt oscillate 
quite freely, so that if we wish to 
avoid self -oscillation we must damp 
the grid circuit in some way. This 
can be done with a potentiometer, 
so arranged as to place some amount 
of positive bias upon the grid of 
the valve or by connecting the grid 
circuit directly to the aerial, where- 
upon the damping effect of the 
aerial will tend to stabilise the set 
to some extent. A tuned trans- 
former circuit will act similarly. 

Recently several inventors have 
endeavoured to obtain the utmost 
amplification with a high -frequency 
valve by arranging something to 
neutralise the inter -electrode 
capacity which forms the " hand 
back." 

The Hazeltine Neutrodyne is an 
example of this. In some experi- 
ments recently I have, however, 
discovered that far greater stability 
than we are accustomed to in the 
ordinary way can be obtained by a 
very simple arrangement, and in the 
set I am about to describe I have 
obtained greater amplification than 

Rear view of the receiver with valves and coils removed. 
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by any other method I have tried 
with the same number of valves, 
plus much greater stability than I 
have found possible with any other 
simple arrangement. 

The set illustrated is not intended 
to be a finished design nor is it 
put forward as anything to be 
accurately followed in the lay-out. 
It is purely an experimental set to 
demonstrate the principle and to 
give sufficient information that 
other amateurs may try their hands 
at it. 

Every one of the components is 
generally available and probably 
all of them will be in the hands of 
the average experimenter, so that 
he may try out the experiments 
without any delay. Before pro- 
ceeding further it is well to indicate 
the line of reasoning followed in 
attempting the experiments. 

Fig. i shows the various methods 
possible with transformer coupling. 
We can, as shown, arrange a 
transformer in which both primary 
and secondary are untuned, primary 
tuned and secondary untuned, 
secondary tuned and. primary un - 
tuned and both tuned. Incidentally 
it is rather strange that although 
we are so careful to use low - 
resistance and low self -capacity in 
our aerial and grid circuits to avoid 
losses in our transformer grid 
circuits, which are surely just as 
important, it is the custom to use 
very thin wire wound without 
much regard for the self -capacity, 
and in a way we would never dream 
of using in the grid circuit of the 
first valve. Untuned transformers 
are very stable, but we obtain this 
stability at the expense of amplifica- 
tion. With the tight coupling 
generally used in high frequency 
transformers, it does not seem to 
matter much whether we tune the 
primary or the secondary, and 
certainly nothing is gained by 
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Four methods of using transformer coupling r (a) aperiodic transformer; 
(b) tuned primary with untuned secondary; (c) tuned secondary and un - 

tuned primary; (d) both primary and secondary tuned. 

to act as one circuit. Loosely 
coupled transforiners,although men- 
tioned in practically all books on 
circuits, are very rarely used by 
experimenters. The idea seems to 
exist that with them such sharp 
tuning is obtained as to make the 
circuit difficult to manage. 

I started the experiments about 
to be described on seeing the circuit 
of the new Grebe C.R.i3 receiver 
which has just been placed on the 
market in the United States and 
seems to be giving excellent results 
from reports received. Incidentally 
I may mention that this receiver 
was used by M. Leon Deloy in his 
recent two-way working across 
the Atlantic. It was also used in 
America on the same test. The 
circuit itself is shown in Fig. 2 ; 

L1 is a variometer wound with 
thick wire (about No. 14 d.c.c.) 

T + N - 
Practical wiring circuit of the receiu2r. 

tuning both. The reason for this 
is that with a very tight coupling 
both primary and secondary seem 

+ LT - 

to the centre of which is attached 
the aerial lead which contains a 
variable condenser V, which should 

be something less than .00025 µF. 
The object of this central .tapping 
is to give something of an untuned 
aerial effect, which is, of course, 
helped by the condenser C1. In 
this way a larger inductance can 
be used in the grid circuit than 
would be possible if the ordinary 
direct coupled arrangement were 
used. Notice particularly that it 
is the positive L.T. which is. earthed. 
The resistance R1 is a stabilising 
device, having a value of several 
hundred ohms and being pre- 
ferably non -inductive. 

The special interest in the 
receiver, however, is in L2 and L3. 
L 3 is - another - variometer also 
wound with thick wire to reduce 
losses and to this is loosely coupled 
the fixed inductance L2 of a com- 
paratively few turns (say 15) and 
therefore not having any natural 
frequency approaching that at 
which the receiver is being used. 
It was obvious to me that great 
importance is attached to the 
aperiodic coil L2 which is only 
loosely coupled to L3. It suggested 
that as the plate circuit was not 
in any way tuned either directly 
or indirectly (by being very closely 
coupled to another tuned circuit), 
it should be possible to bring both 
circuits into resonance (the grid 
circuits of both first and second 
valves) without self - oscillation 
taking place. It seemed inefficient 
to make this coupling fixed, and so 
I immediately ran together the 
circuit shown on the board in the 
photographs, with the 2 -coil holder 
into one socket of which a coil 
could be plugged for the grid circuit 
of the second valve. Into the 
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other any suitable coil for the 
aperiodic plate coil could be placed. 
Coupling could then be varied to 
find the best value. For tuning 
the first valve I used a variometer 
(the Pioneer) wound with good 
thick wire, and arranged a variable 
condenser to tune the grid of the 
second valve. The coils used were 
Gambrel], as these have a very low 
self -capacity. Subsequently, how- 
ever, I tried other makes and 
found most of the well-known 
makes quite satisfactory. 

Unless the variometer is specially 
constructed it is not an easy matter 
to tap at the exact electrical centre, 
and after unsuccessfully trying the 
effect of tapping off a portion 
only of the variometer inductance 

virtues in this circuit and was ni erely 
used to find the best working 
value. The actual circuit used is 
shown in Fig. 3 ; L1 is the aerial 
variometer, and C1, shown dotted, 
is a variable condenser used for 
certain experiments. R, is the 
potentiometer (which, as I have 
indicated previously is not needed). 
R3, R3 and R, (the filament 
resistances) are Microstats used 
because they enable either bright 
or dull emitters to be tried ; 

Lissenstats could also be used here. 
L3 and L3 are the coils in a 2 -coil 
holder; the rest of the circuit does 
not require any explanation, the 
note magnifying portion being 
arranged in a conventional way. 
The condenser across the high - 

themselves are carried in board 
mounting sockets on strips of wood 
supported on short feet, while the 
2 -coil holder is screwed on the 
baseboard behind the variable con- 
denser. The intervalve transformer 
can be of any good make. The 
final wiring is shown in Fig. 4. 
Careful examination of the photo- 
graph will show one or two points 
of difference between the wiring 
diagram and that shown in the 
illustration, but the wiring diagram 
should be followed. 

Generally the same general dis- 
position of the parts should be 
followed, as in this arrangement the 
vital leads are quite short. Fig. 4 
has been drawn in a combination of 
theoretical and practical diagrams 

Plan view of the instrument with valves and coils removed. 

to the aerial circuit I placed the 
whole of the variometer in the 
circuit in the conventional way. 
A potentiometer was fitted to 
control self -oscillation, but on 
finishing the instrument I found that 
it was no use whatever as the set 
could not possibly be made to 
oscillate, even when the grid was 
made fully negative. The variable 
condenser for tuning the grid circuit 
of the second valve was a double 
one, so that by altering the ter- 
minal connection values of .0005, 
.00025 or .000125 could be used at 
will. .00025 was found a good 
value, but any value from .0002 to 
.0005 uF should be suitable here. 
A double condenser has no special 

tension terminals should be s to 
r µF, but actually I used a Iower 
value than this, not having the 
correct value available. C3 of 
course is the variable condenser 
tuning the grid coil of the second 
valve. 

The actual make-up of the set 
is, perhaps, rather crude. The base 
is simply an ordinary pastry board, 
and the terminals are carried on a 
strip of wood which is screwed to the 
variable condenser box. Ebonite 
bushes are used for the terminals. 
The variometer in the aerial circuit 
is seen standing on the left and the 
aerial and earths terminals are at 
the bottom of the left-hand end of 
the strip of wood. The valves 

and from it the reader will be able 
to see the relative positions of the 
wire quite readily. It is drawn in 
this form so that the reader can 
use his own components as far as 
possible. 

The set was finished one evening 
a few minutes before 2L0 closed 
down, and it took but a moment 
to find the right coil to give this 
station. Of course, being so close 
to London, the volume obtained was 
very great, much more than 
sufficient for a loud -speaker. As 
soon as broadcasting stopped I 
tried round among the amateurs on 
44o metres and found the set sur- 
prisingly sensitive. It soon became 
apparent that there were one or 
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two special points in manipulation. 
First of all when the potentiometer 
was set to the most negative 
position, there was no tendency 
to oscillate, and it was quite 
apparent that this device could 
serve no useful purpose in the 
circuit. Next it was found that 
there was an optimum coupling, 
and when the coupling was made 
tighter than this, there was reduc- 
tion in strength of signals. All 
kinds of sizes of coil were tried and 
generally it was found that the 
coil of one or two sizes below that 
used in the grid circuit gave the 
best results, with moderately loose 
coupling. 

The purity of speech was such 
that it was obvious that the set 

was nowhere near the point of 
oscillation. 

After trying about on various 
wavelengths, just before going to 
bed at i o'clock, I adjusted the set 
by means of a wavemeter for the 
wavelength of WGY and imme- 
diately on switching off the wave - 
meter buzzer I heard this well- 
known station speaking. Fortu- 
nately he was making an announce- 
ment which included his call letters. 

On the following evening I 
tried the effect of inserting a series 
condenser in the aerial and im- 
mediately there was a great improve- 
ment in signal strength, so much 
so that the Ecole Superieure signals 
were too strong to be comfortable 
in the telephones and were switched 
on to a loud -speaker. It was still 

evident that the set was still far 
from approaching the oscillation 
point. Re -adjustment was made 
and the value of the series con- 
denser reduced down to about 
.000r, a value which, in ordinary 
cases with a tuned anode or tuned 
transformer circuit, would be 
sufficient to send the set into 
violent self -oscillation if the two 
circuits were accurately tuned. 
Still no self -oscillation was noticed. 
On 200 metre signals using about 
.0002 in series with the variometer 
(the windings of which had now 
been placed in parallel) admirable 
amplification was found, and after 
some difficulty on 175 or .18o metres 
with a capacity lower than .000r µF 
the set was made to oscillate with 
difficulty. 
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o A BIRTHDAY MESSAGE. 0. 
0 A FEW PERSONAL WORDS FROM THE EDITOR. o 0 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000ó 

WITH this issue we start the seccr.d 
year of " MODERN WIRELESS." 
Perhaps it is only appropriate that, 

on this occasion, I, as Editor, should give 
some indication of the policy which I propose 
to adopt in the forthcoming year. 

It gives me the greatest pleasure to be 
able to say . that, not only has " MODERN 
WIRELESS " come to stay, but that it has 
come to grow. 

We have had competition during the past 
year, and we have fought it down, but our 
success has only made me, and those who 
assist in producing " MODERN WIRELESS," 
more anxious than ever to increase the prestige 
and success of this journal. There is no 
resting on laurels at Devereux Court ; we are 
all keen to improve the magazine in every way 
possible, and a progressive spirit permeates 
the whole of the staff engaged in the work. 

We have many good things in store for 
readers. We are fortunate in having on the 
staff not only members who appreciate the 
experimental point of view, but who, by 
their own innovations and developments, help 
the progress of experimental wireless. In 
every village in the country, and in many 
villages and cities beyond the seas, " MODERN 
WIRELESS " designs, " MODERN WIRELESS " 
circuits, and " MODERN WIRELESS " ideas are 
the subject of interested comment. Seven 
foreign countries have obtained from the 
publishers of " MODERN WIRELESS " the 
translation rights of our articles, but what 
we appreciate most, of course, is the strong 

and continued support of our British readers. 
Above all things, we desire the good will 
of our readers. We want all of them to be 
our friends. If there is anything that we do 
that you seriously disapprove of, I would 
like to hear from you, and if your suggestions 
are of general interest, they will be carried out. 
I hope there will be a big response to our invita- 
tion to fill in the page of questions in this issue. 

There are those who write and express 
their wish that " MODERN WIRELESS " 
came out oftener. To these " WIRELESS 
WEEKLY " should appeal. Our policy during 
the coming year is to make each paper self- 
contained, but nevertheless, in the case of 
some new development, it is only natural that 
different aspects of the same subject should 
be given in both journals. 

We wish, on this occasion, to thank all 
those who have, within such a short period, 
helped to build up the House of Radio Press 
into the great organisation that it now is. 
The vigorous growth of our activities is proof 
enough that the lines on which we have 
worked are the right lines. 

Lastly, I hope that all our readers and their 
friends as well, will buy the Special Spring 
Number which will be published at is. 6d. on 
March 1st, and will be greatly enlarged and 
beautifully produced. 

off,,. gie.od!( 
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CI CDOD MD 0000000000DOCIDODDEI 
D Regular Programmes from o 

British and Continental CI 

D Broadcasting Stations 
Times in Gree:uuich Mean Time. D 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
Call Wave - 

Sign. length. 

5 WA 35o 
2 LO 365 
2 ZY 375 
6 BM 385 
5 NO 400 
5 SC 42o 
5IT 475 
2 BD 495 

FRANCE. 
EIFFEL TOWER. F.L. 2,600, 

(Daily.) 
6.40 a.m. Forecast. 

10.50 a.m. Fish prices in the Paris markets. 
11.14 a.m. Announcement of the time. 
11.15 a.m. Regional forecast. 
12.0 a,m. Livestock prices. 

(Tuesdays and Thursdays.) 
Financial news. 
Closing prices. 
(Saturdays excepted.) 

6.io p.m. Radio concerts. 
7.0 p.m. General forecast. 

10.10 p.m. General forecast. On Sundays 
the radio concerts and fore- 
casts are given at 7 o'clock. 

ECOLE SUPÉRIEURE DE POSTES ET TÉLÉ- 
GRAPHES (450 metres). 

Concerts generally at 9 p.m. on Tuesday 
and Thursday. 

RADIOLA (1,780 metres). 
12.30 
4.30 p.m. . Concerts. 
8.3o p.m. j 

These concerts are preceded by news items. 

BELGIUM. 
BRUSSELS (405 metres). 

5.30 p.m. 
6.o p.m. 
8.30 p.m. 

o 

Station. 

Cardiff 
London ... 
Manchester 
Bournemouth 
Newcastle ,.. 
Glasgow ... 
Birmingham 
Aberdeen ... 

3.40 p.m. 
5.30 p.m. 

Tirne.;. 

3.3o to 4.30 p.m 
and 

5.0 to 10.33 p.m. 

SUNDAYS. 
3.0 to 5.o p.m, 

and 
8.3o to 10.30 p.m. 

Concerts and News. 

HOLLAND. 
THE HAGUE, PCGG (1,050 metres). 

Concerts. Sundays, 3.o to 6.o p.m. 
THE HAGUE, HEUSSEN, PCUU (I,05o 

metres). 
Thursdays, from 7.45 to Io.o p.m., Irregular. 
Sundays, from 9.40 to 10.4o a.m.. Irregular. 

MODERN WIRELESS 
THE HAGUE, VELTHYSEN, PCKK. 

Fridays, from 8.40 to 9.40 p.m., Irregular, 
THE HAGUE, IJMUIDEN, PCMM. 

Saturdays, from 8.40 to 9.40 p.m., Irregu:a.r, 
SPAIN. 

MADRID (2,I00 metres). 
Trials from io.o to 12.0 a.m., Irregular. 

SWITZERLAND. 
LAUSANNE (I,Ioo metres). 

8.5 a.m. Meteorological forecast for 
Lausanne. 

10.50 a.m. Meteorological forecast for 
Geneva and Dubendal. 

Lo p.m. Meteorological report for . 

Switzerland. 
6.55 p.m. Meteorological report for 

Switzerland. 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 

Saturdays, Concerts. 
7.o p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays 

and Saturdays, Concerts. 

4.0 p.m. 

6 MK 
6 PL 

6 SR 

6 SS 
6UM 

6 UT 

6 UV 
6 VN 
6 VP 
6 XT 
2 ACP 

2 ADN 

z All 
2 IC 

2 QT 

2 UZ 

z VL 

5 VC 

2 LA. 

ITALY, 
ROME (540 metres). 

Weekdays from 5.o p.m. to 6.o p.m. 

000000000000000000000 O 
Additions to List of Amateur Call Sig is. ó ó 

Call. Name of O,vner, 
2 HM 
2 UR 
2 XY 
5 1B 

H. B. GARDNER ., 
A. WHALE AND CO. .. 
H. T. LITTLEWOOD 
L. H. & L. W. CARDER .. 

5 OX C. H. F. HUBBARD 
5 PR C. RATCLIFFE 
5 QU L. J. DOLPHIN 

5 SY G. THOMPSON 
5 TS WALTER DEAN 

5 VB G. C. CURTIS 

5 WF D. G. BOWER . ., 
6 IW LEEDS Y.M.C.A. WIRELESS 

6 MF S. HILL .. 
R. WILBY .. .. 
J. F. BROCKBANK .. 

R. T. HATTON EVANS 

F. C. HOLLIDAY .. 
LEEDS RADIO SOCIETY 

T. A. ST. JOHNSTON 

G. L. MORROW 
F. W. WELLBELOVF. 
H. E. NICHOLSON .. 
S. W. FARMERY .. 

L. NORRIS .. .. 

G. SYKES 

Address. 
129, Salisbury Road, Barnet. 
202, Powis Street, Woolwich. 
Eshoet, Wedgewood Drive, Leeds. 
5, Deeside Parade, West Kirby, 
Birkenhead. 

196, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.15. 
68A, Dewsbury Road, Leeds. 
23, Carless Avenue, Harborne, 
Birmingham. 

East Rigton,East Keswick, Leeds. 
Bankleigh, Ramsgreave, nr, 
Blackburn. 

33, Swindon Road, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham. 

co, Ventnor Villas, Hove, Sussex. 

Y.M.C.A., Albin Place, Leeds. 
Langford House, Langford, nr. 
Bristol. 

93, Brudenell Road, Leeds. 
51, Palatine Road, Withington, 
Manchester. 

6, Cort-y-vil Rd., Penarth, 3. 
Wales. 

Forest Hill, Roundhav, Lee's. 
Woodhouse Lane, U.M. Church 
Schools, Leeds. 
28, Douglas Road, Chingford, 
Essex. 
" Pen Olver," Berkham;ted. 
37, St. John's Rd., Erith, Kent. 
42, Southsea Av., Watford, Hersa, 
Whinfield Rd., Adel, Leeds. 
r36A, Brownhill Rd., Catford, 
Kent. 
13, Longford Stret, Garton 
Manchester. 

CORRECTIONS. 
A. R. TAYLOR .. Hounslow. 
CAPT. 0. S. STILES . Heron's Ghyll, South Harrow. 
C. F. PHILLIPS, M.I.R.E... c/o Burndept Ltd., London,S.E.s. 
C. C. BARNETT .. .. Winton Cottage, South Perrott, 

Mesterton, Somerset. 
C. U. STEAD .. 29, Sholebroke View, Chapeltown, 

Leeds. 
D. E. PETTIGREW .. 37, Mexborough Av., Chapeltown 

Road, Leeds. 
H. LANGSTAFF .. io, Piece Hall Yard, Bradford, 

Yorkshire. 
CLOSED DOWN. 

2 LB, 2 LK. 2 LL. 2 TJ. 
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Selectone L.F. Intervalve 
Transformer. 

THIS transformer, on careful 
test in a standard type of 
two -valve set, using 5o volts 

H.T., and in direct comparison (by 
means of switching gear) with 
standard L.F. transformers, failed 
to show any appreciable step-up 
in signal strength. The terminals 
were changed round, and various 
grid bias was tried, but to no avail. 

On testing the insulation at high 
voltage, it was found to be excellent, 
both between windings and from 
either winding to the case ; and the 
resistance of each winding itself was 
not suspiciously abnormal, though 
the primary showed a rather low 
figure. 

It is not clear why this particu- 
lar transformer should show so 
disappointing a performance, which 
cannot be characteristic of the 
makes, judging from the report of 

The miniature crystal set, with cover. 

the N.P.L. on samples submitted 
to them for test. 

A Miniature Crystal Set. 
From Burne Jones and Co. we 

have received for test a small 
crystal receiver, most of which is 
enclosed in a turned cover only 2-.t--,- in. 
diameter and 31 in. high, with the 
terminals arranged around the rim 
of the circular base. The tuning 
device is of the sliding contact 
type, on an inductance wound with 
fine silk -covered wire. The detector, 
of the cat's - whisker variety, is 
mounted in the centre of this. 
On trial the instrument was found 
to tune up to above 800 metres 
on a P.M.G. aerial, and local broad- 
casting came in clearly. The tuning 
was noticeably flat. 

Of course, much must be sacri- 
ficed for the sake of compactness 
in such a tiny instrument, so 
that great signal strength cpuld 
hardly he expected. Whilst the 
detector :was found easy to set, 
if it is intended as a serious broad - 
Cast receiver; and not merely as a 
toy, the tiny fragment of crystal 
provided; in its small clip, would 
advantageously, be substituted by 
a crystal and cup of more usual 
(lirriensions. 

The workmanship and finish of 
this little receiver are far better 
than are usually associated with 
such types. 

A Repaired Valve. 
In view of conflicting reports 

current as to the performance of 
repaired valves, and the writer's 
own Unfortunate experience with 
an early type, we welcomed the 
opportunity , offered by Messrs. 
G.W.I. Ltd. of submitting to 
thorough trial a normal type of R 
valve in which the filament had 

February, 1924 
f 

been replaced according to their 
methods. On trial, the valve 
developed ample power with 4 
volts on the filament, and took 
around 1, ampere at this voltage. 
In actual reception, none of the 
usual signs of softness were noticed 
with up to 8o volts. on the plate ; 

and in detection, H.F. and L.F. 
amplification, as well as in a dual 

-circuit, it showed itself every bit 
as good as an excellent new French 
R valve, by direct comparison. 
Messrs. G.W.I. Ltd. are to be 
congratulated on having so effec- 
tively solved the problem of fila- 
ment renewal in R valves. 

A Dry Cell. 
Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., 

Ltd., have submitted for test a 
sample of their dry cell, size 948, for 
use with dull -emitter valves. 

This is a large cell, about 7 in.' 
high by 31 in. square. The voltage 

(Continued on page 34e.) 

The set open, showing crystal detector 
and slider. 
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'P.., 

Exterior view of the station, showing base of the triangular steel mast. 

A Visit to the Eilvese High -Power 
Wireless Station 
By DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ 

All long -wave listeners are accq'tainled with the powerful signals from the Eilvese station on 
ab.mt 15,000 metres. The call -sign is OUI and the station can be heard working almost 

any time, day and night_ 

THE well-known wireless 
station of Nauen, near 
Berlin, takes care of only 

about one-half of the German 
transatlantic radio business. The 
other half is dealt with by a 
companion station situated near 
Eilvese, about 18 miles to the 
north-west of Hanover, in sandy 
ground surrounded by moors 
in the southern part of the Lüne- 
burg steppe, an ideal location for a 
high -power transmitting station. 

While the receiving service 
in the beginning was looked after 
by as separate station situated 
at Hagen, about 3 miles from 
Eilvese, both the receiving and 
transmitting services are, like 
the Nauen wireless business, now 
controlled from the Berlin Trans - 
radio Central Station. 

The umbrella -shaped antenna 
system of Eilvese Station is carried 
by one central mast 820 ft. high 
and six masts, each about 40o ft. 
high, surrounding the former in a 
circle 3,000 ft. in. diameter. The 
foot of the central mast, like that of 

the Nauen masts, terminates in a resting on a cup. The six smaller 
point, or rather a small hemisphere: masts are made of thin -walled 

The Goldschmidt alternator in process of assembly. The rotor has been 
withdrawn from the stator. 
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steel tubes, which, like the central 
mast, are retained by a system 
of ropes moored to substantial 
foundations. 

The antenna system is made up 
of an umbrella of .oi8 µF capacity 
and a ring of .037 µF capacity 
surrounding the formér, the two 
systems being insulated from one 
another and fed by separate supply 
conductors. This arrangement is 
intended to facilitate a simultaneous 
(or " duplex ") sending service 
on different waves, the umbrella 
antenna sending on a wave -length of 
9,700 metres, and the ring antenna 

n a wave of 14,600 metres. The 
antenna current, using only one 
generator set, works out at 18o 
and 25o amperes respectively. 
However, the umbrella and ring 
antenn may also be coupled 
together, with a view to pro- 
viding greater transmitting energy, 
a maximum antenna current of 

450 amperes with a wave of 14,600 

A peep into the engine -room. 

Fel.ruary, 1924 

Administrative buildings at Eilvese. 

The complete Goldschmidt alternator. The patents on this form of 
generator expire this year. 

metres being obtained by utilising 
the whole available high -frequency 
energy. Wire ropes passing over 
pulleys at the top of the mast are 
provided to carry the antenna 
wires, six weights, each of a ton 
and a half, maintaining a uni- 
form and constant tension. The 
whole antenna system thus is of a 
remarkably simple and straight- 
forward arrangement as well as of 
high elasticity and stability. 

A single hall containing the 
machinery has been erected at the 
foot of the central mast, the 
management building, which also 
comprises telegraph rooms, being 
situated opposite, while a spacious 
barrack, where spare equipment 
and parts are stocked, is situated 
behind. Six fire -proof tanks, each 
of about 18o cubic metres, sunk into 
the ground, contain the oil for the 
Diesel engines of the station, which, 
independently of the high-tensioi 
mains, ensure continuous operation. 

All conductors connected to 
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the various generator sets are led 
to a large switch board ; 15,000 volt 
three-phase current is supplied from 
Döwerden Power Station and is 
stepped down by a 1,000 KVA 
transformer to 5,000 volts, the 
lighting system and auxiliary 
machines being fed from a smaller 
transformer (15 KVA at 380/220 
volts). The 1,000 KVA trans- 
former feeds a 65o h.p. three-phase 
current motor, coupled on the one 
hand to a 44o volt - r,000 ampere 
direct -current generator and on the 
other to a 220 volt 240 ampere 
direct current generator, the latter 
serving to excite the high -frequency 
machine and the former to drive the 
two direct -current motors of 184 
and 165 kw. respectively, each of 
which is direct coupled to one of 
the two high -frequency sets. 

The Generators 
The high -frequency twin genera- 

tors have been constructed on 
patents Of Professor Goldschmidt, 
and are based on the use of high - 
frequency oscillations set up in the 
machine itself by the reaction of 
alternating currents in the rotor and 
stator coils to which the properly 
tuned oscillatory circuits are con- 
nected. Inasmuch as the rotor 
is made up of a very large number 
of paper -insulated sheet metal 
segments, which at the high speed 
of rotation (about 3,000 revolutions 
per minute) have to stand heavy 
mechanical strain, careful tending 
and cooling of the generators 
essential. A large pump and com- 
press)r plant has been provided to 
dispose of any heat, while the oil for 
the bearings passes through a cooled 
oil -pump. 

Driv'ng Motors 
The two sets each comprising two 

high -frequency machines are driven 
at a speed of 3,15o r.p.m. by the 
direct current motors above men- 
tioned of 184 and 165 kw. respec- 
tively. The generators, or rather 
transmitters, are tuned to two 
frequencies, 30,800 and zo,800 
cycles respectively, which corre - 
pond to wave -lengths of 9,700 and 

14,60o metres respectively. The 
fundamental frequency is only once 
transformed for generating the 
14,60o metre v ave and is tapped 
from the stator coils, whereas in the 
case of the 9,700 metre wave the 
fundamental frequency is trans- 
formed twice and tapped from the 
rotor coils. It is, of course, of the 
utmost importance that the num- 
ber of revolutions of the generators 
should be strictly maintained. This 
is why a speed regulator has recent- 
ly been fitted, which automatic- 
ally compensates for the slightest 
fluctuations in the number of revo- 

Plan v 

lutions-down to o.o 
altering the resistanc 
circuit. The improv 
by these speed regul 
than once been ackno 
American stations w 
junction with both 
Eilvese.. 

Keying 
The transmitting 

operated by means 
Fressure relay .ins( 
exciter circuit of 
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w of a model of the aerìar system. 

per cent. by 
in the exciter 
ment effected 
tors has more 
pledged by the 
rking in con - 
Nauen and 

station is 
f a Creed air- 
rted in the 
he high fre- 

quency machine. TI is controls the 
piston rod of an a r compressor 
cylinder by intermittent current 
impulses, pressing some copper 
blocks . against a sl,7wly rotating 
copper disc or puling them oft 

.A again. s the key is pressed down, 
the disc will be stopped, and will 
resume its rotation or the key being 
released. A blower provides for cool- 
ing and spark extincti n. The spark- 
ing is negligible with 112 amperes 
and 75 volts, which is quite suffi- 
cient for a rate of fifty words per 
minute. 

The Diesel poweA plant above 
mentioned, which ei ables the ser- 
vice to be maintain 1, even in the 
case of breakdown òf the current 
supply from the mains, is located 
in another robin of Ule engine hall 
and comprises five iesel engines 
of a total output of a out 1,000 h.p., 
four of which (each f 200 h.p.) are 
each coupled to a 1 o kw. direct 

current dynamo, while a fifth one 
(of 120 h.p.) is coupled to a 65 kw. 
direct current dynamo. Two 
Diesel engines each of 200 h.p. are 
required for operating one high - 
frequency twin generator set, the 
120 h.p. engine serving to excite 
the generator. 

A NEW WAVEMETER 

The Dabilier wavemeter which covers 
all broadcast wavelengths. Plug-in 
coils are used in conjunction ;ui_h 
a variable condenser and a buzzer. 
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p, A Crystal Receiver in a Pencil Box 
By E. H. CHAPMAN, M.A., D.Sc. (Staff Editor). p 

o This article will particularly appeal to our younger readers. Although the set 

is extremely compact, its efficiency is well up to "Modern Wireless" standards. 

HERE is a description of a 
simple crystal receiver which 
may be made with materials 

costing not more than four shillings, 
which is thoroughly efficient and 
which may be put together in a 
couple of hours. 

The set had its origin in the 
idea of making a crystal receiver in 
that familiar object of our school- 
days, the pencil box, using the 
sliding lid as the mechanism for 
tuning. There is a great fascina- 
tion in making a wireless set out 
of something of ordinary, everyday 
use. Possibly the present set may 
suggest to you some other equally 
simple idea for making a crystal 
receiver. 

The materials used in the con- 
struction of this little pencil box 

set, together with their cost, were 
as follows :- 

_ Pencil box is. (with pencils, 
Crystal detector ed. [etc.) 
Crystal 6d. 
4 terminals 8d, 
z yard flex 3d. 
r yard sleeving 5d. 
Wire, etc., say 44d. 

Total cost 4s. 
Practically any size pencil box 

will do provided it is deep enough 
to take the crystal detector. The 
outside measurements of the one 
used by the writer were 74 in. 
by 34 in. by 4 in. The inside depth 
was 4 in. 

The crystal detector was one of 
the type sold with its several parts 
on a card. For the crystal, any 
of the " sites " would do, but if 

a small piece of hertzite can be 
obtained for 6d., as was done for 
the set described, it will prove as 
good an investment as any. 

Of the four terminals, those for 
the aerial and earth were of the 
usual type, while those for the 
phones were of the hole and screw 
type. Possibly the yard of sleeving 
could be dispensed with if care 
be taken not to remove any more 
of the insulation from the connect- 
ing wires near the terminals or 
other metal parts than is absolutely 
necessary. 

Fig. 2 shows the several parts 
of the receiver arranged in the 
form of a wireless circuit. It will 
be noticed that there were two 
coils A and B connected in series 
(that is, the outside end of the wire 

Fig. 1.-The set incorporates an ingenious adaptation of variometer 
tuning. The general arrangement is of the simplest character. 
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CATWHISKER 

COIL A FIXED 
Irn Box. 

RYSTAL 

P,10 - E.s 

COIL B 
ON 
SLIDING 
LID OF 

Box. 

EARTH 

Fig. 2.-The circuit used. 

on coil A was connected to the 
central or starting end of the wire on 
coil B). Coil A was fixed in the 
bottom of the pencil box. Coil 
B was fixed on the underneath 
side of the sliding lid. 

The two coils A and B wer. 
basket coils made in the usual 
manner on cardboard discs of 
diameter 2g in. There were 
seven radial slits and the diameter 
of the central portion free from 
wire was e in. On each. coil 
there were 38 turns (19 each side) 
of No. 28 D.C.C. wire. 

Coils of this size were found 
to be suitable for the reception of 
the London broadcasting, but for 
other broadcasting stations, more 
turns would be required. Allow- 
ance could be made for more turns 
by choosing a wider box, or by 
using a finer wire for the coils. Ít 
is worth mentioning that the 
distance apart of the two coils 
when the top one B is over the 
bottom one A has an effect on the 
wave -length range of the receiver. 
Flow this distance may be varied 
is described a little later on. 

After having cut out a cardboard 
disc and having made the seven 
radial slits, one side of the disc 
was marked " top " and the wire 
was wound on the disc in a clockwise 
direction with the side marked 
" top " uppermost. Both the start 
and the end of each coil were 
secured by passing the wire through 
small holes in the disc. The ends 
of coil A (the bottom coil) were 
made to come out from underneath 
the disc, while those of coil B were 
made to come out from the top of the 
disc. 

Fig. r, which is reproduced from 
5101'5 FOR LID 

Fig. 3. --How to cut away end of box. 

a photograph, shows how the 
several parts of the set were 
mounted in the box. The left-hand 
terminal is the " aerial," the next 
one the "earth," the two on the 
right, the 'phone terminals. The 
crystal detector parts were secured 
by screws driven right through 
the wooden side of the box. 

Coil A, which was fixed in the 
box, was held in position by a 
screw driven through from under- 
neath the bottom of the box. The 

- screw head was countersunk on the 
outside of the box and a nut 
inside the box held the screw firmly 
in position. Coil A was held in 
place on the screw between a 

Fig. 5.-The receiver in operation. 

second and a third nut. By moving 
these two nuts up and down the 

' screw, the height of coil A above 
the bottom of the box could be 
varied and this of course, varied 
the distance apart of the two coils 
when in use. Bringing the two 
coils relatively closer to each other 
increases the wave -length, and fixing 
them further apart decreases the 
wave- length. 

Coil B was fixed in position at 
one end of the box -lid on the 
underneath (inside) by a screw 
through its centre. It must be 
very carefully noted that coil A 
was placed with the side marked 
" top " uppermost and that coil 
B was placed with its side marked 
" top " next to the wood of the 
lid. Thus, when the lid was in 
the slots for sliding in and out, the 
two coils had their sides marked 
" top " uppermost. 

In order that the lid, with coil 
B mounted on it, could slide in 
and out of the box easily, it was 

Fig. 4.-Wiring connections. 

found necessary to cut away part 
of the end of the box as shown in 
Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing the 
connections from the terminals to 
detector, 'phones and coils, and from 
coil to coil. All the connections 
were soldered. The two flex leads 
to coil B were made long enough 
to allow the lid to be taken right 
out of the slots it slides in. When 
in use, the end of the lid, with coil 
B immediately under it, was the 
inside end of the lid. In the maxi- 
mum position, coil B directly over 
coil A, the lid was less than half way 
down the box and the crystal 
detector was not covered. To shut 
the box up, when not in use, the 
lid was put in the other way round, 
the end with coil B under it being 
the outer end. This arrangement 
allowed the box to be closed without 
fear of damage to coil B by its 
rubbing over the crystal detector 
or against the terminals. 
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No. 1.-An oscillatory circuit. 

Introduction 
THE aerial circuit in a wireless 

receiver, for some reason or 
other, receives scant atten- 

tion ; probably because the average 
experimenter regards the aerial 
circuit as such a simple affair that 
developments of it do not matter. 

In this article I propose to out- 
line different methods of tuning the 
aerial circuit, and to explain the 
advantages and disadvantages of 
each method. I also propose to 
give details of so arranging matters 
that a set will work on any aerial, 
including gas pipes, fences, indoor 
aerials, etc., without necessitating 
any material change in the tuning 
arrangement. 

The Need for Constant Aerial 
Tuning 

The average beginner nearly 
always makes the mistake of not 
having his aerial circuit properly 
tuned. A set will, for example, be 
fully described by a writer, and 
yet the chances are that. only 
75 per cent. of the readers of the 
article will get good results with 
the set. The other 25 per cent. 
either alter the author's design 
or else find with their particular 
aerials the tuning is entirely 
different. This is one reason why 
very often a set will work well on 
one aerial and badly on another. 
It is not merely a question of the 
efficiency of the aerial, but its 
capacity and its damping. On one 
aerial a set will oscillate violently, 
while on another it will behave 
perfectly. 

As editor of two wireless journals, 
I am naturally most anxious to 

No. 2.-A simple wireless 
receiver. 

DODDDDD 
Aerial Circuit Tuning 

ó 
By John Scott -Taggart, P.Inst,P., 

A.M.I.E.E., Editor. 
o DD 
publish articles dealing with the 
construction of sets which would 
give perfect results on all.sizes and 
shapes of aerials. I therefore set to 
work to find out the best method of 
compensating for the differences 
between various aerials. It is 
impossible to make everybody have 
exactly the same size of aerial ; 

the alternative is to so design the 
set that no matter what aerial is 
used, the tuning and the size of 
coils, etc., will remain the same. 
How this is achieved is described 
below, and the result is that it is 
now possible to state with accuracy 
what sizes of coils to use for a given 
station, and almost the exact 
number of degrees on the condenser. 
Moreover, it is possible to obtain a 
much wider range of wavelengths 
with a given variable condenser 
and a given coil. 

Differences In Aerials 

Aerials differ in direction, height, 
length, numbers of wires, etc. 
These factors vary the efficiency of 
the aerial, but they also vary the 
capacity of the aerial. The effi- 
ciency of the aerial governs the 
strength of signals obtained, while 
the capacity of the aerial affects 
the tuning of the aerial circuit. 

When we say that the aerial has 
capacity, we mean that the aerial 
wire forms one side of a condenser, 
the earth and surrounding objects 
forming the other plate of the 
condenser. 

The greater the number of wires 
used in the aerial, or the longer the 
aerial, the greater will be the 
capacity of it, and this capacity 
will affect the tuning of the aerial 
circuit. 

An Oscillatory Circuit 

The aerial circuit of a wireless 
receiver is an oscillatory circuit. 

An oscillatory circuit is shown 
in Fig. r, which illustrates a variable 
inductance coil L, shunted by a 
variable condenser C1. This circuit 
will pick up oscillatory currents, 
that is to say, currents which flow 
rapidly first in one direction and 
then in another, provided the 
right values of L and C1 are chosen, 

so that the circuit L C1 is in tune 
with the wavelength of the oscilla- 
tions. We can, for example, say 
that the circuit L C, is tuned to a 
wavelength of 365 metres, Rough 
tuning may be accomplished by 
means of tappings on the induc- 
tance L, whereas a finer adjustment 
may be obtained by a correct 
manipulation of the variable con- 
denser C1. The wavelength of the 
circuit L C1 depends upon the 
value of the inductance L and that 
of the condenser C1. The wave - 

Fig. 3.-The conventional way 
of depicting Fig. 2. 

length, in fact, is proportional to 
the square root of the inductance L 
and the capacity C1 multiplied 
together. The beginner must not 
be alarmed at this ; it simply means 
that the greater the inductance, 
that is to say, the more turns in L, 
the greater will be the wavelength 
to which the circuit L C1 is tuned. 
If, on the other hand, we do not 
alter L, but increase the value 
of the condenser C1, we will also 
increase the wavelength of the 
circuit. Similarly we can decrease 
the wavelength of the circuit by 
decreasing L or decreasing C1, or by 
decreasing both. 

It will be readily appreciated 
that for a given adjustment of 
wavelength we can either have a 
large amount of inductance and a 
small value of condenser, or small 
value of inductance and a large 
value of condenser. 

In Fig. r a crystal detector D 
and telephones T are shown con- 
nected across the circuit L C1. 
This circuit does not interfere with 
the tuning of the oscillatory circuit 
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L C1, and any oscillations set up in 
L Cì will pass a rectified current 
through the telephones which will 
then be operated. In practice, in 
wireless receiving circuits, we 
always endeavour to keep the value 
of the condenser C, as small as 
possible, because if we use a large 
value of condenser C, and a small 
value of the inductance L, the 
voltages across C, will be much 
smaller . and the signals obtained 
will not be as loud. 

Fig. 4.-The oscillatory circuit 
of Fig. 2. 

The Simple Aerial Circuit 
Fig. 2' shows a simple wireless 

receiver in which the aerial circuit 
consists of the aerial, a variable 
inductance L, which consists of a 
coil of wire along which moves a 
slider, and the earth. Across the 
inductance L we have the crystal 
detector D and the telephones T. 
At first sight it might be thoúght 
that there was no oscillatory circuit, 
but reflection will show that the 
condenser in this case consists of 
the aerial and earth, this condenser 
being connected in parallel with 
the inductance L. In this case the 
capacity is kept small, and the 
inductance L is large. This is why 
this circuit is very popular with 
crystal users, apart from the fact, 
of course, that it is very simple to 
construct. Really accurate adjust- 
ment, however, is not possible by 
means of a slider, and unpleasant 
noises usually attend the move- 
ment of the slider when a valve set 
is in use. Nevertheless, -for crystal 
work the circuit is quite good, and 
it will be seen that in this case the 
capacity remains fixed and that 
adjustments of the aerial circuit,. 
so as to tune it to the incoming 
wavelength, is accomplished solely 
by means of the inductance L. 

Fig. 3 shows the usual method of 
illustrating the Fig. 2 circuit, and 

in Fig. 3 a capacity C, is shown in 
dotted lines. This phantom con- 
denser C, represents the capacity of 
the aerial, and it will be seen that 
the only capacity across the coil 1.2 
is this aerial capacity. 

We now come .to the great dis- 
advantage of this type of simple 
circuit. If the receiver is tried on 
different aerials it will be found 
that the adjustments on the induct- 
ance L will be widely different. 
One aerial, for example, will have 
twice the capacity of the other, and 
this means that the tuning will be 
entirely different, because this is 
equivalent to connecting a con- 
denser across L having twice the 
capacity, in one case than in the 
other. 

The capacity of a condenser or 
an aerial is usually measured as a 
fraction of a microfarad (the abbre- 
viation for which is µF, pronounced 
" mew-eff "), which in turn is a 
millionth part of a farad, which is 
the unit of capacity. The capacity 
of one aerial we will suppose is 
0.0002 ELF, while the capacity of 
another aerial is 0.0004 F. If an 
experimenter is - accustomed to 
receive a certain station with the 
slider almost at the far end of his 
coil, and his aerial has a capacity of 
0.0004 µF, and he then lends his 
receiver to a friend who has an 
aerial having a capacity of 
0.0002 µF in order that he may 
hear the same station, it will be 
pretty obvious that he will not be 
able to do so, for the simple reason 
that since his aerial has a much 
smaller capacity, he would need 
about half as much inductance 
again ; this he cannot obtain with 
the coil, with the result that the 
station cannot_ be heard or heard 
only weakly. 

When a coil with a slider is used, 
it may be that one experimenter 
will get signals with the slider half- 
way along, and another experi- 
menter with the slider at the 
extreme end. This is simply 
because the two aerials have 
different capacities. Aerials, by 
the way, also have a small amount 
of inductance, which is distributed 
along the length of the wire, but as 
this inductance is so extremely 
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Fig. 5.-- Tuning with 
capacity. 

parallel 

small, it may be left out of con- 
sideration. 

What we desire to do is to have 
an aerial circuit which will not 
necessitate a wide variation of 
tuning to pick up a given station. 

Fig. 4 shows the simple oscilla- 
tory circuit which represents the 
ordinary arrangement of Fig. 2. 

A point which one cannot too 
often emphasise is that, when 
tuning into a station, do not be 
satisfied until you can tune the 
station out on both sides of the 
best adjustment, whether it is a 
slider inductance, a variometer, or 
a variable condenser that is being 
adjusted. Do not be satisfied if 
you can weaken signals on one side 
of the adjustment 

" alone ; the 
chances are that you are not pro- 
perly tuned in. If you find that 
your condenser is full in, try using ' 

a larger inductance coil and come 
back to a smaller value on the 
variable condenser. 

The Use of Variable Condensers 
Variable condensers are of great 

use in wireless circuits, because 
they enable plug-in coils to be 
used, and because a very fine 
adtustment in tuning is possible 
without any undesirable noises. 

There are two ordinary methods 
of tuning an aerial circuit ; these 
are : (t) the use of a parallel con- 
denser which is shunted across the 
aerial inductance, as shown in 
Fig. 5 ; (z) a series variable con- 
denser is connected in series with 
the aerial inductance, as shown in 
Fig. 7. 

In both these cases the inductance 
coils may be fixed or variable, 
according to the wavelength range 
to be covered. The modern tend- 
ency is towards plug-in coils, and 
these are certainly extremely con- 
venient and to be recommended. 

In both Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 the 

Fig. 6.-The Figure 5 circuit 
simplified. 
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condenser C, represents the capacity 
of the aerial. This is very 
important and must always be 
taken into account. 

Fig. 6 shows what the Fig. 5 

Fig. 7.-Tuning with a series 
condenser. 

circuit really resolves itself into. 
The inductance L is shunted by a 
variable condenser C2 and also by 
the fixed capacity of the aerial. A 
crystal detector D and telephones T 
are shunted across this oscillatory 
circuit, but although a crystal 
detector is shown in all the diagrams 
in this article, yet the oscillatory 
circuit might equally well be con- 
nected across the grid and filament, 
of a valve in a valve circuit. 

The Parallel Condenser 

The parallel condenser has cer- 
tain advantages, but on the other 
hand it must be remembered that 
across the inductance L there is 
always_ the fixed capacity C1 of the 
aerial, and this will prevent us 
obtaining the same range of wave- 
length with a given variable con- 
denser as we would have obtained 
if the capacity C1 were absent. 

Valve users and those who use a 
loose -coupled transformer will tell 
you that a much wider range of 
wavelengths can be obtained with 
a given coil and a given variable 
condenser in the anode circuit of a 
valve, or in the case of a secondary 
of a loose -coupled transformer than 
when the same coil and same con- 
denser are used in an aerial circuit, 
as shown in Fig. 5. We take an 
extreme case by supposing that the 
capacity of the aerial C1 were i µF ; 

obviously any variation of the con- 
denser C2 having a capacity. of 
0.0005 µF would produce practi- 
cally no change in the total capacity 
across the inductance L, and practi- 
cally no change in tuning would 
result. Consequently the larger 
the capacity of the aerial, the shorter 
the range of wavelengths obtain- 
able with a given variable condenser 
connected in parallel with the 
inductance. 

The other important point which 
forms part of the subject of this 
article is that when a parallel con- 
denser is employed, as shown in 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, changes in aerials 
will result in an entire change of the 
tuning of the circuit. If an aerial 
of large capacity, for example, is 
used, the condenser C1 of Fig. 6 
will be large, and consequently the 
condenser C2 must be adjusted to a 
smaller value - to give a certain 
wavelength. If, on the other hand, 
an aerial of small capacity is used, 
the condenser C1 will be small, and 
C2 will have to be adjusted to a 
higher value; consequently the 
same station might be.heard in one 
case with an adjustment of 5 de- 
grees on the condenser, and in the 
other case with ioo degrees on the 
condenser. Where trouble usually 
begins is when an entire change of 
coils becomes necessary. If, for 
example, one is working with a 
No. 5o honeycomb coil, and the 
condenser C2 is adjusted to 5 degrees 
and an aerial of small capacity is 
being employed, when the same set 
is used by another experimenter on 
a larger aerial having a larger 
capacity, it is necessary for that 
experimenter to use a smaller plug- 
in coil, because he cannot get down 
to the wavelength on his variable 
condenser. This change in the 
plug-in coil will frequently alter 
the operation of the set, parti - 

Fig. 8. The Figure 7 circuit 
simplified. 

cularly when reaction is being 
used. 

With this method of tuning we 
need a larger number of different 
sizes of inductance coils or a larger 
number of tappings than in some 
of the other cases given in this 
article. 

The arrangement of Fig. 5, how- 
ever, using a parallel variable con- 
denser, is not nearly as bad as the 
Fig. 3 type of circuit, or a similar 
circuit using a variometer instead 
of the inductance and slider. In 
the case of Fig. 3 different capaci- 
ties of aerials produce enormous 
differences in tuning. That is why 
I am always suspicious of vario - 
meter crystal sets, especially those. 
of home-made construction, because 
although they may cover the 
desired band of wavelengths on 
one aerial, the waveband will be 
entirely different on another, and 
may just be outside the station 
you want to hear. 

The Fig. 3 circuit is therefore the 
worst as regard changing adjust- 
ments for different aerials. Fig. 5 
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comes next. Actual figures are 
given later in this article. 

Series Tuning 
Fig. 7..shows the method of 

tuning an aerial circuit by connect- 
ing a variable condenser C2 in 
series with the inductance L, across 
which is connected the crystal detec- 
tor or the grid circuit of the valve. 

Fig. 8 shows how Fig. 7 may be 
resolved into a simple oscillatory 
circuit. This time a condenser C1 
represents the aerial capacity, and 
it will be seen that the Variable 
condenser C2, which is used for 
tuning purposes, is connected in 
series with C1. The inductance L 
is now shunted by two condensers 
in series, whereas in Fig. 6 the two 
condensers were in parallel. The 
natural result is that when a series 
condenser is used, a larger induct- 
ance is necessary. 

When two condensers are con- 
nected in series, as in Fig. 8, they 
may be replaced by a single con- 
denser, but in order that the 
capacity should be the same, this 
condenser would need to have a 
value of less than the value of 
either C, or C2. 

The equivalent capacity of two 
condensers in series is found by 
multiplying . the two capacities 
together and dividing the result by 
a figure obtained by adding the two 
capacities together. 

As regards efficiency, the series 
tuning arrangement of Fig. 7 is but 
little different to the arrange- 
ment of Fig. 5 on short wavelengths. 
When wavelengths above r,000 
metres are being received, the 
parallel arrangement is much to be 
preferred, but on the broadcast 
waveband both methods have their 
adherents. Valve users will find 
that greater reaction, and con- 
sequently a greater tendency to 
oscillate, accompanies the use of a 

i a1:,: CI 

.1 

- Fig. 9.-The constant aerial 
tuning system. 

series condenser for tuning pur- 
poses. When a series condenser is 
being used, the larger the capacity 
the better, i.e., use the condenser 
well up the scale if possible, but 
exactly the opposite advice must 
be given with regard to the parallel 
circuit of Fig. 5. 

(Tó be continued.) 
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On no account miss the 

Special 
Siring Number 

of 

MODERN WIRELESS 

Published March ist, 

Price 1/( net. 

GREATLY ENLARGED NUMBER 
WITH SPECIAL FEATURES. 

See details in this issue. 
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WE ASK FOR YOUR ú 
o 

CRITICISMS ; 
L; C7D DiDfQDEl.D ï.7i7D7rDD 

In our endeavours to improve " Modern Wireless " at each fresh appearance, we are especially 
desirous of ascertaining what it is teat our readers really want. If they will answer the questions 
upon this page they will help us materially in our efforts to produce tee perfect Wireless monthly. 

r. What features of MODERN WIRELESS do you like (b) built on a wooden box, as in case of " All- 
best ? wave " 3 -valve receiver in this issue. 

(c) built like a commercial set with ebonite panel 
2. Would you like more theory or more constructional in polished cabinet. 

articles ? 

3. Have you any suggestions for regular features ? 

4. Is 'tlie type tóó big, too small, or satisfactory ? If 
you want bigger type there will of course be less on a page. 

5. Are there enough detailed instructions ? 

6. Do you like authors to name manufacturers of actual 
parts used ? 

This question we consider of great importance. 

ro. Are you most interested in 1 -valve, 2 -valve or 
3 -valve sets ? 

1 r. Would von prefer more attention given to Spark 
and C.W. receivers for longer wavelengths ? This, of 
course, would mean less space for the broadcast wave- 
band. 

T2. Do you want more tables of technical data ?' 

13. At what intervals would you like ten pages devoted 
to amateur call -signs two, three, four, or six months ? 

7. Do you think we neglect any aspect of wireless ? 

8. Do you like articles on transmission ? 

54. Would you like more articles in lighter vein (at 
- expense of other items, of course) ? 

15. Do you find pictorial circuit diagrams (photographic 
useful ? 

9. Place in order of interest articles on sets- 
(a) built on wooden boards, as in sass of Mr.. 16. What ,general criticism have you to make ? Please 

Harris' set on page 312 of this issue. be candid. 

PrDD DDFTIDDDnliraDDDDDD DD D.DDDDD1JD DC3000DDD 
D Please post this to D 

1.7 

D The Editor, ``Modern Wir&ess," n 
Devereaux Court, London, W.C.2. 

0 (Three -halfpenny stamp required.) 0 
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About your valves is 
that they bear the name 

ARÇON 
7H MADE F ::,..:. 

First produced in the Osram Lamp Works during 
the war, enormous numbers of these valves were 
used by all branches of H.M. Forces. 

Their great dependability became a by -word 
amongst the thousands of men in the Services 
to whom wireless meant so much. 

They are still mode at the Osram Works, and the 
invaluable experience gained during those four 
years of arduous valve -operating conditions is now 
reflected in all types of the highly efficient 
MAC S available for Broadcast Reception. 

YOU CAN OBTAIN MAXIMUM SATISFACTION FROM 
YOUR SET BY INSISTINO 

ON 

ARCONI4- -VALVE 
MKpE/lTtl.ltSRA k:AtQP 

SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS, 

STORES, ETC. 
Manufacturers and wholesale only : 

THE (ENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Magnet Ho: se, Kingsway, London, W.r.2. 

r -- 

«. ;.._. ...-. »-...y-.r:...,y..»ì;---_-----.:;«.;.:-._. -.::..;:..r :- 
OC1OIl1EDallE1a'DalOOOEIDEJO011JLJI LJ llElCOCJEl 
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11,.»»»»»»> DUBILIER CONDENSERS 

-ZY¡¡c i \ y- 

@onS[rucfional ehatS 
By PHILIP R. COURSEY, B.Sc. 

No. 3. 

SOME USES OF CONDENSERS IN A RADIO RECEIVER. 

We have dealt with the uses of fixed and variable condensers 
in the tuning circuits of radio receivers. The fixed 
condensers employed in- the grid circuit of a -valve detector 
and those for the similar use of coupling a tuned anode circuit 
to the grid of the next valve have very different functions to 
perform. In addition to proper capacity value, ' a high in- 
sulation resistance is of the greatest importance in these and 
similar uses. This is particularly the case when the condenser 
is used for coupling the stages of a radio frequency amplifier, 
when any leakage would mean the subjection of the valve grid 
to a considerable positive potential from the high tension battery. 
This would very much impair its proper working. In general, 
the capacity value for such use is not critical and any value 
between 0.00015 to 0.00035 microfarad will meet the requirements. 
For use in a grid circuit the condenser is called upon to act as a 
storage of D.C. charge, as it is this action which causes the 
valve to function as a detector when a grid condenser and leak 
is used, and it is for this reason that high insulation resistance 
(i.e., absence of leakage) is important. 
For all the uses which have been discussed above, the Dubilier 
Condensers in moulded case known as the Type 600 are specially 
suitable, as they are 'designed to have very high insulation and 
the minimum losses. In connection, however, with the use of 
these condensers in experimental receiving circuits, a word of 
warning may be given. The screws which may be seen on the 
top surface of the moulding serve primarily to hold the contact 
clips in position, but the centre ones also provide the connection 
to the internal condenser. These screws are soldered to the 
condenser inside the moulding, so that no attempt should ever 
be made to loosen them, or the internal connection will be 
destroyed and the condenser rendered useless. 

No. 4 OF THIS SERIES WILL BE PUBLISHED SHORTLY. 

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), LTD.' 
DEPT. D. 

Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, LONDON, W. 12. 
Telegrams: "Hivoitcon. 'Phone, London." Telephone: Hammersmith. 1081. 

;jI1 
............ 

>>>444* 

_ 
ie.g»» . 

111111,.r«««««««<_: 
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Why we did not make 

the LISSENSTAT 
a powder device- 
How to detect one or two weak 

The knob may make several complete turns before the filament glows. This 
may be taken as a sign of fine control, but this is by no means so. The real test 
is, how many turns does the knob make from the point where the filament begins 
to glow until the position of minimum resistance of the rheostat is reached 3 HALF 
A TURN ONLY IS NECESSARY WITH SOME RHEOSTATS. If the resistance is, 
say, zo ohms, it will be obvious that every fractional turn of the knob represents 
so many ohms variation. It will be equally obvious, too, that THE SHADE OF 
A TURN TOO MUCH 18 SUFFICIENT TO BURN OUT AN EXPENSI /E VALVE, 

MODERN WIRELESS 
We found that one of the cheapest forms of carbon rheostat is that which could be 
made from carbon dust. Common lampblack could be used. Rheostats of this 
kind would usually work at first, but every time compression was applied the dust 
tended to " pack " together. Soon the resistance variation became coarser, and 
more irregular, until at last a condition was reached where the device was incapable 
of any useful variation of resistance. Shaking the rheostat actually helped to make 
the powder " pack," 
We considered, too, that the confidence inspired by initial demonstration and use 
was likely to tempt one who did not understand the proper principles of rheostat 
construction to place expensive dull emitter valves at the mercy of such rheostats. 

points in any powder rheostat- 
because the resistance in circuit has been reduced unwittingly below the point neces- 
sary for the protection of the valve. IT 18 NO GUIDE IN BUYING IF THE KNOB 
TURNS SEVERAL TIMES, because owing to manufacture many of the turns will 
be ineffective, and DO NOT REPRESENT A CORRESPONDING VARIATION 
OF RESISTANCE VALUE. 

Another point is that most of these dull emitter valves require 3 volts to 
work on. If you start with two dry cells the voltage will soon drop below 
the correct pressure, and it is necessary to add a third cell if the valve is to function 
efficiently. Clearly an additional danger-this extra battery. 

IF YOU BUY DULL EMITTER VALVES THERE it is clearly worth your while using Lissenstat (Prov. Pat.) con rol. 
THE LATEST TYPE OF LISSENSTAT-the LISSENSTAT MINOR (Prov. Pat.). This is intended to provide T YPES of 
something of the beautiful LISSENSTAT control at a popular price. Better to use the LISSENSTAT Minor 
for dull emitters than a cheap powder rheostat, but for dull emitters we particularly recommend either 
the LISSENSTAT itself or the LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL. While it does not give all the advantage of ff 
LISSENSTAT control itself, the LISSENSTAT MINOR is the next best thing to it. It is infinitely superior 
to any wire rheostat. It will considerably improve tuning, while at the price it will probably supersede many 
thousands of wire rheostats in existing sets. It is a perfect little control. Price 3/6 

LISSEN ONE HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE -(for best results preferably - 

use a separate LISSENSTAT Miner for each valve). 
THE IDEAL CONTROL FOR DULL EMITTERS.-The beautiful LISSENSTAT I(Prov. Pat.) control 
is so well known and its use for dull emitters so general that it needs no introduction. No better control 
is possible, and for thos - who desire to obtain exact regulation of critical electron emission of dull emitters 
and other valves, the LISSENSTAT is recommended. Price 7/6 

'THE PROTECTION OF THE LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (Prow. Pat.).-This is 
specially designed for dull emitter valves. A minimum resistance can be left in 
circuit to protect each valve, and yet the RESISTANCE CAN BE REDUCED TO 
ZERO when full battery pressure is needed. It gives all the beautiful control of 
the LISSENSTAT with the additional protection named. L'se one for each valve 
preferably. Price 10/8 

To those who make the mistake of thinking that LISSENSTAT (Prov. Pat.) Control is the same thing as 
an Ordinary Rheostat-let them try the difference. After you have tried ail the other controls on your receiver 
in vain to bring in the distant station you know is there, just a tiny torn Of the LISSENSTAT Knob will 
bring* in clearly and through a dead background óf silence, 

LISSENAGON TUNING 

ARE NOW THREE 
LISSENSTAT Control. 

r,SSNSTlK- 

.. 
MtNa?::t+;; 

THE LISSENSTAT MINOR 'Prov. Pat. 

THE LISSENSTAT 
Prov. Pat.. 

3 - 

Strong Magnetic Linkage erTHE LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (Prov. Pat.). 10/8 

between LISSENAGON Coils 
The magnetic linkage between LISSENAGON coils is such 

that a transfer of energy will be effected even though the coils 
are comparatively a great distance apart. LISSENAGON COILS 
can be kept far apart, and in this way all electrostatic effect is 

eliminated, and also the tuning characteristics of each coil are 
mutually unaffected. Tuning is extremely sharp and selective, 
because the farther apart coils can he kept the sharper and more 
selective tuning becomes. This also applies when a reaction 
coil is used, especially when the reaction coil is untuned, as a mass 
of copper in close proximity to an inductance has a tendency 
to raise the decrement and flatten tuning. It is partly due to 
the strong magnetic field between LISSENAGON COILS and partly 
d ue to the negligible losses in the coils themselves that LISSENAGON 
COILS will oscillate easily, even though at a considerable distance 
apart, as there are practically no damping losses to be overcome 
even on the extreme low wavelengths. 

CHART. Note the New Coils: 30 40 and 60. 

TABLE r. 

Wavelength range when used as Primary Coils 
with Standard P.M.G. Aerial and .002 mfd. con- 

denser in parallel. 

Wavelength range 
Coils with .001 

TABLE 2. 

when used 
mfd. condenser 

Maximum 
Wave'ength. 

as Secondary 
in parallel. 

No. of Coil. 
Minimum 

Wavelength. 
Maximum 

Wavelength. 
Minimum 

Wavelength. F RICE. 

25 185 350 100 325 410 
30 235 440 130 425 4 10 
35 285 530 16o 490 4 10 
40 360 675 200 635 410 
5o 480 85o 25o 800 5 - 

60 500 953 295 900 5 4 

75 600 1,300 360 1,100 5 4 

loo 820 1,70n 500 1,550 6 9 

15o 965 2,30o 70o 2,150 7 7 

200 1,885 3,200 925 3,000 8 5 

250 2,300 3,800 1,100 3.600 8 9 
300 2,500 4,600 1,400 4.300 - 9/2 

A SENTINEL BESIDE YOUR RECEIVER. 
-The LISSENCEPTOR (Prov. I'at.) stands 
beside your receiver and acts as an impass- 
able barrier to unwanted signals. Mark r 
type for Broadcasting ... ... ... 7/6 
Mark 2 for Broadcasting and 600 metre 

LISSEN PARIS-veil thought out, then 
well made. 

PICKING UP WGY, WOR AND WJAL 

" I believe that I could not have picked up these stations 
had I not used the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak, as the 

adjustment was very critical." There is a unique 
resistant element used in the LIMN Variable Grid Leak, 
which cannot be duplicated because it is covered by 
definite patent claims. Valves vary in characteristics 
and it is an excellent thing to be able to alter the leak 
resistance to make full use of the critical features of the 
'valve. With the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak the exact 
value of Leak resistance can be selected to suit every 
working phase of the valve, thereby obtaining correct 
grid potential UNDER ALL CONDITIONS. LISSEN 
ONE HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE-POSITIVE STOPS 
BOTH WAYS. ... ... ... ... 2 /8 

AN IDEAL TRANSFORMER FOR REFLEX CIRCUITS. 

It has been found that 
the LISSEN T2 Trans- 
former is a fine trans- 
former for all reflex cir- 
cuits, including the ST 
100. It gives pure and 
powerful amplification. 

25/ - 
BUILD UP BEAUTIFUL 
TONE QUALITY - 
LISSEN Ti TRANS- 
FORMER ... 30,' - 

AN EXCELLENT LIGHT 
TRANSFORMER - The 
LISSEN T3 ... 16 "6 

We guarantee every LISSEN part to satisfy you perfectly. We EXPECT to hear from 
you it you are not satisfied. 

LISSEN LIMITED, 
20-24, 1Noedger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shephe d's Bush, London, W.12 
'Phone: 2339 Hammersmith. Telegrams: (Inland) Lissenium, Shepherds, London. 

(Foreign) Lissenium, London. 
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4PACCICAL.34IR4ES \AL\T CIRCIN! 

Circal No. ST: 34. 

Tll. n..nr.+a ,..ro6.61. WA. s. 
el; plate a...n d tk ..mN ..I,. d «.Il.rd c -h. 

C..t ..re m.. wa w. 

mWoun INA ù.yaL 

every one 
the result of practical tests 

Circuits ST.1 TO ST.67 
WHEN building your Set you will want 

to be confident that the circuit is the 
best possible. Many circuits often 

recommended are only " theoretical " circuits, 
and when the user comes up against the hard 
school of actual practice he is apt to get dis- 
appointing results. 

If you get a Book like Practical Wireless 
Valve Circuits, you are guarded against this. 
Every circuit-and there are over 6o of them- 
has been actually tested under working conditions, 
and where necessary typical valves for fixed 
condensers and resistances are given. 

Many circuits are quite new, and all are the 
result of many years' Radio research work by 
John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P. (Editor -in -chief of 
Modern Wireless and Wireless Weekly). 

Buy a copy to-day-keep it for reference, you 
will find it a continual help. 

RADIO PRESS, LTD., 
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2 

February, 1924 

.L.CTIU1 WIRfVISR MLLST CIRCUIT! , 

C'ºr.T No. ST. 36. 

r.... u .., e. w..4.1 A. I. 

Y.. den. A blAlw m r 

uwW ú vnn 

Practica I Wireless 
Valve CircuiLs 

CONTENTS. 
t. Crystal Detector Cir- 

cuits. 
2. Single -Valve Circuits. 
3. Two -Valve Circuits. 
4. Three -Valve Circuits. 
5. Four -Valve Circuits. 
6. Five -Valve Circuits. 
7. Local Oscillators for 

Heterodyne Recep- 
tion of C.W. 

8. Valve Transmitter and 
Radiophone Circuits 

From all Booksellers, or 218 post free 
from the Publishers. 

Gilbert Ad." 
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g e g ccUMul3TORs 
ster HOME 

FREE OF ALL COST 
Cut out the continual weekly expense of haying your accumulators 

ce of being left with accumulators run 

down just when you want them nmost and the trouble of carrying them 

to the nearest garage for re -charging' 

Do away with all thischarging your own accumulators 
NOW 

at home and absolutely 
cost. 

power circuit of any 

If you have a direct current gyü own 
accumulators at home is the 

vol- 

tage all you need to charge y 

ULINKIN 

Own- 

(Prov. Pat. No. 5002(23) 

THE HOME BATTERY CHARGER 

which charges your accumulator free of 
cost whenever 

you are 

using electricity for lighting or heating purposes. 
wrong.Requires 

no attention and cannot go 

AUTOMATICNO REGULATOR 
NO LAMPSMPB 

NO RESISTANCE 
PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING 

Price £2 : 2 : o coorplete. 

Carriage Free 
with complete simple 
instructions for 

ft 
fixing. 

FREE 
Ilfustrateod rn equest. 

Sole Distributing Agents: 
TH3 GRAN-GOLDMAN 

SERVICE, 
Dept. M.1, E.C.4. 

T1, Fleet Street, Londo:, 

'Phones: KLur-xr 0)9. EAST HAM. 172. WIMBLEDON 239S. 

LR.M.3VALVE SET 
A highly efficient receiver 
with one stage of H.F. (tuned 
anode) amplification, and one 
stage note magnification. 

This set will receive all 
British and Continental 
broadcasting. Loud -speaker 
resu'ts have actually been 
obtained at over 350 miles 
range. 

Panel ioinches square only. 
PRICE_ completely assembled 
with B.B.C. and Marconi 
Licences paid, 2991. 

Best quality components 
for this set or any circuit 
supplied to constructors and 
experimenters at lowest pos- 
sible prices. Technical ad- 
vice f ree. 

Crlalal Sets Item 12e. Od. 

THELR.M. WAVE TRA?, IM?B 3b TY?é, With this trap attached to any 
se , a station halt a mule away can be completely cut out. Price 25s., complete 
wi h plug-in Coil. When ordering please state wave -length to be eliminated. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS. 
The Wonderful " N.S." Accumulator may be charged in one hour. Will 

not sulphate under any circumstances. Can be charged and discharged at 
any rate without damage. May be left idle and uncharged for an indefinite 
period without deteriorating. Better and cheaper than any other accumulator 
on the market. PRICES :- 

4 volt, 30 A.N. actual, £1 25. Carriage, 20. 3d. 
6 volt, 30 A.H. actual, £1 10s. Carriage, 2s. 9d. 

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING WIRELESS. SEND 
US YOUR INQUIRIES, 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO 
MANUFACTURERS, Ltd., 

16, Palace House, 
128, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1 
and at 39, Station Rd. Manor Park, E.12 

MODERN WIRELESS 

You cannot buy a 
better Transformer, at 
any price, than the 

WÖÖDHALLJ 
No. 1 L. F. 

It is one of the highest priced, because its production cost is 
heavy ; but if you require a Transformer that gives maximum 

amplification on the entire band of "speech- 
lugcen .et," aid will remove your pre- 
judice against loud -speakers, you will not 
begrudge the extra shilling or two that the 
Woodhall No. r costs. 
It is designed and built for the 
one purpose: distortionless, maximum 
amplification of broadcast telephony. It 
is wound with infinite care, with many 
thousands of turns of highest grade 
enamelled wire, each turn being cushioned 
and spaced from adjacent turns with 
simultaneously -wound fine pure silk. That 
is its "secret," in our opinion being the 
ideal construction giving just the right 
amount-no more, no less-of self - 
capacity, and providing the necessary 
freedom from parasitic ' internal noise. 

Its ratio is I : 3, its very high amplification being secured, not 
through a misleading "high ratio," but through correct proportioning of impe- 
dance in primary and secondary. Ideal for all dual circuits. 7/ Core of Stalloy ; terminal, mounted on best matt ebonite ; size 
31 in. by 31 in. by 21 in. Price 

The WOODHALL Variometer 
has moulded - in spindles, metal 
bearing, and one - hole 
mounting. 
Distinctive in being built on sound ,mechanical 
liues,in addition to being in every sense á scientific 
instrument. 

The Stator windings are internally mounted and 
the clearance between Rotor and Stator is less than 
t /16th inch. The iesult is extremely sharp and 
selective tuning, and a wide range of wave lengths 
-25o to 750 metres on moo ft. aerial. - 

Thespindles are of square section, actually moulded 
into the rotor; they cannot work loose. 

A long metal -to -metal bearing is provided, and the 
"feel" of the rotation is extremely smooth and 
permanently a pleasure. 

The connections, putting the rotor in series with 
the stator, are by means of spring plungers, fitted 
internally. - - 

Two terminals are provided. Size, si in. by 3 in. 
by 2.1 

To mount on panel, you need to drill one hole only, and lock the nut on the surface 
of the panel. For board mounting, four brackets are supplied, 
which allow the Variometer to be mounted either horizontally 
or certìe'ally (as illustrated). Price, including Knob and Dial 

Iluum IIIII ia 
- s- ,t.. 
T l6nhnlunfintui 

.e) 

Write for Leaflet giving full descriptions of Woodhall-Wireless Com onents, 
Variable Condensers, Fixed Condensers, Rheostats, Detectors, Coil -holders, at:. 

WOODHALL-tlIRELESS Components are obtainable fmnr any 
leading Wireless Dealers. Dealers should specify WOODI ILL - 

ti IRELESS Components in ordering from their usual Fadors or 

Wholesale Distributors. 

Ici any case of difficulty in obtaining, Euperimenters or Dealers 
should communicate with. 

The Woodhall-Wireless Mfg. Co., 
55, Car:_ington Street, Euston, N.W.I 
7-el.-ph.ue: 31u<wm Ss,. 1, 

eemoramemisiosSJ 
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Full instructions 
for building this 
fine S.T.100 Set: 

THE tremendous success which followed L the publication of constructional articles 
dealing with the S.T. ioo Circuit and the 

heavy demand from our readers for further articles 
on the same subject, has led us to place on the 
market an Envelope containing the fullest details 
about it. 
This Envelope can be bought by anyone in full 
confidence that with the least amount of mechan- 
ical ability he can build a really first-class Re- 
ceiver-similar in every respect to the one 
illustrated above. 
But even mote important, this Envelope con- 
tains working hints and instructions which will 
prove invaluable to anyone operating a Reflex Set 
for the first time. 
We have aimed, in fact, to make the mater al 
contained in this Envelope as 
comprehensive as possible. Why 
not get one to -day and start 
building this most fascinating of 116 Receiving Sets ? 

From all Booksellers 

-`--" 
-- 

-.._.,.''` 
---- _ 

_._...,,._ 
. 

@y A 
LLF'LüAt: 

Yn. , U 4t' ( { 
1{ 

11.t6t; ,I -- TWO 
t':11.t ¡ Sl :(R ¿ gßt. `---;.:. 

s 
t'.Ltt, n,f kt:(3::/ l.l, 

tlg o,,.v .cnrrir,ri f'+ruatrl 1( 

P I £Ä r 
i n£7 3JC 

E flAfte-' 

SIMPLEX RADIO CHARTS. 
WE have just published a further series 

of envelopes. each of which contains a 
full size chart for building a Valve Receiver 
(see below) together with a booklet which explains 
exactly the components which are required for 
the construction of the Set. 

No. r.-A Two -Valve Receiver .. ., 1/ - 
No. z.-A Thrce.Valve Receiver .. 1/ - 
No. 3.-A Four -Valve Receiver .. .. 1/ - 

From all 
booksellers or 
direct (postage ad. extra). 

RADIO PRESS Ltd.-Devereux Court, STRAND, W.C. 2 
Ci bcrt Ad. 
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Actual performance has proved beyond 
doubt the outstanding superiority of 
Ediswan Valves. Every day adds to 

their reputation. 
Type .4.R. .06. c r st December, 1923. 

Allow me to compliment you on the escellent performance and satisfaction 
which they give. Using three valves, r H.F.II., r L.F., with filament voltage 2.5 
and plate voltage 5o, I can receive all the B.B.C. stations on a large loud -speaker 
without any distortion or microphonic effect from the valves. 

FRANK S. VALENTINE, 
Hon. Sec. Eseler and District Wireless Society. 

Tring, Herts. 
_3rd December, roº3. 

I received the full Dance Programme this morning front ti G5. The set 
is a home -constructed one, 3 Valves, r I). and _ L.F., and I am using" Ediswan " 
" A.R." Valves. I have previously tried three times to pick up American Stations 
with other well-known makes of valves, but did not meet with any measure of success. 
I received this morning results on both 'phones and loud -speaker, ant, considering 
the fact that I did not employ High Freprenn', I cannot speak too highly of your 
".1.R." Valves, for it is to these that I ask sw ledge my success. 

R. J. KETTLE. 

Type "A.R." & " R." 12/6 
Type "A.R.D.E." 21/ - 

(Dull Emitter) 

Type "A.R..06 " 30/ 
THE LATEST DULL EMITTER. 

This Valve can be run off dry cells, reducing upkeep costs to 
a minimum. The current consumption at a filament voltage 
of 2.5 is only .06 of an ampere. 

Have you had your FREE copy of Illustrated Booklet, " The 
T.'tertnionic valve" ? If tto!, send a Postcard to -day. 

Your Dealer holds stocks to supply you. If not, 
write us direct, giving his name and address. 

123 125, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4, and 71, Victoria St.,S.W.1. 
Works : Ponders End. Middlesex. 

Branches in all 
Principal 

Towns. 

Buy British 
Goods Only. 

Cootiactors to H.M. 
Admiralty, War 
Office,Royal 
AirForce. 

MODERN WIRELESS 

The safety Cap Prov. 
Pat. which is now 
fitted to all Ediswan 
Valves. The filament 
pines are shorter in 
length than the plate 
and grid pins, thus 
avciding any chance 
of making surface 
contact with the 
wrong sockets. 
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< < eogil " 

Performance 
is astonishing 

The "1ROyaC"'Interval eney Super -TRANSFORMER 
VOLUME VVICHOUI DISTORTION. 

The outcome of eight years' intensive 
research work. 

ONLY WITH A 

"'Kowa ff 

Can you get that 
Tone Purity you de- 
sire. Why not have 
the Latest and Best ? 

"'Eagal" TRANSFORMERS give 
wonderful results on all the latest 

Reflex Circuits. 

LIST PRICE £1: 0: 0 each. 
21 in. high x 2* in. wide x rk in. deep over all. Nominal ration 41 to r. 

EVERY FEATURE of the design of this transformer sets it apart as a 
superior product. High-grade silicon alloy steel is used for the core ; the 
windings are VACUUM IMPREGNATED; a metallic shield covers the 
general assembly, preventing any effect from near -by wiring. Convenience 
as well as safety is served in this transformer by the wide separation of the 
terminal blocks, which are made of CETEC, a high dielectric mouldéd 
composition developed in our own laboratories. This separation not only 
eliminates any possibility of leakage between terminals, but also permits 
greater ease in making connections. The transformer is packed in corrugated 

carton. 
Dealers.- " \Renal " Transformers are easy to sell because they LOOK 

THE BEST and ARE THE BEST. 
Agencies open in all Provincial Districts and Ireland. 

Write for early particulars of our new SODION 
VALVE- the valve with the ten times radius. 

R. A. ROTHERMEL, Ltd., 
24 & 26, Maddox Street 
Regent Street, London, W.1, 

SERIES o r PARALLEL 
or SERIES - PARALLEL 

in a moment with the 

DOMINOE CONNECTOR 

4/ - 
for the dominoe 

3d, each for 
KWIKPINS 
Trade enquiries 

invited. 

Any sort of wire 
may be connected 
to a KIVIKPIN 
ins seconds. 

To connect up your 
extra pairs of tele- 
phones is always a mat- 
ter of difficulty. The 
Dominoe Connector 
makes it a matter of 
SIMPLICITY and 
RAPIDITY. Connec- 
tions include series, 
parallel, or series - 
parallel up to FOUR 
PAIRS of telephones. 

The Spring Contact ensures a firm grip of the 
KWIK PIN. Yet a change, Fay, from parallel into 
series is made in a moment. THE DOMINOE 
CONNECTOR Will save time and trouble and is 
indispensable to the experimenter. Other 
applications --such as connecting up cells, con- 
densers, inductances, etc.-in fact wherever the 
need ofa clean, quick, and simple change of con- 
nection is present you should use the KWIKPINS 
AND THE DOMINOE CONNECTOR. 

THE LOWNE ELECTRIC CLOCK 
& APPLIANCES CO., LTD., 

14, Carteret Street, London, S.W.1 
Telephone: Victoria 9762. Telegrams: " Lowne, Victoria, 976o." 

February, 1924 

ROWLEY & LOUIS 12,The Bnadway, Muswell Hill, N.10 
7 Telephone : Hornsey 668. 

Headphones : 

Genuine Brunets, 4,000 ohms 16 6 
N. & K., best 5,/sh, very loud 13 9 
French D.L., 4,000 ohms 11 6 

Aerial Wire, 7/22 copper, loo ft. 2 2 
Lead-in Wire per yd. 2d. and 3d. 
Silk -covered Twin Flex... fer yd. 013 
Switch Arms, complete, best only 0, 9 
Filament Resistances, best only 21 - 
Fixed Condensers 1/ - 
Best Condenser Dials....1/3 and 2/ - 
Basket Coils, 250-5,000 metres, 

set of 7 3,' - 
Ebonite Valve Holders, best 

quality 0 9 
Valve Sockets per doz. 0 9 
Valve Pins per doz. 0, 6 
Iligh , class Guaranteed L.F. 

Transformer 9/6, 11/8, 15/-, 21/- 
H.F. Transformers, any wave- 

length 3/8 
Crystal Detectors, in glass...: 1/8 
Shaw's Genuine Hertxite, large 

9d . and 1/8 
Herbo Cat's Whisker improves 

results on any crystal set 0 6 
Phone Cords, best per set 1;3 
Condenser Plates 
Contact Studs 
Small Spacers 
Large Spacers 

per pair I 
per doz. 0, 4 
per doz. 21d. 
per doz. 0, 3 

Brass Bushes each 1Id. 
2 and 4 B.A. Threaded 'Rod, 

per ft. 0, 3 
Shell Insulators, large each 0 6 
Shell Insulators, small .... cash 2d. 

ALL TYPES OF VALVES IN STOCK. 
Enclose sufficient for postage, 

OWL HOLDERS 
Aluminium and Ebonite. Anti - 
capacity handles. Highly finishal 

and of excellent value. 
3 -way. .. 6 6. 2-way....5, 6 

Reel and Egg Insulators 2 for lid. 
Insulated Hooks each 1.',d. 
Spade Terminals, threaded, each 1 

Bushed Ebonite Knobs,best,each Ox 3 
Lead-in Tubes,any length,per in. 0, 1 

Best Ebonite, only In sheets, 
1/8 in., 3/16 in., k in...per lb. 4, 6 

Systoflee, best per yd. 0i 5 
Best quality Coil Holders, 2 -way 5, 6 
Best quality Coil Holders, 3 -way 6 6 
Knife Switches forpanehnounting 0 8 
Engraved Rheostat Dials each 3d.&6d. 
Crystal Cups, with 4 screws, each 0, 2 
C.A.V. Accumulator, 6 volt, 6o 

amp., in case with switch, 
fuses, etc 21 19 0 

Special R type Dutch Valve, 
guaranteed best quality.... 7/ - 

Crystal Sets 10 6 
Coil Plugs each 9d. 
Variable Condensers 

.0003 4/-, moos 4, 6 
Instrument Wires. 

Prices per lb. Enatn- 
No. D.C.C. D.S.C. cited. 

18 2/6 3/9 2/3 
20 2/6 3/9 2/3 
22 2/8 3/11 2/6 
24 ..... 3/4 4/4 2/6 
26 4/- 6/6 
28 4/8 7/6 3/4 
30 5/4 8/- 3 9 
32 7/2 8/8 3 11 

34 - 
8/- 8/10 4 4 

36 8/6 11 6 4.8 
All sizes in stock. 

id. estra for reeling under r lb. 
All goods sent off same day as ordered. 

extra postage will he returned. 

A NOVEL CRYSTAL DETECTOR. 
Etonite casing with Bevel G'aas Top, easily removed. Crystal 
adjustable to all points. Cat -whisker also adjustable. White 
inside to facilitate adjustment. There are two Tension adjusting 
screws (shown at bottom of illustration). 

5 ;'6 

Perfectly sinipla and simply perfect 
THE 1111C -MET 

SUPER 
CRYSTAL DETECZO3 

(PROV. PATENT 22153). 
This instrument is microme- 
trical in principle and ensures 
a perfectly adjusted and rigid 
contact between crystal and 
contactor. By a combination 
of movements between the 
three knobs, any portion of 
the exposed part of the crys- 
tal may be .contacted. To 
use one of these detectors is 
to realise the value of a crys- 
tal set. To be obtained at 
most wireless repositories, or 
direct of the manufacturers 
on receipt of 6/- postal 
order. 

Trade Terms Solicited.. British Wake 
C. & J. ARRIGONI, COMPTON PASSAGE, CLERK ENWELL, LONDON, E.C. I. 
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The long life battery. 
The superiority of EXIDE Batteries for every class 

of Radio work is unchallenged. 

Battery buyers may need some guidances to the 
best type of battery for a particular purpose. 

We therefore publish the following. Cut this out for iefcrcnce. 

TABLE OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Type of Valve. 

AND BURNING HOURS, 

t Valve 2 Valves 
3 CZ 2-1 3 CZ 4-1 

BETWEEN 

3 Valves 
3 CZ 6-r 

CHARGES. 

4 Valves 
3 CX 5-I 

5 Valves 
3 CX 6-r Battery Type. 

Ordinary Bright Emitter .. 28 28 28 26 25 Burning Hours. 
33 /6 48 /- 63 /- 78 /6 89 /- Price. 

I HZ 2 1 nz 2 1 HZ 3 I HZ 4 I HZ 4 Battery Type. 
Type " R " Dull Emitter .. 100 40 40 40 3o Burning Hours. 

17 /6 17 /6 21 /- 24 /6 24 /6 Price. 

1 DTG s HZ 2 I HZ 2 i HZ 3 I HZ 3 Battery Type. 
Pea -Nut Dull Emitter .. 36 75 43 5o 37 Burning Hours. 

5 /- 17 /6 17 /6 21 /- 21 /- Price. 

2 DTG 2 DTG 2 DTG 2 DTG 2 DTG Battery Type. 
.o6 Amp. Dull Emitter 290 Io6 6o 38 27 Burning Hours. 

10 /- 101- 10 /- 10 /- 10 /- Price. 

Prices are uncharged, without acid, save the DIG 
type, which is supplied fully charged and needs only 

acid adding to be ready for service. 

High Tension Batteries and other types of LT Batteries are 
listed in Lea'let 4027. ASK FOR COPY. 

Order now from Dealers or Exide Service Agents. 

CLIFTON JUNCTION, 
Nr. Manchester. 

ELECTRICAL STORAGE 

` 4 COMPANY LIMITED. 

BIRMINGHAM : 57 /58, Dale End. 

/ 

- BATTERIE6' : f 

SERVICE STATION 

LONDON: 
219/229, Shaftesbury 

Avenue, W.C.2. 

MANCHESTER : I, Bridge Street. 

USE CHLORIDE BATTERIES FOR HOUSE LIGHTING. 
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,IL71 O W fl Featherweight 
Headphones shown here turn 
the scale at just six ounces, 
including cords. They are, 
therefore, ideal for ladies 
and children where weight 
is an important consideration 

J 

Where Light- 
weight Spells 
Economy 

T11E design of the F. type headphone 
is the natural outcome of the 
experience gained during the last 

few years. 
To many Radi] enthusiasts comfort and 
lightweight are the prc-eminent factors 
in selecting suitable headphones. To - 
this end, therefore, the F. type headphone 
is shorn of every particle of unnecessary 
weight-the earpi.ccs are reduced to the 
smallest practicable size, and, of course, 
duralumin (an aluminium alloy) is used 
throughout. 
As a result crown F. type headphones, 
complete with cords, turn the scale at 
only 6 ozs.-being ideal for ladies and 
children. 
By reducing weight, and simplifying con- 
struction, costs of production have also 
been considerably lowered. Thus it is 
now possible for you to buy a pair of high - 
resistance headphones for z5s. which 
exhibit the same thoroughness of ma nu 
facture which characterises all Isrothit 
products. 

4,000 ohms: 

25' - 
per pair, 

120 ohms: 
22/6 per pair, 

S. G. Brown, Ltd. 
¡t holsale : Victoria Road, N. Act2i, 

W.3. 

Retail : 19, Mortimer Street, W.1. 
15, Moorfields, Liverpool. 

eg, u 11os 
CC, r«Teiq 

73-retwYt. Headphones 

February, 1924 

If you have the 

good GOODS, 

then 

Wireless 

Weekly 

is the GOOD 

medium through 

which to 

SELL THEM 

Wireless 
Weekly 

reaches both the 

Trade 

and tie Public 

GIVE IT 
A TRIAL! 

Adv e -.t M. n gers : 

SCHEFF PUBLICITY 
ORGANISATION, LTD., 

125, Pall Mall, London, S.W. 
'Phon : Regent 244o 

T legrams : "Advertiras, P:ccc, Logdon." 
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L 

Notes on the Construction of the 

" Wireless Weekly" Omni -Circuit Receiver 

U1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII' 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst. P., A.M.I.E.E. 

Fig. 1.-The Omni -Circuit Receiver ready for work. 

FOR the benefit of the large 
number of additional readers 
who will be reading this 

issue of MODERN WIRELESS, 
it will only be necessary to explain 
in a few words the general principle 
of my " Omni " receiver. 

The idea, briefly, is that a ter- 
minal hoard, which may be covered 
over, has on it a considerable 
number of terminals, each of which 
goes to different component parts, 
which are usually placed behind 
an ebonite panel. For example, 
in the case of a variable condenser, 
the two leads are taken to two 
terminals off the terminal board. 
The same is done with all the 
other components, except the fila- 
ment connections, which are all 
joined in parallel, a rheostat being 
connected in the negative lead to 
each filament. 

The terminal board preferably 
has drawn on it the conventional 
signs for the different components, 
and numbers are given to the 
various terminals, so that any 
circuit may be readily wired up 
by the use of a list simply stating 

the ñurnbers of the terminals which 
have to be connected up. 

A description of this receiver 
was first given in Wireless 
Weekly, and it is proposed 
to give two or three constructional 
articles in consecutive issues of 
this weekly journal, commencing 
with the issue of February 6th. 
In view, however, of the importance 
of the receiver, it was thought 
desirable to give some explanation 
to those readers of MODERN 
\VIRELEss who have not yet 
become regular readers of Wireless 
l b-eekly. 

The finished receiver is illustrated 
at the head of this article, and it 
will be seen that it presents an 
ordinary appearance. If, however, 
the lid is raised, a terminal board 
will come into view. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 3, 
and the terminal board itself is 
shown in Fig. 2. It will be seen 
that the different components have 
been shown .conventionally in the 
instrument 'described. The ter- 
minal board had secured to it 
a sheet of paper on which the 

11111111115 

different conventional signs had 
teen drawn in Indian ink. For the 
benefit of those who desire to 
make the " Omni " receiver, a 
number of printed sheets are 
available from the offices of the 
Radio Press, I_td., at the price of 
is. 6d. each. 

It will be noticed that the ter- 
minal board has been slightly 
altered since it was described in 
the last issue of MODERN 
WIRELESS. So many readers 
have written to me stating that 
they desire to have two trans- 
formers in the receiver that I 
have decided to incorporate one 
in the set, and this means the 
provision of two more terminals, 
numbered 55 and 56, and the 
removal of the choke coil in the 
set. Those who desire to use a 
choke circuit can use the secondary 
of the transformer, which will 
work perfectly well. The numbers 
of the other terminals have not 
béen altered in any way, so that 
those who have already made the 
set will not be confused, The 

(Continued on. page 343.) 
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Fig. 3.-A photograph showing the relation of ports to the terminal board connections. 
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s - £benne Stand roe Table Mounting 

a - Note elimination of cumbersome Stator and Rotor, thus 
greatly reddcing the i. capacity. 

3.- Panel Mounting Screws 

q.-Fluted knob control with plated graduated indicating d.r 
Square spindle, square hole in knob. No possibility c. 

slipping due to wear. 

5- Aluminium shield - efficiently shields the inductance (ron. 
extraneous capacity effects. 

f -Terminal for lead to earth terminal of set. 

7.-Positive contacts. 

8-Terminals well spaced ús ebonite. 
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There are numerous 
inefficient foreign 
Variometers being 
sold at a low price on 
the British Market 

To overcome this competi- 
tion, which is doing much to 
injure both Dealers andtheir 
Customers, we are offering 
the famous G.R.C. 71 
Shielded Variometer at 
half its former price. 

To enable us to do this, we have in- 
creased production to the ex'.ent that 
we are now making more Var:ometers 
than any other manufacturer. 

You can now buy the BEST Variometer 
itt the lowest price. 

Complete with 
,_full instructions 

and mounting 5 screws, tern 
s plate ifs various 

latest circuits. 

Guaranteed to be the most .efficient 

Varionieter on the market. 

RATIO 12 3 to 1. 

AT ALL GOOD DEALERS 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
0 Telephoree: 1Villesden 3555 (3 lines). TWYI' ORD ABBEY % Ì ORI(S, Showrooms: 105, Gt. Portland St., IV.[, Q` 

0 Telegrams : " Mul:iamp, Phone, London." H A R L E SD EN, N.W. 10. - BRANCHES in all Cities. 0 
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
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Radio Press 
Series No. 16 

Build all these Components 
and more besides 

E VERY real wireless enthusiast becomes 
obsessed- with _the idea of making his own 
components. Some he should not attempt, 

but there are very many which, when' made with 
ordinary care, give practically as good results as 
factory -made articles. 

Some, such as gridleaks, switches, solenoid coils, 
valve- panels, variometers, etc., are shown here and 
are fully described, with many diagrams, in "Home - 
built Wireless Components." 

Why not invest half-a-crown now ?-yon will 
probably save more than this on the very f rst piece 
of apparatus you make. From all Booksellers, or 
2,S, post free, from RADIO PRESS, LTD., Devereux 
Court, Strand, W.C.2. 

Homebuilt Wireless Components 

Over 130 pages and 2/6 over 180 diagrams 

February 1924 
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(Continued from page 339.) 

additional transformer is fixed on 
the bottom of the box, and four 
flexible lead's go to the four corre- 
sponding terminal ends on the back 
of the terminal board. 

Components Required. 
The components required are as 

follows : . 

1 ebonite pane] 
by loin. 

1 ebonite panel 
by g,1in. 

3 variable condensers of o.0005 !IF 
capacity. 

2 intervalve transformers. 
1 too,000 ohm variable resistance. 
2 variable grid -leaks. 
68 terminals. 
r o.000i /IF capacity 

denser. 
I 0.0003 

denser. 
I 0.001 

denser. 
2 0.002 

densers. 
1 three-way coil holder. 
2 coil sockets, suitable for fixing 

to a panel. 
3 . variable resistances, suitable 

for dull emitter or ordinary type 
valves (I.issen type illustrated). 

A quantity of No. 16 gauge 
tinned copper wire. 

Assembling the Set. 
The first thing to do is to mount 

the components on fhe panel 
which goes in the front of the 
set. How these components are 
mounted is shown in Figs. 4 & 5. 
i t will be noticed that nearly all 
the components require only a 
single hole fitting, which is, of 
course, an important advantage. 
The Lissenstat filament resistances 
are employed, as these have been 
found to be very effective in use 
and suitable for all types of dull - 
emitter and ordinary valves ; thus 
the general adaptability of the 
set is increased. 

The next thing to do is to fit 
the terminals on the terminal 
board, and to add the various 
fixed condensers, which are most 
conveniently mounted on this panel. 
Fig. 7 illustrates the reverse side 
of the terminal board, showing 
the arrangement of the condensers. 
These condensers have legs which 
may be soldered directly on to 
the backs of the terminals, which 
Neill be found very convenient. 

The Next Step. 
'l'he next step is to screw the 

two panels together ; Fig. 6 indi- 
cates how the front panel is fixed 
to the terminal board. It vill 

(Continued on page 347.) 

measuring i4in. 

measuring i4in. 

µF capacity 

µF capacity 

µF capacity 

fixed con - 

fixed con - 

fixed con - 

fixed con - 

MODERN WIRELESS 

Fig. 4.-The panel remawed from the cabinet. Notice the second 
transformer attached to the base of the cabinet. 

Fig. 5.-Another view of the dismounted instrument. In this case 
the second transformer ha* been removed and placed on the left. 
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Fig. 6.-Disposition of parts on rear of front panel, showing method of attaching terminal board. 

Y 

OUTPUT OF SECONDARY 
OF INTER VALVE 

o 56 TRANSFORMER 

INPUT OF SECONDARY 
OF NNTERVALVE 
TRANSFORMER 
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OF INTERVALVE TRANSF!' 
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Fig. 7.-Reverse of terminal board, showing method of attaching fixed condensers. 
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A Charging Station for your radio battery 
TH Tun ar in your own home. 
FOR CHARGING BATTERIES ON 
ALTERNATING CURRENT SUPPLY The Tungar solves the battery -charging problem 

for all whose houses are electrically -lighted 
by alternating current. 
It is connected on one side to any lamp -holder or wall -plug, 
and on the other to the battery (the work of a moment), and it 
will start charging as soon as it is switched on. 

There are no chemical or mechanical complications-its operation 
is purely electrical. Once started it requires no attention, and 
there is nothing to get out of order. When the battery is fully 
charged the charging rate is automatically diminished. Over- 
charging and discharging back are equally impossible. 

The possession of a Tungar means :- 
(r) A saving in expense and (3) The assurance that the battery 

trouble, is always fully charged. 

the Tungar Way. (a) Longer life for the battery, (q) The ability to charge any time, 

En uire at'3-o:ar local dealer or write mentioning because you can charge it with day or night, and to leave the 
2 greater frequency and regu- battery on charge, without 

this paper, for a copy of the Ttrngar goo/del to :- larity, attention, for long periods. 

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., 

Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4. 

Charge your 

2112 

Battery at Home 

The Ideal 
Comb,,:oi, i' 

B.T.H. 
RADIO SET, 

TUNGAR 

ann.o UE nt ín o 
TH 

J.B. 
(Trnd: 9[nrk) 

MICRODENSER 
(Peru-. l'at. e" 

A NEW VERNIER CONTROL. 

Experiments calling for accurate tuning 
and pure reception have produced the 
" J.B." Microdenser. We claim that our 

condensers incorporating our Vernier con- 

trol surpass every other method of fine 

tuning. Results after rigorous tests -- 
upon trans -Atlantic reception-prove our 
contention that the " J.B." Microdenser 
will bring in American Stations, where 
without there is that disappointing silence. 

After coarse tuning, finer tuning is secured 

by the vernier, for which a separate knob is 

provided. This may be turned in either 

direction to give vernier control. 
Band capacity effects are reduced to th. absolute 
minimum. Readings are taken from the one dial 
making the "J.B." Microdenser eminently suitable 
for use in wavemeters and all calibrated clr-nits. 
The features which have made the " J.B." Condenser 

world famous are employed in the " J.B." Microdenser 

.001 .. 11/6 Packing 

.00075.... 11/- and 

.0005 ... 10/- Postage 

.0003 ... 8/9 extra. 

.00025 ... 8/9 One only ed. 
Two 9d. 
Three 1/- .000r .. 7/9 

Complete with Knob and Dial. 

The "J.B." Microdenser carries 
the " J.B." guarantee for capacity 
--extremely low minimum. 

-tire condenserºiiti 
integral vernier con- 
bol-must be used 
for accurate tuning, 
a n d incidentally, 
maximum results 
without the distor- 
tion due t, in- 
accurate tuning. 

14Keü(irrdJeru(uuóudtadud 

THE 

J. B. 
T. Jía rh 

PRECISION 
VARIABLE 

CONDENSERS 
-1rcricutitc u is of-iguesd l'y experts. 
With one hole Fixing, large metal to 
metal bearings,we readily and uncon- 
ditionally guarantee the " J.B." 
Condenser to be technically perfect 
and built for unusual durability. You 
may rely upon them. 

After severe tests leading 
manufacturers with repu- 
tations for the production 
of first-class wireless sets 
use our Condensers. 

. With the accurate close spacing 
" J.B." Condensers take up much 
less room under panel. 

See you get the " J.B." 
Condenser. It is our 
knowledge that malees 
other than the " J.B." arc 
being forced upon the 
Wireless Public as the 
guaranteed J.B." Make 
sure it is the genuine "J.B." 
Your dealer will supply you. 

The "J.B." TWIN Condenser for 
Double H.F. Circuits, capacity 
each half .00025 nsfd. 19./6 each. 
Ideal for use in circuits employ- 
ing a H.F. stages. With Vernier 
£1 25. ed. 

If unable to obtain the "J.B." Condenser or the "J.B." Micro - 
dearer from s -our local dealer seul to the Manufacturer 

British Made. 

Completely Assembled with 
KNOB AND DIAL. 

.00025 ... 

.0002 ... 
000r ... 
VERNIER 

8/6 Packing 
8/- and 
7/- Postage 
5/9 Extra. 
5/9 One only ed. 
5/- Two 9d. 
4/9 Three 1/- 
4/ - 

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED. 

JACKSON BROS, 0'X 
POLAND TL t Floor) 

ST.,, LONNDDON, W.I. 
The Condenser Specialists: WORKS : Lewisham, S.E. 'Phone: Lee Green 1225. 'Phone: Gerrard 6137. 
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The construction of 
Wireless 

Receiving Apparatus 
Fifth Edition. 

96 pages 
RADIO PRESS WIRELESS 

LIBRARY No. 5. 

r ----Shows how to make- - - - -I 
i Anode and Grid Resistances, Filament 

Rheostats, Potentiometers, Basket 
Coils, Slab Coils, Solenoid Coils, 
Duolateral Coils, H.T. Batteries, 
Condensers, Crystal Detectors, L.F. 
Transformers, H.F. Transformers. 

GILBERT AD. 
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fl 

1111111111111111 

Sold by all Book- 
sellers and News- 
agents or i/7¡ 

post free. 

An expert at 
your elbow! 

HEN building your own Wireless 
Components you want facts-reliable 
facts. And for these you must go 

to a dependable book. 

In " The Construction of Wireless Receiving 
Apparatus" you will find all the technical data 
necessary for building practically every possible 
Component you require in a Set. Eve' y 
Component described has been actually tested 
under working conditions and if you follow 
the very detailed constructional descriptions 
you cannot possibly go wrong. 

Why not send for a copy to- 

day and have an expert at your 

elbow able to advise you on 

all your difficult problems. 

tliror Tx,esg,etd 
PUBLISHERS Of AUTHORITATIVE. WIRELESS UTERATURQ 

DEVEREUx CDURT. STRAND. W.C.Z. 

111 111111111 III11III 111111 lI! Il 111 II 1111111111111111111111 
'%' siail0lÏ ? o:::- ;,;, w ,; .,_.. 

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page 
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(Continued from page 343.) 

be seen that there is a portion 
of the front panel which, in the 
finished instrument, is higher than 
the level of the terminal board. 
This is the portion above the 
line XY in Fig. 6. 

Having screwed the two panels 
together securely by means of 
three screws, the next process is 
to wire the components to the 
corresponding terminals. Fig. 3 

gives some indication as to how 
the terminals are connected,- but 
references to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 
will indicate how the terminals 
should be connected to the com- 
ponents. It is more a matter of 
common sense and judgment than 
anything else. The wires may he 
soldered, or otherwise secured to 
the terminals and the components. 

The Box 

The containing box is preferably 
made of mahogany, but other wood 
can be used. When the box is 
ready, the two panels, which are 
fixed together, are slipped into 
position and secured by means 
of screws. The three-way coil 
holder is now mounted on the 
left-hand side of the box, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. Leads from 
each of the coils are taken to the 

MODERN WIRELESS 

Fig. 8.-The dismounted receiver viewed from another angle. 

three pairs of terminals on the 
left-hand side of the front panel ; 

these terminals are connected to 
the terminals, r, 8, 17, 25, 33 
and 41 on the terminal board. 

The second intervalve trans- 
former is screwed to the bottom 
of the box in one corner away 

from the other transformer. Flexible 
leads go from this transformer to the 
underneath of the terminal board. 

WE SHALL BE VERY PLEASED TO 
HEAR FROM READERS WHO DIS- 
COVER NEW USES FOR THE 

"OMNI" RECEIVER. 

e" 2 4.8.A. 4.4.8.A. - 4.8A. _ 14.8.A 
LX" .r. 2" I. 

lie- 6 8.A.Cltar ÿ3'w 

156 7eL_, ;1/,ab 
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< e" T 13'== 
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Fig. 9.-Drilling diagram of the front panel. 
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(Continued frcvn page 318.) 

of the new cell is just over 1.4 
volts, and it gave some io amperes 
on momentary short-circuit, show- 
ing low internal resistance. In 
the course of a thorough and 
prolonged trial in connection with 
a pea -nut valve in daily broadcast 
reception, this cell gave satis- 
factory and silent service. After 
some weeks of such use the voltage 
was still just over r volt, and the 
short circuit current 8 amperes, 
while there was no sign of dying 
down or distress whilst supplying 
the 1 ampere demanded by the 
valve. 

This large type is eminently 
suitable for this service, and will 
give proportionately longer service 
with the .o6 ampere type of dull - 
emitter valve. 

Myers Valves. 

Messrs. Cunningham and Morri- 
son have submitted for test samples 
of the Canadian Myers Valve, 
which they are placing on the Eng- 
lish market. There are two types : 

the " Universal," which requires 
about ampere and 4 volts on 
the filament ; and the " Dry 
Battery," which takes about the 
same current at 2.5 volts, and can 
therefore be run from two large 
dry cells in good condition. 

Both are of the tubular variety, 
with grid and anode connections 
brought out of opposite ends ; 

and are mounted in special clips 
on the panel. The clips, with 
drilling template, are supplied with 
each -valve ; and it proved an 
exceedingly easy task to mount 
the valve, either directly on the 
panel or on an adaptor made of 
r /16 in. ebonite, .4 in. by r ¡ in., 
to plug into the usual 4 -leg socket. 
The internal capacity of this form 
of valve, of course, is sensibly less 
than that of the more usual form, 
which makes these valves the more 
valuable for H.F. amplification on 
the short waves. 

The characteristic curves, as 
determined by the writer, showed 
in each case a long straight portion 
with moderate plate voltage, and 
a remarkably high filament emis- 
sion. The amplification factor 
was around 8 : quite a satisfactory 
figure. The curves indicated good 
amplification with normal plate 
voltage and small or zero grid 
bias. 

On test in actual reception, no 
signs of distress were noticed 
with the highest plate voltage 
that was available, (The makers 
claim that up to Soo volts can be 

2% Volts & approx -25 amps 0n 6/one/7f 

; 

AMPL/F/CAT/ON ; 

1 RAT/0.'g./. S 

i 

I 

-I4 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4 

801% 

50Y. 

6 +8 +10 +/2 +14 

Characteristic curve of dry battery valves. 

used.) In straight detection ; in 
H.F. and L.F. amplification ; in 
dual circuits ; and in a "super" 
circuit, both types operated admir- 
ably and gave the impression of 
high power. With the " Universal " 
type, reception of local broadcasting 
on a single valve with reaction was 
uncomfortably noisy ; in one test 
with the other type, running it 
from two dry cells with 5o volts H.T, 
the Paris Ecole Supérieure trans- 
mission was picked up easily in 
London on an Armstrong fliver 
circuit with " capacity " aerial 
alone. 

Microphonic effects are but slight. 
As the valve is of most sturdy 
construction as well as very com- 
pact, it is eminently suitable for 
portable sets, using dry batteries 
for L.T. Actually, the 21 volts type 
was deliberately thrown on the 
table several times and exceedingly 
roughly treated before the 

characteristic was determined in 
order to test this point. No bulbous 
type of valve would have survived 
this treatment. The unusually 
high plate current available in the 
4 -volt type promises a useful 
application in power amplifiers. 

A Telephone Head -Set. 
Messrs. Ediswan Electric Com- 

pany, Ltd., have submitted for 
test a telephone headset of 4,000 
ohms total resistance. This has 
the usual double steel band with 
sliding adjustment and universal 
joint mounting of the receivers, 
but is unusually free from pro- 
jections which catch in the hair. 
On trial it proved comfortable to 
wear and easily adjusted. The 
cords are of ample length and the 
positive end is clearly marked. 
In actual use the 'phones proved to 
he really sensitive both in crystal 
and valve reception. 

4 Yda & approx -25 amps on filament - 

AMPLIFICATION 
RA7/0 8:1. 

+2 +4 + 

Characteristic of " Universal " valve. 
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" IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES 

IGRANIC HONEYCOMB CONCERT 
l,==' COILS. 

(De Forest Pat. No. 141344). 

In addition to the existing range of h / gimbal and plug mounted honeycomb 
.JI - coils, we have noaav developed a set of 

concert coils which are suitable for the 

i.ki\ f 1,.1 range of wavelengths covering the British - Broadcasting Company's stations. Sup- / plied in sets of four only. 

PRICE £1 PER SET. 

IGRANIC 30 -ohm RHEOSTAT for 

DULL EMITTER VALVES. 

With the introduction of the new Dull 
Emitter Type Valves, Igranic radio 
engineers have developed this 30 -ohm 
rheostat. The method of construction 
ensures smooth and silent operation. 

PRICE 7/ - 

Ìñ 
" 

E` 

N 

yu 

Panel 

IGRANIC HONEYCOMB COILS. ..-(De Forest Pat. No. 141344. 

> These coils are scientifically designed 
and carefully made, and are renowned for 
their high efficiency, tow self capacity, 
small absorption factor and minimum 

..YYJJ 

high -frequency resistance. Made ia.two 
types-Gimbal and Plug Mounted. Wave- 

i:,:,,,-. length range approximately too to 25,000 
metres. 

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS 

(Pat. No. 195803) 

" Igranic " Filament Rheostats ensure 
smooth and silent operation under all 

l. Adtable conditions of filament contro Adjustable 
contact fingers. Nickel finish. Resist- 
ance range from zero to four ohms by 
fine Variation. Supplied in two types- 
Plain and Vernier. 
PRICE : PLAIN, 4/6. VERNIER, 7/- 

4a 

r - 
tt11 .±.` 

a``"` 
. , 

it 

gyp'_ I 

A 

TRIPLUG 

" 

COIL HOLDERS. 

known for the accoro- 
of the Honeycomb 

Plug-in Cod. Movable 
provided with ebonite 

to permit of adjustment 
capacity effect caused 
proximity of operator's 

nickelled fittings; 
finish. 

PRICE 16'- 

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS. 
(Pat. No. 205013). 

By recent improvements in design these 

k 
transformers have brought low frequency 
amplification of speech and music up to 
the highest stage of satisfactory repro- 
duction. Scientifically constructed of 
the finest materials. 
PRICE : SHROUDED, 21/. OPEN, 20/- 

Widely 
Jy modation 

Standard 
i c sockets are 

c e handles 
without I\, by close 

n hand. Finest 
instrument 

Mounting Type. 

Made 
aerial circuit 
frequency 
range of 
accomplish 
and stator 
internally 

_ : 

._____ Ion._ 
, 

Type pe S.R. 

" H " for tuning the 
circuit of a high 

wavelength 
circuits, they 

tuning. Rotor 
externally and stator 

18/- 
and dial. 

,,,, 
_ 

...,-.0.-d71-'-- 

wavelengths. 
Windings self 

shown on 

. ,, ___ 

Type H. 

VARIOMETERS. 
in the two types as illustrated. Type 

and type "S.R:' for the anode 
valve. Both covering an approximate 

from :5o to 800 metres in their respective 
all that could be desired in variometer 

of hard moulded ebonite. Rotor 
wound. 

PRICES: type H 1B,/-, type S.R. 

Complete in both cases with knob 

- 

TYPE H.R. VARIOCOUPLER. 

This variocoupler covers the entire range of B.B.C. 
Stator and rotor of hard moulded insulation. 
supporting and impregnated solid. Tapping points 
stator are staggered to facilitate soldering of connections. 

Highest possible grade of workmanship and finish. 
PRICE 10/. 

Obtainable from all high-class dealers 

Manchester : 3o Cross Street. 
Birmingham : 73/4 Exchange Blgs., 

New Street. 
Glasgow : 5o, Wdlington Street. 

149, Queen Victoria Street, 
LONDON. 

/ELECTRIC Co.Ltd 

Wi1191H9,V 

Write for Lists Z152. 

Cardiff : Western Mail Chambers. 
Bradford : 18, Woodview Terrace, 

Manningham. 
Newcastle : go, Pilgrim Street. 

Works : 

Elstow Road, BEDFORD. 

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page 349- 
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post free 

a necessity for 
every Experimenter 

THIS Book should be in the hand 
of every Experimenter who wants 
to obtain a thorough under- 

standing of Wireless. 

It is recognised as the only standard 
Text Book sold at a price within the 
reach of anyone. Beautifully bound in 
solid cloth and plentifully illustrated 
with circuit diagrams and charts, it is 
a vital necessity to the student, the 
research worker and the designer. If 
you are building a Set for pleasure 
or for profit, get a copy of this Book 
and understand the fundamental prin- 
ciples of Radio. 

Obtainable from all Booksellers of 
direct from Publishers :- 

RADIO PRESS, LTD., 
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2 

Gilbert Ad, 
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El 

ECI Lighting Valve Filaments off A.C. Mains la 
CI 13 

CI 
By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor o 

0 This article explains how, in certain circumstances, low-tension batteries can be entirely 
El13 

dispensed with. 

OR those who have continu- 
ous - current electric - light 
mains in their houses, the 

problem of supplying the necessary 
current for lighting the valve - 
filaments is comparatively simple -a charging -board with a plain 
lamp-resistancè in series with the 

INTERVALVE J 
rRANSioRMER 

= E 

earth connection and grid -connec- 
tion point. Any necessary grid - 
bias is then obtained by grid -cells. 
The small transformer used in 
these tests was the " Ferrix," 
reference to which is made in the 
" Apparatus We Have Tested " 
page. It gave several amperes at 

FERRI Y 

TRANSFORMER 

A crystal set with single -valve note magnifier. 

accumulator is all that is necessary 
(if the rather high cost of this 
method is ignored) or if the lamp 
is put to other use at the same 
time, the cost of the current is not 
chargeable to Radio. 

But with an A.C. supply, there 
is no such simple method avail- 
able : some sort of rectifier or con- 
verter is necessary, so that ac- 
cumulators can be charged by 
rectified current. The efficiency 
of such devices is often small, and 
the cost of all is such as to be 
almost prohibitive for the single - 
valve man. We will not enter 
into the dubious field of discussion 
of the relative merits of different 
rectifying devices : the method 
indicated here is one that has been 
tried a good deal in the States, 
where domestic A.C. supply is very 
common and radio installations 
universal. It is the old trick of 
putting a potentiometer across 
secondary of a step-down A.C. 
transformer, and finding the effec- 
tive zero " point for -use as an 

110 V. 

over 6 volts in the combined 
secondary, the - primary - beiìig 
wound for rio volt A.C. mains, 
from which it drew about the same 
amount of power --as an ordinary 
lamp, when in operation. Ac- 
cordingly, the cost of running is 
extremely moderate ; and . of 
course no accumulator is needed. . 

On actual trial on broadcast 
reception at a dozen miles from 
2L0 with detector valve aline 
without reaction,_ the A.C.- hum 
was as loud as the signal§, with 
optimum adjustment of the 
potentiometer. The latter was 
bridged for H.F. currents by two 
.005 µF condensers (of Grafton 
Electric Co.'s make), one on each 
side. 

A conventional B.B.C. type of 
receiver circuit, one H.F. and 
detector, tuned plate coupling, 
and reaction from the detector - 
valve anode circuit on the tuned 
plate (plug-in duo -lateral coils 
being used, in a 2 -coil stand) was 
set up and by careful adjustment 
of potentiometer and filament re- 
sistances, with two R valves and 

A two.valve broadcast receiver worked from the mains. 
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filaments fairly bright, it was 
póssible (by critical adjustment of 
the reaction up to just on the- 
oscillafing point) to tune out the 
hum almost completely, so that 
(with fair aerial and efficient vario - 
meter tuning) a very satisfactory 
measure of loud -speaking was ob- 
tained, audible all over the house ; 

whilst the A.C. hum was inaudible 
a few feet away from the loud- 
speaker (small claritone). 

With detector -valve and note 
-magnifier, the hum was excessive, 
so that no grid bias could be 
used. 

A trial was then made with one 
valve as note -magnifier following 
a particularly efficient variometer 
crystal -tuner and perikon crystal, 
using an R valve with 120 volts on 
the plate and bright filament. 
Some - 4 -volts negative grid -bias 
was used (grid -cells connected to 
potentiometer " zero -point "), ap- 
plied through the L.F. intervalve 
type of transformer linking crystal 
and valve, and good enough loud - 
speaking was obtained for one or 
two listeners in a quiet room, 
without an amount of hum that 
was actually objectionable. 

_ For regular broadcast reception 
on the loud -speaker of the local 
station, there is very evidently 'an 
opening for a self-contained set 
with fixed adjustments for opera- 
tion off the A.C. mains ; the 
method, however, does not re- 
commend itself for long-distance 
reception on the head -phones. 

Note.-A slight improvement 
might result if the H.T. minus 
were attached to the potentio- 
meter zero -point instead of to one 
side of the transformer secondary ; 

it was not considered worth the 
extra complication in these tests. 
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º Basket Coil Holders. 
° rii By C. C. PEET. 
El 
CI 
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BASKET coils are one of the 
cheapest forms of tuning 
inductances, and in the 

author's experience are very 
efficient for telephony on wave- 
lengths below 5,000 metres. The 
great drawback of this form of 
inductance is its mechanical weak- 
ness and the difficulty of fixing to 
quick change mountings. The 
method of mounting here described 
overcomes both these difficulties, 
and should be within the scope of 
any experimenter fairly handy 
with his tools. 

The figure shows the complete 
arrangement of the holder. The 
bases C are cut from a piece of 
ebonite 2 in. wide and l in. thick, 
and of length according to number 
of holders to be made, always 
remembering to leave extra for 
saw cuts. and filing. The ebonite 
uprights are fitted tight into 
slots cut across base C as shown in 
the figure. Mark out your slot and 
cut with a hack saw just inside 
the lines to the required depth, 
removing the ebonite by means of 
the edge of a coarse file. These 
uprights are also kept in position 
by means of a 4B.A. bolt passing 
through the lot as shown. B in 
figure are protecting sides cut 
from in. thick papiermache by 
means of large scissors ; they 
must be cut to a diameter ¡in. 
larger than the corresponding coil. 
Another 4B.A. bolt passes through 
the ebonite sides, through the 
papiermache circles..and through 
the centre hole of the coil, but this 
must not be put in until the coil 
has been placed in position, and it 
will be found easier to slack back 

the lower 4B.A. nut and open the 
ebonite sides before introducing 
the coil. 

The pins in base C are ordinary 
split valve pins threaded into the 
ebonite, a nut being first tightened 
up on to the plane part and a 
washer introduced. The connec- 
tions from the coil come down 
each side of the ebonite upright 

/b Papier 
mache ' 

B 

V Ebon;re 

4.8.A 
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Constructional Details, 

under these washers. The length 
of the uprights varies accord- 
ing to the coil to be mounted, and 
should be equal to radius of coil 
plus is in. To those Who would 
wind their own coils, á good set of 
seven can be made up by using 
eleven A 2 in. diameter pins fixed 
equidistant round the circum- 
ference of a ¡in. diameter rod, 
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and winding to the following 
diameters with No.. 32S.W;G. 
D.C.C. wire. (I) 11 in. (2) 11in. 
(3) 2 in. (4) 21 in. (5) 23 in. (6) 34 in. 
(7) 41 in. 

These can be wound with 2 oz. 
of above gauge, and remember 
to shake quite free of all ekcess 
paraffin wax as the papiermache 
sides maintain the strength of 
coil. Material required for holders 
for above set: 

Papiermache i6 in. X Io in. X 

lö 
Ebonite 6 in. X 5 f in. X 

41- in. X 2 in. X in. 
14 valve legs (split). 
14 é in. B.A.-bolts and nuts. 
The holders will be found to be 

very neat and light, but quite 
strong. 

WHAT IS IT ? 

A section of a worn-out high- 
tension battery with wax removed, 
Notice the waxed card partitions. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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EVERtREADAV 
DRY BATTERIES 
& ACCUMULATORS 

FOR EACH AND EVERY WIRELESS PURPOSE 

INSIST ON 

" EVER - READY" 

WIRELESS 

BATTERIES AND 

OBTAIN SATISFAC- 

TION AND 100 PER 

CENT. EFFICIENCY 

----__: 
r_,t I k''"---.._. 

o. oI 
i 

} ßtli`^s 

ÉWssz 

OVER ^_o years' experience and 
research, the finest mater- 
ials, expert supervision, and 

careful testing at all stages of manu- 
facture are the reasons for the 
superiority of " Ever -Ready" Wireless 
Batteries. 

The " Ever -Ready " series embrace 
all types of Batteries for every 
Wireless purpose. 

Special types of large capacity Dry 
Batteries are provided for the filament 
heating of each of the newest types 
of low -temperature valves. 

Write for particulars of these and 
the standard sizes and voltages of 
high-tension Battery units. 

Service D.X. Department, 

The EVER -READY 
Coy. (Great Britain) Ltd. 

He-eu'es PL, Holloway, 
LONDON, N.7. 

14/6 
per pair. 

Carriage paid United I{ingdom. 
Why saddle yourself with Continental Phones distributed by unscrupulous Im- 
porters with small offices and elaborate notepaper and NO GUARANTEE or 

hope of redress if found faulty? 
Originals of upwards of loo unsolicited Testimonials and letters of appreciation 

can be seen at our Offices. 

We agree to replace or return cash if Phones 
do not give complete satisfaction, subject to 

Phones being returned to us within 7 days of purchase, undamaged. 

BONTONE PHONES ohms , 
BRITAIN'S BEST. 

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, AND 
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED. 
Manufactured entirely by British Labour. 

Apply to your local dealer or apply direct giving your dealer's name to :- 
B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton) 

Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.r. 
Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.r. 

Admiralty, War Offi:e and India Office C2ntractws. 

c'1111111:IiIlIlII11I!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

E 

tijericwy 
Received with a standard 

e ç 

In replying to advertisers; use COUPON on last page 
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BONTONE 

PHONES 
POINTS TO CONSIDER. 

Every Phone is sold under 
GUARANTEE. 

Every Phone is tested before 
leaving Factory. 

We are old -established British 
Manufacturers, whose 
object is to give complete 
satisfaction. 

GUbRANTEE 

ILL 

The FELLOFHONE "SUPER 2." 
Complete with H.T. Battery, Accumu- Price 
lator, too ft. 7/22 stranded copper 
aerial, 2 insulators, r pair 4,000 ohms £9-0.O 
Headphones_ 

Valves, S.C.C. and Marconi Tax Eaira. 

Fellophone Super 2. 
Extract from letter. 

Long Mclford, 

Suffolk, September 22, 1923: 
"This morning from r a.m. I received the whole 

programme transmitted from 1V.G.Y. General 
Electric Coy., New York, with the addition of 
your 2 -Valve amplifier. One or two of the items 
here coming through so loudly that I removed the 
amplifier, and received one or two songs, etc., on 
the 2 -Valve Fellophone only. One song item 
transmitted, ' Asleep in the Deep,' was perfectly 
audible. I llave received American telephony on 
several occasions, and can always get them when 
I get up for the purpose, so that it is not a freak 
of reception." 

(Signed) ALFRED IWOOD. 

The original of this letter may be seen at 

Advt. The Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Willesden 
London, N.W.1o. 
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Contents 
The Theory of the Thermionic 

Valve. 

The 3 Electrode Valve and its 
Applications, 

Cascade Valve Amplifiers. 

Principles of Reaction Ampli- 
fication and Sell -oscillation. 

Reaction Reception of Wireless 
Signals. 

Continuous Wave Receiving 
Circuits. 

Valve Transmitters. 
Wireless Telephone Transmitters 

Using Valves. 

Broadcast Receivers. 

216 
RADIO PRESS 
Wireless Library, 
No. ro. 

From all Booksellers 
or Newsagents, 

or 2/8 post free. 

ndia Wreso,r ci. 
PUBLISMLRSOF AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS LITERATURE 

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.20 

THE Valve is undoubtedly the most important 
part of any Receiver. If your Valve (or Valves) 
is not functioning correctly, you are not getting 

the best results from your Set. 

Before you can hope to become a skilled driver 
and obtain the most pleasure from your car you must 
know how it works. So with Wireless. You cannot 
hope to get the greatest enjoyment from " listening -in " 

or experimenting until you have mastered the funda- 
mental principles of Radio. 

Dependent on this lies your ability to understand 
the theory of the Thermionic Valve. Know how it 
rectifies, how it oscillates, and how it amplifies, and 
your progress in obtaining further Radio knowledge 
will be rapid. 

Wireless Valves 
Simply explainèd 
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., 

is the one Book on the Valve which will really teach 
you-commencing at the very beginning-everything 
you need know about. the Valve. It has been recognised 
by all the experts as the standard popular -priced book 
on the subject. 

Purely scientific explanations are omitted because 
the aim of the author has been to provide a book which, 
while being absolutely accurate, can be read and under- 
stood by novice and experimenter alike. 

Get a copy to -day and begin to understand exactly 
what is happening while your Receiver is working. 

4111111111M 
Gilbert Ad. 
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" The Outside Wire " CI 

CI CI 

By G. L. MORROW ó 
Many new readers will welcome this informative article on aerials, which shows them why so many 

newly -erected aerials are inefficient. 

TYPES OF AERIALS AND THEIR USES 

IT has been the writer's experience 
.over a period of nearly twelve 
years that amongst amateur 

workers, in a large percentage of 
cases, the design of the aerial is 
given very little of the attention 
which it not only deserves, but 
necessitates, if the highest efficiency 
is to be obtained from the know- 
ledge and facilities at the disposal 
of the owner. 

It is an unalterable rule that the 
highest overall efficiency in any 
machine can only be obtained if 
the various component parts which 
go to make up that machine are all 
functioning at their highest respec- 
tive efficiency. 

For any Set 
Whether the amateur has a 

crystal, a single -valve or a multi 
valve receiver, if he is a true 
experimenter his aim should be 
efficiency, and this cannot be 
obtained while the aerial is, as it 
is in very many cases, given very 
little consideration. It has sur- 
prised the writer on many occasions 
when he has been endeavouring 
to help friends of his in tracing 
faults in their stations to find that 
the aerial, as a possible cause of 
failure, is very often left until all 
the other parts of the receiver or 
transmitter have been tested 
through. 

It is the intention of this article, 
in as simple a manner as possible, 
to deal with the fundamental 
principles of the design of various 
types of aerials considered from 
the experimenter's point of view, 
and to show from these principles 
of design how the amateur may 
utilise to the best advantage the 
particular typ 2, which it best 
suited either to his locality or to 
the class of work he wishes to 
undertake. 

Receiving Aerials 
Since probably the greater 

number of the readers of this 
article will be interested in it from 

A Simple Analogy 
In order to appreciate fully the 

part played by the radio aerial, let 
us consider a simple analogy, 
namely, that of audible signalling 
by means of a siren. 

In this case the siren is set into 
vibration, and in so doing sets the 
intervening medium, the air, into 
vibration, which in its turn sets 
the receiver, the ear, into vibration, 
thus conveying the sense to our 
brain. 

the reception side only, the aerial 
as used for receiving will be dealt 
with more particularly, but the 
various factors which influence the 
transmitting properties will also 
be considered. 

Let us first consider the function 
of the aerial. All movements of 
the ether are produced by alter- 
nating magnetic and electric forces, 
the effect of which is to produce 
an outward moving disturbance 
in the ether known as an electro- 
magnetic wave. 

These electro -magnetic waves are 
not only radio waves ; in fact, 
the latter only constitute quite a 
small percentage of the whole band 
of ether waves, the others being, 
in the case of those having the 
highest frequency, the Gamma and 
X rays, followed by the various 
light rays which make up the 
spectrum, until after the ultra -red 
rays we come to the various wave- 
lengths which we utilise in radio 
signalling. 

In radio telegraphy or tele- 
phony the ether is set into vibra- 
tion by means of the aerial, which 
receives its energy from the trans- 
mitting plant, and similarly these 
ether vibrations are intercepted 
by the receiving aerial, which 
supplies energy to the receiver, 
and in some ray or other- 
generally by means of audible 
sounds in a pair of telephones- 
are made perceptible to the human 
senses. In its simplest form a 
radio aerial consists of a single 
metallic wire elevated at a suitable 
height above the ground by means 
of a mast, chimney or building. 
Whether considered from a trans- 
mitting or a receiving point of view, 
it must be remembered that the 
aerial is part of the oscillation 
circuit, and that therefore any 
alteration in its values will necessi- 
tate a corresponding adjustment of 
either inductance or capacity for 
a given wavelength in the receiving 
oscillation transformer or trans 

Fig. 1.-The single -wire aerial. It is easy to erect and less 
costly than many forms 

milting jigger, as the case may 
be. 

Before proceeding to discuss the 
various types of aerials in detail, 
it may be convenient at this point 
to consider such components of 
all types of aerial as aerial wire 
and insulators. 

Aerial Wire 
Since the oscillations occurring 

in the aerial in both transmission 
and reception are high frequency 
currents, it is necessary to design 
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the aerial wire in such a manner 
that it offers the lowest impedance 
to such currents. - 

Now, high frequency currents 
flow only on the surface or skin 
of the conductor which carries 
them, therefore it is more efficient 
to use a wire which consists of 
several small wires insulated one 
from another and stranded together 
than a single wire of thicker gauge. 
It may be of interest to point out 
in passing that if bare wires are 
stranded together the high fre- 
quency or surface resistance is 
greater than that of a single wire 
of the same surface area. 

from rain, by a silent bluish dis- 
charge from the points in the 
aerial which are at a high potential 
to the nearest earthed object. 
This discharge will be found to 
take place usually from the ends 
of the aerial and from sharp points 
and angles. From a receiving point 
of view, bad insulation in the 
aerial will cause a marked decrease 
in the strength of received signals, 
especially in receiving waves whose 
wavelengths are much longer than 
the fundamental wavelengths of 
the receiving aerial itself. 

As regards the material of which 
the insulators are made, a point 

Fig. 2.-The twin or " ship -type " aerial, useful when the 
garden is rather short. 

As regards the material of the 
aerial wire, since the currents it 
has to deal with travel only on a 
very thin skin on the surface, it 
is not of such great importance to 
have such a low " ohmic resistance " 
wire for the construction of the 
aerial ás it is in a circuit which 
has to carry direct current or 
alternating current at commercial 
frequencies. 

The chief material to be avoided 
at all costs is a magnetic substance 
such as iron or steel, since owing 
to its permeability it will offer 
an extremely high resistance to 
high frequency currents. Phosphor 
bronze wire is prcbably the most 
efficient, but its high cost pre- 
cludes its general use amongst 
amateurs. 

The writer's experience is that 
for all-round amateur use, both 
for transmitting and receiving, 
7 /22 stranded copper wire, with. 
each strand enamelled, is as good 
as any. 

Insulators 
The efficient insulation of an 

aerial is a matter of the very highest 
importance. If the aerial is used 
for transmission, poor or_ defective 
insulation, will cause a great loss 
in efficiency, particularly by a 
phenomenon known as "brushing." 
13 rushing, which must not be 
confused with sparking, can be 
noticed on a dark night; especially, 
if the insulators are moist or wet. 

which should be remembered by 
those amateurs who use their aerial 
for transmitting is that many. 
insulators of materials such as 
ebonite, rubber and vulcanised 
fibre, which are quite satisfactory 
with the high maximum potentials 
present with spark transmitters, 
break down very rapidly when 
exposed to the strain of continuous 
wave sets, due to a form of fatigue 
of the insulating material caused 
by the persistence of the oscillating 
potential. 

a little more care in rigging the 
aerial and in staying the mast. 

Preliminary Points in Design of 
Aerial 

Every aerial, since it possesses 
localised inductance and capacity, 
has its own fundamental or natural 
wavelength, which is given by the 
formula : 

Ain = 1885 

the units being metres, micro - 
henrys and microfarads respec- 
tively. 

If, however, the aerial is tuned 
to some other than its natural 
wavelength (as is practically always 
the case in amateur stations) by 
the addition of inductance or 
capacity-or both-we have a 
circuit consisting partly of dis- 
tributed and partly of localised 
inductance and capacity, and the 
resultant wavelength must be 
calcillated fróm a formula which 
takes into consideration this ratio 
of localised to distributed values. 

Such a- formula is that due to 
Dr. L. Cohen, and is shown below : 

1885,/LOC. 
ICL 

K= KLO 
1 

' Ao 

K = 2 d 1 

where L1 = added inductance 
(microhenrys) 

Lo = inductance of aerial 
Ao = natural wavelength of 

aerial (metres) 
Al = wavelength of aerial 

when inductance Li 
is put in series. 

where cot 

Fig. 3.-The multiple -wire aerial. 

For all forms of amateur aerial 
insulation glazed porcelain cannot 
be too highly recommended, al- 
though insulators should not be 
used whose size is so small as to 
present very little leakage path. 

Large insulators throw more 
mechanical strain on the aerial 
and mast owing to. their greater 
weight, but it will always be 
found that the greater insulation 
obtained by the use of moderately 
large insulators will amply repay 
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The calculation of the capacity 
of any given aerial is somewhat 
involved, but should any reacher 
wish to attempt this he will find 
various methods in the papers 
read by Prof. G. W. O. Howe before 
the British Association in 1914:15. 

Very briefly, the capacity of an 
aerial depends on three factors :- 

(i) The number of wires. 
(2) The distance between them. 
(3) The distance from earth. 

(Continued on page 359:) 
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THE CELL FOR NIL EMITTER VAL`Ei. 

Best report to date from satisfied users, 150 hours NOT OUT 
from t,ne SEAL No. 3 with Weco Valve. 
Obtainable direct of the British Makers. 

*tat ea. (emboli) ie. 
21, Cowcross St., E.C.1. 

POST 2/6 FREE 
or 2/- at our. Depot, 

FARRINGDON ST. STATION ENTRANCE 

For all 06 Valves use SEAL 33 Battery 
4.5 volts 7/6. 
For all Dull Emitter Valves use SEAL 43 
Variable Battery l5-6.0 volts, 10/6. 
We also offer the following reasonable 
propositions : 

VALVE AMPLIFIERS - - - 
SINGLE VALVE DUAL - - - 
TWO VALVE DUAL - 
THREE VALVE (Detector, H.F., L.F.) 
and many high grade components. 

£2 0 0 plus royalties 
£4 10 0 
£6 5 0 
£8 0 0 

ALL GUARANTEED -SATISFACTION OR RETURN. 

NOT "JUNK"AT CUT PRICES! 
But sold on Satisfaction or Money -Back (uaraatee. 

Aluminium Vanes, 5d. doz. Aerial Pulleys, 6d. Anti -Capacity Handles, 
ed. Aerial Wire. -Finest 7/22, 2/6 too ft. P' st. ge 1/-. 

Cat's Whiskers -Gold, 2d. Silver, 1d. ; Spearpoint, 1d. Set of 4, ed. 
Coils, Basket. Set of 6,1/11. Waxless, du -air spaced, remarkably efficient. 
4j-vt. Batteries (British), 6/9 doz. Variable Grid -leaks, 1/11. " Bet 
wood " 3 '- ' Radstock," Tapped Studs, 5/9. Coil Holders, solid ebonite, 

-way, 47- ; 3-way,5/-. Sockets, 7d. each. Condenser and Grid -leaks, 2/-. 
Grid -leaks, all megs., 1/- and 1/9. Condensers, Fixed -To.00i,9d. ; To.00s, 
1 /- ; To .or, 2/3 ; To .1, 3/-. Condensers, Variable. -.00e, 8/- ; .0005, 
6/- .0003, 5/6 ; .0002, 4/6 ; Vernier, 4/-. With aluminium endplates. 
Knob and dial. Condenser Dials,o r8o, 11d. ; with knob, 1/4 and 1/9 
Bushes -Top, ld. ; Bottom, 1d. All S. & D.C.C. wires stocked. 
Condenser End Plates, drilled and tapped, ed. each. Solid ebonite. 
Contact Studs, 4d. doz. Stops, 2 a td. Connecting Wire, tinned copper, 

3 yds. 2d. Jack Switches, 2 -way, 5/6 ; 4 -way, 7/8. 
Crystals. Every make stocked. Zincite, 9d. ; Bornite, ttd. ; Table, 

Hertzite, 8d.-; Galena, Silicon, Carborundum, 3d. ; Copper Pyrites, 6d. ; 
Marvelite, 1/3 ; Lapisite, 1/6 ; Midite, 1/-. 

Gold Seal Plastic Metal for fixing Crystals, ed. box. Signals 250/ h, t t, ;- 

Crystal Cups, 4 -screw, lid. Detector Glasses, 3d. each. Buzzers, 2 6. 
Crystal Detectors. -Plain brass, 1/3 ; Nickel, 1/6 ; Dustproof, 1 6, 2, 6 ; 

Plug-in Type, 3/6 ; Perikon, 2/3 and 2/9 (Zincite and Bomite). 
Crystal Detector Pars, in envelope, 9d. and 1/3. Nickel, 1/- and 1/6. 
Earth Clips, adjustable, Bd. Ebonite, 3/6 lb., any size cut. 
Filament Resistances, 1/6, 2/-, 3/- ; Ebonite Dial, 7jd. 
Foil. -Copper, 3d. foot. Tin, 4d. Formen, is by 2, 2d. ; 12 by 4, 3d. ; 

12 by 5, 4d. H,T. Batteries, 36-vt., 8/- ; 63-vt., 12/-. Finest British. 
Headphones. -Continental, 11/6 ; Adjustable, 14/9 ; Browns, 26/- ; 

I'ival, 16.6 British Fellows, 18/6 ; T.M.C., 19/6 ; Brandes, 25/, 
Amplion Loud 'Speaker, 42/-. " Ultra," 4,000 ohms, 37/6. Postage 2'-. 
Insulated Hooks, 11d. Tape, 6d. roll. Insulators -Egg, lid.; "Lion," 

1 ' 3 ; Reel, Id. ; Shell, 2d. Empire Tape, 1/9 doz. yards. 
Jack and Plug, 3/-. Spade Terminal:, 2 a Id. Screwed, 2d. each. Pin. 2d. 

BE WISE! BUY QUALITY AND AVOID ' JUNK' TROUBLE 
Knobs, finest, 4)d., 3d., and 2d. Lead-in Tubes, 12 in., lid. ; 9 in. 10d. ; 
6 in., 9d. Flat Simplex, L pattern, 1/6. Glass Tubes, 9d., 7d., 8d. Mica, 
.002, 2d. sheet. Nuts, 2 B.A., 21d. ; 4/5/6/8, 2d. doz. ; O.B.A., 4d. 
Potentiometers, 250 ohms, 4/8 ; 40o, 5/-, guaranteed, bronze wound. 
Scales, Ivorine, o-r8o, 3d. Set Name Tabs, 6d. Bell Wire, 3 yds. 2d. 
Slider Rods, 34d Plunger, 3d. Best, ed. Wound Vario -couplers, 5/6 ; 

rm ebonite, 8/8. Tapped Coils, zo and co turns, 2/11 and 3/6. 
Spacers, large, lid. doz. ; small, lid. doz. Spring Washers, 3d. doz. 
Sleeving, all colours, 5d. a yd.. 3 yds. 1/1. Shellac, 8d. bottle. 
Switches, ist quality change over, S.P.S.T., 1/- ; S.P.D.T., 1/ß ; D.P.D.T., 

2 -. Panel -mou' ting, nickel, S.P.D.T., 1/- ; D.P.D.T., 1/8. 
Switch Arms, 8d. and 1/-. Screws, to i in., 5d., r in., 8d. doz. 
Screwed Rod, I2 in., 2 B.A., 24d. ; 4-6 B.A., 2d. 
Transformers, H.F. Plug, r, 150/450,3/8; 2, 250/700, 4/ ; ;, 450/1,200, 

4/3 ; 4, 900/2,000, 4/8 ; 
5, 1,600/3,200, 4/9 ; 6, 2,200/5,600, 5/-. 

Transformers, 5 to r, L.F., 11/9 and 15/- ; all guaranteed. ' Powquip," 
13 6 ; best nickel, 14/8. Bobbins, 1/6. H.F. Formers, 21-. 

Terminals, \V.O., 2d., telephone, 10.4; pillar, 2d. ; wood screw, 14d. 
Telephone Cords, 101d. and 1/9. Tablets, Earth, Aerial, etc., 1d., ed. doz. 
Valves, (',,,or, Ediswan, Mullard, Marconi, Dutch, & Dull Emitter. 
Variometers, double wound, 2;9 ; " Isolo " Formers, 8d. pair. 
Valve Holders, finest ebonite, 1,'3 ; moulded, 9d. (nut and washer). 
Valve Legs, 10d. doz. Valve Pins, 9d. doz. Voltmeters, 5 6, 8, 6. 
Wander Plugs, 3d. each. Washers, 1d. doz. Wood's Metal, 2d. 

EVERY ACCESSORY ON THE MARKET STOCKED. 
STOCKISTS FOR "POLAR," "LISSEN," "IGRANIC," "DUBILIER," 

ETC. LARGEST STOCKS IN BRITISH ISLES 
Imperative. -Kindly send ample postage ; balance always refunded, 
:END FOR FREE LIST. Trade supplied at separate trade counter. 

" RADIO STOCKS, Ltd." 
Museum 4213 (Mail Order, " Radio House"). 8789. NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST., LONEON, W. Between Oxford Circus and Tottenham Court Road, also 7, Bear Street and 43a Cranbourn Street Leicester S.uare W. 
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WIILELESS 
Ì'ALTE S 

;An 
nnnuttremstri-' 

The ONE VOLT ORA 
is the latest addition to 
the wide rame of 
Mullard Valves, 

It combines the high efficiency of 
the celebrated general purpose ORA 
Valve with an exceedingly long life. 

In addition the filament requires but 
ONE VOLT and only o.25 ampere 
maximum current. 

Therefore the filament of the ONE 
VOLT ORA can be supplied from 
a SINGLE DRY CELL. 

FILAMENT VOLTAGE .. 
FILAMENT CURRENT .. 
ANODE VOLTAGE 

1.0 volts. 
0.25 ampere. 
30-100 volts. 

Ask for leaflet V.R.7. 

The ONE VOLT 
ORA. 

Pr:ce - 30/- 

Mullard 
21, Á =% el 
AValve for Every Wireless;,Qircuit 

Adel. The Mallard Radio G-alre CO., Ltd Rolhan, x. Il , I 

( F1. P.9. 95) 
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BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE 

TRADE MARK camON EVERY GRID LEAK. 

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
(Patent No. 206098), 

Constantly Variable. 
Silent in operation. 
Constant in any 
temperature. 
Dust and Damp 
proof. 
Each tested and 
guaranteed. 
Neat and well 
made. 

SEND P.C. FOR DESCRIPTIVE 

GRID LEAK 
.5 to 5 meghoms 216. 

ANODE 
RESISTANCE 

50,000 to roo,000 
ohms 3/6. 

Suitable for S T. 
coo Circuit. 

FOLDER. 

WATMEL WItt[LESS CO. 
Connaught House, la Edgware Road' 

f Marble Arch, W.2. Tel. 4575 Paddington' 

"ROSEBROS" Guaranteed Crystals 
PACKED IN GLASS TUBES. 

" ROSEBROS MARK IV." 

" ROSEBROS MARK IV." 

"t ROSEBROS MARK IV." 
" ROSEBROS MARK IV." 

Every spot sensitive. 

For any set, any wire 
contact. 
For Crystal -Valve Sers. 

Sealed Glass Tubes 
1;- each. 

From all (Pire.'ess Dealers or trial tube Post Free I%-. 

!'non am of the addresses below: - 
14 Sole Proprietors of 'Markonite.' 

I.oridon: as, Milton Street, E.C.a. 
G csgow: 194a, St. Vincent Street. 
Manchester: 25/I27, Miller Street. 

Electrical Co., Ltd. Bristol : 83a, Redcliffe Street. 

Tr adz- Lün a, 1r:err. nuts. Ask for !Fireless List. 

ROSE BROS 

`TURRET' 
Columbian Pine 

Masts. 
700 IN USE. 
REDUCED PRICES 
27 ft. Turret Two 37 6 

28ft.Turret`_uper 536 
36 ft. in 3 sections 71 6 

42 ft. Telescopic 796 
45 ft. Telescopic 84 6 

55 ft.Telescopic £5 19 6 

58 ft. `uper - - £6 9 6 

T rret Poles, 13ft. f/3 
r6 ft. 21 in. base - 7 9 

28 ft. 2 pairsclamrs 17 9 

.12 ft. t rairsclampi 29 9 

/ 

SIMPSON & BLYTHE, 8-9, Sherwood St , Piccadilly, W.1 

ASTOUNDING VALUE 
The SCOUT Crystal Set. 

This Set i. fitted with our well- 
known " SIINSITONE " Crystal and 
is ready for use, only requiring a 
pair of Headphones and connecting to 
Acri 1 and Earth. 
Guaranteed Tested. Send now to 

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES, 
8 & 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1 ; 

7c, St. George's Circus, S.E.1 ; 

16, Manette Street, Charing Cross 
Road, W. 

AT LAST we hare succeeded in 
producing a foolproof, perfect Crystal 
Set, and, to advertise it, we are 
disposing, for the first few weeks, 
at the phenomenal fgure of 

5 9 each, postage and packing 
a7 Gd. extra. 

EVERYONE MUST HAVE ONE 
of these Sets, as they are portable and 
ideal for taking with you on your 
holidays. It is not a toy, but, 
owing to the sinople adjustment; 
can be given to the children, instead 
of allowing them to use a more 
expensive set. It is simple for 
mother to handle; its simplicity 
will appeal to old and young alike. 
You yourself will want one as a 
reliable stand-by at home. 

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED. 

February, 1924 

AGENCIES WANTED 
FOR 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Manufacturers please communicate with 

WIRELESS HOUSE, 
Head Office : 

33, RISSIK STREET, 
JOHANNESBURG. 

Branches : 

Wireless House, Radio Stores, 
267, Church St. 25, Stockdale St. 

Pretoria. Kimberley. 

South African Wireless enthusiasts 
please write for our price list. 

`t`tttlf 

tjj\\1 

Another Good Thing. 
Vcs! We have no Spaghetti. You don't tired it 
if you use - square tinned copper rod for wiring 
panels. Very efficient on ILP. circuits, it looks neat 

rid suons put. _f:. l,.nólhs 3 duz. plus 

SPARKS RADIO SUPPLIES, 
43, Great Portland Street, W.1. 

FOR SECURING YOUR AERIALS 
And a thousand purposes where great strength and strain to 
needed. FLEXIBLE STEEL WIRE ROPE. Aeroplane Cable 
made to Govt. specification to specified breaking strains. 
PRICES BELOW COST. Orden 01 13 - and over carriage 
paid, otherwise, please add 1'- for postage. 

No. Dia. Strain no No. Dia. Strain. trout. No. I)ia. Strain. can't 
o ih6 5cwt. 4'- 53 7/32 45 cwt. 12'- 7 lí'32 100 Cwt. 20'- 
1 1/8 20 cwt. 8/- 5 1/4 70 cwt. 14'- 8 3/8 120 cwt. 21 
in 5/32 25 cwt. 10/- 6 9'32 8o cwt. 15'- 9 13/32 r to cwt. 22/6 
Strainers for use with above, right and left hand threads, 9d. each or 8'6 per der 
SMITH & ELLIS Ltd., (Dept. 85,, 11, Little Britain. E.C.1 '!el City 80n4. 

You will have this delightful experience if 
you advertise in MODERN WIRELESS. 

BURNE -JONES & CO., LTD., 
Montford Place, Kennington Road, 

London, S.E.11. 
Messrs. Scheff Publicity Organisation. Ltd., 

125, Pall Mall, S.W.I. 
Dear Sirs, 

As a result of our advertisements in MODERN WIRELESS orders 
have reached us from all parts of the world, and in several instances from 
the remotest spots on the globe. 

MODERN WIRELESS is indeed a "globe trotter" and results have 
exceeded our expectations. 

You are at liberty to make use of this letter. 
With complim-nts, 

We are, Yours faithfully, 
BURNS -JONES & CO., LTD. 

D. Burne-Jones, Director. 
Apply for specimen copy and rates to the Advertisement Managers : - 

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION, LIMITED, 
125, PALL MALL,_ LONDON, S.W.1. 

Phone . Regent 2.t -to. Telegram, : Adccrtira_.Lnuduu- 
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For low aerials such as are 

employed in amateur stations the 
capacity decreases as the height 
increases, and an increase in the 
number of wires, provided they 
are spaced at least 3 ft. apart, 
gives an increase in capacity. 

The chief essentials for the 
amateur to aim at in the design 
of his aerial are :-- 

(r) Height.-The higher the 
aerial is the further will energy be 
radiated from it, and the reception 
range will be greatly increased, 
though height alone is not the chief 
consideration in the reception of 
signals. 

(2) The more wires there are in it, 
the larger will be its capacity, 
and therefore, if it is used for 
transmission, the more energy can 
be oscillated for a given voltage. 

(3) Insulation.-The insulation 
from earth must be as good as 
possible. 

added inductance being less due 
to the greater capacity of the latter 
type. 

With regard to position-and 
these remarks apply equally well 
to all types of aerial-naturally 
the amateur is, in most cases, 
dependent on already existing 
conditions, but as far as possible 
the aerial should be erected in an 
open space, well away from large 
earthed masses such as trees, 
buildings, etc., and special attention 
should be paid to the position of 
the lead-in or feeder. 

The lead-in should, in all cases, 
be run as far away from walls, etc., 
as is possible right up to the point 
of actual entry to the building, 
otherwise bad capacity effects will 
be set up, especially if the aerial 
is used for transmission. 

Again, some method of yoking 
should be adopted to prevent the 
lead-in from swaying, otherwise, 

Fig. 4.-The "umbrella " aerial. 

(4) Mechanical strength.-It is 
essential that -the aerial must be 
strong enough to withstand ifs 
own weight and the greatest wind 
pressure which it is likely to be 
called upon to withstand. 

In discussing briefly the various 
types of aerial which are useful 
from the amateur point of view, 
it should be remembered that such 
aerials are in each case considered 
as conforming to the regulations 
laid down by the Post Office 
restricting the size of such experi- 
mental aerials. 

Single -Wire Aerial (Fig. 1) 

The single-w:re aerial is the most 
easily erected and the least ex- 
pensive, and for general reception 
there is little to choose between 
it and the twin or multiple types, 
except where very long wavelengths 
are requi red to be received, in which 
case the multiple 

, 
type is to be 

preferred, owing to the amount of 

when transmitting on C.W., serious 
changes of wavelength (especially 
on the very short waves of r 8o 
metres -and thereabouts which are 
now allotted for amateur working) 
will be experienced due to changing 
aerial capacity. 

The - single -wire aerial offers 
several important advantages for 
amateur work, one of which is that 
owing to its lightness the aerial 
can be strained tauter and thereby 
giving a slightly greater height 
than in the case of the twin or 
multiple, other factors being equal. 
The natural wavelength of a 
standard Post Office single -wire 
aerial with an average mean height 
of 3o ft. will be found to be just 
slightly under roo m., and therefore 
the lead-in should, for general 
purposes, be taken from one of 
the two ends. 

It can be laid down as a general 
rule that in all aerials in which 
the Iead-in is taken from the end 

this end should be that which 
is nearést tó the operating room. 

In nine -cases out of ten, bringing 
the lead-in - from the end remote 
from the operating room will 
necessitate a considerable amount 
of lead-in wire directly beneath 
the main aerial or " roof " at a 
converging - angle, which tends to 
lower the efficiency to a considerable 
degree. ` 

Where an aerial is used for 
transmission the point of maximum 
potential strain is at the free end, 
i.e., the end farthest away from 
the actual oscillating plant ; there- 
fore the insulation at this end should 
have special attention paid to it. 

Generally speaking, for a single 
wire aerial, two good insulators, 
when placed in series, will be found 
sufficient for transmission purposes, 
and if only used for reception, one 
will maintain the aerial insulation 
at an efficient point. 

If, however, the experimenter 
does not mind the slight extra 
expense, two insulators in series 
at this point will, even under 
bad conditions of rain or snow, be 
sufficient to ensure- that for recep- 
tion the aerial insulation resistance 
will approximate to infinity. 

As a rule, one insulator of 
reasonable dimensions will suffice 
at the house or lead-in end, but hère 
again a greater margin of safety 
may be obtained by the use of two. 

Summing up, we can say that, 
where circumstances permit the 
amateur to utilise the full roo ft. 
granted him by the Post Office 
authorities for reception work, 
the single -wire aerial offers several 
advantages. 

If, however, a Too ft. run cannot 
be obtained, better results are 
usually ensured Ly the use of the 
Twin or " Ship -Type " Aerial 

(Fig. 2) 
In this case it has been the 

writer's experience, in a somewhat 
lengthy trial between the respective 
merits of a roo ft. single wire and 
a 70 ft. twin aerial, that the latter 
is to be preferred for the following 
reasons. - - 

Where a clear run of roo ft. 
cannot be obtained, a shorter 
single wire aerial of, say, 70 ft:. is 
not as efficient as: a twin 7o ft. 
aerial, since in the_ latter- case the 
greater capacity owing -to -the use 
of two wires is approximately the 
same as a roo ft. single wire. 

Where an aerial has to be 
" loaded " up to receive a given 
wavelength by means of a large 
amount of localised inductance, 
the results obtained will be less 
efficient than where the greater 
natural wavelength of the receiving 
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aerial permits a less amount of 
localised inductance to be used for 
that given wavelength. Nov, 
since the capacity of a twin aerial 
is, other things being equal, slightly 
greater than that of a single wire, 
its natural wavelength will also 
be slightly greater, thereby per- 
mitting less localised inductance 
to be added at its base to receive 
á given wavelength. 

A most important point to be 
noticed is that if this extra aerial 
capacity is to be obtained, the 
Wires- should be separated by at 
least 5 ft., which will necessitate 
practically 6 ft. spreaders being 
u :ed. 

With regard to the insulation of 
a twin aerial it should be borne in 
mind that if each wire is insulated 
from the spreader and the spreader 
b. idle insulated from the halliards, 
then the wire insulators *ill be in 
parallel and the whole insulating 
system a series -parallel arrange- 
ment. 

Since the insulation resistance of 
insulators in parallel is less than 
when in series, it is preferable to 
do away with the bridle insulator 
and to ensure that each wire is 
efficiently insulated from the 
spreaders. 

The lead-in should also consist 
of twin wires separated at the 
same distance apart as the roof 
to as near a point as possible to 
the lead-in tube, somewhat on the 
lines as shown in Fig 2. Since 
the writer first commenced radio 
experiments in 1912, it has always 
been a controversial point with 
this type of aerial as to whether 
the remote end of the aerial should 
be joined or not. Personally, he 
has not been able to detect any 
marked_ difference in either case, 
provided each wire constituting the 
roof is of exactly equal length, but 
as a general rule it is preferable to 
leave them unjoined. 

Where a twin or multiple aerial 
is used, the mast staying arrange- 
ments must be correspondingly 
strengthened to withstand the 
extra weight. 
. A useful means of preventing 
aerial sway in high winds is to yoke 
the spreaders down to the foot of 
the mast by light rope yokes as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

If a wooden mast is used, and the 
length of stays is not exceptional, 
there is no real need, in reception 
work, to break these stays with 
insulators; in fact, in many cases 
where these stays have been broken 
by insulators harmonics from high=. 
power arc stations have been 
rendered le -s troublesome by short- 
circui:ing these insulators. 

A 'development of the twin or 
"ship -type" aerial is the 

Multiple -Wire Aerial (Fig. 3) 
This usually consists of three or 

four wires run parallel on spreaders 
as in the twin type, a greater 
number being impracticable if the 
spacing is maintained, owing to 
the great length of spreaders 
necessitated. 

Usually a multiple -wire aerial 
has its wires spaced equally round 
the periphery of light woòden hoops 
or an arrangement of star -shaped 
spreaders. 

-Excepting in very extreme cases, 
this type of aerial does not offer 
the amateur any advantages 
over the twin ; it is more costly 
and the erection is rendered con= 
siderably more tedious. 

From a transmitting point of 
view, however, the multiple -wire 
aerial offers this advantage: owing 
to the wires being in parallel its 
resistance to high frequency currents 
is decreased, thus reducing the 
tendency to " brush " in wet 
weather. 

It should also be noted that a 
multiplicity of wires decreases the 
aerial inductance, and ` therefore 
the natural wavelength and L.C. 
value are correspondingly reduced ; 

but it will generally be found that 
owing to the increase in capacity 
obtained by the multiple -wire type 
the net result is an increase of 
natural wavelength and L.C. value. 

Regarded from a purely receiving 
standpoint, however, the writer 
is of opinion that the extra weight 
with its corresponding strain on the 
mast and stays, coupled with the 
difficulty of preventing this type 
of aerial from swaying in the wind, 
does not give any more efficient 
results than the twin type, and it is 
doubtful whether the exper:ntenter 
will gain anything bÿ its adoption 
in place of the latter. 

The " Umbrella " Type of Aerial 
(Fig. 4) 

It is rather remarkable that this 
type of aerial is in use in so few 
a number of amateur stations, for 
where transmission is carried out 
it has one marked advantage over 
the other types. 

This advantage is its slow 
radiation. Where a continuous 
wave system of transmission is 
being used, this slow radiation 
property is very advantageous, 
since it makes for increased sharp- 
ness of tuning and consequently 
less jamming at the receiving 
station. 

The " umbrella-" type aerial, how- 
ever, should not be used where the 
transmitter is of the ordinary 
spark type. 

In this case the duration of the 
wave tra'n in the aerial is short, 
and therefore very little energy will 
be rad-ated per wave tra'n. 

As a receiving aerial, provided 
the mast is not under 4o ft. in 
height, the " umbrella " type will be 
found to be no less efficient than 
the ordinary twin type of somewhat 
lower height, and in addition 
has the advantage that the 
aerial wires serve also as sup- 
porting stays. 

This latter property makes it 
extremely u:eful for portable 
stations and in summer months it 
will well repay those experimenters 
and Radio Societies who posse s 
" portable " licences to carry out 
tests with this particular type of 
aerial. 

RESULTS. 
To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS. 

- DEAR Sin,-I venture to bring 
to your notice the fact that I have 
built at home the " Old Folks " 
receiver described in the October 
number of your excellent journal, 
strictly in accordance to your 
specification. I am glad to say. 
that I have attained better results 
with this set than I have been able 
to attain previously with larger sets. 

Living twenty miles south -w t of 
London, I have been able to Lear 
clearly " L'cole Superieure de 
Postes Telegraphes " at Paris. 
This I think is exceptional, seeing 
that no high -frequency valves are 
used. I can also hear several other 
British stations, London coming 
in uncomfortably loud on the 
loud speaker. Yours truly, 

C. T. \V [LKINS. 
Caenwood, Ashstead, Surrey. 

eConstructing Air e 
e Space Variable °. 

Condensers. 

With reference to our note on 
this subject, page 271 of the January 
issue, a reader has pointed out 
that if care is not taken contact 
may be made between the bent -up 
capacity indicator scale and the 
brass plate in which a slot is made. 
He has therefore substituted for 
the bent -up strip a strip of ebonite, 
which obviates any chance of a 
short circuit. So using the con- 
denser he finds it extremely useful. 

READ 

" Wireless Weekly '' 
For Real Wireless News. 
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"ATLAS" SPECIALITIES. 

"ATLAS" PATENT PLUG-IN COILS 
Dealer : " Yes, we stock `ATLAS' SPECIALITIES and our customers speak in the highest praise of 

same." 

Customer : " What about the `ATLAS' PATENT PLUG-IN COILS? " 

Dealer : " Their special winding offers the least possible resistance to High Frequency Currents. The Coils are 
wound in true concentric circles and are AIR -SPACED to the greatest possible degree, viz. 
there is an AIR -SPACE between each Turn and between each Layer of the Winding. This, 
of course, renders fine-tuning possible, which is so essential to the cutting -out of unwanted 
signals." 

Customer: "That's just been my trouble. Now you mention it, I've noticed that my tuning is pretty broad. 
Send me up a set of these Coils and I'll give them a trial." 

Dealer : "Thank you, sir. I know you'll have nothing but satisfaction from `ATLAS ' PATENT PLUG-IN 
COILS." 

Manufactured Solely by 

H. CLARKE & CO., (MANCHESTER) LTD., 
RADIO ENGINEERS, 

'ATLAS" WORKS, 
OLD TRAFFORD, 

MANCHESTER. 
'Phone: 

683 & 793 TiaHbrd Park. 
'Grams : 

"Pirtoid" Man.hester. 

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page. 
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Twelve Tested 
Wireless Sets. 

By Percy W. Harris. 
Assistant Editor of " Modern 
Wireless" and " Wireless Weekly." 

One of the most practicable constructional 
books yet published. Mr. Harris' reputation 
as a bright and informative writer of construc- 
tional books is well known and his latest book 
is easily the best he has written. 
Every Set described in this book is well within 
the capabilities of any enthusiast, and pro- 
vided the very clear instructions are followed 
perfect results will be obtained at the first 
attempt. 
The following instruments are fully described. 

r A 2/6 Crystal Set. 
a A Crystal Set on a New Principle. 
9 

A Single Valve Magnifier. 
4 A 2 -Valve Magnifier. 
5 A Simple 2 -Valve Receiver. 
6 A 2 -Valve Cabinet Set. 
7 An "Old Folks" Receiver. 
g A 3-V "An Concert" Receiver. 
9 A " Transatlantic" Retciwr. 

ro A 3 -Valve Reinartz Set. 
en An S.T. 100 Set for the Beginner. 
12 'Vave Traps in Various Forms. 

post free 
218 

From all Bo,ksellers or direct from 
RADIO PRESS LTD., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C. a. 

February, 1924 

That's pretty smart 
of you, Williams 

" 

WELL, I must admit it's not too bad for 
a first attempt. I'm getting excellent 
results from it, too." 

" Tell me, how did you obtain. your knowledge 
and skill ? I suppose you have had some sort of 
engineering training ? " r 

"Oh, no. My job is in the insurance line -- 
I've never been in any works in my life. As a 
matter of fact, it was Garnett who put me up to 
it. He told me how simple it was to build up a really 
good Set from ready-made components." 

" It is a very creditable piece of work-I must 
congratulate you. I suppose Garnett showed 
you how to make it ? " 

" Not a hit of it. He merely advised me to get 
a copy of a book called Twelve Tested Wireless 
Sets and to follow the instructions. By the way, 
your boy is keen on that sort of thing, why 
not spend a couple of evenings or so, with him 
making up a good Set ? " 

" That's not a baci idea. He'll sure to be at a bit 
of a loose end. Let me make a note of the book 
and I'll call in at the bookshop on the way home for 
a copy." 

ouasaxsw 
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Book Notes o 

o 

i7rJí]rJrJ' >G'.7 
Radio Valves and How to Use 

Them. By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, 
F.Inst.P. (Radio Press, Ltd., 
zs. 6d.) 

Readers will be interested to 
learn that the publishers now hold 
an ample stock of this new book 
and can execute orders promptly. 

This, the latest book on valves 
by Mr. Scott -Taggart, bids fair to 
be one of the most useful and 
popular of all his works on the 
subject. Arranged upon the general 
lines of his much -appreciated in- 
structional course, ." Questions and 
Answers on the Valve," tL book 
starts from the elementary princi 
pies, and covers the whole theory 
and practice of the wireless valve 
in a most comprehensive manner. 
It is thoroughly practical, in that 
it will enable the most advanced 
experimenter to make more effec- 
tive use of his valves, and yet it is 
also a really complete course of 
instruction in valve theory. 

A particularly valuable and help- 
ful feature of the book is the use 
of both theoretical and practical 
(i.., pictorial) diagrams to illus- 
trate each circuit, so that the 
beginner may learn to appreciate 
the relation between a circuit 
diagram and the wiring of the cor- 
responding receiving set. 

This. is the largest book pub- 
lished by Radio Press for 2s. 6d. 

Pictorial Wireless Circuits. By 
OSWALD J. RANKIN. (Radio 
Press, Ltd., is. 6d.) 

As was announced recently, the 
first edition of this book is out of 
print, and the publishers are now 
able to announce that a reprint is 
available, and withheld orders can 
be forwarded. 

This book seems admirably de- 
signed to help the beginner over 

the stage in his existence when 
he finds it very difficult to wire up 
a receiver from the circuit diagram 
alone, containing as it does a 
good collection of standard cir- 
cuits, 

Wireless Sets for Home Con- 
structors. By E. REDPATH. (Radio 
Press, Ltd., 2S. 6d.) 

A volume of great interest to 
the amateur set builder is " Wire- 
less Sets for Home Constructors." 
Mr. Redpath is well known to the 
wireless public as a writer of sound 
and practical constructional arti- 
cles, and as this book contains a 
collection of his most successful 
sets, together with previously un- 
published descriptions of several 
new sets of original type, it should 
meet with a ready welcome. The 
original constructional articles 
have been enlarged to include ex- 
planations of the theory and 
operation of the sets, and much 
useful and interesting matter has 
been added. 

The Broadcast Listener's Year 
Book. (Radio Press, Ltd., is. 6d.) 

A new publication of special 
.attraction to, all. interested in 
broadcasting is this novel year- 
book Which has been prepared for 
the ever-growing listening public. 

The book treats a- wide range of 
subjects relating to the broad- 
casting service in a most readable 
and interesting manner and gives 
much useful information regarding 
the practical side of broadcast 
reception. Well-known B.B.C. per- 
sonalities contribute articles bear- 
ing upon their own particular sub- 
jects, and a specially interesting 
section is that containing bio- 
graphies of the principal members 
of the R.B.C. staff, with numerous 

new portraits. The titles of some 
of the articles follow :- 
The B.B. Co., Ltd.: Its Aims and 

Objects. - By . J. C. W. REITH, 
Managing Director, B.B.C. 

What Has Been Done. A review 
of the first year's broadcast. By 
A. R. BURROWS, Director of 
Programmes, B.B.C. 

How It Is Done. By P. P. ECKERS- 
LEY, Chief Engineer, B.B.C. 

A Visit to 2L0, the London Broad- 
casting Station. By E. ALEX- 
ANDER. 

Apologia of an Announcer. Some 
of the pr..'blems which have to be 
dealt with in a Broadcasting 
Station. By REX PALMER, 
Director of the London Station. 

The Importance of the Musical Pro- 
gramme. By DAN GODFREY, 
Jnr., A.R.A.M. 

The Children's Corner. By UNCLE 
CARACTACUS. 

In and Out of the Studio. By JOHN 
HENRY. 

The Wireless Musical Cinema : a 
Peep into the Future. By R. W. 
HALLOWS, M.A. 

How to Listen to and Appreciate 
Musical Broadcast. An article 
by D. HOPKINS, A.R.C.O. 

Buying a Broadcast Receiver. By 
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff 
Editor, Radio Press. 

The Future of Wireless. By 
J. SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., 
A.M.I.E.E. 

How to Look after Your Set. By 
PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant 
Editor Of MODERN WIRELESS and 
WIRELESS WEEKLY. 
Taken as a whole, the Year- 

book constitutes a most valuable 
exposition of the whole " how and 
why " of modern broadcasting by 
writers who are the foremost autho- 
rities. Its date of publication 
has been fixed for February 7. 3a=ao 

CI 

ElHave You a Complete List of Radio Press Books ? EI 

Cl 
A coloured folder containing a full list of Radio Press books and CI 

D a useful data section can be obtained at all Messrs. W. H. Smith's 
D G London bookstalls, and from any bookstall displaying the Radio D 
ClCIPress showcard. . . . . 

CI JJJ009000000D0090000 
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O CI 
O The Measurement of Wireless 
CI o 
13 o 
CI Quantities CI 

CI o 
13 By E. H. CHAPMAN, M.A., D.Sc., Staff Editor. CI 

CI D 
IV.-Inductance. 

G 
Previous articles of this series appeared ito the July, August and December issues. D 

0JDDDDDDD9DDDDD0D=DODD 
CONSIDER for a moment a 

coil of wire through which 
an electric current is flowing. 

If the current in the coil increases 
in strength, an opposing electro- 
motive force is immediately set up 
which tends to prevent this in- 
crease in current. Again, -if the 
current in the coil decreases in 
strength, an assisting electro- 
motive force is immediately set up 
which tends to prevent the decrease 
in current. This - electromotive 
force which, irr either case, tends to 
prevent any change in the current 
flowing through the coil, -is said to 
be due to the inductance òf the coil. 

Probably a - better idea as . to 
what is meant by inductance is 
conveyed by the equivalent term 
self-induction- It is important to 
note that these self-induced electro- 
motive forces in a coil of wire can 
never prevent, but can only delay, 
changes in the strength of the 
current passing through the coil. 

Every length of wire, whether 
woúnd into the form of a coil or 
not, has certain inductance values 
according to the type of current 
flowing in the wire. Thus a 
straight piece of No. 18 wire, one 
metre long, has an inductance 
value of 1.47 microhenries when 
the current passing through it is 
continuous, but when alternating 
current of high -frequency flows in 
the came piece of wire, the in- 
ductance value is slightly less, 1.42 
microhenries. 

So long as we are dealing with 
direct current, inductance is per- 
haps not of very great importance, 
since, while a steady current is 
flowing through a conductor, in- 
ductance has no effect. Immedi- 
ately the current in a conductor 
changes, however, induct a n ce 
springs to life, as it were, and 
manifests its presence by the self- 
induced electromotive force referred 
to above. How important in- 
ductance is in wireless may be 
gathered when it is recollected 
that the high -frequency alternat- 
ing or oscillating currents used in 
wireless are not only changing 
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rapidly in strength, but are also 
rapidly changing in direction. 

Since in wireless we are so 
largely concerned with alternating 
currents of high frequency, we can 
safely confine our attention to 
those values of inductance which 
are applicable to such high -fre- 
quency currents. Throughout the 
remainder of this article, then, the 
word inductance must be taken as 
meaning inductance when carrying 
alternating currents of high fre- 
quency. 

Perhaps the most important 
thing about inductance is that it 
depends largely on the shape into 
which a given length of wire is 
wound or bent. We have already 
stated that a straight length of one 
metre of No. 18 wire has an in- 
ductance value of 1.42 micro - 
henries. Suppose that a similar 
length of the same kind of wire is 
bent into the form of a square. 
Its inductance value would be 
r.o6 microhenries. Again, suppose 
that another metre of the same 
gauge wire is bent into the shape 
of a circle. Its inductance value 
would be 1.13 microhenries. If, 
however, another metre length of 
No. 18 wire be doubled back on 
itself to form two straight pieces 

With a simple configuration, 
such as a circle, inductance depends 
on the diameter of the wire used. 
As we have already seen, one 
metre of No. 18 wire bent into the 
form of a circle has an inductance 
value of 5.13 microhenries. A 
similar circle of No. 28 wire would 
have an inductance value of 1.38 
microhenries, while a similar circle 
of No. 38 wire would have an induc- 
tance value of 1.55 microhenries. 

It will be rightly judged from 
the numerical examples given that 
inductance, depending as it does 
on the shape into which a given 
length of wire is bent, is not likely 
to be as easy an electrical quantity 
to deal with as are capacity and 
rq,istance. As a matter of fact, 
the mathematical formule for in- 
ductance are so complicated that 
it is only by adopting one or other 
of the many approximations to 
those formule that it is at all 
possible in many cases to calculate 
inductance with facility. 

Turning our attention now to 
the important case of a single -layer 
coil of wire wound closely on a 
cylindrical former, it is a difficult 
matter to work out the inductance 
of such a coil made in haphazard 
fashion. It is quite a sir; ple 
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Fig. 1.-Some 
running parallel and near , to each 
other, its inductance value would 
be practically zero. These four 
inductance values (see Fig. 1) will 
show how a number. of equal 
lengths of the same gauge wire can 
be bent into different shapes so as 
to have different inductance values. 
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inductance values. - 

matter,- however, to work out and 
make use of inductance values 
for such coils when the obvious 
expedient is adopted of fixing the 

. -relationship of length of coil -winding 
to diameter -of coil 

Let us first of all restrict ourselves 
to single -layer coils of which the 
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TO 
REMIND 

YOU 
that the "Efficiency 
Inductance " is still 
the best on the market. 
Compare the list below 
with those published 
for other coils. 

Coil. Wavelength range shunted 
with .00i capacity condenser. 

Self -capacity 
in Microfarads. Price. 

a 75 to 325 .000004 5/9 
A 120 ,,525 .000004 5 /9 
B 200 855 .000005 6/- 
C 285 . 1200 .000006 6 /9 
D 40') 1700 .000006 8 /- 
E 690 . 2875 .0000o8 9 /6 
F 10.0 4350 .000009 10/3 
G 1575 6800 .000011 12/- 
I-í 2250 9500 .000014 14 /- 
I 4300 18006 .000017 16 /- 
J 6400 27000 .000021 19 /- 

Gambrell Bros., Ltd. 
76, Victoria St. 

S.W.1. 
(entrance in Palace St.) 

Victoria 9938 'Phone 
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Get the Best from your Set 
THE " M -L " Twin -Coil Intervalve Transformer will give 

you the best possible results from your set. 
Signals will come in with great strength and without that 

distortion so detrimental to good reception. 
Stoutly built, it is perfectly insulated and proof against dust and damp. 
It possesses hieh primary inductance combined with very low self - 
capacity, and does not distort even when the Anode Voltage is raised. 

Pr:ce 30/ - 
Carriage paid. 

Ready for mounting 
11'e invite applications 
from traders for terms. 

Write for full 
particulars. 

The M -L MAGNETO SYND., Ltd., 
Wireless Dept., Coventry. 
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The following is an 
extract f-om a letter 
we have. received 
from a satisfied user: 

" I an. more than 
pleased ºo:lh the results. 
The greatly impro ed 
reception since fitting 
these transformers is 
indeed antasing .. . 
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The 
STIERZLU 

BABY 
Loud Speaker 

A marvel of value and 
positively the most wonderful 
little instrument so far offered 
to the public a a a 

In bright black or brown 
enamel, 

£2 15 0 

In black and gold floral 
des'gns, 

£3 0 0 
120 oY 2,000 horns. 

9 

May be 
heard in 
any good 
wireless 
shop. 

The " Sterling." Baby Loud Speaker is just 
the pleasantest thing you have ever listened 
to. It reproduces perfectly-no distortion- 
no jarring. 

The demand is big ; if you require one you 
should order at once from your electrical 
dealer or stores. 

Buy British Goods only. 

Advt. of STERLING TELEPHONE 
& ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 

210-212, Tottenham Curt Road, 
London, W.1. 

WORKS DAGENHAM, ESSEX. 

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page 365 
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JUST PUBLISHED 

CONTENTS. 
The Crystal Detector-its 

Development and De- 
sign. 

Crystal Reception Cir- 
cuits. 

Inductances for Crystal 
Work. (Single layer 
solenoid, honeycomb, 
basket, stab, induc- 
tively coupled, etc.). 

Condensers fixed and 
Variable. Full con- 
structional details. 

Telephone Headgear-in- 
cluding transformers 
and loud -speakers. 

How to make a Crystal 
Receiver f or British 
Broadcasting. (W ave - 
length range, 250-600 
metres.) 

How to make a long 
Range Receiver. 
(Wave -length, 300- 
3,000 metres.) 

The" Mark III." Short- 
wave Government 
Tuner, and useful con 
versions and modi- 
fications. 

Aerial and Earth Cir- 
cuits-their faults and 
remedies. 

Appendix containing ir 
structions for maki g 
three extremely simple 
and practical sets. 
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The Construction of 
Crystal Receivers 

By Alan L. M. Douglas 

and the Crystal 
Receiver still gives 

the purest speech 

IN spite of the very marked advance in the 
design and construction of Valves, there 
is no shadow of a doubt that the Crystal 

still gives the purest speech. 

Many remarkable long-distance reception 
tests have been recently carried out, and would 
show that the Crystal Receiver is far from being 
superseded. 

Even if you already possess a Valve Receiver, 
it will be to your advantage to get this new Book 
and build one of the super -crystal Sets described 
in it. Besides enabling you to make interesting 
comparative tests, you will have a very useful 
receiver as a stand-by in case your Valve Set 
should fail you at a critical moment. 

Published by 
RADIO PRESS, LTD,, 

Devereux Court, 
STRAND, W.C.z. 1/6 

Sold by all Booksellers and 
Newsagents, or 218 post free direct 

%Dzu puss *nits On. G. 
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c. 

(Continued from page 35 ,.) 
length of the winding is one -fifth 
of the diameter (see Fig. 2). This 
restriction is by no means a heavy 
one, for we not only have at our 
choice the size or diameter of our 

WINDING 

Fig. 2. -The coil discussed. 

cylindrical former, but, in addition, 
the type of wire we put on that 
former. By making use of wires 
of different gauges and with different 
kinds of insulation covering, it is 
possible to cover a considerable 
range of inductance values with 
these coils, in which the length of 
winding is one -fifth the diameter 
of the coil. 

For such coils, an extremely 
simple rule for calculating the 
inductance value is given here, it is 
believed, for the first time. A coil 
of diameter 4 in. is taken as 
standard, the length of winding 
on the cylindrical former being 
z' in. To work out the inductance 
in microhenries of this standard 
coil, the following simple rule may 
easily be remembered : 

. Square the number of turns of 
wire on the coil, divide the resulting 
number by ro, the answer is the 
inductance Of -the coil in micro - 
henries. 

Thus, if the coil has 55 turns on 
it, cur calculation is : 

Square 15, we get 225 ; divide 
by ro, we get 22.5, which is the 
inductance of the coil in micro - 
henries. 

With this standard coil of 21 in. 
diameter and 2 in. of winding, we 
can get a considerable rangy of 
inductance values. No. 20 D.C.C. 
closely wound would give us an in- 
ductance of about ro microhenries. 
\Vith some of the finer wires we 
should be able to get 50 turns in the 

} in. at our disposal. The inductance 
value for a standard coil of 5o turns 
would be found thus : 5o squared 
gives 2,56o, divide by 7o, we get 25o 
microhenries as the inductance of 
the coil. 

Having now established the simple 
rule for calculating the inductance 
of our standard coil of 2 f in. 
diameter, we may pass on to a simple 
rule by which we can determine the 
inductances of coils of larger 
diameters, always remembering, of 
course, that the length of the wind- 
ing must be exactly one -fifth of the 
diameter of the coil. The rule is : 

Find the inductance as for the 
standard coil of 22 in. diameter. 
Then for every f in. the diameter of 
the given coil is above 2-1 in., increase 
the standard coil answer by a tenth. 

An example will make the work- 
ing of the rule clear. Suppose 'hat 
we have 4o turns on a coil of 31.i1í. 
diameter. Using the rule for our 
standard coil, we work as follows : 

40 squared, 1,600 ; divide by ro, 
16o microhenries. Now 34 in. 
exceeds 2f in. by three quarter- 
inches. Hence we increase our 
answer 160 by three tenths. A 
tenth of 16o is 16, three -tenths 48, 
adding 48 to 16o we get 208 micro - 
henries as the inductance of the coil 
c f ..iameter 31 in. 

In order to facilitate the working 
of the " square " rule for the in- 
ductance of these coils of diameter 
21- in. and over, a table of the 
squares of numbers is useful. One 
such table is given in Table r. 

Table r is used in this way. To 
find the square of 43, find 4o in the 
left-hand column and then look 
along the row until the number 
under the column headed 3 is seen. 
This number 1849 is the square of 43 

One of the most useful features 
of the rules and table given is that 
they enable us to work out quickly 
the specifications of a coil which 
shall have a given inductance value. 
For example, suppose that we wish 
to make a coil with an inductance 
value of 25o 'microhenries on a 
former of diameter 3 in. The ques- 
tion is, what number of turns will be 
necessary in the three -fifths of an 
inch winding on the former. We 

TABLE I. -TABLE OF SQUARES. 

_first remember ,that - 3 in. exceeds 
21 in. by two -quarters of an inch. 
Hence, whatever the inductance 
value of the corresponding standard 
coil of 2 in. diameter, it must be 
such that, on increasing it by two - 
tenths of its value, it must give 250. 
Let us try zoo. A tenth of zoo is 
20, two -tenths 4o. Adding 40 to 
zoo gives us 24o. This is too small. 
Try 21o. A tenth of 210 is 21. Two - 
tenths of 210 is therefore 42. 
Adding 42 to 210 gives us 252. This 
is near enough to 25o fer all practical 
purposes; so we take 210 äs the 

,inductance in microhenries of the 
standard coil of 22 in. diameter 
with the same number of turns on it 
as the coil we require. 

Working our first rule back- 
wards, we multiply 210 by ro and 
so get 2,10o.. Looking in the body 
of Table 1, our table of squares, we 
find 2,116 is the nearest number to 
2,160. This Humber' 2,1 r 6, the table 
tells us, is the square of 46. Hence, 
there must be 46 turns on the coil 
we wish to wind on the 3 -in. former. 
These 46 turns must wind closely 
into a- space three -fifths of an inch 
(one -fifth Of the diameter 3in.). This 
works out at about 77 turns to the 
inch, No. 32 S.S.C. would therefore 
be a good choice of wire to use. 

It may not be always possible to 
make use of a coir of which the 
length of winding is one -fifth of the 
diameter. Simple rules for other 
coils of different specifications can, 
however, be given. For example, for 
coils of which the length of the 
winding is twice the diameter, the 
following simple rule may be used : 

Square the number of turns on the 
coil, multiply this square number by 
the diameter of the coil in inches, 
divide the result by roo, and the 
answer is the inductance of the coil 
in microhenries. 

As an example of the working of 
this rule, suppose we have a coil 
34 in. diameter, the length of the 
winding on it being therefore 7 in. 
To find the inductance of this coil, 
count the number of turns. Suppose 
this to be 200. Square 200, we get 
40,00o. Multiply 40,000 by the 
diameter 3f and we get 140,000. 
Divide this number by roo and we 

UNITS. 

Tens. 
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I00 
20 4°°. 

30 900 
40 1,600 
5o 2,500 
6o 3,600 

I 

I21 
441 
961 

1,681 
2,601 
3,721 

2 3 4 

144 
484 

1,024 
1,764 
2,704 
3,844 

169 
529 

i,o89 
1,849 
2,809 
3,969 

196 
576 

1,156 
1,936 
2,916 
4,096 

5 

225 
625 

1,225 
2,025 
3,025 
4,225 

6 7 8 

256 
676 

1,295 
2,116 
3,136 
4,356 

289 
729 

1,369 
2,209 
3,249 
4489 

324 
784 

1,444 
2,304 
3,364 
4,624 

9 

361 
841 

1,521 
2,401 
3,481 
4,761 
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get 1,400 microhenries as the in- 
ductance of the coil. 

, For coils for which the length of 
the winding is fixed as being -twice 
the diameter, it is 'easy to give a rule 
for finding the number of turns to be 
put on such a coil as to give a certain 
inductance value. The rule is : 

Multiply the given inductance 
'value in microhenries by ioo, divide 
-the number thus obtained by the 
diameter of the coil in inches. The 
result is the square of the number of 
turns. 

Suppose we are asked to con- 
struct a coil with an inductance 
value of 3 millihenries, that is, 3,000 
microhenries on a former the 
diameter of which is 3 in. Using 
the rule given, we multiply 3,000 
by loo and so get 300,000. We then 
divide this number by 3, the 
diameter of the coil in inches and 
obtain 1oo,000. This is the square 

of the number of turns required. 
We can either find the required 
number of turns from a table óf 
squares, or we can work it out iii the 

Fig. 3.-A coil of a length equal 
to .twice the diameter. 

following manner : Try 300. Squar- 
ing 300, we get 90,000, which is too 
small. Try 310 ; squaring we get 
96,1co. This is still too small, but 
we are getting nearer. Try 320 ; 

squaring we get .102,400. This is 

February, 1924 

now too large; so we gá back to 315 
and try that. Squaring 315, we get 
99,225. This is near enough for our 
purpose, so we take it that our coil 
must have' 315 turns on it. As the 
-winding on. the toil must extend for 
6 in., the number of turns per inch 
must be 315 divided by 6, that is, 53 
No. 28 S.S.C. would do this easily, 
and 26 enamelled wire would give 
a value of inductance very little 
below that required. 

Simple rules have now been given 
for- coils for which the length of 
winding is : 

(i.) One -fifth the diameter, and 
(ii.) Twice the diameter, 

With these two types of coil ;all 
reasonable values of inductance for 
single -layer coils- may .be obtained. 

The measurement of the in- 
ductance of a single -layer coil made 
in a haphazard manner is much 
more complicated. 

A WELL -DESIGNED AMATEUR STATION, 

Our photograph shows the transmitting and receiving station of Mr. Everitt, of Eltham, S.E.9. 
The microphone is seen by the side of the transmitting key. The receiver (on the left) 

is a standard Burndept instrument. 
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3 -ELECTRODE VARIABLE CONDENSER -7- 
_ : 

, 

:.. 
CAPACITY BRIDGE 

Eliminate Interference 
with the 

3-E.V.C. 
(3 -Electrode Variable Condenser). 

Gratified users in all parts of the British Isles testify 
that the 3-E.V.C. provides unfailing means of cutting 
out Morse and other interference with Broadcast 
Concerts. 

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR 
THE 3-E.V.C. 

Keen observers will notice that imitations are no longer 
bring advertised, and may draw their own conclusions. 
Beyond its value as a rejector, its application to 

BRIDGE RECEPTION 
provides unlimited scope for increased sensitivity and 
selectivity., Practically all delicate electrical and 
magnetic testing, measuring or calibrating apparatus 
used in precision research work is designed on Bridge or 
Balance principles. 

THE 3 -ELECTRODE VARIABLE 
CONDENSER IS THE BRIDGE 

OF RADIO SCIENCE. 
Send 3d. in stamps for our new 1924 Variable Bridge 
Condenser Booklet, which contains much valuable 
information. - . 

Prices : .001 mfd. panel mounting ... 47/6 
ood mfd. cabinet mounted ... 55/- 

Obtainable froto all high-class dealers, or direct from the 
uteurtfuchrreis and patente<'s- 

AUTOVEYORS Ltd. 
Radio Engineers and Contractor:, 

84, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.i 
Tel phone: Victori z_ 09. Telegrams: Autoveyor, Sowest, London. 

Ask your Wireless Dealer to show you CLIX 
The Electro -Link with 159 Uses. 

CLIX will save you endless trouble with contacts 
and terminals, which it entirely supersedes. 

CLIX must not be regarded merely as an ARTICLE, 
priced 4d. 

CLIX IS A SYSTEM ! ! ! 

Wiring of all descriptions has been superseded by the 
CLIX SYSTEM OF STANDARDISED WIRING. 
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UTILITY 
ENDORSED 

BY THE 
EDITOR OF 

"WIRELESS 
WEEKLY." 

CHEAPEST AERIAL 
AND THE BEST 

IN THE WORLD. 
IRELESS experts are enthusiastic with regard to the uses of 
our wire for indoor and/or outdoor aerials, and report wonder- 

fully clear results with either crystal,valve or tube sets. Bare copper 
wire exposed to the weather soon corrodes, weakening the incoming 
signals, and necessitates renewals. Our covered wire will not 
corrode, saves renewals, reduces interference and holds all the 
strength of the incoming signals. The ether wave penetrates the 
coverings and provides an unexpected clearness of reproduction. 
Obviously, insulated wire is better protected from storms than 
wire uncovered. Poles are quite unnecessary and troublesome. 

INSULATORS 
Separate Lead-in, special earth wires are 

ABOLISHED. 
10) 

1 Suspend this aerial wh-re 8 Carriage you will, CONNECT DIRECT re 
Paid YOUR SET, WITHOUT SEPARAtE 

TO 

LEAD-IN and a greatly improved 
reception is the result. 

If you cannot get it from your local dealer, SEND US HIS NAME 
AND ADDRESS. We will send too ft., sufficient for a complete 
aerial, carriage paid for 1/ 8. 
For a very low cost you may EXTEND your phones and Ind spe_ker TO ANY 

PART OF TetE HOUSE OR GARDEN. 

300 ft. 
4/3 

500 ft. 
6/3 

What acme of our customers say: 
" Using Electron u ire as an INDOOR ae: ial u it' out -nv 

%nsuktors. the rese Its ere astont rr.tin every 13.8.C. Stetion 
icing recei.el co an S.T. ioo set." 

" I removed myoriginal aerial of 9'¡22 hard copper and 
re -erected it with your cable, and results are much better 
and more stable." 

" Friends who have listened are surprised at the results 
and the ease with which the wire is put up." 

Money Refunded if not entirely satisfactory. 
Prices for larger quantities upon application, 

1000ft. 
10/3 

} mi'e 
17/6 

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD., 
99, Regent's Dock, London, E.14. 

TEL] 1'111,T Lesi r8_r. 'frh.htcaAMs. "SI:vSSl'V 
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WITH pride in a noteworthy achievement and 
complete confidence for the future, we 

introduce to you our latest Cossor product-the 
Wuncell Valve now on sale at all dealers. 
Future advertisements will filament, which is not of 
be devoted to its many points tungsten treated with a 
of superiority - its triple- fugitive coating of thorium. 
anchored filament, its hood- Read these advertisements, 
shaped Grid, even more rigid and when the time comes 
than that in the famous Pi- for you to purchase your 
its incredibly low wattage, first Dull Emitter you will 
which enables it to work on be convinced that for the 
one battery instead of three. most perfect and long-lasting 
And, above all, its wonderful results it must be a WunCell, 

Wuncell P3 with green top for 
Detector and L.F. use 30 - 

Wuncell P4 with blue top for 
High Frequency use 30/- 

P 1 ,u,d P2 Valves reduced to 12;6 each 

COSSOR VALVE CO., LTD., Highbury Grove, N.5 
Gilbert Ad. 

February, ic,2 } . 

The next issue 
of 

" MODERN 
WIRELESS" 

should contain 

YOUR 
Advertisement 

Take immediate ad- 

vantage of the NEW 

SERIES RATE 
which greatly reduces 

the cost of space 

Also book early so 

that we can give 

you a good position 

facing reading matter. 

Write the Advertisement 
Manager, 

Scheff Publicity 
Organisation, 

Ltd., 
lag, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I. 
Phone: Regent a440 (a lines.) 
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El El 
El El 
El Handling a Multi - Valve Set El 
El El 
El 

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A., Staff Editor 
o D 

Sets with several valves are often disappointing when first tried, particularly 
in the hands of beginners. Practical hints and advice are here given so that the 

EIbest possible results can be quickly obtained. á D 
MANY a man who advances 

from the simple single- 
valver to the large set, em- 

bodying from three to five valves, 
experiences the utmost disappoint- 
ment when he comes to handle his 
new acquisition. Even if he has 
had the experience of working 
with a -small outfit, and has a very 
fair knowledge of the theory of 
wireless, he may fail to get any- 
thing like the expected results; 
and even harder is the case of the 
man who advances into the mys- 
teries of the subject, not by gentle 
stages from crystal to single valve 
and from single valve to a bigger 
set, but in one great leap by either 
building or purchasing a large re- 
ceiver straight away. Anyone 
who has had a few demonstrations 
or a little coaching from an expert 
friend can handle a big set in 
some kind of way, but he will not 
get the best out of it until . he 
realises what a delicate and easily 
affected piece of mechanism it is. 

Some wireless books give one the 
idea that a wireless set, like an- 
expanding bookcase, can be in- 
creased quite easily in range and 
power by the simple process of 
adding either high -frequency or 
low -frequency valves, or both. 
Circuits are drawn which appear 
to be perfectly straightforward, 
and too often the beginner sets to 
work to make up a large boxed -in 
set, only to find when it is finished 
that it is a noisy, cranky thing, 
difficult to control and not at all 
pleasant to listen to. As a matter 
of fact, the addition of valves is a 
business which cannot be done in 
any haphazard kind of way. On 
the high -frequency side the bug- 
bear of the wireless man is oscil- 
lation, which is encouraged if the 
wiring is not carefully carried out, 
and if components such as tuned 
anode inductances and high -fre- 
quency transformers are not so 
arranged that interaction between 
them is prevented. With note 
magnifiers we have to guard against 
both distortion and howling. The 
former may be due to bad trans- 
former design, to incorrect plate 
and filament potentials, or to the 
fact that excessive grid current is 

flowing through the valve being 
operated upon the wrong portion 
of its curve. The latter is nearly 
always to be traced to interaction 
between note -magnifying trans- 
formers. 

Let us consider the high- 
side of the set first. Un- 

less we are using some special cir- 
cuit, such as the Armstrong, we 
can never hope to obtain quite the 

we may make use of the damping 
effect of applying a positive 
potential to the grids. When we 
flatten our tuning we reduce simul- 
taneously both the selectiveness 
and the amplifying power of the 
valves, whilst the damping effect 
of a positive grid potential cut.: 
dawn the amplification consider- 
ably. Hence if we strive to kill 
oscillation by the extensive use of 

Fig. la.-Using high -frequency and rectifier only. 

Fig. lb.-Using rectifier 

full amplifying power of each 
valve. Were we to connect the 
grids of our high -frequency valves 
to the negative low-tension busbar, 
and to tune either our high -fre- 
quency transformers or our anode 
inductances as sharply as possible, 
terrific oscillations would be the 
immediate result. We can stop 
this in several ways. We may 
introduce a certain amount of 
extra ohmic resistance into our 
circuits, thereby flattening the 
tuning, we may detune a little, or 

and low -frequency only. 

any one method, the set becomes 
as it were numb, and will not give 
its best. In the well -handled set 
a compromise is effected. The 
user knows that he cannot work 
his high -frequency valves at their 
fullest power, but at the same 
time he does not fly to the other 
extreme by making use of excessive 
damping. In this, as in so many 
other things, the happy mean 
must be aimed at. 

It is most difficult for the be- 
ginner at multi -valve work to 
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learn to handle his set properly, 
d he is to deal with both high- and 
low -frequency sides simultaneously. 
For this reason it is a good 
to make some such arrangement 
Phones may be pieced across /her, 
0e brass rad., nanny been remove 

Fig. 2. -Simple device using tele- 
phone terminals and lengths of 
I in. brass rod, enabling the low - 

frequency valves to be cut out. 
as that shown in Fig. r, whereby 
either the high -frequency valves 
and the rectifier or the rectifier and 
the note magnifiers may be used 
by themselves. One can then 
study the idiosyncrasies of the 
two kinds of amplification, and 
learn to make each do its best 
work. Even with a boxed -in set, 
it is not usually difficult to arrange 
something of this kind either by. 
means of switches, or by making 
use of the simple method with 
telephone terminals shown in 
Fig. 2. Many sets are difficult to 
handle because the same high- 
tension voltage is used for both 
high -frequency and low -frequency 
valves. High -frequency ampli- 
fiers do not as a rule require any- 
thing like the same anode voltage 
as note magnifiers. A set arranged 
in the way shown in Fig. 3 may bè 
difficult to handle for this reason. 
Fig. 4 shows the way out of the 
pifficulty. Here the high-fre- 

use must not be overdone. Oc- 
casionally one sees a set being 
worked with potentials of from fcur 
to six volts positive upon the high - 
frequency grids. This certainly 
has the effect of killing oscillation, 
but it generally means that if. 
there are two high -frequency 
valves, they are doing no better 
work than would be done by one 
working properly. The addition 
of a second high -frequency valve 
has increased the tendency to 
oscillation. This has been coun- 
teracted by the use of a high - 
positive potential applied to the 
grids of both valves, with the 
result that as each is working far: 
below its proper power, their 
combined amplifying effect is 
little or no greater than that of one 
alone. It may be stated as a 
good working rule that one's aim 
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how sharply the high -frequency 
circuits can be tuned. As a rule, 
when two high -frequency valves 
are used, it is not possible to ob- 
tain absolute sharpness with both. 
A little of the signal strength may 
have to be sacrificed here. What 
we_ must endeavour to find is the 
combination of plate, grid and 
filament potential that will allow 
the sharpest tuning and will give 
the loudest and clearest signals. 

Do not, however, be led away by - 
the lure of mere loudness. . A. set 
that is just upon the verge of 
oscillating may develop very great 
signal strength indeed, but this - 

will usually be accompanied by a 
certain woolliness in the reception' 
of speech and music, and by a 
considerable amount of parasitic 
noises that entirely mar the quality 
of the recep' ion. 

Fig. 3.-How to use the same high tension for high- and low -frequency 
valves. (This is not always a good method.) 

should be not to have the grids 
more than two volts positive with 
respect to the negative end of the 
filament, and if possible even this 

Fig. 4.-A set with extra high tension for low -frequency valves. 

quency side of the set is first tried 
out, and the voltage of the battery 
BZ is arranged to suit its require- 
ments. The extra high-tension 
battery Ba is in series with Bz 
only so far as the note magnifiers 
are concerned. 

The potentiometer is a very 
present help in time of trouble 
with high -frequency valves. Its 

potential should be reduced. 
Much can be done by experiment- 
ing until the proper adjustments of 
filament and plate potentials are 
found. If the filament voltage is 
either too high or too low there will 
be a tendency to oscillation, and a 
similar result will be found if the 
anode voltage is excessive. A 
little experimenting will show just 

The occurrence of what are 
known as " capacity effects " is 
usually a sign that oscillation is 
present. Should you find that as 
your hand approaches the con- 
trols signals either vanish alto- 
gether or b_ come very much 
stronger, then the high -frequency 
side of the set is not properly ad- 
justed. The only time when 
capacity effects may legitimately 
make themselves noticeable is 
when one is working upen the re- 
ception of very faint distant trans- 
missions, in which it is almo: t 
necessary to bring it tò the verge 
of oscillation (though it must not 
be allowed actually to oscillate) in 
order to obtain the maximum 
sensitiveness. 

Once the high -frequency valves 
have been properly adjusted they 
should be cut out temporarily, 
attention being paid to the note 
magnifiers. Here again it is 
necessary to find the most de- 
sirable potentials for both fila- 
ments and plates by means of 
actual experiment. The next step 
will be to discover the amount of 
negative bias required by the grid 
of the second note -magnifying 
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L. F. TRANSFORMER 

VALVE 

AMPLIFIER 

£3 0 0 

DIRECT CURRENT 
CHARGING SET 

41 13 0 

(.,.rSTAL VALVE SET £3 10 

1216 

o 

A. C. HOME 
BATTERY 
CHARGER 

£5 5 0 

D. C. CHARGING GET E4 17 No. 2 
CRYSTAL SET 

1216 

No. 1 CRYSTAL 

SET 9IO 

ACTUAL MANUJACTURERS OF d 
Cinematograph Machinery, Scientific Instruments 

ND 

WIRELESS AAPPARATUS 
26 CHURCH STREET SOHO LONDON W.1. Lot»TELEPHONES TELEGRAMS 

SPEAKER Sol- GERRARD 5287-5288. BIOCINEMA WESTCENT LONDON. 
ILLUSTRATED LIST SENT ON APPLICATION. 

No. O 
CRYSTAL SET 9/6 

In actual recepti..n of broadcast speech 
and music, good amplification was observed 
together with an absence of parasitic noises." 

said of H.T.C.-the 
good TRANSFORMER 

The N.T.C. Transformer is designed to give maximum amplification without 
distortion. 

LENGTH + E4L 

HEIGHT 2 6' 

The success it has 
achieved, succeeds 
good craftsmanship 
and good materials, 
observing good de= 
sien. The H.T.C. is 
made with a larger iron 
core to function at low 
magnetisation. 

Therefore, absence 
of unwonted noises 
and distortion due 
to ill design. Proved 
exceptionally efficient 
on ST.roo-one of 
the most rigorous 
tests to which a trans- 
former may be sub- 
ject. 

15f- 
" In retailing your transformer at 15/-, I consider you make a free present 

of a 10, - note with each one." T. F. M., London. 
Trzde Enquiries Invited. 

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD., 
2 & 2a, BOUNDARIES ROAD, BALHAM, S.W.12. 

TELEPHONE : Battersea 374. 

A. C. BATTERY 
CHARGE,* £10 17 6 

CRYSTAL 
DETECTOR 

5/9 

ONE VALVE 

SET 

f3 5 0 

C. CHARGING SET 
£2 15 0 

H. F 

2 VALVE SET 
67 15 0 

Let the LITTLE GOLIATH 
help you- 

The small lathe with the large capacity. 
Amateurs who get the most out of wireless make their 
own sets. A small lathe is the key to successful work, 
and means economy. Ail small parts in brass, ebonite, 
wood, etc., quickly and easily made on the LITTLE 
GOLIATH, the 2 -in. lathe with the compound side -rest. 
Our list will interest you-it's free. 

Send this coupon to 

DRUMMOND BROS., Ltd.,// 
Reid Hill, Guildford. 
Send in unseated envelope 
for W. Please wile .' 
distinctly. tP z 
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The new Book of S. T. Circuits 
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F. Inst. P. 

F VERYONE needs this handsome volume of new 
S.T. Circuits. The fame of S.T. Zoo, the dual 
amplification Circuit using but two Valves yet 

giving the signal strength of at least four, has spread 
throughout the country. Many thousands of Wireless 
enthusiasts are using this Circuit with every success. 

Other S.T. .Circuits equally as useful and likely to 
become quite as well known are given for the first time 
in More Practical Valve Circuits," by the Editor of 
MODERN WIRELESS. 

" More Practical Valve Circuits '_' 

contains the fullest data for over 8o 
different types of Circuits, including 
all recent discoveries, such as the 
Armstrong and the Flewelling. Not 
merely are Circuit diagrams given 
with the greatest exactitude, but 
sufficient details as to condenser and 
resistance values, etc., as will enable 
the experimenter to build up any 
Receiving Set without further help. 

Bound in 
full c'oth. 

No matter how much or how little 
experience you may have had in 
Wireless, the moment you decide to 
build your own Set you should buy 
a copy of this book and make quite 
sure that you are starting with a good 
practicable and efficient Circuit. Its 
cost will be saved many times over 
in time and materials. 

RADIO PRESS, Ltd., IJevereux Court, STRAND, W.C. 2. 
G,tlrot:i. 
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valve, at any rate in order to pro- 
duce undistorted reception. Per- 
sonally, when two or more stages 
of high -frequency amplification are 

Another very common fault with 
both home-made and bought sets 
is that the secondary circuit, where 
there is a double -circuit tuner, is 

Fig. 5.-Negative bias placed on grids. 

in use, I prefer to fit a grid 
biasing battery even to a single 
note magnifier, or to both if a pair 
are in use. No harm can come of 
this, and it does ensure that even 
the strongest signal is not dis- 
torted. Many ready-made sets 
are turned out without provision 
for grid bias. These can never 
give really good reception ; such a 
battery should therefore be fitted 
by the user, being placed as shown 
in Fig. 5. One cf the best ways of 
making up a grid biasing battery 
is to purchase a couple of the re- 
fills sold for the long cylindrical 
pocket torches. Inside the card- 
board case of each will be found 
three round cells of respectable 
size, which can be slipped out by 
removing the bottom of the case. 
H wires are soldered both to the 
positive elements and to the zinc 
pots of these, it is easy to make up 
a battery giving any desired vol- 
tage. While tests are being car- 
ried out the cells should be in- 
serted one at a time until the best 
potential is found. 

left with the batteries and all the 
large components isolated from 
earth. This 'means that there will 
probably be a potential difference 
between it and earth, and there- 
fore a capacity effect which is 

Fig. 6. -Earthing 

likely to produce noises in the set. 
Luckily this difficulty is very 
easily overcome in no matter what 
type of set. All that one has to 
do is to solder a lead from the low 
potential side of the secondary to 

Fig. 7.-Transformer cores earthed. 

MODERN WIRELESS 
the earth side of the primary coil. 
The whole secondary is then 
earthed, which in most cases 
Makes both high- and low -fre- 
quency sides_ noticeably easier to 
control. . Instead of the lead 
mentioned, a small single -pole 
single -throw 'switch may be used 
so that the secondary may be either 
earthed or not at will. 

It is desirable in any case to 
earth the cores of both note -mag- 
nifying transformers, and this can 
be done very easily if the secondary 
is already earthed by running 
leads from the cores as shown in 
Fig. 7. Earthing is a simple cure 
for howling caused by interaction 
between low - frequency trans- 
formers. Another excellent 
method of- eliminating all inter- 
action noises is to encase the 
transformers in metal -lined boxes, 
earthing the lining. 

With the multi -valve set the 
process of searching is very much 
more difficult than it is with a 
single - valver owing to the in- 
creased number of tuned circuits 
1 f the set is provided with a double 
circuit tuner and with tune 

the closed circuit. 

couplings between the high -fre- 
quency valves, there will be no 
fewer than four condensers to adjust 
even if reaction is altogether cut 
out. In order to be able to pick 
up any desired signal rapidly with 
a large set it is desirable that it 
should be possible to make it for 
the time being as unselective as 
may be. For this reason we can 
dispense for the time being with 
the secondary circuit and the 
variable coupling which it entails. 
This can be done by means of a 
tune -standby switch, a handy form 
of which is shown in Fig. 8. We 
may also replace one of the anode 
inductances, if tuned anode coup- 
ling is used, by a resistance of 
50,000 to ioo,000 ohms. This 
will leave only two circuits to be 
tuned -the aerial and one of the 
anodes. Searching can thus be 
quite quickly done, and as soon 
as the desired. transmission, liâs 
been picked up, we can first of 
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all replace the second anode in- 
ductance and tune the circuit, and 
then throw in the closed circuit of 
the tuner and d adjust this finally. 

There is another use " -for the 
tune -standby switch which is not 
very generally known. If we are 

Fig. 8.-Tune-standby switch. 

trying to _ separate two sets of 
signals upon almost the same 
wavelength, we can obtain very 
great selectivity by working with 
the loosest possible coupling be- 
tween primary and secondary cir- 
cuits. There is, however, at times 
the drawback that the very loose 
coupling may tend to make the 
set oscillate. Elimination can be 
accomplished to a very satisfactory 
extent in quite a different way. 
Turn the switch over so that the 
set is working upon a single cir- 
cuit. Couple the A.T.I. and the 
C.C.I. very closely together, and 
after having tuned the former to 
its best point, move the closed 
circuit condenser's knob gradually 
first in one direction and then in 
the other. -It will often be found 
possible to tune out the unwanted 
signal in this way, the secondary 
circuit acting as a wave -trap and 
absorbing the frequencies that are 
not desired. 

Another most desirable com- 
ponent of the multi -valve set is 
the series - parallel switch seen in 
Fig. 9. This enables the aerial - 
tuning condenser to be placed in 
series for short-wave reception, 
and in parallel when one is work- 
ing upon the higher wavelengths. 
In this connection it should be re- 
membered that it is always most 
undesirable to use too low a 
capacity when the condenser is in 
series. Oscillations from the aerial 
must pass through it ; hence if its 
capacity is very small the re- 
actance to high -frequency currents 
will be great, from which two 
results will follow : signals will be 
weak and the set will show a 
distinct tendency to oscillation. 
It is a good general rule so to 
regulate the inductance and 
capacity of the aerial circuit that 
the series condenser's value is 
never below .0003 µF. When 
the condenser is parallel the con- 
ditions are different. 

The quality of the earth is of 
very great importance with the 
multi -valve set: Should it be bad 
or should the- lead to it be of thin 
wire _ with a poor connection, a 
large resistance will be set up and 
the set will again oscillate very 
readily.. 

The conclusions to which one 
comes, then, are these. It is not 
wise to tackle a big set until you 
have had considerable experience 
with a single -valuer. When you 
do become the possessor of a 
multi-valver the best course is to 
get used to it by stages, becoming 
perfect in the use of high fre- 
quency and rectifier or rectifier 
and low frequency alone before 
you endeavour to handle the com- 
bination. There are few sets that 
cannot be improved by the ad- 
dition of such devices as have been 
mentioned in this article. All of 
them are quite easy to fit, and 
there is none that entails any great 
outlay of either time or money. 
Do not imagine that the fewer 
controls a set has the easier it is 
to work. Exactly the opposite is, 
as a matter' of fact, the case. It 
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may surprise you when I say that 
on the four -valve set that I use 
for broadcast reception there are 
no fewer than twenty-three controls ; 

yet this set is far easier tö handle 
than another provided with the 
fewest possible number. The 

Fig. 9.-Series-parallel switch. 

reason is that one has at hand a 
means of checking any undesirable 
exuberance, no matter what form 
it may take or in what part of the 
set it may be situated. Though 
a large array of knobs in sets may 
look forbidding at first sight, it is 
by far the easier to work with once 
you have got used to it. óooD 

El 
E A HORIZONTALLY DIRECTIONAL 9 

LOUD SPEAKER 
By E. H. WOODS. 

El 

The accompanying diagram illus- 
trates the simple construction of 
the home-made reproducer for vari- 
ous sound frequencies of broad- 
casting. The sound waves it will 
receive pass vertically through 
the horn. They are then reflected 
from the sides of the right pyramid 

Mo/ding fo ?o/d leile tH/rdoiG 
te/iu/oio sheet 

Section. 

down and outwards, striking the 
surface" of the table upon which 
the reproducer is placed. To give 
the producer the advantages of a 
solid horn, all hollow spaces were 
filled with a mixture of melted 
pitch and sawdust before setting 
into place. The appearance of a 
finished article is greatly increased 
after the customary finishing of all 
wood work, by placing between 
the four uprights sheets of white 

celluloid. With a fine fret saw, the 
pattern was cut (before setting 
in position) and coloured paper 
mounted on the back to improve 
the appearance. As places in this 
celluloid sheet showed a tendency 
to vibrate at certain audible fre- 
quencies, small. pieces of celluloid 
were cemented on the backs of 
these portions. 

This reproducer, which may be 
small in size, can find a fitting 

Fin'shed Cabin t. 

place anywhere in the room. There 
is very little distortion of speech 
or music, and the music is right 
there in the room and not at the 
end of a long hall. I am con- 
templating the building of another, 
having its three radiating surfaces 
in the form of half a hexagon, the 
middle surface having a clock set 
in its centre, so that the reproducer 
may take the place of my clock 
on the mantelpiece. 
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B.T.H. RADIO VALVES 
are made in the same factory as the world-renowned 
Mazda lamps. They bear the B.T.H. monogram, the 

sign and symbol of perfect reception. 

B5 TYPE 30/- each 
The latest development, the 
B5 Valve, takes only 0.06 of 
an ampere, and can be oper- 
ated from standard dry cells. 
It is fitted with a standard 
4 -pin cap, thus obviating the 
use of a special adaptor. 

Filament volts 2.5 to 3 volts 
Filament current 0.06 amp. 
Anode voltage 20-80 volts 

R TYPE 12/6 each 
There is no better "general 
purpose" valve than this the 
amber tinted B.T.H. I R " 
valve. It functions equally 
well as detector or amplifier, 
and, in fact, gives. excellent 
results on all circuits-reflex 
and otherwise. 
Filament volts - 4 volts 
Filament current 0.63 amp. 
Anode volts - 40-60 volts 

B4 TYPE 35/= each 

The B4 Valve gives a con- 
siderably greater amplifica- 
tion than the ordinary "Bt" 
Valve, consumes little more 
than half the current re- 
quired by the latter, and is 

free from distortion. It is 
the ideal valve for loud 
speaker work. 
Filament volts - 6 volts 
Filament current 0.25 amp. 
Anode volts - 40-100 volts 

To ensure Safety in Transit 
B.T.H. Valves are sent out in specially 
strong cartons-as shewn in the illustra- 
tion. When packed for despatch the valve 
rests snugly in a thick felt jacket. In 
this way risk of breakage is reduced to 
a minimum. 

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd 
Works : Rugby 

Wholesale only 

London Office: Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2 

lllllllllllllilllllllIII11111111111111u1111111111111111BlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllÌlllllllfllllllll 
Buy British Goods only i{IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll;IIIIII!!Illilllilll 
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The distinct utility offered to the experimenter I 
by the UNIT System has yet to be challenged, 
and we realise that additional H.F. or L.F. 
amplifying units ma be required. These may 
be purchased at the same discount. 

SPECIAL 
REDUCTION 

3J0of a limited number of new 
but slightly shop-soiled Units, 
thoroughly tested and perfect. 

THE UNITS ARE 

SCIENTIFIC M. S.I. PRODUCTIONS 
COMPLETE RECEIVING SET comprising 

CONDENSER UNIT, 
TUNER, complete with two coils covering 

Broadcast wave -band. 
DETECTOR UNIT, 

REDUCED PRICE £ 10-13-6 
Usual Price £16. Carriage U.K. 51- extra 

Do not miss this opportunity but call and purchase at our London Showroom: 
40, DEAN STREET, SOHO W.1. or send remittance and obtain your set by return of post. 

M.S.I. t VITS are built of t'e famous M.S.I. S,ienti`c 
Prods lions. They will gi e you the uta.ost satisfa: lion if you 
le orne an M.S.I. Unit owner. 

m,S.I. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS il 

are undoubtedly the finest that money 
can buy. Badly designed transformers made 

1 of inferior materials are all too numerous. Here 
in this M.S.I. Production, you have a 

I component built by the highest technical 
I skill with unlimited experience. 

IThey are constructed on purely scientific lines, the soft iron I 

wire core being trough'. out round the outside of the coils, thus 
Iforuzin g an efficient shield to a+traneous magnetic fields. The I 

coils are wound with the finest grade double silk -covered wire, 
Iensuring the ntiaint:,mn amount of low-freluency distortion, I 

I PRICE : Unscreened . - - 25/. I 

Mounted & Screened 30 '- 

Details and Prices of other et ally efficient component', I 

I which you are zeell advised to is orporate in that new set you i 

I 

propose building, may te ha.l upon application. 

Marconi Scientific Instrument Co.,. Ltd., 
WORKS ; 70, Dudden Hill Lane Willesden, N.W.10, 
Telephone: It'illesden26r7. Telegrams: Thermasin o, Ifillroad, London. 

-London Depot: 21 25, St. Annes Court, Dean St.. W.1. Telephone: Gerrard 7745-6. 
London Showrooms : 40, Dean St., Oxford St., W.1. Telephone : Gerrard 7745-6. 

TERMINALS. 

Very handy ter- 
minals for Aerial 
Earth and Bat- 
tery Wires, etc. 
Beautifully fin- 
ished and ob- 
tainable in two 
different shapes, 
as illustrated. 

Price 
perice 
either 
type. 

Post 2d. 

GAMA 
Upon the reliability of your apparatus depends the success 
of your experiments. With Gamage Accessories you are 
assured of the utmost resu.'ts. The prices, too, are the lowest in London. 
With these decided advantages, it wculd seem almost folly to go elsewhere. 

Write for your 
,opy of our Ne 

Illustrated 
WIRELESS 
CATALÓGUE 

It contains 
Bargains in 

e.erything, from 
a complete set 
to the smallest 
accessory, and 

a card 
will 

bring it 
per 

return. 
POST 

FREE. 

LEGLESS VALVE HOLDER. 
Excellent finish. In best ebonite. This is the easiest 
Valve Holder to fit on the market-so simple as to 
present no difficulties even to the mere 

1 3 
novice, as it is its own template. The 
illustrations show front and back views. 

Post 3d. 

`2ustomers are advised to come and see Gainage s 
approved apparatus-you'll not only get better results, 
but save on every accessory or part you buy. 

- +e) The Best 
Crys'.rl is 

PER MANITE 
Regd. No. 

438341. 
Highly sensiti_e. 
Clear, powerful 
results. Rena ins 

in adjustment 
longest. 

Price per 
large 

specimen, 

Post 
free. 1 /6 

Nos. 1 and 2 AIR DIELECTRIC TYPE VARIABLE CONDENSER 
(Faraday House Calibration). Best workmanship, electrically and 
mechanically perfect, io fixed and 9 movin r cases, and a maximum 
capacity of .0003 mid. Top and bottom panels of matt ebonite with 
polished roundel edges. Fitted with engraved ivorine scale, as 
shown. AIR DIELECTRIC TYPE. 
No. x..00035 mfd. Circular, No. 3. .0005 mfd. Circular; 
ebonite top and bottom, en- ebonite top, bottom and case. 
cased in celluloid. Engraved Engraved ebonite 12/- ivorine scale. ?.s illus- scale. 

l 
Post <d. 

trated). Post 9d. /- No. 4. .0006 mfd. Circular ; 

No. 2. .00045 mfd. ebonite top & bottom, encased 
Ditto. (As Illustra- 

1 
1 

f 
G ha celluloid. Engraved 9 

ted). Post 9d. ivorine scale. Post 9d.J/- 
.00r mfd. Circular; ebonite top and bottom, encased 

1 
5/- 

in celluloid. Engraved ivorine scale. Post 9d. J 

FULLER'S BLOCK 
Wireless Accumulators. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
of ex -Govt. Stock, 
but absolutely un- 
used. Exceptional 
value. 

2 volts 40 
10/6 amps. 

Postage Is. 
4 volts 40 

amps. 
Postage is. 

6 volts 40 
amps. 

Postage 1/6 31/6 
Boxes to hold 5 of 
these, fitted with lid 
and carrying 
strap. Each, 6 Postage extra. 

Five accumulators and box sent carr. free 

21/ - 

'7 it jipi!])III111111 

HANDY CO L HOLDER. 
This Coil Socket is a most useful accessory for 
the amateur and experimenter. 
Male in the best ebonite. Terminals 
lacquered and the socket is a perfect 
Gt. Post 3d. Price 
All prices now ruling at Gamage's are remark- 
ably low. It is therefore strongly advised to 
order your requirements immediately before 
prices increase. 

3 

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. 
Cheapside House : BENETFINKS. 

J78 In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last Page 
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EI El 

Ell Sore- - Further Notes on "A Useful El 

E l 

El 

hree-Valve Receiver." El 

El El 
D By M. G. FERGUSON, ó 

So much interest, has been aroused by the article ón " A Useful Three -Valve Receiver" 
El El 

o in our December issue, that the following additional notes will be welcomed. 

D 

A5 there has been some con- 
siderable correspondence 
about this receiver, con- 

cerning which an article appeared 
in the December issue of MODERN 
WIRELESS, I have ventured to 
write these further notes, in the 
hope that it may be of interest to 
those who are constructing, or 
who have constructed the set. 
One or two correspondents have 

Fig. 1.-How to cut out first valve. 

written to know if the set could 
be made more flexible. This is a 
perfectly simple matter, and can be 
achieved without any_ alteration 
to the set, though improved results 
will be obtained if very slight 
alterations are made. 

The following combinations can 
be accomplished with the set : 

(r) three valves (z) two valves, 
detector and L.F. ; (3) two valves, 
H.F. and detector ; (4) one valve, 
detector only. 

(2) DETECTOR AND L.F.-Switch 
off master rheostat ; remove H.F. 
valve (left-hand valve on panel) ; 

connect a .000r fixed condenser 
across plate and grid sockets of 
H.F. valve holder (see left-hand 
portion of Fig. r). Clix terminals 
will be found to be of service here, as 
they fit tightly into the sockets. 
If you live within a few miles of 
a B.B.C. station you will find this 
a distinctly useful current-and 
valve -saver, as no diminution in 
signal strength will probably be 
noticed with the removal of the 
H.F. valve. The circuits will have 
to be retuned. 

(3) H.F. AND DETECTOR.-Switch 
off master rheostat ; remove L.F. 
valve (right-hand valve on panel) ; 

disconnect extra H.T.+from phones 
+terminals (it is of utmost im- 
portance that this should be done 
before any fresh wiring is added, 
otherwise you will short circuit your 
H.T. battery); connect by short 
lengths of flex the H.T. + terminal 
to phones+, and phones- to re- 
actance+ (see right hand portion of 
Fig. r, which shows clearly the 
disconnected extra H.T. wire and 
the fresh external wiring).. 

(4) DETECTOR ONLY.-Combine 
instructions for (z) and (3). 

Now there is one drawback to 
methods (3) and (4) ; the; primary 
of the intervalve transformer is 
left connected in the H.T. circuit 
and in shunt with the phones. 
As the resistance of this primary is 
different from that of the 4,òoo ohm 
phones or telephone transformer, 
you will be losing an appreciable 
portion of the plate current 
through the primary winding, and 
signal strength will suffer consider- 
ably. Therefore it is advisable to 
find a me,thod of _ cutting this 
primary out when not using the 
L.F. valve: This can be done quite 
simply without upsetting_ the sim- 
plicity b f the - wiring óf the set. 
Two fresh terminals are added to 
the panel in the positions shown 
in Fig. r (marked. X and Y). 
Fig. z shows the alteration in the 
wiring (it is copied from p.123 of 
the December MODERN -WIRELESS, 
and shows the, bottom left-hand 
corner of the back. of the panel). 
First, the wire connecting the O.P. 
of the transformer to the Polar 
condenser is cut and removed 
between the points A and B ; the 
wire connecting Z and O.P. is 
also cut and the two ends of the 
wire soldered to X and Y ; and 
finally a fresh wire (shown dotted) 
is soldered to H.T. + and Y. In 
practice, when the L.F. valve is 
functioning, X and Y should be 
connected by a short piece of wire 
or copper strap ; this should be 
disconnected when the L.F. valve 
is taken out of its socket ; by this 

means the primary of the tran. - 
former is cut out of the circuit 
I have carried out these alterations 
on my own set, and can testify to. 
ìts adequate working -Under the 
foregoing conditions. - In Hamp- 
stead, Birmingham, Bournemouth 
and :Glasgow have all been heard 
on detector only, and with very 
pleasant strength in the phones 
with H.F. added. A word of 
warning : when the H.F. valve 
is out, if reaction is being used on 
what was the tuned anode coil 
with H.F. in, this reaction should 
be used with still greater caution 
on broadcasting wavelengths, as it 
is now much easier to energise the 
aerial, 

The- 'advantage Of the master 

Fig. 2.-Alteration of wiring. 

rheostat will be appreciated in 
these experiments. As soon as the 
best positions of the separate,fila- 
ment rheostats with regard to one 
another have been found, they 
should be left alone, and the 
control worked entirely on the 
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Fig. 3.-The circuit when using 
one valve. 

master rheostat ; thus the removal 
of one or two valves simply means 
a little more resistance on the 
'master rheostat thrown into the 
circuit. 

For those who stuly the theory 
of wireless, the circuit arrived at 
by the removal of the H.F. valve 
may be of interest, and Fig. 3 is 
given to show the actual circuit. 
Although this circuit is by no means 
a new one, as many people have 
tried cutting out H.F. valves, it 
is rarely mentioned in print. 

I owe an apology for two errors 
in the December article- tha - I 
overlooked ; in the detailed wiring 
diagram the left-hand Polar con- 
denser should be .0003, and not 
:0005 ; also in the middle of the 
first column on page 123 " (the 
middle terminal on the top of the 
panel) " should read " (the second 
terminal . . .)." 

D Celluloid Varnish 
for Self- 

Ó Supporting Coils 
C] 

D By Raymond P. Wales [7 i7 
An excellent insulating fluid which 

can be easily made by the ex- 
perimenter has for its base celluloid. 
Drying very quickly, - more so 
than shellac, it combines high 
insulating qualities with a beautiful 
gloss, strong body, not- masking 
the original colour of the coil or 
instrument treated. The com- 
position is made by dissolving 
scrap celluloid such as photograph 
film in acetone, which can be 
purchased very cheaply. The 
photographic film should be first 
scraped of its gelatinous emulsion 
by immersion in lye water, hot 
'water or _ household ammonia." 
The coating is then easily removed 
by scraping. The cleaned cuttings 
of the film are then shaken in a 
corked bottle with the acetone, 
more acetone being added if the 
mixture becomes too thick, or 
more celluloid if it has a tendency 
to flow too easily. 

February, 1924 

L' A New Crystal Detector c 
By A. E. STONE. 

u cc^ 
THE first essential of a Crystal 

Detector is ease of adjust- 
ment. By ease of adjust- 

ment is meant, not only finding the 
sensitive spot, but keeping the 
point on this spot when the hand 
is taken away. With many detectors 
it is easy to find the sensitive spot, 
but as soon as the adjusting knob 
is released, either the pressure on 
The point alters, or the spring causes 
the point to shift and the whole 
operation has to be performed again, 
;to the detriment of the point and 
of one's temper. 

With the arrangement shown in 
the accompanying drawings the 
adjustment is very easily made, and 
once it is made the point cannot 
move unless actually knocked or 
very heavily jarred. Also the 
pressure on the point is easily 
'adjusted and is not influenced by 
the weight of the hand on the 
adjusting knob. This detector is very 
simple in construction and can be 
made by any amateur possessing a 
drill brace and some taps and dies. 

The following description will be 
found helpful, the part numbers 
being shown in circles on the 
sketches. - 

Parts r are brass pillars gg in. 
diameter by about II in. long ; 

clamped between these pillars and 
the ebonite base are soldering tags 
Part 2 for the connecting wires. 
Near the upper end of each of these 
pillars is a hole through which the 
rods Parts 3 and 4 can pass freely 

Part 3 is a brass rod á in. dia- 
meter by about 2 in. long to one 
end of which is soldered the 
crystal cup which can be bought 
anywhere for about 3d. This cup 
should not be soldered centrally on 
the rod but about ¡in. off the 
centre. 

Part 4 is also a e in. diameter 
brass rod 21 in. long to one end of 
which is soldered a piece of copper 
strip é in, wide by about .003 in. 
thick bent into " U " shape, as 
shown in sketch. To this copper 
strip is soldered the contact point, 
which is a piece of copper wire about 
44 gauge. The gauge is not im- 
portant so long as the wire is fairly 
fine. This point should be about 
-'u in. off the centre line of the rod. 

With the crystal cup and the 
point thus mounted off the centre 
line, the point can be made to 
touch almost any spot on the face 

of the crystal by rotating the rods 
judiciously., 

It is essential that these rods 
rotate and slide to and fro freely ; 

but there must also be enough 
pressure on them to maintain them 
in any position. This is achieved 
very simply by the springs, Part 5. 
These springs are plain strips of 
phosphor bronze, 1I in, long by 

in. wide by .020 in. thick, secured 
to the top of the pillars by 6 B.A. 
screws and having the end which 
presses on the rod bent to a " V " 
shape, as shown in the enlarged 
view. They should be made to bear 

' on the rod with a good pressure. By 
this means a very simple but effi- 
cient adjustment is obtained. 

The following is a list of the 
material required :- 
i piece ebonite, 41 in. by r in. by 

any thickness desired. 
2 pieces brass rod, 8 in. dia. by 

rj in. long. 

EBONITE KNOB SCREWED ON 
6 SA', SAE' BOOS, SCREWS 

4.11A.rl BRASS SCREWS 
- 

E BONIER 4'h's l'. ''/IeTNR- 

ENLARGE VIEW 
SNOWING SPRINGS 
V 5 AI ENO 
To Goan TN RODS 0. ANDO 

' r piece brass rod, á in. dia. by 2 
long. 

r piece brass rod, s in. dia. by 21 in. 
long. 

2 pieces ebonite rod, s in. dia. by 
156- in. long. 

2 pieces phosphor bronze, II in. by 
1 in. by .020 in. thick. 

r piece copper strip, r in. by in. 
by .003 in. thick. 

2 4 B.A. soldering tags. 
1 crystal cup. 
z 4 B.A. by á in. countersunk head 

brass screws. 
2 6 B.A. by 136 in. cheese head 

brass screws. 
Small piece fine copper wire for the 

point. Gold-: ilver wire is 
better for the point as it do:s 
not tarnish, but is slightly 
more expensive. 

Ccns_ruct'onal details. 

in. 

3C. 
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Improve the tone 
of your reception 

This is a really effective toning and Anti -distortion device. Provide 
regative grid potential and standard leak resistance to smooth cu 
transformer distortion. Simply plugs into valve holder-no connection 
to be made. 

Price complete with grid cell and resistance, 9/6. 

A Pure -tone 
Single Valve Amplifier. 

A compete low frequency amplifying unit, wiich also comprises 
the above toning device. The transformer has been specially selected 
for the purpose, and when u ed with the new "Weco" dull emitter 
va ves gives very pure amplification and accumulators are not required. 
Amplifier in oak case, price £.2 : 5 : O. B.B.C. tarriff 5/. 

GENERAL WIRELESS LTD 
21. G.ARRICK STREET, , 

LONDON W..C.2. 
Nr. Leinester S 

Tube. 
T,''ehh o n r: 

Gerrard 8460. 

MODERN WIRELESS 
í1,M1 

,4 

Price 

15/ - 
each. 

Postage 6d. extra. 

"ittarievalpe 
USES LESS CURRENT 
AND GIVES BETTER 

RECEPTION 
and here's the reason- 

The strong filament of the Penton 
Valve, means full service and long 
life. Although a low consumption 
valve there is no question of fragile 
filament. A patent spiral Anode 
carries the necessary heating current 
during process of manufacture and 
the filament therefore leaves the 
factory entirely new and unimpaired -a vast im,rovement on the ordin- 
ary type of high consumption valve 
in which the filament sailers the 
effects of manufacturing strains. 
The patent spiral Anode o fers a 

larger.area for the collection of the 
electrons, giving a high amplication 
factor. It eliminates all distortion by 
permitting a steady emission of 
electrons from the filament. 
An enclosed anode concentrates the 
heat generated, on to the filament, 
greatly reducing its length of life. 

The Penton Low Consumption Valve 
has a large bulb and an open plate 
which ensures a low temperature by 
allowing any heat generated to be 
immediately dispersed. 

PENTON 
LOW CONSUMPTION VALVE 
Your Accumulators will last 4-5 times longer than when using 
the ordinary R type Valve. Will operate satisfactorily using 
PRIMARY or DRY CELLS as filament lighting supply. 

The PENTON ENGINEERING CO., 
15, Cromer Street, King's Cross, ß'.C.1. 

Telephone : T ele ; rams : 

MUSEUM 463r. "ERPENTOBAI FIN( ROSS." 

GET A " PENTON" AND NOTE THE DIFFERENCE. 

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON Ol last jage 3'r 
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" Polar" Cam Vernier 
Coil Holder. 

A " Polar " unit which has brought the 
t nning operation to the point of perfection. 
" Polar " Cam Vernier 2 coil Panel 

Mounting 13/- 
3 20/- 
2 M'ted 22,,'- 
3 29."6 

PI 

The "Polar" Holderstat 
is a standard valve -holder combined with 
a really efficient filament rheostat; Its 
action is smooth, silent and reliable. 
The regulation of the filament is operated 
by rotating the milled ebonite outef ring 
on which is mounted the small ebonite 
knob, seen In the illustration. 
The " Polar " Holderstat, which is of 
British workmanship throughout, can be 
fitted as simply as the ordinary holder by 
drilling the usual four holes in the panel. 

The " Polar " Holderstat. 
Price 7/6. 

C. L 

A PAGE OF 
POLAR 
GUARANTEED 
ACCESSORIES. 
Guaranteed Accessories are making it 
possible for every home in the country 
to be equipped with efficient and 

economical wireless sets. 

The "Polar" Condenser, 
This' condenser offers the soundest operating 
principle. It works on an open scale; the first 
.1/4 of which contains Only 1/loth of the con- 
denser's capacity; thus permitting an absolute 
vernier over the section of scale mainly used. 
Compared with the ordinary vane type of con- 
denser, therefore, in which HALF the capacity is 
cramped and crowded into the first`t/nth of the 
scale, the superiority of the " POLAR "is obvious 
to every thoughtful Amateur. 
" POLAR " Condensers ire supplied in the 
following capacities : .00r ; .000z ; .0003 and 

Paces : Unmounted, 11)- i Mounted, 20,'-. 

1111111111111111111Il 111111IIIIIIIIIIIIl1IIIIIIII11111 

"Polar" Battery Tester. 
Fitted with 41 volt bulb for testing 
individual units of H.T. Batteries. 
Spare bulbs 21 volts can be supplied 
for testing L.T. Batteries. 

Price, with bulb 3,i-. Spare bulb 6d. 

" Polar Universal" Coil 
Holder. 

The " Polar Universal" enables experi- 
ídente' s to obtain wider limits of varia- 
tion when coupling two circuits. 
It "consists öf two parts. One is fixed 
and the other is displaceable either 

the same plane, or at right 
angles to it, or it may be COMPLETELY 
REVERSED, 
No other coil holder on the market offers 
these obvious advantages nor the "Polar" 
Guarantee of sound workmanship and 
satisfaction. 

Mounted - - 13/ - 
For Panel Mounting 10,6 

e Polar" Fuses and Fuse Holders. 
Where yea have a valve you should bave a fuse. The " Polar "_ filament fuses protect valves. The " Polar " filament fuses cost you 7d. each. With- out them you ran the risk of having to pay at least 12/6 to replace a valve unnecessarily spoiled. " Polar " Fuse Holders, mounted, 2/- each ; 

- - - Panel- Mounting 1/6. 

1iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIII , 
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COMPANY. LTD. . 
34-35NORFOLK ST. LONDON.W.C.2 

Et-onches 
NEWCASTLE Gt1 SG01V CARDIFF: MMPlei 

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last Page 
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Er -i The "Junior Wireless" Attaché Case Reflex Set NI3 

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor. 
A reIa sim¡)i and inerje)l.size sel f>u ¡nnlht'ile use. 

u n_®»»>133033 aQó 
IN last month's Junior ¡Fireless 

a number of simple experi- 
ments were given by which 

the reader could gain experience 
in dual amplification reception. 
This month 1 want to describe the 
practical details of the attaché 
case set, so that the experiments can 
be carried one stage further and 
the complete set made up. It will 
be remembered that the set is 
cne that is to be completely self 
contained, i.e., not only the ap- 
paratus but both high and low 
tension batteries must be included 
in the case. Owing to its great 
filament strength a Peanut valve 
is used, the low-tension current 
being supplied by a large dry cell. 

The attaché case used for the 

g. articular set described measures 
16 in. by q' in. by 4 in. deep. 
1f the various components are 
mounted on a board there is no 
need to spoil a case, for when it is 
not desired to carry it about in this 
fashion the whole may be easily 
removed. To make up the set we 
require first of all a piece of board 
about in thick, measuring the 
inside length of the case by any 
thing from 7 in. up to the width 
of the case. If you have not by 
you a set of components you wish 
to use for this particular set, the 
following list will help you. 

Components required 
2 variometers. (Those shown 

were made by Peto-S:ott, Ltd.). 

crystal detector. (Enclese.l). 
(Raymond). 

valve socket. 
Peanut valve. (Wecovalve). 

r filament resistance. (T.C.I3.). 
4 terminals for board mounting. 
2 fixed condensers, o.00r µF. 

fixed condenser, o.00D3 µF. . 

z intervalve transformer (that 
shown was a " Magnum.") 

r large dry cell. 
3 15 -volt high - tension No. 2 2 

copper wire and insulating sleeving. 

Constructional Details 
First of all rub the board clown 

with sand or eme -y paper and, 
if you desire, give it a coat of 
varnish stain. Place the vario - 
meters in the position shown, 

This single -valve reflex receiver is simple to make, and yet will operate a loud speaker within four or 
five miles of a broadcasting station. The valve works off a single dry cell. 
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securing them by wood screws 
passing through from the underside 
Pf the baseboard into the wood of 
:he variometers. Be sure that these 
screws are not too long or they 
will penetrate into the windings. 
the valve socket must be suitable 
'or board mounting and can either. 
Pe the conventional form of a 4 -pin 
socket (if you buy a Peanut valve 
with the 4 pins) or the special form 
)f socket sold' with the Peanut 
Paving the American type base. 
[t is an advantage to use the 
1 -pin socket as you will be able 
:o try the set with other dull 
,mitter valves in this way. Actu- 
ally, in the set described, the 
special form of base was used 
Because I had one handy. 

5 

Plan view of complete receiver 

In laying out your parts, see 
that you adhere to the arrange- 
ment shown, for this has been 
worked out to keep the leads 
as short as possible. You will 
notice that certain of the leads are 
flexible. These are the leads taken 
to the batteries. The flexible wire 
should be rubber covered and if you 
take some lengths of ordinary 
electric lighting flex, untwist them, 
and remove the cotton or silk 
covering, you will find this just 
the kind of wire most suitable. 

About the Circuit 
There is not much to add about 

the circuit, for it has been fully 
described in Junior IVireless for 
last month. Of course, you could 

rearuary, Iyzg 

use a fixed inductance with a 
variable condenser in both the 
aerial and the plate circuits if you 
so desire, but if you do so you will 
have to choose condensers and in- 
ductances which will fit into the 
comparatively limited space. You 
will notice that the variometers 
are so arranged that their dials 
are vertical and not horizontal, 
as this is the only way they will 
fit into the attaché case. If you 
have a case large enough it is pre- 
ferable to arrange that the dial; 
are horizontal. This will enable 
you to manipulate the set more 
easily. 

The aerial and earth terminals 
are taken to the variometer as 
shown and a fixed condense )f 

TEL,; 
L... 

Wiring diagram. When used with small aerials it is advisable to connect a fixed condenser of about .0003 itF across the aerial variometer. 
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-HULLO EVERYBODYI! 3 

CALLERS' COLUMN 
Buy Best Goods at Low Prices. 

No Post Orders at these Prices. 

TERMINALS (COMPLETE WITH NUTS). 

Telephone doz. 1/ - 
Large W.O. 4 for 5_d , doz. 1/3 
W. O. Pillar q for 5d. 
Small Pillar 1d. each; doz. 101d. 
Switch Arm, 12 Studs and Nuts, the lot 1,' - 
Small Variometers, 250/650, with knob and b, 

2/8, 2/4 
Larger Variometers, 250/650 4/9,3,192/11 
Igranic Variometers, Ebonite, 350/650 15'- 
2 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 5/6, 4 6 

3 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 6/11, 
5 11 Phillips R Type Valves 

Stop Pins, with shoulder 2 a 1d.; doz. 5d. 

Fixed Condensers oor, 10d., up to .005 1 

Fixed Condensers, 0o6 

Valve Pins, doz. Od - Sockets, doz. 9d. 

2, 4, 5 B.A. Nuts 3 doz. 6d. 

Basket Coils - Set of 6 2/ - 
Spade Terminal Tags doz. 4d. 

Vario Couplers, with Knob, \\ ound D.C.0 4 11 

Glass Enclosed Whisker Detector 1 6 

High -Class Whisker Detector (large) enclosed... 2 6 

Fine Perikon, 2 Crystals, enclosed 3 

Small Perikon, 2 Crystals 2 

Bell Wire, D.C.C., 1,C., 20 g io yards 6d. 

Twin Flex 12 yards, 1;8 ; 4 yards 7d. 
Plug Coils, Ebonite 1/-, 9d. 
Extra Quality, ditto on base 1,/,--, 1/3 
Pillar Terminals, Nut and Washer, 2 B.A., 2 for 6d: 
Edison Bell Shaped Coil Plugs 1 /3 
Switch Arms. 8d., 9d 10d., 1/ - 
Filament Resistances 1/8, 1/10, 2/-, 2 '3 
Igranic Resistances 4 6 

Igranic Vernier 
4 Cat's -Whiskers, one gold 
Single Basket Coil Holders 
Variable Grid Leaks 
Lissen Variable Grid Leaks 
Pin Terminals, s',rcw pattern for 2d. 

Spade Terminals, 'c ew pattern .......... 2 for 3d. 

Shaw's Genuine Hertzite 8d., 1/ - 
Grid Leaks and condensers, .0003 3/-, 2/3, 2/ -- 
Valve Sockets, with shoulder and nut doz. 1/ - 

Basket Coils, Duplex Wastes, set of 5 for 2/- 
100,000 Ohm Resistance 
Variometer Ebonite D.S C 

D.C.C. Wound Tapped Coils 2'-, 1/9, 1/6 
Double 'Phone Cords pair 9)d. 
D.P.S.T. Switches, y,eciat 1/3 

S.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1 8 to 2,/3 
D.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1'11 to 2,9 

2 B.A. Rod, 12 in 2 for 5d. 

Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils 5,'6 
Plug and Socket, brass 
Pocket Lamp Batteries (best) 
Special Filament Resistance, very fine value... 2/- 
D.P.D.T., Nickel Switches for panel mounting... 2 ,- 
Fil. Res. Dials, 0-10, 7d. ; with Knob 9d. 
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger 6d. 

Set of Names (12), engraved black or white 6d. 
Insulated Hooks each 1d. 

Copper Foil per foot 4d. 

Best Zincite and Bornite 6d. each ; pair 1/ - 
Ebonite -Turned Valve -Holder and Nuts 1/3 and 1/ - 
Shellac . . 

bottle 5)d. 
Tinned Copper, s6, 18, 20 gauge in stock. 

Formo Fil. Resistances, best 2'6 
Accumulator, (Rotax), 6 V. 80 amps. 

4 V. 40 amps. 
4 V. 60 amps. 

pair 1izd. 

6for 2/3 

1,6 

7 - 
4d. 

1/41d. 
1/5 
2i 6 

1,'6 
4/9 

POST ORDER COLUMNS 
NO POST ORDERS except for goods in these two columns, and at prices marked, which include 

all post, rail and packing charges, U.K. ont,. 
ALL ORDERS EXECUTED at the EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT IN STRICT ROTATION 

FOREIGN ORDERS EXTRA POST, PLEASE. 

RAYMOND VARIABLE CONDENSERS 

BRITISH MAKE 
Fully Assembled. 
Ebonite Bushes. 
Narrow Spacers. 
Metal to Metal 

Bearings. 
Ebonite Dial & 

Knob, complete 
with end plates 

as sketch. 
'001 7/6 
' 00075 6/9 
' 0005 5, 9 

'0003 5/2 
Peg. Post and Packing 

6d. set. 

Foreign post, 1 stt. 

W ithout Dial. 

' 001 6/6 
00075 5/6 

'0005 4/9 
' 0003 4/2 
' 0002 3/- 
'0001 2/8 
Fully assembled with 
knob, pointer, bush, 
screws and connections, 
complete, ith end plates. 

HEADPHONES. Postage, 1'- pair 

4,000 ohms '' Sidpe" genuine 14 9 

4,000 
,, 

Brunet genuine 1511 
4,000 Fellow's Lightweight 18 6 

S Premier ,B.C., 4,000 ohms, very fine value 16 11 

Sterling 4,noo ohms, latest model, B.B.C. 25 - 
N. & K. Standard, latest model 12 9 

Raymond, 4,000 ohms, high class 12 11 

ERICSSON " EV " TYPE PHONES 
4,000 ohms. Thousands sold last season. 

Lovely tone. 13/9 per pair. Post, 1'- pair. 

VALVES. Post, 1/- each 

MARCONI D.E.R 21 

EDISWAN A.R.D.E 27 - 
EDISWAN C)SSOR P.1 12 6 

MULL ARO ORA 12 6 

MARCONI R 12 6 

Other Makes from 7i-. 

L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS. 
5-1 Radio instruments, Ltd. (1) 25!- 
5-1 Igranic shrouded .. (2) 21/- 
5-1 Formo shrouded 18,'- (3) Plain 15/- 
5---1 Raymond 12/6 
On Transformers (s), (2) and (3) goods to the value 

of id. in the i/- given free to callers. 
Post free. 

H.T. Batteries (very best only). 
60 v. with plugs, post 1/3 8 9,10 6, .0 12 6 

33 
36 y., post sr- 5,/-, 5 6, 5 9 ,t 11 9 

17/6 
19/6 10 6, 12. 6, 17 6, 21 -, 28 6. 

Rubber Lead-in Wire, 10 yards 1, 3, 1/6, 2 6 
Edison Bell, Fixed from .0002 to .00r 1'3 EDISON BELL, LISSEN, DUBILIER Parts Stocked. 

Edison Bell, Fixed from .002 to .006 
Edison Bell, Bell, Grid leak and condenser., .0003 2 

6 LARGE 
HONEST GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICE, 

CRYSTAL SETS, ALL KINDS. 

Accumulators, high-class,goods, 4 V. 4o amps 20i - 
Fixed Condensers, .0003 to .00r 14 
Fixed Condensers, .002 to .005 1,8 
Fixed Condensers, .o06 2' 

Ebonite Valve Holders, 8 nuts, each 1/6, 3 for 4 - 
Ebonite Dials and Knob, turned ebonite, 2/-, 2'6 
D.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite base , 3 3 
S.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite base 2. 9 

Variable Grid Leak, pencil pattern 2 6 

Two -Way Coil Holders, 3 qualities, all good 
value, no rubbish 5/6, 6,'6, 7'6 

Three -Way ditto, as above 6/9, 7/6, 8 9 

Twin Flex for Extension Leads, 12 yards 2,3 
Grid Leak and Condenser, .0002, 0003, .0005 2 9 

Grid Leak, 2 megohms 1 4 

Pin Terminals, screw pattern 6 for 1 - 

Spade Terminals, screw pattern 6 for 1 - 
Ebonite Coil Plugs Shaped and plain, 1/9, 1/6, 1/3 
4 Cat's -Whiskers (gold, silver, etc.) 6d. 
Bell Wire, D.C.C., I.R.0 io yards 1/- 
109,000 ohms Resistance - 

2/-, 2.6 
Switch Arms, scry good quality. complete with 

12 studs ''- 
Valve SOckats, polished, with shoulder and nuts 

doz., 1/6; 3 doz 4 

Shaw's Genuine Hertzite Crystal 1 6 

Double Phone Corda, with screw terminals 1 6 

Basket Coil Hollers, fo' 3 coil , onst nd 6 

Basket Coil Holders, single, with coil plug 2 9 

Filament Resistances (not cheap rubbish) 2/6, 2/8, 3 

Very Special ditto (limited number) 2,- 9 

Terminals- 
Telephone, W.O. Pillar, with nut, all good size, 

best possible quality doz. 1 -9 

Terminals, Large 2 B.A., with nut, 6 for 2 6 

Variometers and Knob, 250/650 4 6 

Basket Coils, up to 3,50o metres, set of 6 2/6 
Crystal Detectors, all best quality, not Junk, 

enclosed, large whisker 3/3 
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, smaller whisker 2/9 
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, large, Periken, 2 

3/9 Crystals 
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, slightly smaller, 

Perikon - 3.'3 
Many Other Detectors, open type, 2/-, 2'6, 2/9, 3,/- 

LISSEN PARTS. 
Transformers 16 6 

V. Grid Leak 2'9 
V. Anode Res 2/9 
Reactance 20/ - 
Transformer T.2 25/- 
Lissenstat 7/9 
Coils from 25 upwards. ALL PARTS STOCKED. 

Edison -Bell Variometers, ebonite 15/ 
Ditto Fixed Condensers up to .001 1/9 
Ditto Fixed Condensers up to .006 2/6 
Ditto Grid Leak and Condenser, .0003 3/ - 
Ditto Shaped Coil Plugs, eb,suite 1/6 
Ebonite Condenser Ends pair 1/9 

American Pattern, Dial and Knob 1/8 
Variometer, on Ebonite Bail Rotor 10/- 
Igranic Variometers, lusdc Winding 15/ - 
Sets 5112 Name Tabs, black or white 1/ - 
Insulating Sleeving, all colours 6 yards 2/9 
Amplion Junior Loud -Speaker 42/ - 
Baby Sterling ditto 55/- 
Best Knobs, Itush.,12li,A gfor 1/6 
D.P.D.T. Switches for panel mount 2/6 

TRADE AND RADIO CLUBS SUPPLIED 
advertise what I sell, and sell what I advertise. 
SEND FOR FULL POST LIST. (Stamp.) 

NUMBER OF BARGAINS TO CALLERS ONLY. CANNOT ADVERTISE PRICES 
Right Reserved to Return Cash. 

jIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111_ 

RIGHT OPPOSITE 

D ALY'S 
GALLERY DOOR P. 

5111111111111111111111H1111111111111117: 

K. RAYMOND 
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2 

'PHONE : GERRARD 4637. 

f (i't'("/lSt'1"S, lise' CUC.l'ON oll It{Sl /C1,J;.0 

111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII_ 

HOURS 
OF BUSINESS : 

DAILY - 9 to 7.45 
SUND, 10.30 to 1 

:iiiII1111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIII1l1I111111111h 
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A Crystal Set is 
always useful- 

ofthe 
RADIO PRESS I 

Series l L-_----- I 

WHEN your Accumulator runs down, or your 
Valve burns out, or your H.T. Battery 
suddenly develops noises-these are the 

occasions when you would give almost anything 
for some means of " carrying on." Why not 
forestall these possibilities by making a Crystal 
Set now ? 

This new Book by John Scott -Taggart, Editor 
of " Wireless Weekly ' describes three useful 
Sets which can be made by anyone without special 
skill in the use of tools. In fact, the simplest 
of them (illustrated above) can even be con- 
structed of material you would find around the 
house. 

All have been designed to give good results with 
a range of, say, 25 miles from your nearest Broad- 
casting Station. 

Cet a copy 'of this Book to -day --even if your 
present Set seems immune from breakdown, you 
will never regret the time spent on building a 
Crystal Receiver. 

5:e ndxctr Vxe$ 33. `gtct 
"MIISM[RSO/AUTMORITATIV{ 11/IR[ILS3UTLRATIMe 

IPEVEREUX CAUAT. i7RAND. W.C.10 

Contents 
Some General Principles, 
The Question of Licences. 
Parts of the Wireless Receiver. 
Crystal Detectors. 
Inductance Coils. 
The Construction of the 

Crystal Detector. 
Connecting up the Receiver. 
Operation of the Set. 
The Variable Inductances. 
The Telephone Condenser. 
Operation of the Circuit. 
Erecting your Aerial. 
Insulating your Aerial. 
General Dimensions of the 

Aerial. 
Constructional Details when 

using Masts. 
The Down -lead and Lead-in. 
Adjusting the Span of the 

Aerial. 
Twin -wire Aerials. 
The Earth Connection. 
The Aerial -earth Switch. 
Some remarks on Tuning. 
Receiving Paris Signals. 

From all Booksellers 
and Newsagents, or 
117k posi free direct 

By John Scott-Taggart,F.Inst.P. 

386 In replying to advertisers, use COUPON oll last page 
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.0003 µF is placed across the 
second variometer. The reason 
for this is that the capacity of the 
aerial is absent from the plate 
circuit and as the average aerial 
has a value of about .0003 µF 
a condenser of this value com- 
pensates for the absence of the 
aerial 

Wiring up 
When wiring up, solder all the 

leads and make them as short 
as you possibly can. Also make 
sure that you slip over the wire 
a suitable length of insulating 
sleeving, for you do not want 
two wires to come into contact with 
one another and so short circuit 
the batteries. 

Using the Set 
When you have finished wiring 

up, place the high-tension batteries 
in the positions shown, joining 
them up in series with one another. 
The positive side goes to the tele- 
phones and the negative is con- 
nected to the positive of the dry 
cell which is also connected to the 
filament. The negative of the dry 
cell goes to the remaining flexible 

lead. Place the Peanut valve in 
the socket and slowly turn on the 
filament resistance until the fila- 
ment glows à dull red. Par- 
ticularly note that the Peanut 
valve does not burn with anything 
like so bright a filament as many 
other dull emitters, and indeed in 
broad daylight you may have 
difficulty in seeing whether it is 
alight at all. Now place the cat - 
whisker . on the crystal at what 
seems to be a suitable place, place 
the telephones on the head and, 
having set the right-hand vario - 
meter about half way round, turn 
the left-hand of aerial variometer 
until you pick up signals, from your 
local station. Now readjust the 
second variometer until best signals 
are obtained. When this has been 
done you will need to readjust the 
crystal to find the most sensitive 
point. If signals are very strong 
de -tune them somewhat to find the 
best setting on the crystal, for it 
is easier to set a crystal on weak 
signals than on those which are 
very strong. It you are within 
six or ten miles of a broadcasting 
station you should try the experi- 
ment of running a single wire 

MODERN WIRELESS 
round the picture rail of your room 
and using this as an aerial. The 
ordinary earth connection can be 
used. This will require some re- 
adjustment of the aerial vario - 
meter, but the plate variometer 
will have about the same position 
as when used on your outdoor 
aerial. Six miles away you should 
get quite good signals in the 
telephones with eight or ten feet 
of wire in this way and at greater 
distances a bigger indoor aerial 
can be used. On a good outdoor 
aerial you should be able to work 
a loud -speaker sufficiently well 
to be comfortably heard in a small 
room and I should not be sur- 
prised to hear that a loud -speaker 
can be worked at a much greater 
distance in this way. I do not 
suppose you will hear the other 
broadcasting stations on an indoor 
aerial unless it is taken up into the 
roof, but on an outdoor aerial you 
should be able to hear one or two 
others at least, although I do not 
claim that the set is very selective. 
With very small aerials a fixed con- 
denser of .0003 µF across the aerial 
and earth terminals will improve 
signals. 

IMPORTANT NOT/CE. 
Announcement regarding Next Month's Special Spring Number 

of " Modern Wireless." 

Next month's issue of MODERN 
WIRELESS (March) will be a Special 
Spring Number. There will be 50 per 
cent.. more text than usual and the onwill ly applyice 

willbetcs 
this ë largel6d. 

Thisice 
is. issue, 

after which it will be ls. as usual. 
Not only will this extra large issue 

he the largest wireless journal yet 
Publishof an extraordinarily 

but the will 
to estingchar- 

acter. Every endeavour has been 
made to- make the number particularly 
attractive, and the publishersanticipate 
that there will be more than an 
ordinary demand for this issue. Those 
who are accustomed to buy MODERN 
WIRELESS casually from a bookstall 
would be well advised to make sure 
that a copy of the Special Spring 
Number is reserved for- them. 

The articles, illustrations, printing 
and paper will be of the highest 
quality, and the members of the 
editorial staff are using their best 
endeavours to make the next issue of 
MODERN WIRELESS a superlatively 
fine production. 

Many new ideas and developments 
will appear for the first time in the 
Spring Number. For example, there 
will be full details of the " ST. 100 
Star " circuit, and detailed instruc- 
tions for making a two -valve receiver 
using this circuit so adapted as to be 
self-contained. Because of its purity of 
speech and loudness of signals attain- 

able, this simply constructed set will 
have a very wide appeal. This 
development of the ST. 100 circuit 
is absolutely fool -proof, and tens of 
thousands of those who have become 
interested in the ST. 100 will look 
forward with eager interest to this 
circuit and set. 

Another important circuit described 
by John Scott -Taggart, F. Inst. P., 
A.M.I.E.E., which gives two stages 
of high -frequency amplification, and 
two stages of note magnification, with 
only two valves, will be found ex- 
tremely effective for obtaining loud 
signals over long ranges. The extra 
stage of high -frequency amplification 
which is introduced without the ad- 
dition of another valve enhances the 
value the more ordinary type of dual 
circuit greatly. To many, this article 
will undoubtedly be the most attrac- 
tive feature of the whole issue. 

Another two contributions by the 
pen of the Editor will consist of an 
article on " Dual Amplification Cir- 
cuits I can Recommend," and the first 
long instalment of a series of articles 
dealing in a very detailed and com- 
prehensive manner with the theory 
and practice of dual amplification. 
Each article will deal with a section of 
the subject. It is only because of the 
large number of text pages in MODERN 
WIRELESS that it will be possible to 
give this information In serial form. 

Mr. Percy W. Harris is describing a 

very successful three -valve Reinartz 
receiver for broadcast reception, em- 
bodying some novel ideas. Fullest 
details are given in Mr. Harris's usual 
lucid style and he is also contributing 
an important article on a receiver 
using three valves, the first two acting 
as high -frequency amplifiers. Many 
experimenters find difficulty when 
using two stages of H.F., but this 
article will make matters very simple. 
Mr. Harris's reputation as a writer of 
really sound constructional articles, 
dealing with sets he has fully tried, is 
unrivalled and he is giving of his best in 
this special Issue. 

Mr. Kendall is describing a success- 
ful two -valve power amplifier of 
simple design, which may be used in 
conjunction with the other sets des- 
cribed in the issue. 

Numerous tables of highly useful 
technical data will also be a feature of 
the issue, and there are one or two 
surprise items which we do not, at 
this stage, desire to disclose. 

The whole issue is well worth five 
shillings, and this would be the 
ordinary price were the edition limited 
to 20,000 copies. On the 100,000 
scale, however, the cost of production 
is greatly reduced and the benefit is 
passed on to the reader. 
ON NO ACCOUNT SHOULD YOU 
MISS THIS SPECIAL SPRING 

NUMBER. 
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ó Pittsburg -Manchester Relay ó 
Broadcasting Experiments 

An Explanation 

T11E:Metropolitan_Vickers Company have a cablegram 
from Mr. H. P. Davis, Vice - 

President of the Westinghouse 
Company of Pittsburg, wishing 
to correct a possible impression 
that might be gathered from state- 
ments made to the Press that the 
Westinghouse " KDKA " Station 
was and is making no special 
effort to be heard in Great Britain. 
The cablegram continues : " West- 
inghouse America have co-operated 
with l\Ietrovick daily since early 
October to improve transmission 
reception conditions so that re - 
radiation KDKA may be possible. 
31st December personally sent from 
KDKA through 2AC Greetings 
and Wishes for a Happy and 
Prosperous New Year to all English- 
speaking peoples. Have every hope 
work of KDKA and 2AC will bring 
about reception of. American pro- 
grammes in Great Britain and even 
Continent as readily as is now done 
in America.-H_ P. Davis, Vice - 
President, Westinghouse." 

The enormous amount of pre- 
liminary work which has been 
necessary for these tests has pro- 
bably not been realised. As long 
ago as September, 1923, the West- 
inghouse Company inaugurated 
their iee-metre transmissions, 
with a power of - i4-k.w., and the 
Metropolitan - Vickers Company, 
who are in close technical associa- 
tion with Westinghouse, com- 
menced to receive and report 
on these broadcasts. Since that 
date the power input has been 
considerably increased and the 
strength of reception has improved 
accordingly. There appears to be 
considerable misconception on 
this point. The power of the KDKA 
station, while small in comparison 
with commercial radio -telegraphy 
stations for Iong distance work, 
is now greater than the combined 

power of all the B.B.C. stations, 
and not very small, as has been 
previously stated in the Press. 
The increase of power referred to 
raised some fresh difficulties, as it 
was now found that the reproduc- 
tion of speech and music was 
usually so distorted as to render 
it unintelligible. This was due to 
the phenomenon of " night dis- 
tortion," and is caused by slight 
changes of wavelength. 

To overcome this difficulty the 
associated companies arranged 
special experimental transmissions 
taking place in the early hours of 
the morning after 4 a.m. Greenwich 
time, when the normal American 
broadcast programme had ceased. 
By this means the best adjustments 
of the transmitter were arrived at, 
with the result that the first 
intelligible programmes began to 
come through in time for successful 
re -radiation here before the. close 
of the old year. There is still, of 
èourse, a great deal to be done in 
the way of improving the quality 
of the speech and music and of 
eliminating static interference. On 
Saturday, January 5, the entire 
evening programme from Pitts- 
burg ` was re -radiated, from the 
very first item by the. Westinghouse 
Employees'- Band to the relaying 
of 'the' Arlington time signals at. 
3 o'clock on Sunday morning. 

A large number of letters has 
been received by the Metropolitan - 
Vickers Company from listeners in 
all parts of - the British Isles, 
France, Belgium, Switzerland and 
Scandinavia, commenting on the 
surprisingly good quality of the 
re -radiation. One correspondent 
in London even went so far as to 
declare that the quality was as 
good as, if not better than, he had 
experienced a fortnight previously 
When listening in Pittsburg itself 
to KDKA. ìì00000000000000I3 

o In Next Month's "Modern Wireless": 
HOW TO MAKE A REINARTZ RECEIVER 

FOR BRIGHT OR DULL EMITTERS o 

388 

D 
CI Making Making a Loud- 

Speaker from a 
D D o Lampshade. o 

THE necessary parts fora neat - 
looking home-made loud- 
speaker, as illustrated below, 

can usually be found in the box 
of " gadgets " of a radio e xperi- 
menter. 

First a brass bracket, f in. by 
in. by 6 in. high, is screwed to 

a wooden base measuring 9 in. by 
3 in. by # in., in the centre of 
which two terminals have been 
screwed. At z in. from the top of 
the bracket a hole (4 in.) should be 
bored. Next a cylindrical block 
of wood i in. in diameter and a 
brass cup, for example, the holder 
of the lampshade which is to serve 
as a horn, are fastened on to the 
bracket by means of a r º in. bolt. 
The screws of the shade holder 
will serve to keep the earpiece in 
place. 

Metallic 
lamp shade 

111111111,1n 

)§» Wires 2 libels 
hold shade 

Earphone 

Rubber 
2"00 ohms 

washers 

Wooden base 
Terminals 

Wooden 
cylinder 

Brass 
bracket 

A novel loud -speaker. 

Over the face of the phone place 
a rubber washer with a centre 
opening slightly larger than the 
exposed part of the diaphragm. 
Next, an ebonite cylinder, II in. 
in diameter, and 1 in. long, is 
placed on the rubber washer and 
a similar washer is placed at the 
other end of the cylinder. 

Finally a lampshade is fixed by 
wires to the end of the ebonite 
cylinder, as in diagram, the wires 
being bound round the tops of the 
screws of the shade holder. 

A CORRECTION. 

We regret that owing to a printer's 
error in the advertisement of the Igranic 
Electric Co., in the January issue, the 
price of the Vernier friction pencil was 
given -as 7/-. The price should be z/-. 
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THE 

300 MILES 

-` 

k ,á 

`.'_. 

Price,1 

a 

'- 

Royalties, $q . 

ON 

" 

B/ 
q g 

A LOUD 
enough to 

WE 

truly remarkable 
exclusive 

Perfectly 

taneously 

and purity 
and purit 

and 
be heard 

CLAIM 
REFLEX 
of 

to 

A simplicity 

Entire 
Absolute 
Will receive 

the 
of a 

SPEAKER 
I get Newcastle 

eight feet as ay." 

FOR 
the following 

characteristics 
instrument 

itself. 
faultless reproduction 

audibility. 
of control which 

automatic in operation. 
absence of self -oscillation. 

immunity from 
all 

offifou valvesaeseting power four 
crystal receiver. 

2 
VALVES 

on a loud -speaker strong 
J. T. C. Purley, 

THE CURTIS 
combination 

which places this 
in a category 

at all degrees of 

is practically instan- 

alld hand capacity ns effects, 
s, 

with the simplicity 
__ 

the RADIO STUCTA 
The Ideal Home Constructor's Set, of unequalled value 

which come C ELEGANCE t, o EFFICIENCY. 

Includes complete equipment for the high -frequency 
tuned anode coupling, with intervalve reaction circuit of 

the Simplex Radio Chart, as professionally used for recep- 
tion of All -British, Continental and American Broadcasting. 

INCLUSIVE PRICES 

THE PROVED BEST BY TEST 
6 0 -Valve . " S8 0 0 d -,;M... 

ct°'°° These Ra 2-V 

2-Valve 

4 , 

Models are manufactured under liceru 

Marconi Wireless and Telegraph Company, Limited, 

- - 

of the 
the respective prices quoted above include the Royalty 

C R Y S T O R COWL 
4 í The Name INSULATORS,: ü r `?tt `." íílí íl \ `` H; CURTIS AERIAL M'`'S' CUOl 

Guaranteed `_°( J ;- is a guarantee 

and 
payable to this Company for the use of their circuits. Pur 
chasers of these Radio -Strutta models are therefore rslie;et 
ofanyanvietyfrom the possibility of future litigation. 

Also supplied completely wired, ready for 
use. 2 -Valve, 30/-; 3 -Valve, 40/-; 4 -Valve 
60/- extra. \ 1/6 

Maximum > `\ 1 of dependable 
Efficiency, = pe1'pair ' <4 

values. 

oor ooi LEAD-IN, ooz } i' to /3 
4/- each. .003 J each. .0wo3J each, 

PETER CURTIS, LTD., 
34, WHITFIELD STREET, 

LONDON, W.1. 
(Off Tottenham Court Road). Telephone : Museum 3+30 

WIRELESS '' B.C. DRY B.B.C.I., 
BATTERIES Sets -_ 

No. 1 W. 
Standard Pocket 
Lamp Size -4} volt 
with patent spiral 
wire terminals and 
plug sockets to take 
Wander Plugs. 

Note :- z doz.= 31 

volts. 
Used units replaced 

easily. 

Connect as illustrated. 

To connect in Series 
insert straight Ter- 
minal in Spiral of 

next battery. Bend 
spiral and thus ensure 
permanent electrical 
connection without 
soldering. 

BRITISH MADE. 

Patent applied for. 

PRICE CARRIAGE PAID, 7/- PER DOZEN, WITH PLUG. 

Standard Sizes r 

No. 2 W. Slab, 18} volts. 3 -volt tappings. Sire approx. 
9 x 1 x 3 ins.. 

No. 4 W. Slab. 38 volts... 3 -volt tappings. Size approx. 
10 x if x 3 ins. 

No. 5 W. Block. 80 volts. 3 -volt tappings. Size approx. 
9} x 3} x 3} ins. ,.. ... :. 11/- ü 

Prices include Wander Plug, Carriage Paid. 

Danufactured by Telephone: Trafford 617. 

Price 3/- each 

8/6 

The BRITISH BATTERY CtITD. 

CLARENDON RD., WATFORD, HERTS i 

"Worth 
Listening To " 
Type " A." 
Type " H.A." £4 15 0 
Type "H.H.A.") 

Type " B." For the first 
time provides for additional 
control through a 6 -position 
switch - - - £5 15 0 
Write to -day for Lists 315 and 316. 

FULLER'S UNITED 
ELECTRIC WORKS Ltd , 

Woodland Works, Chadwell 
Heath, E. 

London Depot : 58, High Street, W .C.2. 

LOUD SPEAKER 

Demonstrations of the "Sparta" 
Loud Speaker are given during 
broadcasting hours at Gainages, 
Harrods, Selfridges, The Ser- 
vice Trading Co , 289-92, High 
Holborn, City Accumulator Co , 

Ltd , 79, Mark Lane, E.C., 
and at our man depots 

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page 389 
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By 
G.P. Kendall E.Redpath 
An invaluable source 
of information to all 
interested in Wireless 

Over £60 worth of Radio 
information for half-a-crown 

500 Wireless 
Questions 
Answered. 

By G. P. Kendall and 
E. Redpath. 

This Book is conveniently 
arranged and indexed so 
that the necessary informa- 
tion is instantly available. 
The following are some of 
the sections :- 
Aerials, Earths, Waves, Tuning 
Coils and Condensers, Valves, 
Reaction, Batteries of all kinds, 
Crystal Sets and Amplifiers, 
Grid Leaks and Condensers, 
Loud Speakers, Wire, Inter- 
ference, Morse Signals,Telephone 
Receivers, etc. 

2/6 
P ,:, r, 

FOR a reader of Modern Wireless to enlist 
the services of its technical staff costs him 
2/6 for every question he wishes answered. 

And yet-because the accuracy of every reply 
can be trusted implicitly-many hundreds are 
answered every week. 
Supposing you wished to obtain replies to 500 
questions you would run up a little bill of no less 
than £62 io o, and yet you can obtain a book 
giving the replies to five hundred of the most 
useful Radio questions for half-a-crown. 
Probably a large number of the questions which 
have been troubling you for the past few months 
-and which have consequently retarded your 
progress-are actually answered in this Book. 
Why not get a copy to -day ? Its information is 
wonderfully complete, and as will be seen from 
the synopsis embraces every possible phase of 
wireless. 

RADIO Press Ltd. 
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2. 

RADIO PRESS SERIES No. 13 
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Makeshift Tools 
D 

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A., Staff Editor. 
o 
o 

D An article of particular appeal to the new eonstrrrclor. 
_ 

D 000000000000000í7DCI0000000000000000000000 
SOME people are fortunate 

enough to have very large 
outfits of tools so that any- 

thing required for a special purpose 
is always at hand when needed ; 

but most of us are not so well off 
as this. There are some tools which 
are so seldom required that it 
seems hardly worth while to provide 
them for emergencies that will not 
often "occur. Still, when they 
are needed. they are needed 
very badly, and unless we either 
have them to help us or can 
m provise something to take their 
place, the job in hand cannot be 

,WORK TO BE TURNED 

Fig. 1.-An improvised lathe. 

completed. There is an old saying 
that necessity is the mother of 
invention, and one can often man- 
age to devise something with the 
help of the tools already in the 
workshop which will do almost 
as well as the special tool or 
apparatus that is called for. 

Suppose, for example, that you 
are faced with the problem of 
reducing the diameter of a bush 
or of some other round component 
made of ebonite or brass. A lathe 
is what you obviously need to do 
the work, for even the most careful 
filing will not enable you to keep 
it round during the process of 
reduction. We have not got a 
lathe. What are we to do ? After 
all, a lathe is simply a machine 
which grips the work so that it turns 
true and allows it to be rotated 
at a considerable speed. Have we 
anything in the workshop that 
may be used ? Well, there is the 
breast drill, which will do all this. 
Its chuck will usually take things 
up to in. or rather more in dia- 

meter, and by means of the bevelled 
wheels whatever is held in the 
chuck can be made to revolve at 
any desired speed by turning the 
crank. Here is a way in which 
a breast drill may be turned into a 
small lathe in an emergency. It 
has a horizontal handle which 
screws into a boss in its frame and 
is intended to be gripped by the left 
hand when one is using the drill in 
the ordinary way. Unscrew this 
handle and place the boss between 
the jaws of a vice. Then get the 
drill quite horizontal and screw it 
up tightly as seen in Fig. r. 
Nothing remains now but to con- 
trive an emergency tool rest which 
can be made from a block of wood 
or of metal fixed down in -a con- 
venient position upon the bench. 

A small cutting tool for use with 
this improvised lathe can be 
bought quite cheaply from any 
shop which deals in such things ; 

but even this we can manage to do. 
without in an emergency by using 
first of all a very coarse file and 
spinning the work at high speed. 
A finish may be given by using a 
finer file and lastly emery paper 
Ebonite should be lubricated with 
turpentine whilst it is being turned, 
otherwise it will rapidly blunt any 

2. B. A.SCREWED ROD 

FLATS FILED AT END. 

Fig. 2. For tapping holes. 

kind of tool. Brass on the other 
hand, is best worked with no 
lubricant at all. 

Here is another emergency that 
may arise quite frequently. You 
purchase the parts of a variable 
condenser or some other piece of 
apparatus and find that to make it 
up you must be able to tap 2B.A. 
holes in ebonite. No tap of this 
size is available, and as you very 
seldom have a call for one you 
don't wish to purchase such a 
thing. There is no need at all 
to do so. Somewhere in your 
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scrap box you are sure to find a 
piece of 2B.A. screwed rod, or a 
longish screw of the same size. 
Taper off one end of this slightly 
and file four flats upon it so that 

BRASS SLIDING CLIPS. 

Fig. 3. Emergency callipers. 
at the end the threads are almost 
removed, whilst higher up they 
are less and less filed away (Fig. 2). 
This will give you as good a tap as 
you could want for ebonite working. 
Yon can either mount it in the 
tap wrench by filing a small flat 
at the other end and fixing it with 
the screw, or you can ..place it in 
the chuck of the breast drill. This 
is a most useful tip, for it enables 
one to tap holes of any size and 
with any kind of thread in ebonite. 
The improvised taps will cut this 
soft material very well indeed, 
though they are, of course, of no use 
for brass or other metal. Even 
here one can manage fairly well 
if a piece of steel studding or a 
steel screw of the right size is 
available. This should be filed as 
before and then hardened by 
heating it and dipping in water. 

Here is a third little difficulty. 
You want to know the diameter of 
a spindle, a bush or some other 
round part and you have no cali- 
pers. If you try to measure it by 

5E7 5cREw 

r¡ 

BRASS Roo 

i 
GRAMOPHONE NEEDLE. 

Fig. 4.-Home-made scriber. 
simply placing it upon a foot -rule 
and trying to read the divisions 
you are pretty sure to make an 
error which may be rather serious. 
Still a foot -rule can. be used if we 
make a small addition to it. This 
consists of a pair of sliders made 
of sheet brass with perfectly 
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GRAMOPHONE i 
NEEDLES 

Fig. 5.-Improvised beam compass. 

straight edges (Fig. 3). It is best 
to fix one of these in position by 
drilling a small hole through it 
and the ruler and passing a suitable 
bolt through the two-it can al- 
ways be removed in a moment 
when it is not needed. It should 
be so mounted that its inner edge 
coincides exactly with an inch mark. 
The object to be measured is now 
held firmly against this edge and 
the other slider is pushed up until 
it makes contact. The exact dia- 
meter can then be read off at a 
glance. 

A scriber can be made by fixing 
a gramophone needle into a holder 
made of wood or metal (Fig. 4). 
These needles will also be found 
most useful if you have to mark 
out a large circle on ebonite and 
have no tool suitable for the pur- 
pose. Fig. 5 shows how a beam 

compass can be made very easily 
with two of them and material 
from the scrap box 

If a screw 'sticks and refuses 
absolutely to be moved a great 
deal of force can be applied with 
the help of a spanner. Place a 
screw -driver in the nick of the 
screw and press hard upon it so 
that it gets a firm hold. Then take 
a screw spanner and adjust it so 

SCREWDRIVER 

ADJUSTABLE 
WRENCH 

Fig. 6.-How to remove an obstinate 
screw. 

that it grips the flat blade of the 
screw -driver. The handle of the 
spanner will now give you a lever 
which will enable you to move 
almost any screw. (Fig. 6). 

An awkward soldering job turns 
up. A wire has to be fixed to a 

terminal in a position in which 
there is no room at all for the 
large soldering -iron. The best 
way is to makeup a small one which 
will afterwards be found useful for 
all kinds of fine jobs. Take a 
piece of copper rod, either round or 
square (it does not matter which), 
and fix it into a tool handle. File 
the end to a blunt point and tin 
with solder in the usual way. You 
will then have an instrument which 
will do all that is required of it. 
(Fig. 7). 

If you have no hacksaw, ebonite 
can be cut quite well with a kitchen 
meat -saw, and use of this kind will 
not damage the saw at all. For 
making fine cuts or for cutting on 
a curve a fretsaw may be pressed 
into service, though one has to go 
very carefully with it. Blades for 
cutting metal can, however, be 
bought to fit fretsaw handles, and 
if one of these is used cutting work 
of almost any kind can be done 
without any difficulty. 

COPPER ROD. 

Fig. 7.-A small soldering -iron. 

Repaired Wireless Valves. 
Extract from unsolicited testimonial from Cornwall: 

"It may interest you to know that 
using two H.F. and detector valves 
repaired by your firm, I have 
received the programme from 
WGY, Schenectady." 

Send yours to the actual repairers : 

Radions Limited, 
Bollington, near Macclesfield. 
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CI 
Annual Report of the Bureau 

Cl 
CI 
Cl CI 

We publish below the section of the Annual Report dealing with Radio Communication. D 
It has many points of interest. Cl DUCI00000000000O000O9000oo 

Radio Interference 
T ITH the increasing use of 

radio communication it be- 
comes more important to 

reduce the interference between 
radio waves. This means that all 
transmitting stations must operate 
exclusively on the frequencies 
assigned them, must use as small 
power as required to reach the neces- 
sary distance, and must use waves 
which are as sharp as possible. One 
of the immediate objectives of radio 
research generally, and of the 
Bureau's radio work particularly, is 
the reduction of radio interference in 
each of these respects. The require- 
ment of a sharp wave means that the 
radio wave must occupy as narrow 
a band as possible in the wave - 
frequency spectrum. The breadth 
of the wave is therefore a measure 
of its interference -producing quality 
and for this reason a research has 
been started on the measurement 

Standards, 1923 

of the breadth of waves. The 
particularly difficult problem of 
correction for the effect of the re- 
ceiving circuits used in any such 
measurements is being studied. 
Experiments have been commenced 
also on the effects of modulation 
and frequency variation on the 
breadth of waves. 

Electrical (non -radio) interfer- 
ence with radio reception is becom- 
ing increasingly important. While 
the Bureau has clone little experi- 
mental work on the subject, it 
has made a preliminary study of 
it and has had much correspondence 
on the matter. The National 
Electric Light Association, Insti- 
tute of Radio Engineers, American 
Radio Relay League, and many 
other radio and electrical interests 
have urged that the Bureau under- 
take a comprehensive study of 
the problem, but the necessary 
means have not yet been pro- 

vided. Radio reception is fre- 
quently interfered with and in 
some cities almost entirely pi e 
vented by electrical disturbances 
from _ such sources as series arc 
circuits, battery chargers, power 
lines containing sparking com- 
mutators, leaky insulators, tele- 
phone bell ringing magnetos, and 
electrical precipitation processes. 

Statistical Study of Distance 
Range (Jansky, Engel) 

Along with the study of methods 
of measurement of interference, 
work has been conducted to deter- 
mine the actual extent and effect of 
interference in radio reception as 
experienced by broadcast listeners. 
A statistical study of distance 
range of radio transmission from 
broadcasting stations has been 
made, the observations being taken 
by about loo volunteer observers. 
The Bureau had the co-operation 
of the American Radio Relay ®H "BUY BR.'TISH GOODS ONLY." 

WIRELESS 
RECEIVING 

SET. 

Licence No: 
oar. 

Will receive signals and 
Broadcasting Entertain- 
ments loudly and clearly 
within a radius of 20 miles. 
Tuning arrangement per- 
mits of the closest adjust- 
ment, - thus ensuring 
maximum results. Price 
complete with the "Sonytc" 
Crystal. 8/6. 
Plus B.B.C. Fee r/- extra. 
THE "CLARISTAL" 

AERIAL SET. 
Comprises ion ft. Stranded 
Aerial Wire, 6 Insulators, 
I eading-in Tube, etc..pack- 
ed in attractive box. 3 8. 
Stocked by all leading 

Radio Stores. 
Write direct if unobtainable 

LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS. 
Equally suitable with the Ordinary, D.E.R., Low 

Current Consumption and High Power Valves. 
Why risk interior Transformers? No. Soo. 'Terminal 
Type, 17/6 No. 8o,. With Loose Wires. 16/6 

YARIOMETERS. 
Wave ength too -56o metres. 

Best finish. suitable for Panel Mounting, h 
with Ebonite Knob, as illustrated. 

CABINET 
CRYSTAL SET. 
Licence No. 315. 
High grade set 
mounted on substantial 
Ebonite Panel 
and enclosed in 
highly polished 
hardwood case. Fitted with 
VariometerTuner 
and improved 
type Crystal 
Detector. Price 
complete with 
the " Sonyte " 
super Crystal, 

30,E-. 
Plus British 
Broadcasting 
Fee r/- extra. 
Also supplied in 
polis', ed wood 
case without fall down lid. 

21/ tted Plus British Broadcasting Fee r/- extra. 

Fitted with Ebonite Knob and Ebonite 
Engraved Dial. 
Mounted on substantial Ebonite Panel and 
fitted complete with Detector and Crystal. 

10/6. 
Fully illustrated Catalogue, containing 
a wide range of Crystal and Valve Sets, 
complete Constructional Sets and Com- 
ponent Parts, on request. Enclose 
Business Card or Memo for Special Trade 
Ternis and Discounts. 

RADIO WIRES. 
Silk, Cotton and Enamelled In- 
strument Wires, Aerial Wires, 
Leading -in wires, etc., at keen 
prices. Send your enquiries. 

Open type mounted on Ebonite Base,1,"6 
each. Enclosed 
type, fitted with 
Glass Dust 
Shield. No. 400A, i D Luz 2/3. 

LGoId$fòfl 
eluxe diode 

Ei 
high ard finish. 

No. qoo, 2/9 
De Luxe Model, 

PENDLETON. nuousiERLD Nickelled Parts, 
Address all Coe n troicatiens to llfad Office & {rods:No. 

goox, 3/- 
PENDLETON, MANCOIESTER. 

GLASGOW DEPOT : 65, BOTHWELL STREET 
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STOCKED rbPotabie DEALERS 

MEOW 

STOP THAT HOWLING! 
by using insulation which 
insulates and is impervious 
to strong capacities. 

PARAFLEX 
An Ebonite composition, high 
resistance and indestructible. 

Anti - Capacity Sleeving. 
Better than A a per 
Bare Wire. yard. 

ENGRAVE YOUR PANELS 

by the 

NU -GRAVING 
PROCESS. 

Neater, Cleaner, Cheaper, 
than any known method of 

Panel Marking. 

21 Complete Words 7 ( 

and Letterings for 

`PARAGONI 

Guaranteed 
Radio - 
Quality 

`The Best Made.' EBONITE PANELS. 

STANDARD SIZES. 
6f X 5fX4 1 9 each... 4;- 
6fX 51 x 1 2!3 , ... Polished 

J 8 x 6 x° 26 Mahog- ,,... 
8 x 6 x 1 3 3 ... 5'- ' any 
ioi x 8f X f 5;6 , .. 8'6 Trays. 
12 x ro x 3 7!- ... 10. 6 

Other Sizes to Order. 

Fine grain, matt finish, ground edges. 
Each panel in sealed carton stamped. 

`PARAGON RADIO -QUALITY EBONITE' 
SHEETS. RODS. TUBES. MOULDINGS. 

FRENCH -POLISHED 

MAHOGANY CABINETS 

Guaranteed Best Quality. 

Panel Size roi x 81 Open Tray 8 6 
12 X xo ,, 10'6 w 

Séngf56 J ilXó 
Iaa x:zTYP t25- 

All above fitted with Removable Bottoms. 

`117 
PETER CURTIS, 

LIMITED. 

34, Whitfield St.,London, W.1. 
(Off Tottenham Court Road.) 

Telephone : ... ... Museum 8489. 

Ai 

League, the Westinghouse broad- 
casting station at Pittsburgh, and 
the University of Minnesota in 
selecting observers and editing the 
observation forms, about 7,200 
of which were received. These 
are being analysed by the sorting 
and counting machines of the 
Bureau of the Census. The results 
show the effect upon distance 
range of the distance, wave fre- 
quency, type of receiving apparatus, 
and various sources of interference. 
The analysis of results to date 
shows that the principal obstacle 
to reception is interference from 
broadcast stations other than the 
one which the listener desires to 
hear. The next greatest obstacle 
is fading of signals (except in 
the summer when atmospheric 
disturbances are worse), and the 
smallest of the observed obstacles 
to reception is interference from 
power lines. The results showed 
that there is a region of minimum 
reception about roo miles from a 
transmitting station, such that 
louder signals are received both 
nearer to and farther from the 
transmitting station than in this 
region. The distance of this 
region from the transmitting station 
is roughly proportional to the wave- 
length. 

Radio Fog Signalling (Dunmore) 

Co-operation with the Bureau 
of Lighthouses in the improve- 
ment of the radio fog -signalling 
service was continued. An auto- 
matic transmitting set of Bureau 
of Standards type was adjusted in 
a new beacon station near Balti- 
more. Preliminary specifications 
were prepared for an automatic 
transmitting set of electron -tube 
type. Such sets will give rise to 
much less interference with other 
radio communication, will mo- 
dernise the beacon system, and 
will have greater distance range. 
Some consideration was given to 
the improvement of design of 
direction finders for use on ship- 
board. 

Radio Recorders 
A radio time -signal relay was 

designed and constructed for the 
recording of Arlington time signals 
by the section of the Bureau deal- 
ing with time standardisation. 
This relay is essentially a receiving 
set adjustable to a single frequency 
and is very rugged and positive in 
action. 

Aircraft Radio Problems 
(Dunmore, Engel) 

Work was carried out for the 
Air Service on the development 
of an altimeter utilising variations 

of capacitance detected by radio 
methods. Reports on this subject 
were furnished to the Air Service. 
Special work on the application 
to aircraft of radio communica- 
tion on 3,000 kilocycles was also 
done (see " Short-wave radio 
communication " below). 

Radio Wave Phenomena 
(Whittemore) 

A paper describing the Bureau's 
work on the fading or fluctuations 
of short wave radio signals was 
sent to press. This paper is to 
be issued as a scientific paper of 
the Bureau and an abbreviated 
version is to appear in QST. A 
paper has also been prepared on 
the methods of statistical analysis 
used in the foregoing work and 
in the study of distance range. 

The Bureau is represented on 
the committee on earth currents 
and polar lights of the American 
Geophysical Union, which is making 
a study of the effect of aurora on 
radio transmission. Observation 
forms for radio and aurora con- 
ditions were prepared for the 
McMillan Polar Expedition in co- 
operation with the American Radio 
Relay League and Carnegie In- 
stitution. The purpose of these 
forms, to be filled out by observers 
on the expedition and on land in the 
northern parts of North America, 
is to reveal relations between 
radio and auroral phenomena. 

Assistance was given in the pre- 
paration of programmes and general 
organisation of work on radio 
phenomena in connection with the 
International Union of Scientific 
Radio Telegraphy (see paragraph 
on this subject below). 

Short -Wave Radio Communica- 
tion (Dunmore, Engel) 

A research has been under way 
for the Air Service of the Army 
on the practicability of radio 
communication at higher fre- 
quencies than those used in the 
past. The use of such frequencies, 
largely neglected heretofore, has 
been found to have a number of 
important advantages. Inter- 
ference is less because a much 
narrower percentage band of fre- 
quencies is utilised by radio tele- 
phony or any given type of modu- 
lation than at lower wave fre- 
quencies. 

Apparatus was developed for 
both transmission and reception 
on a frequency of 3,000 kilo- 
cycles per second (roo metres). 
Both telegraphy and telephony 
on this frequency were found 
to be thoroughly practicable. In 
two-way tests between Washing- 
ton and Pittsburgh it was found 
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that the fading was materially 
less than in communication at 
lower frequencies. 

When the experiments were car- 
ried to a frequency ten times the 
foregoing, namely, 30,000 kilo- 
cycles per second (io metres), it 
was possible to concentrate the 
waves in a desired direction by 
means of a parabolic cylindrical 
reflector of parallel wires. Both 
telegraphy and telephony were 
accomplished under these condi- 
tions. Special roo -watt generating 
apparatus was developed, and the 
signals were received by a small 
loop antenna. 

Electron Tubes (Joilffe) 
A study was made of the effect 

of regeneration in receiving sets. 
It was found that the amplifica- 
tion due to regeneration decreases 

- with increase of signal strength 
and that the effect of regeneration 
is not strictly equivalent to -a 
negative resistance for different 
values of current in the circuit. 
A study was made of various 
means of preventing re -radiation 
from regenerative receiving sets. 
This is an important phase of the 
interference problem, since the 
disturbance radiated from such 
sets gives rise to annoying noises 
in the receiving sets of near -by 
users. A brief experimental study 
was made of super -regeneration. 

Life tests were undertaken on 
the newer types of receiving tubes. 
This work is in progress in co- 
operation with the tube manu- 
facturers and the Navy and Army. 
It has, involved a selection of 
properties for periodic measure- 
ments and the establishment of a 
time schedule for the routine of 
the life tests. 

A study of the power rating of 
power tubes is under way. Two 
radio telephone sets for general 
laboratory use and for the trans- 
mission of standard frequency 
signals have been constructed. 

Insulating Materials (Preston, 
Strock) 

Measurements of radio -frequency 
properties were made on a number 
of samples of phenolic insulating 
material, hard rubber, celluloid, 
and miscellaneous materials. 

Work was also carried out on 
the standardisation of methods 
of testing the properties of elec- 
trical insulating materials in 
co-operation with the American 
Society for Testing Materials, the 
Bureau being represented on com- 
mittee D-9, insulating materials. 
The Bureau's methods of measuring 
radio -frequency properties were 
adopted by this committee as 
tentative standards. 

In replying to 

Radio Measurements 
In co-operation with the Radio 

Inspection Service a number of 
improvements were made in the 
wave meters used by the radio 
inspectors. Specifications were 
drawn up for the design and 
construction of two coils to increase 
the frequency range of the wave - 
meters. Improvements were made 
in the resonance indicators. A 
special scale was designed for use 
with the instrument which in- 
creases the precision of reading 
frequency or wavelength by a 
factor of 6. This work has been 
essential in view of the increasing 
use of continuous -wave radio - 
transmitting apparatus and the 
closer spacing of wave frequencies 
assigned to radio stations. 

A differential measurement de- 
vice for rapid radio -frequency mea- 
surements was designed and con- 
structed. The cathode-ray oscillo - 
graph tubes used in connection 
with fundamental frequency stan- 
dardisation were improved by 
evacuation by special apparatus, 
and measurements were made on 
the radio -frequency impedance- of 
a number of telephone receivers. 

Design of Radio Standards 
(Preston) 

A nuniber of improvements were 
made in the design of the variable 
air condensers used as radio -fre- 
quency standards. A series of 
special inductance coils was de- 
signed which gives a comprehensive 
set of standards for inductance 
and frequency measurement in a radio laboratory. 

The Radio Inspection Service 
was assisted in the design of a very 
compact wave meter for the broad- 
cast range of frequencies. Two 
designs were prepared for a fre- 
quency indicator ; that is, a non- 
adjustable wave -meter which in- 
dicates at one frequency only. This 
device is for use in a broadcast 
transmitting station to set the fre- 
quency accurately on the assigned 
frequency. The use of a device 
of this type was recommended by 
the Second National Radio Con- 
ference. 

(To be continued.) 

NOTICE. 
JUNIOR WIRELESS 
is discontinued as a separate 
section, but similar matter 
will be distributed throughout 

the ordinary pages, 
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T. O. BUSS, 
77, Clerkenwell Road., E.C,1 1 

VARIOMETERS. 
Bushed Bearings, Ebonite Dial o -roo, and Knobs. Metal Parts Plated. Wavelength 340 
to 56o metres. 

Adecuate provision is made for mounting on a panel, and the dial is neatly and clearly engraved. Marvellous 
A 6d. Price V 

TRADE SUPPLIED. POST 6d. Eeira. 

H EADPHON ES 1 
Genuine French Telephones, 

most sensitive obtainable, 4,000 ohms with curd 
- "Ebonite" 

POSTAGE FREE. ANY SIZE CUT. 
d. 

8 ;< I X} ... - 7 12 X io X }- 7 6 4X4 X} ... r 3 17X Sx}- 89 
7 x 6 x } ... 2 8 

to x 6 x} ... 3 9 tS x 18 x }- 15 9 
17 x 5 x} ... 5 3 36 x 18 x} i 7 6 
FIXED CONDENSERS, .0003, .0005, .002, .003, 10E 

and 1/- each. .004, 1i6 each. Post 3d. 
VARIABLE GRID LEAK, 2/- each and 8/- each 
GRID LEAK AND CONDENSER, .0003, 2/8 each 

roo,000 ohms Resistance, 2/- each. Postage 
on above, 3d. each. 

WIRELESS PARTS 
and ACCESSORIES. 

Aerial Wire, 7/22 bare copper, stranded. Price 
per roo ft., 2/6 and 2/4. By post, 3/6. 

Aluminium vanes, i doz., ,5d. By post, 8d. 
Basket Coils, 7 in. set, 3/- set. By post, 3 4. 
Braes Washers, 2, 3, 4 or 5 B.A. ,., dozen 2d. 

, Nuts, 2 B.A. ... ... ... dozen see 
Nuts, 3, 4 or 5 B.A.... ... dozen 2d. 
Rod (screwed) - 

2 B.A., in r2 -in. lengths each 3d. 
3 B.A., in 02 -in. lengths each 3d. 
4 B.A., in r2 -in. lengths .. each 21d. 

Contact studs, f 'n, by f in., complete with nut 
and washer, 5d. doz. 

Copper Foil Sheets, uniform thickness, 12 in. by 
3 in. 3d. each. 

Crystal Detectors on Ebonite, 1/8 each. 
Crystal Detector, cup enclosed with glass cover, dust 

proof, 3/6. By dost, 4/-. 
Coil Holders, Ebonite, 3 -way, 5/6.6/6, 7/6 ; 2 -way, 

4/6 and 5/6. Post any one, 3d. extra. 
Ebonite Dials, with engraved scab o -,8o, 1/ - each. Bypost,1/6. 
Engraved Ivorine Scales, o-i8o round ends 4d. ea. 
Filament Resistance, 1 6, 2/6 each. By post,1/10 

and 2/10. 
Inductance Coils Wound Enamel Wire, 12 by 4, 3/-. 
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Wireless under the Microscope El 

El 
13 

Mysteries of the Telephone Headpiece o 
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS p 

Do you realise how little energy is required to make a noise in your receivers? 
El This article will tell you. 

El 
13 000000D 

H1VEyou ever thought how A 
tiny are the movements 
which take place in your 

wireless set when you are listening 
to a broadcast concert ? If you in- 
vestigate, you will find that they 
are of almost inconceivable minute- 
ness. Let us take the case of 
the diaphragm of the telephone 
receiver. As you know, this 
vibrates when set into operation and 
strikes the air particles which, in 
turn, operate upon the drums of 
your ears. But if you examine the 
diaphragm of the telephone, even 
when it is emitting quite a loud 
sound which can be heard with per- 
fect ease, you will find that it is 
utterly impossible to perceive any 
movement, the diaphragm appear- 
ing to be actually at rest. In 
reality, however, the central por- 
tions of it are moving up and down 
perhaps r,000 limes per second, 

and not only that, but the 
diaphragm is vibrating in different 
modes, according to the sounds 
which it is emitting, a singer's 
voice or the notes of an orchestra. 
And although you cannot see any 
motion, your ear immediately per- 
ceives the slightest change in the 
character of the vibrations. 

The motions of the diaphragm are 
imperceptible to the eye partly 
because they are so rapid and partly 
because they are so extremely small. 
For example, suppose you are using 
a crystal set, the diaphragm of the 
telephone moves to and fro per- 
haps one hundred -millionth of 
an inch. It is almost impossible 
to conceive what is meant by such a 
small distance. But we can arrive 
at some idea of it in this way. 
Suppose it takes one hundred pages 
of . this Journal, laid one upon 
another, to make a thickness of one 

inch. Then one page is one -hun- 
dredth of an inch in thickness. If 
you could split a page at the edge, 
by means of a knife, until you had 
one million pages, each page would 
be one hundred -millionth of an inch 
in thickness : its thickness would 
then represent the distance which 
the diaphragm of the telephone of a 
crystal set moves to and fro when 
you are listening to the broadcast 
music ! 

Even this does not represent the 
limit of sensitivity of the human 
ear. For Lord Rayleigh and other 
scientists have made careful 
measurements of the smallest 
vibratory motion in the air which 
the ear can perceive, and they have 
found that a motion as small as 
about a millionth of a millionth óf an 
inch can just be heard by a normal 
ear. If you split this page into 
one million sheets and then took 
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one of these million sheets and split 
it into ten thousand further sheets, 
each of the final sheets would be a 
millionth of a millionth of an inch 
in thickness, and a vibratory 
motion in the air of an extent equal 
to the thickness of such a sheet 
would be just audible. \Vhen you 
consider that many wild animals 
can hear sounds which are far 
beyond the sensitiveness of the 
human ear, you will realise to what 
extremely small air -motions these 
animals' ears are susceptible. 

Power Received 
The amount of power received 

by your aerial also takes us into the 
region of almost infinite smallness. 
Suppose the transmitting station 
is radiating one horse-power of 
energy and that your aerial picks 
up an amount of energy corre- 
sponding to fifty square yards. 
If you are at a distance of ten miles 
you will receive an amount of 
energy considerably less than one 
hundred -millionth of one horse- 
power, and owing to a variety of 
losses, the power which you event- 
ually make use of is probably a 
small fraction of a millionth of a 
millionth of a horse-power, or, in 
fact, a very small fraction of a 
" fly -power " ! 

Again, let us consider the amount 
of electric current which flows 
through your telephones when using 
a crystal set. The current which 
is required to operate an electric 
bell is, say, i ampere. This means 
that a million million million 
electrons rush through the bell 
every second. Probably you do 
not regard r ampere from a small 
battery as representing a very 
large amount of power, but this 
power is prodigious when compared 
with the power in the aerial circuit 
of your wireless set. A pocket 
flash -lamp uses millions of times as 
much power as your aerial brings 
in, and many times the power re- 
quired to operate a loud -speaker. 

Even when this minute quantity 
of energy is passed through the 
telephones, a great amount of loss 
occurs and only an extremely small 
fraction of the power is actually 
converted into sound. In fact, 
if we could have a really perfect 
telephone receiver, which converted 
the whole of the electrical energy 
supplied to it into sound -energy, 
and if we used this perfect telephone 
in connection with a crystal set, 
the sound produced would be as 
loud as the sound which is given out 
from an ordinary telephone con- 
nected with a five -valve set. 

MODERN WIRELESS 
Another interesting fact about a 

wireless set is the speed with which 
the wireless waves travel from the 
broadcasting station. Wireless 
waves move with a velocity of 
186,000 miles per second, whilst 
sound -waves move with a velocity 
of about r,roo ft. per second, 
Suppose the microphone at the 
transmitting station is i ft. away 
from the singer. The sound takes 
about one -thousandth of a second 
to travel from the singer to the 
microphone. It is then tran -formed 
into electrical energy, flashed by 
wireless to your receiver, and re 
transformed into sound energy 
probably well within the space o1 
another one -thousandth of e 
second. You then receive the 
sound in the same time that 
it would have taken to travel 
2 ft. from the singer's throat. 
If the concert room is roo ft. 
across, people sitting on the 
opposito side from the singer will 
hear the sound in about one -tenth 
of a second, whereas you, with your 
wireless set, have heard it in about 
one -fiftieth of a second, or, in other 
words, the sound took fifty times 
as long to reach a person sitting in 
the actual room as it took to reach, 
by wireless, a person perhaps zoo 
miles away ! 
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Sidelines in Wireless. 
By Lt -Col. CHETODE CRAWLEY, R.M.A., M.I.E.E. 

Deputy Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, G.P.O. 

Uf IL quite recently the 
transference of energy by 
wireless waves could only 

be considered, from the commercial 
point of view, as a new means of 
telegraphic sgnalling, applicable 
to the mobile communications of 
ships and aircraft, as well as to the 
point - to- point communications, 
already catered for, to a great ex- 
tent, by cables and land lines. 
This telegraphic application of 
wireless waves is still a child, and a 
very robust child, but it may be of 
interest to glance at other applica- 
tions which as' yet are only in- 
fants, some thriving, some weakly, 
but all of promise. 

Broadcasting 
First and foremost among the 

infants is the application of broad- 
casting words and music for enter- 
tainment and instruction. There 
is no need to expatiate here on the 
tapid growth of broadcasting in 

this country, as it is common 
knowledge that what was a year ago 
theoretical possibility is now looked 
upon as a popular and almost 
commonplace form of entertain- 
ment. Not that we can yet grasp 
the potentialities of broadcasting. 
We are indeed only groping on the 
fringe of the most far-reaching 
discovery of our time, possibly of 
any time, and it would be as easy 
as it would be futile to let our 
imagination run riot on a world 
knitted together, through broad- 
casting, by a bond of universal 
intercourse and understanding. The 
most terrible war in history has 
given us, after all, only a League of 
Nations, such a league as may well 
sink into nothingness compared 
with a League to be born of wireless 
broadcasting. Just think of the 
great area and population of the 
United States of America, and 
realise that even now, after only a 
couple of years' experience of broad- 

casting, every man, woman, and 
child in that vast country could 
listen with simple inexpensive ap- 
paratus to the words spoken by a 
single individual in Washington. 
What is to be the outcome of this ? 

Are there not indeed good grounds 
for saying that broadcasting is the 
most far-reaching discovery of our 
time in more senses than one ? 

But we must leave broadcasting 
visions for a brief consideration of 
other sidelines branching off from 
the mainline of telegraphic com- 
munication. 

Position Finding 
The sideline which is most 

developed at the moment is that of 
determining the positions of ships 
and aircraft by wireless waves, 
and the great potential advantages 
of such an arrangement for navigar 
tional purposes are obvious. The 
position is determined by the 
cperator in the ship or aircraft 
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faking bearings, by means of 
special wireless receiving apparatus, 
on two or more fixed stations 
which are transmitting wireless 
waves, the point of intersection of 
the lines of the bearings, plotted on 
a chart, giving the position of the 
craft. Many ships and aeroplanes 
are now being fitted with this 
apparatus, and as experience is 
gained so are results attaining to 
greater reliability. 

Positions can also be found by 
any ship or aeroplane fitted with an 
ordinary wireless installation. In 
these cases, however, the bearings 
can only be obtained from such 
fixed wireless stations as are fitted 
with directional receiving apparatus. 
All aerodromes have a station so 
fitted, but in this country there are 
at present only three stations, viz.; 
Berwick, Flamborough and Lizard, 
available for giving bearings to 
ships. For ship work, bearings 
sufficiently accurate for naviga- 
tional purposes can usually be ob- 
tained, in the present state of 
development, up to distances of 
about roo miles by day and 5o 
miles by night. The results ob- 
tained by the apparatus when it is 
fitted in a ship or aircraft are less 
reliable than when fitted in a fixed 
station, but, as already mentioned, 
experience in the use of the system 

in ships is rapidly producing 
greater accuracy, and demonstrat- 
ing to ship owners the great valué 
of this new aid to navigation. 

Wireless Beams. 
There is another form of direc- 

tional apparatus of which only 
one example is yet in use, and that 
experimentally, viz., at Inchkeith 
in the Firth of Forth, though 
another is being installed on the 
South Foreland lightship. From 
this station a rotating beam of 
wireless waves can be radiated, 
specified letters being signalled to 
signify the various directions of 
the beam. By this means a ship 
fitted with special wireless receiving 
apparatus coming within range of 
the beam, at present about ro miles, 
can determine accurately its b aring 
from the station, and, roughly, its 
distance, the station acting, in fact, 
like a wireless lighthouse. 

Experiments for sending beams 
of wireless waves over long dis- 
tances are now in progress, and 
are producing very promising re- 
sults. The advantages of such 
an arrangement would be, first, 
that as the radiated energy is 
concentrated in one direction, in- 
stead of being emitted in all 
directions, less power, and therefore 
less money, would be required 

MOD_ER.N .WIR.E.LES.S 

to signal from one place to another, 
and secondly, that communication 
would be more secret, as the 
messages could only be intercepted 
by stations situated in the line of 
the beam, instead of, as at present, 
by any station within range, irre- 
spective of its position. 

Wired Wireless. 
A sideline of wireless telegraphy 

and telephony which has consider- 
able possibilities is " Wired Wire- 
less," an anomalous but expressive 
title, so anomalous indeed that 
many prefer to use some other 
title such as " Carrier Current " 
telegraphy or telephony. This 
system of communication was first 
achieved in r9rr by Major -General 
Squier in the United States of 
America, and it is there and in 
Germany that it has been chiefly 
developed, though much has been 
accomplished with it in this country 
during the last few years. In fact 
it is really only during the last few 
years, i.e., since the development 
of the thermionic valve, that the 
arrangement has become of com- 
mercial value. " Wired Wireless " 
consists, broadly speaking, of trans- 
mitting energy along a wire in 
the form of high -frequency currents 
similar to those used in wireless 
signalling. For instance, a line 
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already in use for ordinary tele- 
phony may have a high -frequency 
current generated and modulated 
in it by a wireless telephone 
transmitter, the speech being re- 
ceived at the other end of the line 
by a wireless telephone receiver, . 

and a number of transmitters and 
receivers can be used simul- 
taneously on the same line by 
employing different frequencies 
for each communication. This 
system is being found of great 
value for providing additional com- 
munications along ordinary tele- 
phone lines loaded to their maxi- 
mum capacity, so far as ordinary 
telephonic working is concerned, 
and it is also coming into use for 
commur i:ation alorg lines which 
are being Used for the transmission 
of electrical power. In fact, so 
far its chief practical application 
lias been for communication along 
lines already in use, either for other 
forms of communication or for 
some other purpose. 

Wireless Pictures. 
" Wireless Pictures " is a heading 

which has often appeared in the 
Press of late, and a very interesting 
sideline it is, though it cannot yet 
be considered as a commercial 
proposition. One of the most 
promising systems of this trans- 
mission of pictures or writing by 
wireless signals is that of the French 
scientist M. Belin, who succeeded, 
two years ago, in sending a tele- 
photographic message across the 
Atlantic. The transmission by M. 
Belin's method occupies some 
minutes in building up the picture 
or message, so that it cannot 
rightly be called " television," 
which is the term used to signify 
the practically instantaneous trans- 
mission of a picture, etc., as a whole, 
a problem which is still unsolved, 
though unlikely to remain so for 
long. M. Belin uses at the -trans- 
mitting station a cylinder on 
which the picture is engraved in 
relief. The cylinder is rotated and 
a needle pressing on it rides up and 
down the little hills and valleys, 
like a gramophone 'needle, the 
alteration in pressure at the -other 
end of the needle being arranged 
so as to alter correspondingly the 
strength of an electric current, 
which, in its turn, alters or modu- 
lates the continuous stream of wire- 
less waves which are being radiated 
from the station. At the receiving 
station, these modulated waves 
are made to influence a beam of 
light which is directed on to a 
rotating cylinder, ,covered with 
photographically sensitised paper, 
so as to produce light or dark 
shades corresponding to the little 
hills and valleys of the picture on 
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the transmitting cylinder. Both 
cylinders are made to rotate at the 
same rate, and to move at the same 
rate along their axes, sò that at the 
transmitting station_ the needle 
traverses the area of the picture as 
does the beam of light in producing 
a replica of the picture on ,the re- - 

ceiving cylinder. 
Wireless Control. 

There are also many interesting 
sidelines which may be -grouped - 

together under the heading of 
" wireless control." First amongst ' 

these in popular interest; if one may 
judge by the frequency of repòrts 
in the Press, are methods of 
navigating ships and aircraft by 
wireless signals. Much has been 
written of the horrors of the next 
great war, when this country, it is 
said, will be invaded by hordes of 
aircraft navigated by wireless from 
the enemy country, these aircraft 
releasing in the same way bombs of 
hitherto unheard of destructive 
power whenever desired. At the 
same time, apparently, all dur ships 
will be sunk by torpedoes similarly 
guided by the master brain of the 
enemy. But even if such arrange- 
ments were to become .practical 
on a large scale for one side, it must 
not be forgotten that in war there 
is always " the other fellow " who 
can use his wireless too, and it 
would be just as easy, and unpro- 
fitable, to write at length of the 
facility with which the enemy's 
plans could be annihilated by wire- 
less signals sent from our own 
stations. The following paragraph 
from a newspaper of September I r 
last shows strikingly how wireless 
interference may prevent naviga- 
tion by wireless. 

" The seven destroyers which 
went ashore on Saturday night at 
Pedernales, California, with the loss 
of twenty-three sailors, were unable 
to find their bearings in a dense fog, 
-because the air was filled with 
wireless messages about a freight 
steamer which had gone on the 
rocks at San Miguel Island, a few 
miles away. 

" It is customary during a fog 
for warships to secure wireless 
bearings, but, lacking- these, the 
destroyers continued in line -ahead 
formation at twenty knots by dead 
reckoning." 

But the fact remains that more 
or less successful experiments have 
been carried out with bombs 
loosed by wireless signals from air- 
craft navigated by wireless signals, 
and with torpedoes fired by wireless 
signals from ships navigated by 
wireless signals, and there can be no 
doubt that such things will be done 
in the next great war, if there is to be 
a next great war, but certainly not 
on the large scale so often predicted, 
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" ELLA " BATTERY CHARGERS 
They work from a Lampholder. 

SAVE THEIR COST IN A FEW WEEKS. 
Another Satisfied User ! Mr. Charles Kirtley, 
Elswick Court, Northumberland Street, Newcastle -on - 
Tyne, writes :- 

Dear Sirs, 
The Battery Charger came duly to hand. 
It is a splendid little u orker, and we 
are very pleased with it; already we 
have charged two of our staff motor 
batteries and busy with the third. 
Also suitable for Motor Car Batteries. 

A.C. Model. 
Output 5/10 amps. 8 volts. Complete 
with Pole Indicating Ammeter and 
all connecting leads and adapter. 

Prom stock, £6 6 0, for 
frequencies 40 to 60, and 
volt^ges 100 to 220. Other 
frequencies and voltages, 
£1 extra and to special 
order 

D.C. Model. 
Output 5 amps. 9 volts. Mach- 
ine only, £5 12 6. With Switch- 
board and Pole Indicºting 
Ammeter and Regulating Resist- 
ance ae illustrated, £6 15 0. 
With Resistance, Ammeter 
and Voltmeter, £7 2 6. 

Trade also supplied. 

LIONEL ROBINSON & CO 
3g,Phone Staple inn, London,W.0 2. 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT t 
REDUCTION IN PRICE 

0 
IxTERCNANOEABtE 

oMRI RECEIVER as described by 
Scott Taggart. 
Sloping mahogany cabinet with lid 
Top ebonite panel, squared & matted 
Do. drilled and engraved as described 
Front panel squared and matted .. 
Do. drilled and engraved as described 
Variable grid leak, .5-5 megohms ... 
Variable resistance, 5o,000-roo,000 

ohms 
Variable condenser, with dia and 

knob, .0005 ... 
Magnum inter -valve transformer 
Filament resistance carbon type ... 
Crystal detector (enclosed with 

crystal) ... ... ... ... 
Valve holders .. ... 

No. r ... ... 12/6 Magnum 3 -way coil holder ... 
Magnum single coil holder ... 
Spade terminals, per doz. ... 
Magnum choke ... ... 
Fixed condensers, .000r ... 

Fixed condensers, .0003 ... ...' 
Fixed condensers, .00r ... ... 
Fixed condensers, .002 ... 
Terminals, lacquered, complete ... 

3 -valve set, described by Mr. Percy Harris. 

No. 2 ... 15/- 

ALWAYS SPECIFY 
MAGNUM 

Mr. J. 

Owing to the enormous demand for Magnum 
tapped coils and the consequent reduction in 
production costs, the following prices will 
come into operation on and after February 
1st, 1924: 

No. r.-18oa,000 metres ... 12/6 
No. 2.-600-2,600 metres ... 15/- 
Suggested components for the famous 

Each. 
£1 10 

8 
5 
8 

Variometer ... ... ... ... 
Magnum 2 -way coil holder .. ... 
Magnum inter -valve transformer ... 
Filament rheostat ... ... ... 
.00025 variable condenser, complete 
Grid leak and condenser, complete... 
Valve holder... ... ... 
H.T. condenser ... 
Ebonite, perlb.,cuttosize ... ... 
Sleeving, per yard .. . ... ... 
Magnum coils, No. r ... ... 
Magnum coils, No. 2 ... 
Terminals, lacquered, complete ... 

15 0 
6 6 

15 0 
2 0 
7 0 
2 6 
0 10 
4 0 
4 0 
0 6 

12 6 
15 0 

0 2 

Send stamp for set of leaflets dealing with 
" Twelve Tested Circuits" including the 

famous " Omni Receiver." 

ALWAYS SPECIFY MAGNUM 
Experimental Stations t-2FP, 2CT, 2PB, 6CW. 

BURN E -JONES & Ce., Ltd., 
Manufacturing Radio Engineers, 

MONTFORD PLACE, KENNINGTON, 

LONDON, S.E. 11. 

OETACH1.OLE 
PINS 

14 
2 

3 

8 
15 

2 

3 
1 

9 

o 
6 
/ 

1 

2 
o 

'Phone : Hop 6257. 

r -way ...1 9 
2 -way ...6 6 
3 -way ...9/- 

WIRELESS 

Now on Sale. 

A message to 
the man who 
has never built 
a Receiving Set. 

FOR the man who has' read Books 
and Articles on how to build 
Receiving Sets tn who still 

feels that he does not possess the 
requisite amount of skill to build a 
really good one, we have a new idea.. 

We are shortly publishing a series 
of Portfolios, each one dealing with 
one Receiving Set in a very com- 
prehensive manner. The Portfolio 
will contain a Booklet describing the 
Set, how it is made and operated and 
illustrated with actual photographs 
to show every stage of construction 
together with lull size working 
drawings. 

No effort has been spared to make 
these instructions clear and lucid and 
any man can commence building his 
Set with every confidence that he will 
achieve complete success. 

Envelope No. 1. 
Containing instruction Booklet, 
full-size working drawings, coin- 
plete list of all components, etc., 
for building up a 2 -Valve Reflex 
Receiver employing the well- 
known S.T. too Circuit. Designed 
by John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P. 

Envelope No. 2. 
Containing instruction Booklet 
full size working drawings, com- 
plete list of all components, for 
building up a family 4 -Valve 
Receiver for use with head- 
phones or loud - sp-aker and 
embodying a large number of en- 
tirely new features. Designed by 
Percy W. Harris (assistant editor 
M' dean Wireless). 

2/6 

2/6 

RADIO PRESS LTD. 
Devereux Court - STRAND, W.C.2. 
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THE splendid 4 -Valve Set, designed 
by Percy W. Harris and shown 
above, can be made by anyone 

familiar with the ordinary household 
tools and able to follow simple and con- 
cise instructions. 
It contains one H.F. Valve and one Detec- 
tor followed by two Note Magnifiers. 
By an ingenious and simple method of 
switching any combination of Valves 
from one to four can be used at will. 
Reaction is used on to the tuned anode 
coil while a potentiometer makes the Set 
very stable and really easy to tune. 
Its capabilities will, of course, vary under 
local conditions, but it will undoubtedly 
pick up all B.B.C. stations and most of 
the Continental ones 1 while, if conditions 
are favourable, several of the American 
stations can be heard at good strength. 
Full instructions showing how to build 
this " family " Receiver, together with 
blue prints, wiring diagrams and in- 
structions for working it will be found 
in Radio Press Envelope No. 2 
(No. r deals with the STioo Set) obtain- 
able at any Bookseller at 2S. 6d., or from 
Radio Press Ltd., the Publishers of the 
Magazine, for 25. 8d. post free. 

February, I924 
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Radio Press Envelope No.2 
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i TWO MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS +, 
ELKAY WIRELESS CO. 

BRITAIN'S GREATEST EXCLUSIVE WIRELESS STORES 
Pioneers of Cheap Prices : with Cheap Prices Maintained THo 0 0 

Headphones, 
FAMOUS Radio Equohms, eat Cer- 

ALL MAKES OF VALVES IN STOCK Headphones, 4,000 ohms, leather- 
Percov pad headband. St_unped B.B.C. 16/9 MARCONI R.EDISWAN, MULLARD and COSSOR (Red & Plain Top) l'cr pair ... ... ... ... V 
ELKAY Lightweight Headphones, 12/9 Dull Emitters, Ediswan & Marconi, 21/- 4,000 ohms, all guaranteed per pair G 7 

D.E.3 y06 amp.) Valves also in stock. EACH FELLOWS' New Lightweight 'Phones, 
4,000 ohms, stamped B.B.C.... ... 1 8/6 Special packing and post 1,'- each extra. 
SUPER 'PHONES, Light, Easy Adjust- 1 
ment, 4,000 ohms, guaranteed 
N & K (The genuine article), 4,000 
ohms, all guaranteed Per pair 7 
ALSO BROWNS, BRUNET, THOMSON-HOUSTON (French), ETC. 

0 0 
DUTCH VALVES . 6/11 & 7/11 
L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Ratio 5 to r. All 

guaranteed (postage r/-) each 1113 
CRYSTAL DETECTORS 1 9, 1,'3 & 101d. 
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glasscase 

2/6, r2/3, 1/6 
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22, guaranteed ha d- 

rlrtwu rnpper, roo ft. (postage r/-) - .. 1 /101 
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving 

per doz. 31d. 
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS .. each 2d. 

per doz. 1(5 
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS .. each 1d. 

per doz. 7d. 
CONDENSER SCALES, o to ;So each 3)d. 
BASKET COILS, set of 6, up to 3,000 metres 2,'4 
SLEEVING, 3 yds., assorted colours, for .. 11 )d. 
NUTS, 2 B.A. .. per doz. 2(d. 
NUTS, 4, 5, 6, and 8 B.A. per doz. 2d. 
WASHERS, 4 B.A. per doz. 1d. 

2 B.A. per doz. 10. 
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers 

per doz. 4d. 
TERMINALS, with nut and washers 

each ld., 1id. S. 2d. 

MAIL ORDERS DESPATCHED 
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED. 

Goods sent to all 
parts of the World. 

State What Make of LOUD SPEAKER you Require. 
EVERY TYPE IN STOCK. 

IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles 
the set 

FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RESIST- 
ANCE SCALES, 0 t 300 .. . each 

BELL WIRE, pinned Copper, 12 yds. 
VALVE LEGS, nut and washer each 
VALVE LEGS, mit and washer per doz. 
VALVE PINS, nut and washer .. each 
VALVE PINS, nut and washer per doz. 
PLUNGER SPRINGS, complete .. each 
SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 ins. long, 1 in. square, 

drilled .. .. .. each 
SLIDER KNOB , each 
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.S.T. each 

S.I'.I).T., each 1 11 : D.l'.D.T. .. each 
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in stock, 

from . .. .. each 
SCREWED ROD, 2 11..4., 12 ins. long each 

4 B.A., 12 ins.long each 
RUBBER INSULATED LEADING -IN WIRE 

per yd. 
VARIABLE GRID LEAK, Pencil type 
INSULATORS, white reel, 2 in., each ld. ; 

per doz. 
white egg, each 2d. ; per doz. 

81d. 

8d. 
6d. 
Id. 

10d. 
td. 
9d. 
1 d. 

31d. 
2d. 
1/6 
2/9 

lid. 
3d. 

21d. 

lid. 

11d. 
1;8 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high quality. 
With aluminium top and bottom plates. 
Complete with -knob and dial, guaranteed 
accurate: 
Vernier .. 4,'- .0005 .. S/ - 
.000r .. .. 4 .00075 7 /- 
.0002 .. .. 4 6 .00r .. 8/- 
.1o0; .. 5 6 

SUPER -QUALITY 2 -WAY COIL HOLDER.. 4/9 
REAL EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER .. 6/3 
O.B.A. NUTS .. .. .. per doz. 4d. 
DETECTOR ARMS, Pall Joints, Ebonite 

Handle and Whisker Holder 31d. 
WOOD SCREW TERMINALS each lid. 
SHELLAC .. .. .. per bot., 101d.& 611. 

AERIAL PULLEYS .. each 101d., 81d., Od. & 4)d. 
TINFOIL .. .. .. large sheet 4e. 
COPPER FOIL, 6 in. wide .. .. per ft. 5d. 
GRID LEAKS, 21 and 2 meg. .. each 10.1d, 
FLEX (Twin), various colours ..per yd. 2d. 
CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper, 2ogauge 

3 yds. 2d. 

CALLERS SHOULD MAKE FOR NEW BRANCH: 
159, BISHOPSCATE, E.C.2. 

(12 doors from Liverpool Street Station, on same side'. 
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A. .. each 2d. & 3d. 
SPACING WASHERS, large ,. per doz. 2),d. 
SPACING WASHERS, small .. per doz. 11d. 
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw .. .. each id. 
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw each 2d. 
FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities each 10äd. 
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery while 

You wait . , per lb. 
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and washers, 

each . . . . . per1r doz. 
W.O. TERMINALS, nuts and washers each 
W.O. TERMINALS, nuts and washers 

per doz. 
PANEL BUSHES, drilled .. .. each 
PANEL BUSHES, drilled per doz. 
TOP CONDENSER, bushes .. .. each 
TOP CONDENSER, bushes .. per doz. 
BOTTOM CONDENSER, bushes .. each 
BOTTOM CONDENSER, bushes per doz. 
SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite knob, 

complete with panel, bush, nuts, and spring 
washer .. .. .. 

STOPS, with nuts .. .. per doz. 

3/8 

1 /3 
2d. 

11d 
1 /3 
ld. 
9d. 
1 d. 
7d. 

8(d. 
6d. 

FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth action, 
marvellous value .........I/O 

With engraved dials .. 2jG 
WOUND INDUCTION COILS (postage 9d.): 

12 4 9X4 8x2._. 6x3 6 x 2 
2 5 2/3 1 11 1/8 1/5 

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings 
wound to r,600 metres . each 2/0 

VARIOMETERS (Tube type), complete with 
,b ..3ill & 2/11 

DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length .. 111d. 
HERTZITE, genuine, in box .. .. 8d. 
TALITE, genuine, in box .. 
PERMANITE, genuine, in box .. 8d. 
ZINCITE, genuine, in box .. .. .. 8d. 
BORNITE, genuine, in box . .. .. 8d. 
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds) 9d. 
CARBORUNDUM .. 5fd. 
ZINCITE and BORNITE, both in box 1/- 
COIL PLUGS, real ebonite 1,3, 10)d. & 91d. 
EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND DIAL.. 1 /6 
FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS 81d. 
H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER : 

1. 150 to 450 metres .. .. 3'9 
2. 250 to 700 , .... .. 4! - 

THE 
WONDERFUL 

TITANIC 
CRYSTAL SET, 

stamped B.B.C., including I pair 
of 4,000 ohms headphones,aerial 
wire, insulators, leading - in 
wire, lead-in tube, earth clip, 
etc. Maker's price 3 guineas, 
Our price 37(6. 

BUY FROM US: 

IT WILL SAVE 
YOU MONEY. 

3. 450 to 1200 4'3 
4. 900 to z000 4,6 
5. 1600 to 3200 49 
6. 2200 to 5600 

ENAMEL WIRE in 1,''1 and 11b. reels: 
24 26 28 

per lb. 2 4 2/8 3/2 3/6 
Note. -Bobbins 2d. each extra. 

POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up to 5oo 
ohm-, superior make, compact size 73 

CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed, fitted 
on 4. 2 ebonite panel with terminals for 
aerial, earth, and 'phones, already wired 
and beautifully finished .. .. 4 9 

VALVE HOLDERS .. .. each 101d. & 1 3 
BATTERIES, II.T., dry: 

30 volts, including Wander Plugs 5 -6 
6o volts, including Wander Plugs ,. 8 6 

AMALGO PLASTIC M ETAL, forfixingcrystals. 
No Wood's metal races -ark 6d. 

GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing 
erestals .. - 6d. 

IVORINE NAME PLATES, all readings 
curb 1d. per doz. 9d. 

EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable.. each 54. 

5/- 

Please send ample postate. Trade Inquir-es: 2.27, Bis.`.opsgate. 
Please address Post Orders: 

" ELKAY" WIRELESS CO. 
159 - 225 - 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2: 

Telegrams : ELKAYWIRY AVE., LONDON. Telephones I CENTRAL 8544, RETAIL. 
BISHOPSGATE 2313, WHOLESALE. 

Special Terms to Radio Clubs. OPEN SATURDAY ALL DAY. SUNDAYS 11- -2.30. 

REMEMBER -DON'T PAY MORE ! 

i 

In relying to advet'/ieprc Nee COUPON Ola ld.S/ haze 403 
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Efficiency plus. Economy 
The principles of the 

" Unit " System 
The principle of this " Unit " Receiver is 
more or less along the lines of the well- 
known sectional Bookcase. From the first 
Unit-like the first section of the bookcase- 
it is ready for immediate service. 
The first Unit to be constructed (No. 3 in the 
illustration) as a complete Crystal Receiving 
Unit. The design of this Unit is so efficient 
that Broadcasting has been received regularly 
at over 4o miles distance from the Station. 
The second Unit to be added is a Low 
Frequency Amplifier which greatly increases 
the volume of sound. If you live close to a 
Broadcasting Station these low Units should 
work a small loud Speaker. If you wish to 
increase its range, you can add the High 
Frequency Amplifier. These four Units give 
almost the range, sensitivity and volume of 
a three Valve Set with only the small upkeep 
costs of a valves. Full instructions are given 
for building absolutely every part in a par- 
ticularly economical manner. Even if you 
already possess a Set you ought to get this 
Rook-there are quite a number of new ideas 
sure to interest you. 

--- --- -- ------- 

THIS book, by Mr. E. Redpath, assistant editor 
of Wireless Weekly, should be purchased by 
every wireless enthusiast who is keen on 

simple constructional work for two reasons. 
First, because it describes a new idea in Wireless-a 
highly sensitive Receiving Set which, starting from 
a self-contained Crystal Set, can be added to, and 
made more efficient at any future time at small cost. 
Secondly, because not only are the elementary 
principles of Wireless soundly and simply explained, 
but every step in the actual constructional work is 
carefully shown by clear diagrams and well -written 
text. Even the beginner in Wireless can safely start 
on this Receiving Set and know that his efforts will 
be crowned with success. 

How to make a "Unit" 
Wireless Receiver 

Contents 

( 

( 

By E. Redpath. 

Chapter 1.-The Essential Principles Involved. 

Chapter 2.-The Aerial-Earth System at the Receiving Station. 

Chapter 3.-Unit No. 1. The Variometer Tuner with Crystal De- 
tector. 

Chapter 4. --Unit No. 2. The Low -Frequency Amplifier with self. 
contained H.T. Battery. 

Chapter 5.-Units Nos. 3 and 4. Aerial Tuning Variometer and 
High -Frequency Valve Unit. 

Chapter S.-The Completed Set and How it Works. 

Chapter 7.-The Construction and Erection of an Efficient Aerial.. 

Sold by all Booksellers 
and Newsagents, or 2 /8 
post free direct from 
Publishers. 

IdabiII IPSS, ear., 
Publishers of Authoritative Wireless Literature 
DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND W.C.2 
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to T4. The aerial is connected to 
A2, and the earth to E. The 
terminal T11 is connected to T5, and 
Te is connected to T7. The ter- 
inals T, and T9 are left unconnected. 

A coil is inserted in L1 and 

February, 1924 

(Continued fe.onz pgge 299.) 
The gridleak R, will not be found 

to be critical, but care should be 
taken that the resistance is in 
because in these types of gridleaks 
and anode resistances it is possible 

h 

BATTERY 

/7/4 

Fig. 9.-Details of Box. 

by rotating the knob in an anti- 
clockwise direction sufficiently far 
to cut out the resistance altogether, 
which, of course, is a desirable 
advantage in some cases. 
Connecting Up the Fig. 3 Circuit 

The Fig. 3 circuit is useful for 
the reception of broadcasting, but 
is primarily intended for the recep- 
tion of longer waves, such as those 
on which the Paris Time Signals 
are sent. The resistance R, will 
act now as a resistance coupling, 
but this is not very efficient on 
wavelengths below i,000 metres. 
When receiving such stations as 
the Eiffel Tower, it is desirable 
to cut out tle constant aerial tuning 
fixed condenser C1, mentioned in 
connection with previous figures. 

The aerial is now connected to 
the terminal A, of Fig. 5, instead 
of to A1, as was previously the case. 
The plug-in coil is now connected 
in the coil holder L2 of Fig. 5, 
while nothing whatever is put 
into the coil holder L2. Assuming 
that no leads have been used to 
connect up the various terminals 
surrounding the coil holders, we 
make the following connections : 

T1 is joined to T2 and T, to T4. 
T, and T, are left unconnected, 
as also is T,. The terminal T11 is 
connected to T,. 

It is desirable to try adjusting 
the value of the resistance R 4 

when using this circuit. 
Trying Out the Fig. 4 Circuit 
The circuit in Fig, 4 is . similar 

to that shown in Fig. 3, but this 
time a reaction coil L2 is coupled 
to L1, but the reaction coil is not 
tuned. The connections to the 
various -terminals are as follows :--- 

T, is connected to T2, and T3 

another in L2. If it is found that on 
bringing the moving coil closer to 
the other, and retuning on the lef t - 
hand condenser of Fig. 5, i.e., C1, 
the signal strength does not in- 
crease, then try connecting T1 to 
T4, and T2 to T,, instead of the 
previous connections to these ter- 
minals. 

When using the circuits of Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4, the variable condenser 
C, is not, of course, in circuit, and 
the right-hand condenser of Fig. 5 
need not be touched. 

Sizes of Coils 
The sizes of the coils suitable 

T6 T7 

Fiy, 1O.-Numbered 

for different wavelengths will be 
supplied by the coil manufacturers. 
Coils having 5o turns are suitable 
for receiving 2L0, using the - 

constant aerial tuning system, but 
for receiving the broadcasting' 
stations using longer wavelengths, 
two coils, each of - 75 turns, are 
recommended. 

MODERN WIRELESS 
Reception of Continuous Waves 
Continuous wave signals may 

be received with the circuits of 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, the latter figure 
being only used when. iònger waves 
are being received.._ In any case, 
the arrangement of Fig. 2 is the 
better for continuous wave recep- 
tion, but no attempt should be 
made to receive continuous waves 
on wavelengths near those employed 
by the broadcasting stations, 
because the self -oscillation of the 
first valve will completely spoil the 
reception of those listening to 
broadcasting. 

In any case it is essential that 
the coils L1 and L, should be kept 
as far away as possible, and if 
there is a tendency to oscillate 
when receiving broadcasting, this 
may immediately be stopped by 
turning the knob of the resistance 
far more in a clockwise direction. 
The circuit will then operate 
effectively and very faithfully. 

Special Note 
Full details have been given in 

this article for making and using. 
this three -valve receiver. By 
virtue, however, of the fact that 
several terminals are fitted on the 
panel to enable different circuit 
combinations to be obtained, it 
is impossible to detail these in 
this issue. 

Next month, further circuits 
will be fully described, and further 
operating details given. 

Blue Prints 
Two full size blue prints of the 

top of the panel, and of the under- 
neath wiring, are obtainable from 

theoretical diagram. 

Radio. Press Limited, Devereux 
Court, Strand, London, W.C.2, 
the publishers of MODERN WIRE- 
LESS and WIRELESS WEEKLY, for 
is: 6d: :each. Readers desiring 
to ;take advantage of this should 
distinctly specify blue prints 
Nos. 16A and 613... An additional 
2d. should be included for postage. 
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On Sale Feb. 9th. 

IIÌ111111111Ih111111111p11111111f IIIIIII11111111i11111111111iIlIfIn11IIIiIIIIfIf1111I11111111111f1111111f1111111111111IIIIIIIiIlflffll1111111111fiT1T11111111' 

" Broadcast 
Listeners " 
Year Book 

1924 
:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Contents. 
Interesting details of B.B.C. personnel. 
Notes on the eight B.B.C. Stations. 
Continental Broadcasting-what to listen 

for. 
How to look after your Set.-By Percy 

W. Harris. 
Buying a Broadcast Receiver, By 

G. P. Kendal' B.Sc. 

The Wireless Musical Cinema-a peep 
into the Future.-By R. II'. Hallows, 
M.A. 

In and out of the Studio.-By John 
Her, ev. 

The Children's Corner. - By Uncle 
Caraclacus. 

The Importance of the Musical Pro- 
gramme.-By pan Godfrey, Jun., 
A.R.A.M. 

The Worlç of an Announcer.-By Rex 
Palmer. 

How it is Done.-By P. P. Eckersley, 
Chief Engineer to B.B.C. 

A Visit to 2L0.-By E. Alexander. 

What has been done-a review of the 
first year's Broadcast.-By A, R. 
Burrows. 

The roture of Wireless.-By John Scott. 
Taggart, F.Insl.P.. 

The British Broadcasting Co., -Ltd., and 
its aims and objects.-By J. C. IV. 

Reich. 

How to listen to and appreciate Musical 
Broadcast.- By D,ug!as Hopkins, 
A .R.C.O. 

From all Book- 
sel:ers, or 118 post 
free direct. 

IIII'I1111111111111i111111111i1111iI11[111111111i,lIII;IIIIiII1I IIIIIIIII1111.11111!III:III 

Get a copy of this 
new Book and have 
a peep behind the 
scenes 

THIS new Book is entirely different from 

any Radio Year Book or Annuals that 
have ever been prodùced. - It is, as its 

title denotes, devoted exclusively 't6. Broad- 
casting. As you will see by this list of con- 

tents, it brings the B.B.C. right into your 
home, and 'introduces you to many of those 
fho are responsible for the pleasure you get 
from Broadcasting, 

\\"e feel confident that it is one of the most 
interesting and entertaining Books that have 
ever been published-remember there is nót 
a technical word in it-and a ready sale is 

assured, Date of publication is February '7th, 
but to make sure of a copy, an order should be 

given to your newsagent- at once as the supplÿ 
is limited. 

Radio Press, Limited, 
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2. 

1111111111111111111111:1111111111111II1111111111 
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acelz Seabed 
THE most absorbing Book on the Valve yet of Radio enthusiasts who are very keen but who 

published. The author, John Scott -Taggart, are not technically minded. 
F.Inst.P., Editor of Modern 
Wireless, has purpos'ly set out 
to produce a book which will 
appeal to the very large circle 

In 

---- 
From all Booksellers 

Publi,hed by Radio Press Ltd., 
Deveruz Court, Strand, W.C.L. 

2/6 

In view of the anticipated heavy 
demand, it is advisable to p 

chase a copy immediately wh.le 
this edition lasts. 

replying to- advertisers, use COUPON On last page, 40 
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Result of 
15 years' 
experience. 

Brandes, Limited 
Canadian Brandes, Ltd., Manu- 
facturers of the famous Brandes 
Headphones, will in future be 
known as 

BRANDES, LIMITED 
This constitutes a change in 

name only, and the " Matched 
Tone " feature will still continue 
to maintain the superiority of 
Brandes Headphones through- 
out the Radio Universe. All 
communications and enquiries 
should now be addressed as 
under :- 
Brandes, Limited 
Walmer House, 296, Regent St., W.1 
Phone Langharn 1525. Trade Lnq .fries Invited 

District Offices: 

GLASGOW : - - - 47, Waterloo S'reet 
NEWCASTLE: 5 & 6 Post Office Chambers 

ER W 

PRICE 25/- 
m 

British Manufacture (B.B.C. stamped) and 
conform to all new Licensing Regulations. 
Manufactured at Brandes Works, Slough, 

Bucks. 

d Matched T ne 
b_Radio 

TRAGE MARK 

Headphones 

408 In 

®111111111111111 

Radio press 
bîarfts for 1924 

FOR your appointments - to chronicle 
your doings - for the thousand and 

one things connected with your lifa, 
you need a Diary. 

This year purchase a Wireless Diary 
and get some useful information without 
extra cost. 

These two Radio Press Diaries are both 
extremely neat and well -produced little 
Books. They do everything that a Diary 
should do-they are convenient in size 
and shape-do not bulge the pocket- 
strongly bound. to give a whole year's 
service, and more besides,if needed. Just 
the Diary,in fact, to suit the most critical, 
From all Booksellers or direct (postage 
2d. extra) from Radio Press, Ltd. 

E Radio Press Handbook 
E and Diary for 1924. 

WPM 

baba 

IMM 

Via 

Men 

MMIM 

Size 51 in. by 34 in., solidly bound in grained 
leather cloth, fitted with pencil. Diary portion 
shows a whole week at an opening. Large number 
of pages of technical data, including several pages 

valuablea to the serious worker - - - G v /6 2 

Radio Press Popular 
Wireless Diary for 1924. 

Size 21 in. by 44 in. Strongly bound in leather 
cloth with rounded corners. One complete 
week shown at each opening. wireless pages 
include information on call signs, circuit dia- 
grams, Morse' Code, electrical data, full 
instructions for building a complete 1 /- 
Receiving Set, etc., etc. 

v electrical f formu 1 which will prose en - 

In Leather, with pencil 

Published in conjunction with 
Charles Letts & Co. 

1/6 

IMM 

E11111I111111III1111111611111116111111116IIIIIIIIIIIEIl11111!1111111E 
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WIRELESS WEEKLY is sold by ail 
Newsagents and published by Radio 

Press Ltd., Devereux Court , Strand 
W.C.2, 

MODERN WIRELESS 

where quality comes first 

AFTER a hard day's toil, when you are glad to sink 
into the depths of a comfortable chair, you'll 
appreciate to the full the wonderful range of articles 

provided in WIRELESS WEEKLY. 

In a ceaseless endeavour to 
produce a really high - grade 
weekly Radio Magazine, the 
Publishers have spared no ex- 
pense, and its Editorial Staff 
is by far the most complete of 
any Wireless Magazine in the 
country. 

The result of this co-operation 
is seen in its columns. WIRE- 
LESS WEEKLY gives no space 
to the sensational or impractic- 
able-neither are its pages 
available for puerile or useless 
discussions of a too elementary 

nature. Rather does it presume 
a certain amount of radio 
knowledge and intelligence from 
those who read it. 

That this policy is appre- 
ciated is proved by the fact 
that from its first issue the sales 
of WIRELESS WEEKLY 
have shown remarkable progress 
and the prestige of the Journal 
has never stood higher. 

If you are not yet a re gular 
reader, a postcard to the Pub- 
lishers will bring a specimen 
copy free of cost. 
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Index to Advertisers 
PAGE PAGE PAGE 

Abbey Engineering Works 397 Fallon Condenser Co. 398 Omnipbone `Fireless Co. .. 400 
Arrigoni, C. & J. .. 336 Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd. 353 New London Electron Works .. 369 
Autoveyors, Ltd. 869 Forti a Co. 397 Penton Engineering Co. 381 
B.D. & Co. .. 353 Fuller's United Elec. Works, Ltd. 389 Radio Communication Co., Ltd. 382 
Bowyer -Lowe Co. 399 
Brandes Ltd. 408 
British Battery Co., Ltd. (The) 389 
BritishThomson-Houston Co. Ltd.345-377 
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378 
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381 
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Radio Stocks, Ltd. .. 357 
Radions, Ltd. .. .. 392 
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Robinson, Lionel, & Co. 401 
Rose Bros. Elec. Co. 358 
Rothermel (A. R.), Ltd. 336 
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Cinema Traders 373 
Clarke (H.) & Co. (Manchester), Ltd. 361 
Cossor Valve Co. 370 
Curtis (Peter), Ltd. .. .. 389-394 
Drummond Bros. 373 

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. 
International Radio Mfrs., Ltd. 
Jackson Bros. .. 
Lissen Co. 

349 
333 
345 
331 

Scientific Supply Stores.. 
Seal Co. (Britain), Ltd... . 
Service Co., Ltd... .. 
Simpson & Blythe .. 
Smith & Ellis .. 

35111 

357 
397 
358 
358 

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd. 330 Lowne Electric Co. 336 Sparks Radio Co. 358 
Economic Electric, Ltd. 899 McMichael (L.), Ltd. .. 396 Sterling Telephone Co., Ltd. 365 
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. 335 Marconi Scientific Instrument Co. 378 Thomson (J. E.) & Co.. . 358 
Elkay Wireless Co. 403 Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co., Ward & Goldstone, Ltd. 393 
Ever -Ready Co. (Gt. Brit.), Ltd. 353 Ltd. .. Cover ii Watmel Wireless Co. .. 358 
Eons 400 M.L. Magneto Syndicate 365 Wellesford 400 
Eustace Watkins Ltd... 400 Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. 357 -- Woodhall-Wireless Mfg. Co. 333 

WALKERS' WIRELESS 
Hold the largest variety of wireless appara- 

tus in the North. Send for particulars, 
31, Westgate Road, Newcastle -on -Tyne: 

EDINBURGH. 
Sponsors (Scotland), Ltd.,119, George St., 
Edinburgh. Agents for Burndept, Ltd. 

WIRELESS INVENTORS. 
Advice Handbook on Patents and Trade 

Marks. Consultations free.-B.T. King, 
Regd. Patent Agent, 148e. QueenVictoria 
St.,E.C.4. 'Phone: Central682.36yrs.refs. 

J. DYSON. 
5 & 7, Godwin Street, Bradford. Complete 

Sets. All Accessories. Tele. 6037 & 8038. 
Telegrams : " Equipment." 

A. Franks, Ltd., 95-97, Deansgate, 44, 
Market _ Street, 73, Oxford Street, 
12, Victoria Street, Manchester, and 
90. Bradshawgate, Bolton. 

" EIFFEL TOWER " MASTS. 
(Trade Mark) Reg. Des. 894837. 

W ILK INSO N, Lonsdale Road, 
Write for Lists. Kilburn, N.W.B. 

POST PAID WIRELESS MATERIALS. 
Brown's Type A New Ex -Govt. 120 ohm. 
Headphones, 25s. 60 volt H.T. Battery 6s. 
Complete Price List Free.-J. H. TAYLOR. 
& Co., Macaulay Street, Huddersfield. 

" Eiffel Tower " Transformers.-L.F. 5/1, 
wonderful value. 12 /8, carr. paid. Each 
Transformer guaranteed perfect and tested.-Wilkinson Lonsdale Road, 
Queen's Pk, N.W.6. Est. 1900. 

Accumulators.-We repair and recharge any make of cell. Trade or Private.- 
Wilkinson, Lonsdale Rd., Queen's Pk., N.W.B. Est. 1900. Makers of the " Eiffel Tower " Wireless Mast. 

FOR SALE: 3 long wave Wireless Re- 
ceivers 1,000 to 10,000 meters. Can be 
increased to 25,000 meters. U.S. Navy 
Standard. Adapted valve or crystal. 
U.S. Shipping Board, Bush House, 
Aldwych, London, W.C. 2. 

" EBONITE " 
Cut any size, Post and Packing 8d. 

1 -inch thick, Id. sq. inch. 
WORMALD & SON, Mangnall St., 

Bradford Rd., Manchester. 
'Phone Central 2868. 

HALF INCH SPACES 
Like this :- 

I TRY ONE. 15s. each prepaid. 

1-211111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

= . E . 
E , . = 

- COUPON ,_ 

Quest... 

. 
ions and Answers 

In future this coupon must be accompanied with 
2s. 6d. P.O. 

"MODERN WIRELESS" February, 1924 

dilllil1111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111(I4lü"31ïfi7 

USE THIS COUPON 
in writin« to advertisers in "Modern Wireless." 

CUT HERE 

In connection with your announcement .in MODERN 
WIRELESS, please supply me with: 

Enclosed please find remittance of 
(Leave blank if not an order) 

If an open envelope is used in applying for catalogues a half- 
penny stamp will cover postage. 

Name 

Address 

Date 
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Aerial 
erecting 

MODERN WIRELESS 

Ir. strnction 

Set 
building 

What do you want to know ? 
-there's a 11.aDíu press Book 

to help you. 

Choose your Books 
from this List: 

Price 
1. Wireless for All .. ed. 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
2. Simplified Wireless .. 1 /- 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
3. How to Make Your Broadcast Receiver 1/8 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
4. How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial .. 1 /- 

By B. MITTELL, A.M.I.E.E. 
5. The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus 1;6 

By P. D. TYERS. 
6. The Construction of Crystal Receivers 1,6 

Fry ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS. 
y. How to Make a ".Unit " Wireless Receiver 2 '6 

By E. REDPATH. 
8. Pictorial Wireless Circuits .. 116 

By OSWALD J. RANKIN. 
g. Wireless Valves Simply Explained .. 2/6 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
1o. Practical Wireless Valve Circuits . 2,6 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
1z: Radio Valves and How to Use Them 2/8 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
13. 800 Wireless Questions Answered 2/8 

By G. P. KENDALL & E. REDPATH 
14. 12 Tested Wireless Sets .. .. .. .. 2/6 

By P. W. HARRIS. 
15. More Practical Valve Circuits (Cloth Bound) .. 3/8 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
16. Home -Built Wireless Components .. .. 2/8 
Elementary Text -book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes 10/ - 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
(post free) 

WHETHER you are erecting an 
Aerial, building 

. a Set, or 
endeavouring to find out how 

one works, there is a wide choice of 
1abio press Books ready to help you. 

Don't attempt to struggle along in the dark 
by yourself, but make use of the assist- 
ance freely offered you by the authors 
of these Books. Remember each is written 
by an expert in his own particular branch 
of Radio and every author is a man of note. 

All Books obtainable from any Book- 
seller, or in case of difficulty any Book 
will be supplied (postage 2d. extra) by 
Publishers direct. 

ittabirr 4 rrss 1t 
Devereux Court, STRAND, W.C.2. 

Gilbert Ad. 
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The 
Lyrianette 

A 1924 ACHIEVEMENT 
WIRELESS has not been installed by 

a large number of people because of 
the impression existing that skill and 

attention are required. With the introduction 
of 'the Lyrianette this impression should soon 
be dispelled. 

Simplicity is the solution of the problem and the 
LYRIANETTE begins a new era in Broadcasting 
Reception. This new receiver is easy to install, 
easy to operate and requires less attention than 
a Gramophone. 

February, 1924 

The Lyrianette 
2 Valve for Broadcasting only. 

Price 19 Guineas. 
B.B C. Tax 15/. 

Absolutely self-contained, it has only two terminals to connect up, one to the 
earth, and the other to the aerial. Fitted with one of the finest standard Loud Speakers, 
Dry Batteries, and Dull Emitter Valves, everything is completely enclosed in a 
cabinet of classic design that will harmonise with the period of your furnishing 
and afford you the highest satisfaction at a price within your reach. 

It is made for two and three valves. 
The Lyrianette advantages : - 

The simplest operation. Perfect reproduction. 
No accumulators. No unsightly wires. 

The right price. 

Write now for leaflet K2 describing this receiver. Demonstrations will be given daily at Harrods and other 
leading stores throughout the country, or at our showrooms. 

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
a 
13 

D 
CI 

13 

Minimum attention. 
R. 1. Standard. 

Works, Offices and Showrooms 

12, HYDE STREET, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C.1. 
Teleph ne : Regent 6214-6 215-6 2 lb. Trizorans 

PROVINCIAL DEPOTS. 
Manchester : 19, Hopwood Avenue. 
Leeds : / unity House, Commercial S'ceet. 
Birmingham Rritannia Works, Gt. Charles Street. 
Glasgow : 47, Waterloo .Street. 

Aberdeen : 164M, A/a,ket .Stmt. 
Middlesbrough : 42, W Iliad Street. 
Dundee : Caird Hall, Dock Street. 

lnstraldio, London." 

Ipswich : 6r, Rushmere Road, 
Newcastle -on -Tyne : 5 and 6, Post Office Chambers. 
CardiJJ : r r, Moira Terrace. 
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